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Abstract. The behavior of concurrent, asynchronous procedures de-
pends in general on the call context, because of the global protocol that
governs scheduling. This context cannot be specified with the state-based
Hoare-style contracts common in deductive verification. Recent work
generalized state-based to trace contracts, which permit to specify the in-
ternal behavior of a procedure, such as calls or state changes, but not its
call context. In this article we propose a program logic of context-aware
trace contracts for specifying global behavior of asynchronous programs.
We also provide a sound proof system that addresses two challenges:
To observe the program state not merely at the end points of a proce-
dure, we introduce the novel concept of an observation quantifier. And to
combat combinatorial explosion of possible call sequences of procedures,
we transfer Liskov’s principle of behavioral subtyping to the analysis of
asynchronous procedures.

1 Introduction

Contracts [16,35] are a cornerstone of the rely-guarantee paradigm for verifica-
tion [24], as it enables the decomposition of a program along naturally defined
boundaries. A well-established example are procedure contracts which encap-
sulate the behavior of the execution of a single procedure in terms of pre- and
post-condition.3 Traditionally, a pre-condition describes the state at the moment
a procedure is called, and the post-condition describes the state at the moment
the procedure terminates. The contract-based approach to deductive verifica-
tion permits to verify a program in a procedure-modular manner and so makes
it possible to conduct correctness proofs of sequential programs of considerable
complexity and size in real programming languages [10,17].

A concurrent setting poses a completely different challenge, because con-
currently executing procedures may interfere on the state, causing a myriad of
possibly different behaviors, even for small programs. Contracts in the presence
of fine-grained concurrency tend to be highly complex, because they have to en-
code substantial parts of the invariants of the whole system under verification [4].
It was rightly argued since long that a suitable granularity of interference is key
to arrive at manageable specifications of concurrent programs [25].

3 Additional specification elements, such as frames or exceptional behavior, can be
considered as syntactic sugar to achieve concise post-conditions.
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Main Contribution. The present paper constitutes an effort to generalize the
contract-based approach to the verification for concurrent programs. General-
ization involves two aspects: First, it is necessary to specify sets of traces of
a verified program, not merely sets of pre-/post states, to be able to refer to
the context of a program and to internal events, such as other procedure calls.
Trace-based logics, such as temporal logic, are standard to specify concurrent
programs. Here, we use a recent trace logic [7] that is exogenous [40] (i.e., allows
judgments involving explicit programs) and can characterize procedure calls.
Second, and this is our central contribution, not merely the procedure under ver-
ification is specified by traces, but pre-/postconditions are generalized to traces.
This permits to specify the context in which a contract is supposed to be applied
without ghost variables or other auxiliary constructs. As we are going to show,
this approach admits a procedure-modular deductive verification system for con-
current programs, where the correctness of each procedure contract implies the
correctness of the conjunction of all contracts, i.e. of the whole program.

Setting. There is an important limitation: our current approach does not work
for preemptive concurrency, but is targeted at the active object paradigm [9].
With asynchronous procedures and syntactically explicit suspension points, ac-
tive objects are a good trade-off between usability and verifiability, and they
feature appropriate granularity to render contract-based specification useful.

Earlier research [12,15] showed that active objects are amenable to deductive
verification, however, that work suffered from limitations: Asynchronous pro-
cedure calls, even with explicit suspension points, cannot be encapsulated in
a big-step abstraction using pre-/post-conditions to describe state. Instead, a
specification must at least partially describe the possible traces resulting from
procedure execution, including (procedure-)internal events, such as synchroniza-
tion, to reason about concurrency. Because of this, the state-based approach of
[12,15] turned out to be problematic in two aspects: First, it necessitates the
use of ghost variables, in this case for recording event histories during symbolic
execution. This, in turn, requires to reason about histories as a data structure,
hindering proof search automation. Second, specification of a procedure’s con-
text is done in terms of state. This makes it impossible to specify the history
and future wherein a procedure is expected to operate correctly. For example, a
procedure relying on a given resource may require that certain operations to pre-
pare that resource were completed once it starts. Dually, it might expect that its
caller cleans up afterwards. In particular, properties that stipulate the existence
of global traces, such as liveness, cannot be expressed with state-based contracts.
The context-aware trace contracts we define below do not require ghost variables
and they let one specify the history and future of a called procedure.

Approach. The sketched limitations of state-based approaches to specification of
concurrent programs suggest to explore trace-based specification contracts. We
present context-aware trace contracts (CATs). Syntactically, these are formulas
of a logic for symbolic traces [7], generalizing first-order pre- and post-conditions.
One immediate consequence is that trace elements, such as events, become first-
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class citizens and need not be modeled with ghost variables. The possible traces
of a given procedure m are specified with a CAT Cm in the form of a judgment
m : Cm, meaning that all possible traces of m, including their context, are
described by Cm.

Our main contribution is to fashion these contracts as context-aware. This
means that a CAT for a procedure m consists of three parts: A generalized
pre-condition describing the assumed trace up to the moment when m starts;
the possible traces produced by executing m; and a post-condition that again
is a trace describing the assumed operations taking place after termination of
m. The generalization of pre-/post-conditions to traces requires careful exam-
ination of allocation of guarantees: A procedure guarantees only its post-state
but it assumes the system continues in a certain fashion—this is, however, not
guaranteed by the procedure, but by the caller.

Let us illustrate CATs with an example. Consider a procedure work that
operates on a file. Its pre-condition is that the file was opened. Its internal
specification is that the file may be read or written to, but nothing else. Its
post-condition is that (A) in the final state of work, a flag indicating that it has
finished is set, and that (B) after work terminated, the file will be closed. While
the procedure assumes that the file has been opened upon start, itself it can only
guarantee (A), while it is the caller’s obligation to ensure (B).

Summary of Contributions and Structure. Our main contribution is the gener-
alization of state-based procedure contracts to the context-aware, trace-based
CAT model that permits not merely to specify the behavior of a procedure, but
also its context. We apply the CAT theory to a simplified active object concur-
rency model, where trace specification involves communication events, and the
proof calculus must keep track of when a procedure may start execution and
when its pre-condition must hold.

To render specification and verification practical, we add two further ingredi-
ents: the novel concept of an observation quantifier lets one record the (symbolic)
value of a program variable at a given point in a CAT. This can be seen as a
generalization of old references in state-based contract languages [33] and lets
one compare the symbolic values of program variables at different points within
a CAT. Second, to reduce the specification and verification effort, we generalize
Liskov’s behavioral subtyping principle [34] to CATs.

We first discuss the state of the art in Sect. 2, before we introduce our
programming model in Sect. 3. The CAT concept is based on a trace logic,
described in Sect. 4, and CATs themselves are described in Sect. 5. The proof
calculus is given in Sect. 6, before we give an example in Sect. 7, describe the
Liskov principle in Sect. 8 and conclude in Sect. 9.

2 State of the Art

Traces and Contracts. Specifying traces in logic has a long tradition, for example,
using Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [42] for events. We focus here on trace logics
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used for deductive verification. Our use of traces for internal specification is
based on work by Bubel et al. [7], which is following a line of research going
back to Dynamic Logic with Co-Inductive traces [6] that focused on a sequential
while language and is not connected to contracts.

Dynamic Trace Logic (DTL) [5] is an extension of dynamic logic that uses
LTL formulas as post-conditions. DTL was investigated for a fragment of Java
without concurrency and implemented as a prototype in th KeY system. It only
specifies changes of the state and no events, and is targeting internal behavior
of methods.

ABSDL [12,15] uses first-order logic and a ghost variable to keep track of
events. As discussed in the introduction, the use of a ghost variable to encode
trace properties in state predicates leads to complex specification patterns. AB-
SDL was implemented in KeY-ABS [12] for the Active Object language ABS [23].
As specification, however, it only supports object invariants, procedure contracts
must be encoded. This specification principle does not scale to complex systems
and protocols and, as it keeps track of events, but not of states, it cannot handle
specifications for internal state change. The specifications are also procedure-
local: one cannot express global system properties or even liveness.

Behavioral Program Logic (BPL) [26] is a parametric logic with trace-based
semantics, that has been instantiated for a calculus that supports behavioral pro-
cedure contracts [30]. A behavioral procedure contract supports limited speci-
fication of context, by specifying which procedures are allowed to run before
execution starts, but it does so in a dedicated specification pattern called con-
text set, which is not uniform for trace logic. The approach is implemented in
the Crowbar tool [31] for ABS and based on Locally Abstract, Globally Concrete
(LAGC) semantics [13,14], a bilayered trace semantics that differentiates be-
tween local traces of statements and global traces of programs. Local traces are
parameterized with a concurrent context and combined into a concrete global
trace once that context becomes known due to scheduling decisions. In the end,
a set of concrete traces is produced for a given program.

Context and Contracts. With context we mean the execution trace before and
after a procedure is executed, as specified from the perspective of the proce-
dure. In the following, we discuss approaches that view traces from a similar
perspective. Behavioral contracts for Active Objects are discussed above.

Session types are a typing paradigm for specification and verification of event
traces in concurrent systems [21], which was adapted to active objects [29].
Session types have a projection mechanism that generates a local specification
from a global one. Projection is re-interpreted as generation of proof obligations
within BPL, where global soundness relies on the implicit context of the global
specification [26,28].

Typestate [3,11] is an approach, where a trace of procedure calls is speci-
fied at the object level. In terms of the file example in the introduction, the
order of opening, writing/reading, and closing a file would be part of the spec-
ification of the file class. Typestate has recently been integrated in deductive
verification [36], but is complementary to contracts: it specifies traces from the
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P ∈ Prog ::=M {d s} e ∈ Expr ::= f | · · ·
M ∈ ProcDecl ::=m() {s; return} d ∈ VarDecl ::= ε | x; d

s ∈ Stmt ::= skip | x = e | m() | !m() | if(e){s} | s; s |
open(f) | close(f) | read(f) | write(f)

Fig. 1. Syntax of Async

point of view of the entities that are the target of events, while contracts specify
traces from the point of view of the origin of events. In particular, it presup-
poses object-like structures. As we can see later, this is unnecessary for contracts,
which merely require procedures.

In this article, we focus on specifying the temporal context of a procedure
call, i.e., the preceding and subsequent events. Orthogonal to this, and not our
concern here, is the spatial context, where one specifies the relation between
different parts of the heap memory, such as in Separation Logic [39,41], Dynamic
Frames [32], Permission Logic [37], etc. These are state-based formalisms. To
combine them with CATs is future work.

3 Program Semantics

3.1 The Async Language

Syntax We define the Async language, a small, imperative language that fea-
tures asynchronous as well as synchronous procedure calls, and a tree-like con-
currency model. It slightly simplifies typical Active Object languages [9], but
it is close enough to expose the challenges of trace-based semantics and con-
tracts for languages with cooperative scheduling. We permit recursion only for
synchronous calls, which is sufficient in practice. For the sake of being able to
present relevant examples, we add a small domain-specific language extension
with file operations (second line of statement rule in Fig. 1).

Definition 1 (Syntax). The syntax of programs P and their elements is given
by the grammar in Fig. 1. A program P consists of a set of procedures given
by procedures(P ) and an init block that declares the global variables and the
initial statement to start execution. The global lookup table G is defined by G =
〈m() {s; return}〉m∈procedures(P ) . Let PVar be the set of program variables with
typical value x. Let m range over procedure names and f over file descriptors.

There are no type annotations and no local variables in Async. A procedure
M has a name m, and a procedure body for execution. Each procedure ends
with a return statement, serving merely as a syntactic marker to simplify the
semantics of process termination: There are neither return values, nor procedure
parameters, all of which can be encoded as global variables. A statement s is ei-
ther a standard imperative construct, like assignment or sequential composition,
a synchronous call m(), an asynchronous call !m() or a file operation for opening,
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closing, reading and writing a file4. We underspecify the set of expressions, but
require that file identifiers are literals. We assume expression evaluation to be
total.

To guide the presentation and motivate our approach we use the following
running example.

Example 1. The following program writes to two files using the do procedure.
This procedure opens the file stored in the global variable file, asynchronously
issues its closing, and then calls operate.

do() { open(file); !closeF(); operate(); return; }

operate() { write(file); return; }

closeF() { close(file); return; }

{file; file = "file1.txt"; do(); file = "file2.txt"; do(); }

Concurrency Model Before we formalize the semantics of Async, we point
out its cooperative tree-like scheduling for concurrency. By cooperative, we mean
that a process is preemption-free: Once a procedure starts, it runs until the
end of its code before another procedure can be scheduled. This is standard
in both Actor and Active Object languages [9]. By tree-like, we mean that all
asynchronously called procedures by a process p, are guaranteed to run directly
after p terminates. This ensures that from the point of view of the caller of p,
these processes are hidden and do not interleave with other caller processes.

Example 2. Consider a program where procedure m asynchronously calls m1 and
m2, while m1 asynchronously calls m3 and m4.

m() { !m1(); !m2(); return }

m1() { !m3(); !m4(); return }

{ m() }

The tree-like semantics ensures the following scheduling constraints:

– The processes for m1 and m2 run directly after the one for m terminates, and
before any other process is scheduled (of a potential caller of m).

– The processes for m3 and m4 run directly after the one for m1 terminates, and
before any other process is scheduled.

– Assume that m1 is scheduled before m2, then the processes for m3 and m4 run
before the one for m2.

Synchronous calls are handled via inlining and are a special case of this
model.

Example 3. Consider the following program:

4 We do not add the value to be written as a parameter, again for simplicity. This can
be easily modelled with a global variable, if desired.
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m1() { !m3(); return }

m2() {...}

m3() {...}

{ m1(); m2() }

Since the body of m1 is inlined before the one of m2, under the tree-like semantics
all the procedures called in m1 (synchronous or not) run before m2. Therefore, is
ensured that m3 runs before m2.

Example 4. The tree-like concurrency model guarantees that in Example 1, pro-
cedure operate is executed before closeF, because the two calls occur in the same
scope, and the first one is synchronous while the second is asynchronous.

3.2 States and Traces

We define the program semantics formally, following mostly [7], except for file
operations, some aspects of call identifier management, and tree-like concurrency.
First, we require some technical definitions.

Definition 2 (State, State Update). A state σ ∈ Σ is a partial mapping
σ : PVar ⇀ Val from variables to values. The notation σ[x 7→ v] expresses the
update of state σ at x with value v and is defined as σ[x 7→ v](y) = v if x = y
and σ[x 7→ v](y) = σ(y) otherwise.

There is a standard evaluation function valσ for expressions, for example, in
a state σ = [x 7→ 0, y 7→ 1] we have valσ(x+ y) = valσ(x) + valσ(y) = 0 + 1 = 1.

Call scopes inside events keep track of active and called processes for pro-
cedures. This simplifies the semantics as one does not need an explicit process
pool or stack frames.

Definition 3 (Scope). A (call) scope is a pair scp = (m, id), where m is a
procedure name and id is a call identifier.

Events keep track of side effects, in particular they keep track of asynchronous
calls, process scheduling and termination, and file interactions.

Definition 4 (Event Marker). Let m be a procedure name, id a call identi-
fier, and scp a scope. Event markers ev are defined by the grammar:

ev ::= call(m, id) | invoc(m, id) | ret(id) | push(scp) | pop(scp) |
open(f) | close(f) | read(f) | write(f)

We denote with ev(e) a generic event marker over expressions e. Event mark-
ers call(m, id), invoc(m, id), and ret(id) are associated with a synchronous call, an
asynchronous call, and a return statement, respectively. Event markers push(scp)
and pop(scp) are associated with the start (process activation after a call) and
end of a computation in a procedure (termination of a process after the return
statement has been executed) in scope scp, respectively. These events are sim-
ilar to, but simpler than the ones in [14,15] due to the absence of futures, call
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parameters, and return values. In addition, in [14,15] invocation reaction events
are used only for asynchronous calls, while we use push for synchronous calls as
well to achieve greater uniformity.

We define dedicated event markers open(f), close(f), read(f), and write(f)
associated with operations on a file f . These are a domain-specific extension of
the framework, added for the benefit of having examples.

Definition 5 (Trace). A trace τ is defined by the following rules (where ε
denotes the empty trace):

τ ::= ε | τ y t t ::= σ | ev(e)

We define a singleton trace as 〈σ〉 = ε y σ. When an event ev(e) is generated
we need to uniquely associate it with the state σ in which it was generated. To
do so we define the corresponding event trace evσ(e) = 〈σ〉y ev(valσ(e)) y σ.

Traces are finite sequences over events and states, where every event is en-
capsulated in an event trace triple. Events do not change a state. States and
events do not need to be constantly alternating, there can be arbitrarily many
state updates between the occurrence of two events.

Sequential composition “r;s” of statements is semantically modeled as trace
composition, where the trace from executing r ends in a state from which the
execution trace of s proceeds. Thus the trace of r ends in the same state as where
the trace of s begins. This motivates the semantic chop “∗∗” on traces [19,20,38]
that we often use, instead of the standard concatenation operator “·”.

Definition 6 (Semantic Chop on Traces). Let τ1, τ2 be non-empty and finite
traces. The semantic chop τ1∗∗τ2 is defined as τ1∗∗τ2 = τ ·τ2, where τ1 = τ y σ,
τ2 = 〈σ′〉 · τ ′, and σ = σ′. When σ 6= σ′ the result is undefined.

Example 5. Let τ1 = 〈σ〉 y σ[x 7→ 1] and τ2 = 〈σ[x 7→ 1]〉 y σ[x 7→ 1, y 7→ 2],
then τ1∗∗τ2 = 〈σ〉y σ[x 7→ 1] y σ[x 7→ 1, y 7→ 2].

Our trace semantics evaluates an individual statement “locally”. Obviously, it
is not possible to fully evaluate composite statements in this manner. Therefore,
local semantic rules perform one evaluation step at a time and defer evaluation of
the remaining statements, which are put into a continuation, to subsequent rule
applications. Syntactically, continuations are simply statements s wrapped in
the symbol K. To achieve uniform definitions we permit the case that no further
evaluation is required (it has been completed) and use the “empty bottle” symbol
for this case.

Definition 7 (Continuation Marker). Let s be a program statement, then
K(s) is a continuation marker. The empty continuation is denoted with K( )
and expresses that nothing remains to be evaluated.
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valid,cIdσ (skip) = 〈σ〉 ·K( )

valid,cIdσ (x = e) = 〈σ〉y σ[x 7→ valσ(e)] ·K( )

valid,cIdσ (return) = retσ(cId) ·K( )

valid,cIdσ (if e { s }) =

{
〈σ〉 ·K(s), if valσ(e) = tt

〈σ〉 ·K( ) otherwise

valid,cIdσ (r; s) = τ ·K(r′; s), where valid,cIdσ (r) = τ ·K(r′) and ; s s

valid,cIdσ (m()) = callσ(m, id+ 1) ·K( )

valid,cIdσ (!m()) = invocσ(m, id+ 1) ·K( )

valid,cIdσ (open(f)) = openσ(f) ·K( ) valid,cIdσ (close(f)) = closeσ(f) ·K( )

valid,cIdσ (read(f)) = readσ(f) ·K( ) valid,cIdσ (write(f)) = writeσ(f) ·K( )

Fig. 2. Local Program Semantics

3.3 Semantics of Async

The semantics of Async is two-layered: a local semantics for small-step evaluation
of a single process, and a global semantics for the evaluation of the whole state,
in particular scheduling and other concurrency operations.

As our language is locally deterministic5, we define local small-step evaluation
valσ(s) of a statement s in state σ to return a single trace: The result of valσ(s)
is of the form τ · K(s′), where τ is an initial (small-step) trace of s and K(s′)
contains the remaining, possibly empty, statement s′ yet to be evaluated.

To distinguish different calls of the same procedure, we generate fresh call
identifiers. This cannot be done locally, so the most recently used call identifier
is passed as a “counter” id to the local evaluation rules. Yet another context
parameter of the local evaluation rules is the identifier of the currently executing
scope cId . It is passed down from a global rule. Both parameters appear as
superscripts in valid,cIdσ (s).

Definition 8 (Small-Step Local Evaluation). The local evaluation rules
defining valid,cIdσ (s) are given in Fig. 2.

The rules for asynchronous calls, synchronous calls, and return emit suitable
event traces. The difference between call and invoc is that the former directly
triggers execution of a procedure in the trace composition rules below. In both
cases a new call identifier is generated based on id, therefore any two calls, no
matter whether synchronous or not, always have different call identifiers.

The rule for sequential composition assumes empty leading continuations
are discarded, the remaining rules are straightforward. Local evaluation of a
statement s yields a small step τ of s plus a continuation K(s′). Therefore,

5 Evaluation of a single process, in a known context.
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traces can be extended by evaluating the continuation and stitching the result
to τ . This is performed by trace composition rules that operate on configurations
of the form τ, K(s). To formulate the composition rules we need to introduce
auxiliary structures to keep track of scopes and the call tree.

We define schematic traces that allow us to characterize succinctly sets of

traces (not) containing certain events via matching. The notation
ev· · · represents

the set of all non-empty, finite traces without events of type ev ∈ ev. Symbol · · ·
is shorthand for

∅· · ·. With τ1
ev· · · τ2 we denote the set of all well-defined traces

τ1∗∗τ∗∗τ2 such that τ ∈ ev· · ·.
Maintaining the stack of call scopes is handled by the composition rules with

the help of events push(scp) and pop(scp) that are added to the generated trace
τ . To find the current call scope in τ , one simply searches for the most recent
pushed scope that was not yet popped:

Definition 9 (Current Call Scope, Most Recent Call Identifier). Let τ
be a non-empty trace. The current call scope is defined as

currScp(τ) =

{
scp τ ∈ · · · pushσ(scp)

push,pop
· · ·

currScp(τ ′) τ ∈ τ ′∗∗ pushσ(scp) · · · popσ′(scp)
push,pop
· · ·

The most recent call identifier of a trace is retrieved with

id(τ) = max{i | τ ∈ · · ·invoc( , i) · · · or τ ∈ · · ·call( , i)· · ·} .

If τ is not empty then we define the function last(τ) = last(τ ′ y σ) = σ, for
some state σ and possibly empty trace τ ′.

To retrieve the most recent call identifier it suffices to consider events that
introduce fresh call identifiers, i.e. call and invoc.

To define the processes in a given trace that are eligible for scheduling, we
define the call tree of a trace that records the dependencies of the call scopes.
Each node in the call tree is a scope in the given trace, where an edge (v1, v2)
denotes that v1 called or invoked v2.

Definition 10 (Call Tree). A call tree for a trace τ is an ordered tree

(V (τ), E(τ), <)

with vertices V (τ) = {(m, i) | τ ∈ · · ·invoc(m, i) · · · or τ ∈ · · ·call(m, i)· · ·},
edges

E(τ) ={(currScp(τ ′), (m, i)) | (τ ∈ τ ′∗∗callσ(m, i)· · ·)
∨ (τ ∈ τ ′∗∗invocσ(m, i)· · ·)}

and order (m1, i1) < (m2, i2) ⇐⇒ i1 < i2 . We define the set of idle nodes
Vidle(τ) ⊆ V (τ) as those asynchronous calls having not yet started to execute:

Vidle(τ) = {(m, i) | τ ∈ · · ·invoc(m, i)
push(m,i)
· · · }
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We also define a function to retrieve all children of a given call scope:

children(scp, τ) = {child | (scp, child) ∈ E(τ)}

Observe that Vidle can never coincide with V , since the main scope is never
idle, i.e. (init, 0) /∈ Vidle .

To define the tree-like semantics mentioned in Sect. 3.1, we introduce implicit
barriers for the execution of asynchronously called procedures: a procedure that
was invoked in scope scp must be scheduled before the scope scp is exited. We do
not allow pending procedure invocations in a closed call scope. This is formalized
in the following definition.

Definition 11 (Schedule Function). Given a trace τ we define

schedule(τ) = children(currScp(τ), τ) ∩ Vidle(τ)

The above scheduling function realizes tree-like concurrency, but can be easily
adapted to other concurrency models. For example, schedule(τ) = {min(Vidle(τ))}
defines a deterministic scheduler (as does any instantiation that returns a single-
ton or empty set), while schedule(τ) = Vidle(τ) is the usual fully non-deterministic
scheduler.

τ = callσ(init, 0)∗∗pushσ((init, 0))

∗∗callσ(m, 1)∗∗pushσ((m, 1))

∗∗invocσ(m1, 2)∗∗invocσ(m2, 3)

∗∗pushσ((m1, 2))

∗∗invocσ(m3, 4)∗∗invocσ(m4, 5)

∗∗ret(2)

main,0

m,1

m1,2

m3,4 m4,5

m2,3

schedule(τ)

Call tree of τ

Fig. 3. Trace and call tree for an incomplete execution of program from Example 2

Example 6. Consider an incomplete execution of the program in Example 2,
with m1 scheduled before m2 and ending with the return statement of m1. We
show in Fig. 3 on the left the trace τ generated by the composition rules that
we introduce later in Def. 12, as well as its call tree on the right. As described
in Example 2, m3 and m4 are executed before m2(). At this point, m3 and m4 can
be scheduled according to the tree semantics, but not m2.

Definition 12 (Trace Composition Rules). One global evaluation step of
a configuration τ, K(s) is given by the trace composition rules in Fig. 4.
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(Progress)

τ 6∈ · · · callσ( , ) τ 6∈ · · ·retσ(i)· · ·
σ = last(τ) currScp(τ) = (m, i) val

id(τ),i
σ (s) = τ ′ ·K(s′)

τ,K(s)→ τ∗∗τ ′,K(s′)

(1)

(Call)
τ ∈ · · · callσ(m, id) lookup(m,G) = m() {s′; return}

τ,K(s)→ τ∗∗pushσ((m, id)),K(s′; return; s)
(2)

(Run)

currScp(τ) = ( , id) lookup(m,G) = m() {s′; return}

τ ∈ · · ·retσ(id)
popσ( ,id)
· · · (m, id2) ∈ schedule(τ) σ = last(τ)

τ,K(s)→ τ∗∗pushσ((m, id2)),K(s′; return; s)

(3)

(Return)
τ ∈ · · ·retσ(id)

popσ(m,id)· · · currScp(τ) = (m, id) schedule(τ) = ∅

τ,K(s)→ τ∗∗popσ((m, id)),K(s)
(4)

Fig. 4. Global Small-Step Semantics of Async

Rule Progress. This rule uses the local small-step semantics valid(τ),iσ (s) to
evaluate s in the continuation in the currently active process i. The local
evaluation function is passed the most recent call id id(τ) and the id i of
the current call scope. It is triggered whenever the current trace does not
end in a call event (which would require starting the execution of a syn-
chronously called procedure) and no return event for the current scope has
been yet generated (which would require scheduling of asynchronously called
procedures). The first two premises exclude these options, respectively.

Rule Call. This rule schedules the execution of a synchronously called proce-
dure: If the trace ends in a call event, then the body s′ of the procedure m
that has just been called is prepended to the current continuation s.

Rule Run. This rule schedules the execution of an asynchronously called pro-
cedure: If the current scope id finished execution of its return statement
(presence of return event with id in τ), but was not de-scheduled (no pop
event emitted yet), and at least one of its remaining asynchronous calls (to
m) is not scheduled, then the body s′ of m is prepended to the body of the
continuation s and the new scope is pushed on the current trace.

Rule Return. This rule de-schedules a process, which is the case if it has
terminated, and has no asynchronous calls left to execute.

We say that a rule is applied with a call identifier i, if it is applied in a state
τ,K(s) with currScp(τ) = ( , i).

Finally, we define the traces of a program, as well as the big-step denotational
semantics of statements and programs.

Definition 13 (Program Trace). Given a statement s (with implicit lookup
table) and a state σ, the traces of s are all the possible maximal sequences ob-
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tained by repeated application of composition rules starting from 〈σ〉,K(s). If
finite, a maximal sequence has the form

〈σ〉,K(s)→ · · · → τ,K( ) ,

also written 〈σ〉,K(s)
∗→ τ,K( ).

Let τ be a trace and ( , i) = currScp(τ). A maximal sequence without using
the rule Run with i is denoted

τ,K(s)
×→ τ ′,K( )

The traces defined by
×→ are those, where the asynchronously called proce-

dures of the outermost statement s are not resolved, but those of synchronously
called methods within s are.

We define two program semantics, the global one represents the execution
of a program taking into account the execution of asynchronous calls. The local
one represents the execution of a program without doing so.

Definition 14 (Program Semantics). The global semantics of a statement s
is only defined for terminating statements as

[[s]]Gτ = {τ ′ | τ,K(s)
∗→ τ∗∗τ ′,K( ), schedule(τ∗∗τ ′) = ∅}

The local semantics of a statement s is defined, again for terminating state-
ments, as

[[s]]Lτ = {τ ′ | τ,K(s)
×→ τ∗∗τ ′,K( )}

The semantics of a program P with initial block {d; s} is defined as follows,
assuming no procedure is called “init”. State σd initializes all variables in d to
default values.

[[P ]]Gd =

{τ | callσd(init , 0)∗∗pushσd(init , 0),K(s; return)
∗→ τ,K( ), schedule(τ) = ∅}

The local and global semantics are connected6 as follows. Recall that we
permit only synchronous recursive calls and only terminating programs have a
semantic value.

Proposition 1. Let s be a statement without synchronous method calls, s′ any
procedure body and τ a trace, then:

[[s; s′]]Gτ =
⋃

τ ′∈[[s]]Lτ

[[s]]Lτ ∗∗[[s′]]Gτ∗∗τ ′ .

A special case is [[s]]Gτ =
⋃
τ ′∈[[s]]Lτ

[[s]]Lτ ∗∗[[ ]]Gτ∗∗τ ′ .

6 The split between local and global is inspired by the LAGC semantics for Active
Objects [14]. There are some technical differences between our semantics and LAGC,
most prominently that both our local and global semantics are only defined on
concrete traces: We do not evaluate symbolically.
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Our trace contracts are used to specify functional properties, but are also
able to express generic properties. To keep formalities manageable, we do not
introduce exceptions and verify exception-freedom, but merely specify what it
means that the sequence of file operations is correct.

Definition 15 (File Correctness). A trace τ is file correct, if for every file
descriptor f occurring in τ and any position i in τ with an event writeσ(f),
readσ(f) or closeσ(f) for some σ, there is a position j with in τ with the event
openσ′(f) for some σ′ and for no k with j < k < i, there is a closeσ′′(f) event
at position k for some σ′′.

4 A Logic for Trace-based Specification

The trace logic is based on [7], however, instead of modeling program variables
as non-rigid symbols in trace formulas, we define a quantifier to bind values of
program variables to logical variables at a specific position in the trace.

4.1 Syntax

Formulas are constructed over a set LVar of first-order observation variables and
a set RecVar of recursion variables.

Definition 16. Let P range over first-order predicates, X over recursion vari-
ables RecVar, x over program variables PVar, and y over logical variables LVar.
The syntax of the logic is defined by the following grammar:

Φ ::= dP e | X | Ev | Φ ∧ Φ | Φ ∨ Φ
| Φ · Φ | Φ ∗∗Φ | (µX.Φ) | fx as y.Φ

We forbid any occurrence of recursion variables X in the scope of f.

Events Ev related to the beginning, return, and end of a procedure m in
scope (m, i) have the form start(m, i), ret(i), pop(m, i), respectively. Events Ev
related to manipulation of a file f have the form open(f), close(f), read(f), or
write(f). It is not necessary that events in the trace logic exactly follow the
events in the trace semantics. In fact, a certain degree of abstraction is usually
desirable. The event structure Ev of our logic is parameterizable. The semantics
of events in the logic relative to events in traces is defined in Sect. 4.2.

The novel aspect of our logic is the observation quantifier f. It addresses the
problem that, unlike in state-based Hoare-style contracts, in the asynchronous
setting it is necessary to observe the value of program variables at arbitrary
points inside a trace specification. This could be achieved with non-rigid vari-
ables, but to control their visibility is technically complex already in the sequen-
tial case [1]. An intuitive version of scoping is provided by quantifiers of the form
fx as y.Φ, where a logical variable y observes the value of a program variable x
at the position in the trace, where the quantifier occurs. This observed snapshot
is available within the scope Φ of the quantifier, but not outside.
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Example 7 (Notation for generic finite traces). The expressive power of fixed
points can be used to define transitive closure. Let the predicate NoEv(ev) be
true in any state that is not one of the events occurring in a set of events ev.
We define the trace formula

ev·· = µX. (NoEv(ev) ∨ NoEv(ev) ·X)

that characterizes all non-empty, finite traces that do not contain an event oc-
curring in ev. If ev = ∅, we simply write “··”.

Finally, we take the convention to omit writing the ∗∗ operator between
ev··

and any adjacent trace formula. For example, the expression “dP e ··” denotes
all finite traces that begin with a state, where P is true. Another useful pattern

is Φ
ev·· Ψ , which expresses that any finite trace not involving an event in ev may

occur between the traces specified by Φ and Ψ .
The ·· notation is the syntactic equivalent of · · · defined in Sect. 3.3 and

extremely useful to write concise specifications. Thanks to the expressive power
of fixed points, it is definable in our logic.

4.2 Semantics

We use a fixed7 first-order interpretation I for predicate and function symbols,
an environment o : LVar→ PVar×Σ for observation quantifiers, and a recursion
variable assignment ρ : RecVar → 2Traces that maps each recursion variable to a
set of traces. The (finite-trace) semantics [[Φ]]ρ,o of formulas as a set of traces is
inductively defined in Fig. 5.

The observation environment o records for a logic variable y introduced by
an observation quantifier the program variable x and program state σ it keeps
track of. Hence, for a given y one can construct a first-order variable assignment
β : LVar→ Val via the following definition:

β(o)(y) = σ(x) with o(y) = (x, σ)

Our language does not include equality over logical observation variables.

Definition 17. The semantics of our logic is given in Fig. 5, where v and u
denote point-wise set inclusion and intersection, respectively, and I, β |= P is
first-order satisfiability under interpretation I and variable assignment β.

By a trace formula we mean a formula of our logic that is closed with respect
to both first-order and recursion variables. Since the semantics of a trace formula
does not depend on variable assignments, we sometimes use [[Φ]] to denote [[Φ]]ρ,o
for arbitrary ρ and o.

Example 8. The following formula describes all traces, where the value of pro-
gram variable x decreases after a call to decr with call identifier 1:

·· fx as y1. (start(decr, 1) ·· ret(1) ∗∗fx as y2.dy1 > y2e) ··
7 This can be generalized as usual, if needed.
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[[dP e]]ρ,o = 〈Σ〉 if I, β(o) |= P [[dP e]]ρ,o = ∅ if I, β(o) 6|= P

[[X]]ρ,o = ρ(X)

[[start(m, i)]]ρ,o = {callσ(m, i)∗∗pushσ((m, i)) | σ ∈ Σ}
[[ret(i)]]ρ,o = {retσ(i) | σ ∈ Σ} [[pop(m, i)]]ρ,o = {popσ((m, i)) | σ ∈ Σ}

[[Φ1 ∧ Φ2]]ρ,o = [[Φ1]]ρ,o ∩ [[Φ2]]ρ,o [[Φ1 ∨ Φ2]]ρ,o = [[Φ1]]ρ,o ∪ [[Φ2]]ρ,o

[[Φ1 · Φ2]]ρ,o = {τ1 · τ2 | τ1 ∈ [[Φ1]]ρ,o ∧ τ2 ∈ [[Φ2]]ρ,o}
[[Φ1 ∗∗Φ2]]ρ,o = {τ1 ∗∗ τ2 | τ1 ∈ [[Φ1]]ρ,o ∧ τ2 ∈ [[Φ2]]ρ,o}

[[fx as y.Φ]]ρ,o = {〈σ〉∗∗τ | τ ∈ [[Φ]]ρ,o[y 7→(x,σ)] ∧ σ ∈ Σ}
[[µX.Φ]]ρ,o = u{F | [[Φ]]ρ[X 7→F ],o v F}

Fig. 5. Semantics of Trace Formulas

5 Contracts

5.1 The Concept of Trace-aware Contracts

Our goal is to generalize contracts, where the pre- and post-conditions are state
formulas, to contracts, where initial and trailing traces may occur.

For example, consider a procedure operate that works on a file. First it
prepares the file in some way, then it computes something with the data in it,
finally it tidies the file up. In addition, operate assumes the file was opened
before it starts and that someone takes care to close it after it finishes.

The internal actions of operate are specified as a trace over suitable events.
However, its pre- and post-conditions are also traces, as they do not specify the
moment when the procedure is called and when it terminates, but operations
performed sometime before and after. The global trace has the following shape:

assume ∗∗
operate︷ ︸︸ ︷
work ∗∗ continue (5)

In the following we abbreviate the trace formulas with their first letter, that
is a for assume, etc. State pre- and post-conditions are the states where the
assume and work traces (work and continue) overlap, so we can refine (5) into:

assume ∗∗dPree ∗∗work ∗∗dPoste ∗∗continue (6)

Formula dPree describes the states a caller must be in when operate is called,
which are the states that operate can assume to be started in. Dually, dPoste
describes the states operate ensures upon finishing, which are the states the
caller expects to be in, after the call to operate. We say that the trace formulas
assume and continue are the context described by the above trace specifica-
tion. Contexts pose a challenge to modularity: For a Hoare-style contract, the
caller is responsible for the pre-condition, while the callee is responsible for the
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post-condition. The temporal dimension of the procedure (first call, then ter-
mination) and the temporal dimension of the contract (first pre-condition, then
post-condition) coincide. This is not the case for the trace contexts: The trace
continue occurs after the call, but must be established by the caller. Moreover,
the context is not local to the call site of the procedure, it describes arbitrary
actions before and after the call.

Consider Fig. 6, with procedure morig, containing a synchronous call to m,
which in turn contains another synchronous call to ma. From the perspective of
ma the post-condition (θcma , using the notation we introduce in Def. 18) describes
the actions of the caller (procedure m) and the complete call stack, i.e., the caller’s
callers such as morig, which are unaware of the call to ma.

Fig. 6. Scope of the post-condition

Before we turn our attention to the solution of these difficulties in verification,
let us formalize the syntax and semantics of a trace contract.

5.2 Formal Trace Contracts

Definition 18 (Trace Contract, Pre-/Post-Trace). Let fx,y denote a pos-
sibly empty list of observational quantifiers over program variables x and logic
variables y. A trace contract Cm for a procedure m has the form

Cm =<<θ′am · fx1,y1 .dqame | dqame · θ′sm · fx2,y2 .dqcme | dqcme · θ′cm>> ,

where dqame, dqcme are first-order predicates8 and θ′am , θ′sm , θ′cm are trace for-
mulas. We call θam = θ′am · fx1,y1 .dqame the pre-trace, θsm = dqame · θ′sm ·
fx2,y2 .dqcme the internal behavior, and θcm = dqcme · θ′cm the post-trace of the
contract.

We impose the following restrictions that express that all observation vari-
ables in the pre-trace are bound, all free logical variables in the internal behavior
are bound by the observation variables of the pre-trace, and all free logic vari-
ables in the post-trace are bound by the observation variables of the pre-trace or
internal behavior:
8 dqame and dqcme correspond to dPree and dPoste above. Of course, it is redundant

that these formulas occur twice in Cm, but we want each part of a trace contract to
be readable on its own.
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– fv(θam) = ∅
– fv(θsm) ⊆ y1
– fv(θcm) ⊆ y1 ∪ y2

A possible contract of procedure operate in Example 1 is as follows. It
expects the file was opened, has not been closed or opened again, and has not
been written to yet. Then operate ensures not to open or close it, abstracting
away from the actual work. Finally, the contract stipulates that the file will be
closed by one of the callers, while not having been opened, closed, or written to.

<<·· f file as f. op(f)
op(f),cl(f),w(f)

·· |
op(f),cl(f)
·· |

op(f),cl(f),w(f)
·· cl(f) ··>>

We classify trace contracts according to the trace formulas they contain. A
contract is context-aware if it has a non-trivial pre- or post-trace:

Definition 19 (Context-Aware Contract). Let Cm be a trace contract as in
Def. 18:

Cm =<<θ′am · fx1,y1 .dqame | dqame · θ′sm · fx2,y2 .dqcme | dqcme · θ′cm ,>>

Contract Cm is context-aware if at least one of θ′am 6≡ ·· or θ′cm 6≡ ·· holds. Con-
tract Cm is a state contract if θ′sm ≡ ··. Otherwise, it is a proper trace contract.

Thus, a Hoare-style contract is a non context-aware state contract, while the
contracts in [7] are non context-aware proper trace contracts. The previously
introduced cooperative contracts [30] are context-aware state contracts, however,
with a non-uniform treatment of the context.

As a final note, before we turn to the technical machinery behind trace con-
tracts, we stress that they naturally extend to asynchronous communication.
Consider Fig. 7, with procedure morig, containing a synchronous call to m, which
now contains two asynchronous calls to ma and mb. Analogous to Fig. 6, the post-
trace of ma (θcma) describes the actions of the caller (m) and the complete call
stack, including the asynchronous callers, and subsequently running methods
such as mb.

Fig. 7. Scope of the post-trace with asynchronous calls

The same setup from m’s point if view is shown in Fig. 8: Its inner specification
contains the traces of the methods it asynchronously calls.
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Fig. 8. Scope of the inner trace with asynchronous calls

5.3 Events versus Predicates

The style of specification in Example 1 relies on op(f) and cl(f) being events—
if they were predicates, then op(f) would be evaluated as “it is true that f is
open”. The following contract cannot be fulfilled, because isOpen(f) cannot be
true and false at the same time (f is a logical, rigid variable):

<<·· f file as f. disOpen(f)e | disOpen(f)e ·· d!isOpen(f)e | d!isOpen(f)e ··>>

If we want to express without events that f was open before and is closed
later, then we need to introduce a second observation.

<< ·· f file as f. disOpen(f)e
| disOpen(f)e ·· f file as f ′. d!isOpen(f ′)e
| d!isOpen(f ′)e ··>>

This contract still lacks the information that f and f ′ refer to the same file.
This can be addressed with a function id that retrieves the id of a file descriptor.

<<·· f file as f.disOpen(f)e | ·· | f file as f ′.did(f)
.
= id(f ′)∧ !isOpen(f ′)e ··>>

5.4 Semantics of Trace Contracts

We formalize what it means for a contract to hold for a given procedure m.
Intuitively, a contract for m holds in a global trace τ , if it the trace can be
chopped along the events related to m, such that each part of the contract
holds. We formalize this intuition as trace adherence.

Definition 20 (Trace Adherence). Let Cm be a contract for procedure m
with

Cm =<<θ′am · fx1,y1 .dqame | dqame · θ′sm · fx2,y2 .dqcme | dqcme · θ′cm>> .

We say that trace τ adheres to Cm for call identifier i of m if

τ ∈ [[θ′am · fx1,y1 .
(
dqame · start(m, i) · dqame · θ′sm ·
fx2,y2 .

(
dqcme · pop(i) · dqcme · θ′cm

))
]]∅,∅

We write this as τ, i |= Cm
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Definition 21 (Procedure Adherence, Program Correctness). Let P =
m {d s} be a program containing a procedure m ∈ m with contract Cm. Given
a trace τ , let idOf(m, τ) be the set of all call identifiers in τ occurring in a call
scope with m. We say that m adheres to Cm in s, written m |= Cm, if

∀τ ∈ [[P ]]Gd . ∀i ∈ idOf(m, τ). τ, i |= Cm .

Consider the init block of program P as an implicitly declared procedure and part
of m, so it is uniformly handled in m. Then P is correct, written |= P , if

∀m ∈ m. m |= Cm .

Defs. 20, 21 are based on the pop event, not ret, meaning that the call scope
is completed. In consequence, they specify the final state of a procedure and all
of its asynchronously called procedures.

Context-aware contracts preserve a decisive degree of modularity for verifi-
cation, because a contract can still replace inlining the procedure body during
verification—and this is crucial for inter-procedural verification to scale. How-
ever, as shown in the next section, one needs additional machinery to keep track
of the post-trace. To make this precise, we need a weaker form of adherence:
A procedure weakly adheres to its contract, if it adheres to its pre-trace and
the specification of its inner behavior. Later we show that weak adherence of
all procedures, together with the design of the proof system, ensures (strong)
adherence.

Definition 22 (Weak Adherence). Let Cm be the contract of a procedure m

as in Def. 18. Let Ĉm be the contract that is like Cm, except θ′cm = ··. We say

that m weakly adheres to Cm, if it adheres to Ĉm.

6 Proof Calculus

The proof calculus for context-aware contracts is based on symbolic program
execution, while tracking the symbolic trace with the help of updates [1]. In
contrast to previous work [7], here we perform eager symbolic execution, but lazy
weakest precondition computation: The rules for symbolic execution connect an
update prefix, the executed program, and a trace specification, and manipulate
all three of them. This simplifies rules for trace logics that specify behavioral
properties (cf. [26]).

6.1 Trace Updates

During symbolic execution we eagerly generate trace updates consisting of state
updates and event updates, to keep track of the trace in terms of changes of
the program state and of the generated events. One can think of a trace update
as a sequence of symbolic state changes and symbolic events that resulted from
symbolic execution of the program under verification until the current state.
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Definition 23 (Trace Update). The syntax of trace updates is defined by the
following grammar, where ε is the empty sequence of updates

u ::= {v := e} | {Ev(e)}
U ::= ε | uU

valid,cIdσ (uUs) = T ·K(Us), if valid,cIdσ (u) = T ·K( )

valid,cIdσ ({v := e}) = {〈σ〉y σ[v 7→ e]} ·K( )

valid,cIdσ ({run(m, i, sy)}) = callσ(m, i)∗∗[[s; return]]Gcallσ(m,i) ·K( ),

where lookup(m,G) = m() {s; return}

valid,cIdσ ({run(m, i, as)}) = [[s; return]]Gcallσ(m,i) ·K( ),

where lookup(m,G) = m() {s; return}

valid,cIdσ ({invoc(m, i)}) = {invocσ(m, i)} ·K( )

valid,cIdσ ({start(m, i)}) = {callσ(m, i) ∗∗ pushσ((m, i))} ·K( )

valid,cIdσ ({ret(i)}) = {retσ(i)} ·K( )

valid,cIdσ ({pop(m, i)}) = {popσ((m, i))} ·K( )

Fig. 9. Local evaluation of statements with update prefixes

The local evaluation rules for statements s prefixed with updates U are given
in Fig. 9. In contrast to the local semantics, here the returned configuration
consists of a set of traces and a continuation marker. The reason is that in the
calculus we abstract away from the execution of procedure calls by means of
procedure contracts. Therefore, the body of a called procedure is never actually
inlined, so its evaluation cannot be local, but it must be global, resulting in a set
of traces representing every possible execution of the procedure body which may
contain asynchronous calls. Here we overload the ∗∗ operator to work on sets of
traces. The non-obvious rules are those for run(m, i, sy) and run(m, i, as), where
sy and as are literals that mark the call mode. Run events represent the set of all
possible executions of a procedure in the context (m, i) after synchronous (sy)
and asynchronous (as) scheduling, respectively. In contrast to the semantics of
run(m, i, as), the one of invoc(m, i) is simply a trace event that keeps track of
the asynchronous invocation of m.

With these rules we integrate the semantics of updates directly into the local
semantics, extending Def. 13, via

[[U ]]τ = {τ ′ | τ,K(U)
×→ τ∗∗τ ′,K( )} ,

where, the Progress rule is generalized such that, given valid,cIdσ (Us) = T ·
K(s′), any of the traces τ ′ ∈ T is considered for extending the current trace.
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6.2 Judgments

We define a sequent calculus based on four different forms of judgment that ex-
press the connection between updates, statements and trace formulas. A sequent
has the form Γ ` γ, where γ is one of the judgements defined below, and Γ a set
of such judgements. Γ ` γ means: It holds for all states σ that if σ is a model
for all formulas in Γ , then it is also a model for γ.

The first judgment form expresses that a procedure weakly adheres to its
contract. When it occurs as a premise, it can be used to assume the contract
during symbolic execution. When it occurs in a conclusion, it is the proof obli-
gation that must be established by verification. This judgment is independent
of a given state.

Definition 24 (Contract Judgment). The judgment m : Cm expresses that
a procedure m weakly adheres to its contract Cm:

|= m : Cm ⇐⇒ m |= Ĉm

We cannot use (strong) adherence here, because a procedure cannot control,
whether its caller guarantees the post-trace. Strong adherence will emerge later
as a global property of the calculus.

The second judgment form expresses that an update U describes traces that
are models for some trace formula Φ. It is relative to a state σ.

Definition 25 (Local Update Judgment). The judgment U : Φ holds in a
state σ if all traces of U , prefixed with σ are specified by Φ:

σ |= U : Φ ⇐⇒ [[U ]]〈σ〉 ⊆ [[Φ]]

The next two judgments forms are similar to the previous ones, but have a
global nature in the sense that they do not only consider the traces described by
the local semantics of a statement or update, but also include the traces gen-
erated by calls in the updates and statements. This means that any unresolved
invoc event leads to execution of the associated procedure.

Definition 26 (Update and Statement Global Judgments). The global
judgments Us :G Φ and U :G Φ hold in a state σ if all traces described by U and
s, respectively, and starting in σ are specified by Φ:

σ |= Us :G Φ ⇐⇒
⋃

τ ′∈[[U ]]〈σ〉

[[U ]]〈σ〉∗∗[[s]]Gτ ′ ⊆ [[Φ]]

σ |= U :G Φ ⇐⇒
⋃

τ ′∈[[U ]]〈σ〉

[[U ]]〈σ〉∗∗[[ ]]Gτ ′ ⊆ [[Φ]]

A subtle point is that [[ ]]Gτ ′ still generates the traces of the non-resolved
procedures in τ ′, even though it executes the empty context.

Please observe that the global judgements are global with relative to their
scope, not the whole program. Regarding the difference between local and global
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update judgments, consider update U = {invoc(m, i)}{ret(i′)} and trace specifi-
cation Φ = ·· invoc(m, i)·ret(i′)·start(m, i) ··. Locally, Φ is not a valid specification
for U , because for any σ:

σ |= {invoc(m, i)}{ret(i′)} : ·· invoc(m, i) · ret(i′) · start(m, i) ··
⇐⇒ [[{invoc(m, i)}{ret(i′)}]]〈σ〉 ⊆ [[·· invoc(m, i) · ret(i′) · start(m, i) ··]]σ
⇐⇒ {invocσ(m, i)∗∗ retσ(i′)} ⊆ [[·· invoc(m, i) · ret(i′) · start(m, i) ··]]σ

This is obviously not the case. However, it is true as a global judgment,
because in this case the invocation event starts procedure m, which adds the
required event:

σ |= {invoc(m, i)}{ret(i′)} :G ·· invoc(m, i) · ret(i′) · start(m, i) ··

We override the schedule function of Def. 11 to accept also trace updates.

Definition 27 (Schedule Function over Trace Updates).

schedule(U) = {(m, i) | U = U1{invoc(m, i)}U2 {ret(oId)}U3
where U3 does not contain run(m, i, as)}

Lemma 1 (Soundness of Scheduling).

schedule(U) =
⋃

τ∈[[U ]]

schedule(τ)

The proof is in the appendix. The tree-like concurrency model is crucial: The
traces in the semantics of U contain more call scopes, but the tree-like concur-
rency model ensures that they are all closed, and hence cannot be scheduled.

6.3 Proof Rules

We have four classes of proof rules: (1) for procedure contract judgments, (2) for
symbolic execution of the sequential part of the language, i.e., straight-line pro-
grams and synchronous calls under the global judgment, (3) for asynchronous
calls under the global judgment, and (4) to reduce updates in a global judgment
to a local judgment. We do not consider the rules for updates in local judgments.
These are an open research question orthogonal to context-aware contracts. All
given rules for procedure calls use contracts, we refrain from providing rules that
resolve calls by inlining.

Procedure Contracts. The rule for procedure contracts requires to prove the
global judgment that the body of a procedure, starting when the pre-trace holds,
generates a trace where the pre-trace, the internal behavior and the state post-
condition hold. Being global, this trace includes all asynchronously called pro-
cedures. To model the trace at the moment when the procedure starts, a fresh,
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uninterpreted update symbol V is used as the update prefix to describe locally
the pre-trace.

The observation variables y are skolemized into constant symbols cy. This
substitution is denoted [y\cy]. Notation inline(m) retrieves the body of procedure
m. Judgments C must all be contract judgments. For simplicity, and without
loss of generality, we set the identifier of the current scope to a fixed constant
oId .

Contract

V, cy1, c
y
2, oId fresh θpre =

(
θ′am · dqame

) [
y1 \ cy1

]
θpost =

(
θ′am · dqame · θ

′
sm · dqcme

) [
y1 \ cy1

] [
y2 \ cy2

]
C,V{start(m, oId)} : θpre ` V{start(m, oId)} inline(m) :G θpost

C ` m :<<θ′am · fx1,y1 .dqame | dqame · θ′sm · fx2,y2 .dqcme | dqcme · >>

It is worth pointing out that the post-trace θ′cm in the contract (see Def. 18)
is not used here. Indeed it is out of the scope of the procedure and occurs as an
additional obligation to the caller in the rules below. It is essential that dqcme
does not describe the state after the final statement of m, rather it describes the
final state after the last asynchronously called procedure terminates.

Symbolic Execution of Straight-Line Programs. The schematic rules of the sym-
bolic execution calculus for straight-line programs are in Fig. 10, with the core
language on the left and the domain-specific extension on the right. The Assign
rule generates a state update for the assigned variable. Rule Cond branches a
proof according to guard e and rule Return generates the eponymous event up-
date. The rules for operations on a file f generate the associated events. The
rules Close, Read, and Write require that the file was opened and not closed
intermittently.

Assign
Γ ` U{v := e}s :G Φ

Γ ` U v = e;s :G Φ

Cond

Γ,U :·· dee ` Us;s′ :G Φ
Γ,U :·· d!ee ` Us′ :G Φ

Γ ` U if e {s};s′ :G Φ

Return
Γ ` U{ret(oId)} :G Φ

Γ ` U return :G Φ

AsyncCall

i fresh
Γ ` U{invoc(m, i)}s :G Φ

Γ ` U !m();s :G Φ

Open
Γ ` U{open(f)}s :G Φ

Γ ` U open(f);s :G Φ

Close

Γ ` U :·· open(f)
close(f)
··

Γ ` U{close(f)}s :G Φ

Γ ` U close(f);s :G Φ

Read

Γ ` U :·· open(f)
close(f)
··

Γ ` U{read(f)}s :G Φ

Γ ` U read(f);s :G Φ

Write

Γ ` U :·· open(f)
close(f)
··

Γ ` U{write(f)}s :G Φ

Γ ` U write(f);s :G Φ

Fig. 10. Sequent rules for straight-line programs
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Synchronous Procedure Calls. The pattern in the conclusion of the Call rule
below matches the antecedent (to retrieve the contract for the called procedure
m), the executed statement (to ensure the next statement to be executed is a
synchronous call) and the trace specification. The latter splits into three parts:
Φ is the specification of the trace until the call to m, θ is the specification for the
part of the trace that is generated by m, and Ψ specifies the remaining trace.9

The rule has three premises. The first corresponds to establishing the condi-
tion for the contract to apply: both, the pre-trace θam of the procedure contract
and the prefix Φ of the specification of the currently executed code must be valid
for the current trace update U . The second premise checks that the internal be-
havior θsm specified in the contract is contained in the given specification θ, i.e.
the contract is suitable to achieve the claimed specification. In the last premise
update U is extended with a run event to mark that the contract was used, and
the specification is strengthened by the contract, obtained from the proof of the
first two premises. Symbolic execution continues on s in the succedent, where
not only Ψ needs to be established, but also θcm , because as the caller of m we
are also responsible to ensure the post-trace of the contract.

Call

Γ ` U : (Φ ∧ θam) [[θsm ]] ⊆ [[θ]] i fresh
Γ, U{run(m, i, sy)} : (Φ ∧ θam) ∗∗ θsm `

U{run(m, i, sy)} s :G (Φ ∧ θam) ∗∗ θsm ∗∗ (Ψ ∧ θcm)

Γ,m :<<θam | θsm | θcm>>` U m(); s :G Φ ∗∗ θ ∗∗Ψ

The remaining call rules follow the pattern established above with variations
due to scheduling.

Deterministic Asynchronous Procedure Calls. The rule for deterministic schedul-
ing applies when exactly one asynchronously called procedure, here m, can be
scheduled, according to the first premise. The lookup of the contract for m in Γ
now becomes the second premise. The remaining premises are analogues to the
Call rule, with the difference that the call identifier i is not fresh, but it matches
the identifier of the asynchronous invocation to be scheduled.

ScheduleD

schedule(U) = {(m, i)} Γ ` m :<<θam | θsm | θcm>>
Γ ` U : (Φ ∧ θam) [[θsm ]] ⊆ [[θ]]
Γ, U{run(m, i, as)} : (Φ ∧ θam) ∗∗θsm `

U{run(m, i, as)} :G (Φ ∧ θam) ∗∗ θsm ∗∗ (Ψ ∧ θcm)

Γ ` U :G Φ ∗∗ θ ∗∗Ψ

Non-deterministic Asynchronous Procedure Calls. The rule generalizes the de-
terministic version, by adding the last four premises not just once, but for each
possible scheduling decision. This ensures that symbolic execution considers all
possible traces. We suffer from a blow-up in the size of the proof tree here, but

9 In practice, this split shape must be obtained by suitable weakening rules on trace
formulas. The details are future work.
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the use of contracts provides at least a suitable mechanism to abstract over the
scheduling decisions of the called procedures.

ScheduleN

(m, i) ∈ schedule(U)


Γ ` m :<<θam | θsm | θcm>>
Γ ` U : (Φ ∧ θam) [[θsm ]] ⊆ [[θ]]

Γ, U{run(m, i, as)} : (Φ ∧ θam) ∗∗θsm `
U{run(m, i, as)} :G (Φ ∧ θam) ∗∗ θsm ∗∗ (Ψ ∧ θcm)

Γ ` U :G Φ ∗∗ θ ∗∗Ψ

We can observe a substantial degree of uniformity among the different call
rules. This is possible, because the use of events allows us to separate scheduling
from contract application.

Other Rules. The following inconspicuous rule reduces global to local reason-
ing: When no invocation event is left to be resolved, then the local and global
judgments are equivalent and the final pop event is added. We assume that the
identifier and name of the procedure we are considering are globally known as
m, oId .

Finish
Γ ` U{pop((m, oId))} : Φ schedule(U) = ∅

Γ ` U :G Φ

6.4 Properties of the Proof Rules

Our rules are sound in the usual sense of sequent calculi. As for the composi-
tionality, we get that all procedures behave as specified and that files are treated
correctly.

Proposition 2. [[UU ′]]τ =
⋃
τ ′∈[[U ]]τ [[U ]]τ ∗∗ [[U ′]]τ∗∗τ ′ .

Theorem 1 (Soundness). Rules ScheduleD, ScheduleN, Call, Contract, Finish,
and the rules in Fig. 10 are sound.

The following theorem states a sufficient condition for a program without
asynchronous self-calls to be correct.

Theorem 2 (Global Adherence). Let P be an always terminating program
with procedures m. Let Cm = {m : Cm} denote the set of all contract judgments
and Cmm′ = Cm \ {m′ : Cm′} the set of contract judgments for all procedures but
m′. If for all m ∈ m the following sequent is valid

Cmm ` m : Cm

then (1) All traces of P are file-correct (Def. 15), and (2) |= P (Def. 21).

The proofs can be found in the appendix. The only detail we point out here
is that to show program correctness, we need strong procedure adherence. which
we obtain from the proof of θcm demanded by the succedent of the final premise
of the call rules.
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7 Case Study

We verify the procedures described in Example 1 to illustrate the working of the
calculus. First we specify a set of contracts for Example 1, in slightly prettified
syntax. The init block is, as discussed above, regarded as a procedure (with a
trivial contract). Obviously, this contract cannot have a non-trivial context:

Cmain =<<dtruee | ·· | dtruee>>

Regarding procedure do, we specify that it assumes that the file stored in f
was not opened so far, and it closes it internally.

Cdo =<<·· f file as f.
open(f)
·· dtruee | ·· close(f) ·· | dtruee ··>>

Procedure closeF specifies that it closes the file and does not reopen it. To
prove this modularly, we must specify that the file was opened before.

CcloseF = <<·· f file as f. open(f)
close(f)
·· dtruee |

dtruee · close(f)
open(f)
·· | dtruee ··>>

Finally, we specify that operate just writes to the file, but doesn’t close it,
which is expected to be done by the caller.

Coperate = <<·· f file as f. open(f)
close(f)
·· dtruee |

dtruee · write(f)
close(f)
·· | dtruee ·· close(f) ··>>

Proving closeF. Let M be the set of all procedures. We use, for readability, the
following abbrevations:

U = V{start(closeF, oId)}

φ1 = U : open(f)
close(f)
·· dtruee

We apply the Contract rule and skolemize away all observation quantifiers.
In the antecedent we have the assumption that the pre-trace holds, and must
show that the trace specification is globally fulfilled. Next, we apply the Close
rule and show that the file is not closed yet. For simplicity, we map the variable
f directly to the Skolem constant from the observation quantifier. To show the
left premise, we observe that φ1 occurs on both sides of the sequent if we use
the simple observation [[··]] ⇔ [[·· dtruee]].

CmcloseF, φ1 ` U :·· open(f)
close(f)
··

... (1)
Close

CmcloseF, φ1 ` Uclose(f); return; :G open(f)
close(f)
·· dtruee · close(f)

open(f)
··

Contract
CmcloseF ` closeF :G CcloseF
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We symbolically execute return, adding the corresponding event to the up-
date, and apply the Finish rule, because we obviously cannot schedule any other
procedure. Clearly, this relies on proof obligation generation and the concurrency
model: No event this process can schedule is pending.

schedule(U{close(f)}{ret(oId)}) = ∅
... (2)

Finish
CmcloseF, φ1 ` U{close(f)}{ret(oId)} :G open(f)

close(f)
·· dtruee · close(f)

open(f)
··

Return
CmcloseF, φ1 ` U{close(f)}return; :G open(f)

close(f)
·· dtruee · close(f)

open(f)
··

... (1)

The remaining sequent is straightforward to show: The antecedent is U :

open(f)
close(f)
·· dtruee, so we need to show {close(f)}{ret{oId}} : close(f)

open(f)
·· .

This reduces to {ret{oId}} :
open(f)
·· , which is clearly the case.

U : open(f)
close(f)
·· dtruee ` U{close(f)}{ret(oId)} : open(f)

close(f)
·· dtruee · close(f)

open(f)
··

... (2)

Proving do. Proving the contract of do, which we show in full detail in the ap-
pendix, requires to prove an asynchronous call. At the end of symbolic execution,
the schedule function returns a singleton set (the call to closeF), which must be
taken care of. It is the contract of this very rule that adds the information about
a close(f) event that is used to prove the final post-trace.

Proving operate. Proving the correctness of operate is completely analogous to
proving correctness of closeF, except that a write event instead of a close event
is added.

Proving the Init Block. The init block is trivial to prove: It does not restrict
its own behavior, thus the only failure could stem from file operations or not
fulfilling the contract of called procedures. There are no file operations and the
only called procedure has trivial pre- and post-traces.

8 Liskov Principle

Having introduced context-aware contracts and a calculus to verify them, we
turn our attention towards a different approach to handle contracts: behavioral
subtyping in the form of a Liskov principle [34]. In its original formulation, it
states that if some property is provable for elements of a class C, then it must
be provable for all elements of any class D that is a subclass of C.

It can, however, also be understood on a contract-level [22] by focusing on
the property to be proven, not the classes. This means that instead of focusing
on (well-behaving of) subclasses, we focus on (well-behaving of) their contracts:
For state contracts the Liskov principle states that if a procedure m in class C
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has a contract Contrm, and a procedure n overrides m in some subclass D of
C, then n must also satisfy Contrm. Moreover, we can weaken this condition
to allow for a stronger specification of n: the contract Contrn of n must be a
subcontract of Contrm. We detail the notion of a subcontract

Thus, the Liskov principle can be expressed as an order on contracts over
procedures of the same signature, it does not require a language involving classes,
objects or even subtyping.10 We only need to formalize the notion of a sub-
contract: For state contracts Contr1 = (pre1, post1), Contr2 = (pre2, post2) this
is obvious: Contr2 is a sub-contract of Contr1 if these two conditions hold:

1. Pre-Condition pre2 is weaker than pre1: pre1 → pre2.

2. Post-Condition post2 is stronger than post1: post2 → post1.

Equivalently, we say Contr1 is more general than Contr2 and write Contr1 �
Contr2. The sub-contract may define additional pre-conditions and a stronger,
more specific post-condition.

We reformulate the above definition for trace contracts. A sub-contract may
weaken the pre-condition, which is the responsibility of the caller. It may give
the caller more possibilites, but restricts its own post-condition, which it can
control. The principle is that sub-contracts weaken the part of the contract they
cannot control, and strenghthen the part of the contract they can control.

For trace contracts, the central issue are the formulas of the traces qa and
qc that are at the border between the assume/continue context and the inter-
nal behavior (see Def. 18). The subtyping principle for context-aware contracts
considers qa as part of the pre-trace because it describes a state the procedure
cannot control. In contrast, qc is considered part of the post-trace, because the
specified procedure can control it.

For simplicity, we formulate context-aware behavioral subtyping for contracts
without observation variables, whose addition is straightforward, but technically
distracting.

Definition 28 (Behavioral Subtyping for Context-Aware Contracts).
We define the more general than relation � between two context-aware contracts
distinguished by superscripts 1, 2:

<<θ′a1 ·dqa1e
∣∣dqa1e· θ′s1 ·dqc1e∣∣dqc1e·θ′c1>>

� <<θ′a2 ·dqa2e
∣∣dqa2e· θ′s2 ·dqc2e∣∣dqc2e·θ′c2>>

⇐⇒
[[θ′a1 · dqa1e]] ⊆ [[θ′a2 · dqa2e]] (L1)

∧ [[θ′s1 · dqc1e]] ⊇ [[θ′s2 · dqc2e]] (L2)

∧ [[θ′c1 ]] ⊆ [[θ′c2 ]] (L3)

10 This insight was used already in [18] to formulate a Liskov principle for feature-
oriented programming.
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When all traces θ′a, θ′c, and θ′s are empty, this definition boils down to the
Liskov principle for state contracts stated above. The first condition (L1, for pre-
trace and -condition) and the last condition (L3, for the post-trace) are concerned
with the context of a procedure, which it cannot control. Hence, we permit
weakening here. The second condition (L2, for the internal behavior and post-
condition of the procedure) is under its control. Thus, we permit strengthening.

In our setting without inheritance, we can use the Liskov principle to specify
a procedure with a set of contracts, and use the above subtyping principle to
order them. First, we introduce the idea of a maximal contract.

Definition 29 (Maximal Procedure Contract). Given a finite set N of pro-
cedure contracts for a procedure ordered by �, let Max(N ) be the set of maximal
elements in N .

We permit a procedure to be specified with multiple contracts, for differ-
ent situations according to different usages. Using maximal procedure contracts,
we need only a subset of them to be proven. The following rule is straightfor-
ward: Given an invocation event on m, it computes all maximal (most general)
contracts and applies all of them.

actOrder

schedule(U) = P

(m, i) ∈Max(P)


Γ ` m :<<θam | θsm | θcm>>
Γ ` U : (Φ ∧ θam) [[θsm ]] ⊆ [[θ]]

Γ, U{run(m, i, as)} : (Φ ∧ θam) ∗∗θsm `
U{run(m, i, as)} :G (Φ ∧ θam) ∗∗ θsm ∗∗ (Ψ ∧ θcm)

Γ ` U :G Φ ∗∗ θ ∗∗Ψ

Remark 1. We proposed behavioral subtyping as a technique to reduce the num-
ber of different call sequences of asynchronous procedures that need to be con-
sidered during verification. Techniques to combat combinatorial explosion of
instruction sequences are standard in model checking [8], but they are at the
level of code not at the level of specifications (i.e., contracts). This holds even
for a partial-order reduction technique that was adapted to asynchronous pro-
cedures [2].

9 Conclusion

We extended state contracts and trace contracts to context-aware trace contracts
(CATs). This permits to specify the behavioral context in which a procedure is
executed, i.e., not merely the static pre-condition, but the actions and states
reached before its execution begins and also those after it ends. Such a specifica-
tion of the call context as part of a procedure contract is essential to specify the
global behavior of concurrent programs is a succinct manner. We instantiated
the CAT methodology to a language with asynchronous calls, where the context
is of uttermost importance, and gave a proof-of-concept using a file handling
scenario.
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To combat combinatorial explosion in verification proofs, we stated a Liskov
principle for CATs that has the potential to reduce the effort dramatically.

We hope our work will enable new specification patterns to overcome the
long-standing specification challenge in deductive verification for trace properties
and concurrent programs.

Future Work. In future work, we plan to investigate richer concurrency models,
in particular full Active Objects with suspension, futures and multiple objects
[9]. One question that we did not investigate here, is the relation of CATs to
object and system invariants.

Our observation quantifiers permit to connect programs and traces in a rea-
sonably abstract, yet fine-grained and flexible manner. However, their proof the-
ory is an open question: In rule Contract in Sect. 6.3 we approximated the se-
mantics of observation quantifiers in a fairly crude manner by Skolemization.
This makes it difficult to relate different observations to each other and draw
conclusions from them. The axiomatization of observation quantifiers and their
comparison to existing logics with observation constructs should be studied in
its own right.

Obviously, the CAT framework must be implemented so that larger case
studies can be performed. This involves to complete the existing rule set with
rules for update simplification in local judgments.
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A Appendix

The appendix is included for the convenience of the reviewers. It will not be
part of the final book chapter, but provided as auxiliary online material.

A.1 Proof Theorem 1

To make the proofs more readable we overload some notations in the semantics
of programs and updates as follows:

[[s]]GT =
⋃
τ∈T

[[s]]Gτ [[s]]LT =
⋃
τ∈T

[[s]]Lτ [[U ]]T =
⋃
τ∈T

[[U ]]τ

We remind that the chop operator is also overloaded in Def. 26. We require also
two simple propositions.

Proposition 3. Let Φ be a trace formula, y be logical variables and c be con-
stants fresh in Φ.

[[Φ[y\c]]] ⊆ [[fx,y.Φ]]

Proof.

[[Φ[y\c]]]ρ,o = {〈σ[x 7→ c]〉∗∗τ | τ ∈ [[Φ]]ρ,o[y 7→(x,σ[x 7→c])] ∧ σ ∈ Σ}
⊆ {〈σ〉∗∗τ | τ ∈ [[Φ]]ρ,o[y 7→(x,σ)] ∧ σ ∈ Σ} = [[fx,y.Φ]]ρ,o

Proposition 4. Let Φ1, Φ2 be trace formulas, y be logical variables and c be
constants fresh in Φ1 and Φ2. If y do not occur in Φ1 then

(Φ1 ∗∗Φ2)[y\c] = Φ1 ∗∗(Φ2[y\c])
(Φ1 · Φ2)[y\c] = Φ1 · (Φ2[y\c])

Proof. Follows directly from the definitions.
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The following proposition shows that weak adherence is equivalent to a con-
dition on internal trace and pre-condition

Proposition 5. Let

θpre =
(
θ′am · dqame

) [
y1 \ cy1

]
,

θpost =
(
θ′am · dqame · θ

′
sm · dqcme

) [
y1 \ cy1

] [
y2 \ cy2

]
We have

∀τ ∈ T∗∗[[m()]]GT . τ, oId |= Ĉm

⇐⇒ τ = τ ′∗∗τ ′′∗∗τ ′′′∧
τ ′ ∈ [[θpre · start(m, oId)]]∅,∅∧
τ ′′ ∈ [[inline(m)]]G[[start(m,oId)]]∅,∅∧

[[inline(m)]]Gτ ′∗∗[[start(m,oId)]]∅,∅ ⊆ [[θpost ]]

Proof. We directly unroll the definition and assume a fixed identifier oId, which
is the interpretation of the corresponding skolem symbol.

∀τ ∈ T∗∗[[m()]]GT . τ, oId |= Ĉm

⇐⇒ τ ∈ [[θ′am · fx1,y1 .
(
dqame · start(m, oId) · dqame · θ′sm · fx2,y2 . (dqcme · pop(oId) · dqcme· ··)

)
]]∅,∅

Next, we can split the trace formula into the part of the prefix, the procedure
execution and the suffix. Note that the suffix is trivial.

τ ∈ [[θ′am · fx1,y1 .
(
dqame · start(m, oId) · dqame · θ′sm · fx2,y2 . (dqcme · pop(oId) · dqcme· ··)

)
]]∅,∅

⇐τ = τ ′∗∗τ ′′∗∗τ ′′′∧
τ ′ ∈ [[θ′am · fx1,y1 .dqame · start(m, oId)]]∅,∅∧
τ ′′ ∈ [[fx1,y1 .dqame · θ′sm · fx2,y2 . (dqcme · pop(oId) · dqcme)]]∅,∅
τ ′′′ ∈ [[··]]∅,∅

We can now reduce, using Prop. 4 and Prop. 3, to the following:

τ = τ ′∗∗τ ′′∗∗τ ′′′∧
τ ′ ∈ [[θ′am · fx1,y1 .dqame · start(m, oId)]]∅,∅∧
τ ′′ ∈ [[start(m, oId) · fx1,y1 .dqame · θ′sm · fx2,y2 . (dqcme · pop(oId) · dqcme)]]∅,∅
τ ′′′ ∈ [[··]]∅,∅

⇐⇒ τ = τ ′∗∗τ ′′∗∗τ ′′′∧
τ ′ ∈ [[θpre · start(m, oId)]]∅,∅∧
τ ′′ ∈ [[start(m, oId) · θ′sm · pop(oId) · dqcme]]∅,∅
τ ′′′ ∈ [[··]]∅,∅
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Finally, we observe that we can collapse the condition on the internal trace
and remove the suffix.

τ = τ ′∗∗τ ′′∗∗τ ′′′∧
τ ′ ∈ [[θpre · start(m, oId)]]∅,∅∧
τ ′′ ∈ [[start(m, oId) · θ′sm · pop(oId) · dqcme]]∅,∅
τ ′′′ ∈ [[··]]∅,∅
⇐τ = τ ′∗∗τ ′′∗∗τ ′′′∧
τ ′ ∈ [[θpre · start(m, oId)]]∅,∅∧
τ ′′ ∈ [[inline(m)]]G[[start(m,oId)]]∅,∅∧

[[inline(m)]]Gτ ′∗∗[[start(m,oId)]]∅,∅ ⊆ [[θpost ]]

We now turn to the rules themselves.

Rule Contract We prove the soundness of the rule. Let P be a program. Let σ
be a state and V, cy1, c

y
2, and i fresh havoc update, constants and call identifier,

respectively. Let

Cm =<<θ′am · fx1,y1 .dqame | dqame · θ′sm · fx2,y2 .dqcme | dqcme · θ′cm>>

the contract of procedure m. Also, let C be all the contract judgments for P .
With

θpre =
(
θ′am · dqame

) [
y1 \ cy1

]
,

θpost =
(
θ′am · dqame · θ

′
sm · dqcme

) [
y1 \ cy1

] [
y2 \ cy2

]
and assuming that θ′am does not contain y1 and θ′sm does not contain y2 we have:

[[θpre ]] =
[[(
θ′am · dqame

) [
y1 \ cy1

]]]
{Prop. 4} =

[[
θ′am · dqame

[
y1 \ cy1

]]]
{Prop. 3} ⊆ [[θ′am · fx1,y1dqame]]

[[θpost ]] =
[[(
θ′am · dqame · θ

′
sm · dqcme

) [
y1 \ cy1

] [
y2 \ cy2

]]]
{Prop. 4} =

[[
θ′am ·

(
dqame · θ′sm · dqcme

[
y2 \ cy2

]) [
y1 \ cy1

]]]
{Prop. 3} ⊆

[[
θ′am · fx1,y1(dqame · θ′sm · fx2,y2dqcme)

]]
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Therefore, with T = [[V]]〈σ〉:

(|= C ∧ σ |= V : θpre)
⇒ σ |= V{start(m, i)}inline(m) :G θpost

{Def. 25, 26} ⇒ (|= C ∧ [[V]]〈σ〉 ⊆ [[θpre]])
⇒ [[V{start(m, i)}]]〈σ〉∗∗[[inline(m)]]G[[V{start(m,i)}]]〈σ〉 ⊆ [[θpost]]

{Prop. 2} ⇒ (|= C ∧ T ⊆ [[θpre]])
⇒ T∗∗[[{start(m, i)}]]T
∗∗[[inline(m)]]GT∗∗[[{start(m,i)}]]〈σ〉 ⊆ [[θpost]]

{Fig. 9} ⇒ (|= C ∧ T ⊆ [[θpre]])
⇒ ∀τ ∈ T.(τ∗∗calllast(τ)(m, i)∗∗pushlast(τ)((m, i))
∗∗[[inline(m)]]Gτ∗∗calllast(τ)(m,i)∗∗pushlast(τ)((m,i))

⊆ [[θpost]])

{Def. [[m()]]GT }⇒ (|= C ∧ T ⊆ [[θpre]])⇒ T∗∗[[m()]]GT ⊆ [[θpost]])

{Prop. 5} ⇒ σ |= Ĉm

Rule Assign We prove soundness and reversibility of the rule. Let Γ be a set of
judgments and let σ be a state with σ |= Γ . We have, with T = [[U ]]〈σ〉:

σ |= U{v := e}s :G Φ

⇔ [[U{v := e}]]〈σ〉∗∗[[s]]G[[U{v:=e}]]〈σ〉 ⊆ [[Φ]] {Def. 26}

⇔ T ∗∗ [[{v := e}]]T ∗∗ [[s]]GT∗∗[[{v:=e}]]T ⊆ [[Φ]] {Prop. 2}

⇔ T ∗∗ [[v = e]]LT ∗∗ [[s]]GT∗∗[[v=e]]LT
⊆ [[Φ]] {Def. valσ({v := e})}

⇔ T ∗∗ [[v = e; s]]GT ⊆ [[Φ]] {Prop. 1}
⇔ σ |= Uv = e; s :G Φ {Def. 26}

We, therefore, have that the sequent Γ ` U{v := e}s :G Φ is valid if and only if
Γ ` Uv = e; s :G Φ is valid.

Rule Cond We prove soundness and reversibility of the rule. Let σ be a state.
We have, with T = [[U ]]〈σ〉:

σ |= U :·· dee ⇒ σ |= Us; s′ :G Φ ∧
σ |= U :·· d!ee ⇒ σ |= Us′ :G Φ

{Def. 26} ⇔ σ |= U :·· dee ⇒ T∗∗[[s; s′]]GT ⊆ [[Φ]] ∧
σ |= U :·· d!ee ⇒ T∗∗[[s′]]GT ⊆ [[Φ]]

{Prop. 2} ⇔ σ |= U :·· dee ⇒ T ∗∗ [[s; s′]]GT ⊆ [[Φ]]∧
σ |= U :·· d!ee ⇒ T ∗∗ [[s′]]GT ⊆ [[Φ]]

{Def. 25} ⇔ ∀τ ∈ T.
(vallast(τ)(e) = tt ⇒ τ ∗∗ [[s; s′]]Gτ ⊆ [[Φ]]∧
vallast(τ)(e) = ff ⇒ τ ∗∗ [[s′]]Gτ ⊆ [[Φ]])

{Fig. 2, Def. 14}⇔ T ∗∗ [[if e { s }; s′]]GT ⊆ [[Φ]]
{Def. 26} ⇔ σ |= Uif e { s }; s′ :G Φ
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Explanation: Given Fig. 2, Def. 14 we have

τ, K(if e { s }; s′) ∗→ τ, K(s; s′), if vallast(τ)(e) = tt, and

τ, K(if e { s }; s′) ∗→ τ, K(s′), if vallast(τ)(e) = ff

Therefore

[[if e { s }; s′]]Gτ = [[s; s′]]Gτ if vallast(τ)(e) = tt, and

[[if e { s }; s′]]Gτ = [[s′]]Gτ if vallast(τ)(e) = ff

Rule Return We prove soundness and reversibility of the rule. Let σ be a state.
We have, with T = [[U ]]〈σ〉:

σ |= U{ret(oId)} :G Φ
{Def. 26} ⇔ [[U{ret(oId)}]]〈σ〉∗∗[[ ]]G[[U{ret(oId)}]]〈σ〉 ⊆ [[Φ]]

{Prop. 2}⇔ T∗∗[[{ret(oId)}]]T ∗∗[[ ]]GT∗∗[[{ret(oId)}]]T ⊆ [[Φ]]

{Fig. 9} ⇔ T∗∗[[return]]LT ∗∗[[ ]]G
T∗∗[[return]]LT

⊆ [[Φ]]

{Prop. 1}⇔ T∗∗[[return]]GT ⊆ [[Φ]]
{Def. 26} ⇔ σ |= Ureturn :G Φ

We, therefore, have that the sequent Γ ` U{ret(oId)} :G Φ is valid if and
only if Γ ` Ureturn :G Φ is valid.

Rule AsyncCall We prove soundness and reversibility of the rule. Let σ be a
state. We have, with T = [[U ]]〈σ〉, and a fresh call identifier i:

σ |= U{invoc(m, i)}s :G Φ
{Def. 26} ⇔ [[U{invoc(m, i)}]]〈σ〉∗∗[[s]]G[[U{invoc(m,i)}]]〈σ〉 ⊆ [[Φ]]

{Prop. 2} ⇔ T∗∗[[{invoc(m, i)}]]T ∗∗[[s]]GT∗∗[[{invoc(m,i)}]]T ⊆ [[Φ]]

{Fig. 2,9}⇔ T∗∗[[!m()]]LT ∗∗[[s]]GT∗∗[[!m()]]LT ⊆ [[Φ]]

{Prop. 1} ⇔ T∗∗[[!m(); s]]GT ⊆ [[Φ]]
{Def. 26} ⇔ σ |= U!m(); s :G Φ

Rule Open We prove soundness and reversibility of the rule.
Let σ be a state. We have, with T = [[U ]]〈σ〉:

σ |= U{open(f)}s :G Φ
{Def. 26} ⇔ [[U{open(f)}]]〈σ〉∗∗[[s]]G[[U{open(f)}]]〈σ〉 ⊆ [[Φ]]

{Prop. 2} ⇔ T∗∗[[{open(f)}]]T ∗∗[[s]]GT∗∗[[{open(f)}]]T ⊆ [[Φ]]

{Fig. 2,9}⇔ T∗∗[[open(f)]]LT ∗∗[[s]]GT∗∗[[open(f)]]LT ⊆ [[Φ]]

{Prop. 1} ⇔ T∗∗[[open(f); s]]GT ⊆ [[Φ]]
{Def. 26} ⇔ σ |= Uopen(f); s :G Φ

Rule Close The proof is analogous to the proof for Rule Open, but the rule is
not reversible due to the additional premise needed for Thm. 2.
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Rule Read The proof is analogous to the proof for Rule Open, but the rule is
not reversible.

Rule Write The proof is analogous to the proof for Rule Open, but the rule is
not reversible.

Rule Finish We prove soundness and reversibility of the rule. Let σ be a state.
We have, with T = [[U ]]〈σ〉:

σ |= U{pop((m, oId))} : Φ ∧ schedule(U) = ∅
{Def. 26} ⇔ [[U{pop((m, oId))}]]〈σ〉 ⊆ [[Φ]] ∧ schedule(U) = ∅
{Prop. 2} ⇔ T∗∗[[{pop((m, oId))}]]T ⊆ [[Φ]] ∧ schedule(U) = ∅
{Lemma 1} ⇔ T∗∗[[{pop((m, oId))}]]T ⊆ [[Φ]] ∧

⋃
τ∈T schedule(τ) = ∅

{Fig. 9} ⇔ ∀τ ∈ T. (τ∗∗poplast(τ)((m, oId)) ⊆ [[Φ]] ∧ schedule(τ) = ∅)
{Fig. 4, Def. 14}⇔ T∗∗[[ ]]GT ⊆ [[Φ]]
{Def. 26} ⇔ σ |= U :G Φ

To make the following proof more readable we generalize Prop. 1:

Proposition 6. [[s; s′]]Gτ = [[s]]Gτ ∗∗[[s′]]G[[s]]Gτ

Proof. This proposition follows from the fact that

[[ ]]Gτ ∗∗[[s]]G[[ ]]Gτ
= [[ ; s]]Gτ = [[s]]Gτ .

If [[ ]]Gτ = {〈first(τ)〉} it means that no asynchronous calls can be scheduled and
the equivalence is trivially valid. If [[ ]]Gτ 6= {〈first(τ)〉} it means that τ triggers
the rule Run, no matter what is the content of the continuation.

Rule Call We prove the soundness of the rule. Let σ be a state. We have with
T = [[U ]]〈σ〉, Φa = (Φ ∧ θam), Ψc = (Ψ ∧ θcm), i fresh, and lookup(m,G) =
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m() {s’; return}:

σ |= U : Φa ∧
[[θsm ]] ⊆ [[θ]] ∧
(σ |= U{run(m, i, sy)} : Φa ∗∗ θsm
⇒ σ |= U{run(m, i, sy)}s :G Φa ∗∗ θsm ∗∗Ψc)

{Def. 25,26} ⇔ T ⊆ [[Φa]] ∧
[[θsm ]] ⊆ [[θ]] ∧
([[U{run(m, i, sy)}]]〈σ〉 ⊆ [[Φa ∗∗ θsm ]]
⇒ [[U{run(m, i, sy)}]]〈σ〉∗∗[[s]]G[[U{run(m,i,sy)}]]〈σ〉 ⊆ [[Φa ∗∗ θsm ∗∗Ψc]])

{Prop. 2} ⇔ T ⊆ [[Φa]] ∧
[[θsm ]] ⊆ [[θ]] ∧
(T∗∗[[{run(m, i, sy)}]]T ⊆ [[Φa ∗∗ θsm ]]
⇒ T∗∗[[{run(m, i, sy)}]]T ∗∗[[s]]GT∗∗[[{run(m,i,sy)}]]T ⊆ [[Φa ∗∗ θsm ∗∗Ψc]])

{Fig. 9} ⇔ T ⊆ [[Φa]] ∧
[[θsm ]] ⊆ [[θ]] ∧
∀τ ∈ T.(τ∗∗calllast(τ)(m, i)∗∗[[s’; return]]Gτ∗∗calllast(τ)(m,i) ⊆ [[Φa ∗∗ θsm ]]

⇒ τ∗∗calllast(τ)(m, i)∗∗[[s’; return]]Gτ∗∗calllast(τ)(m,i)
∗∗[[s]]G

τ∗∗calllast(τ)(m,i)∗∗[[s’; return]]G
τ∗∗calllast(τ)(m,i)

⊆ [[Φa ∗∗ θsm ∗∗Ψc]])

{Def. [[m()]]Gτ } ⇔ T ⊆ [[Φa]] ∧
[[θsm ]] ⊆ [[θ]] ∧
(T∗∗[[m()]]GT ⊆ [[Φa ∗∗ θsm ]]
⇒ T∗∗[[m()]]GT ∗∗[[s]]GT∗∗[[m()]]GT ⊆ [[Φa ∗∗ θsm ∗∗Ψc]])

{Prop. 6} ⇔ T ⊆ [[Φa]] ∧
[[θsm ]] ⊆ [[θ]] ∧
(T∗∗[[m()]]GT ⊆ [[Φa ∗∗ θsm ]] ⇒ T∗∗[[m(); s]]GT ⊆ [[Φa ∗∗ θsm ∗∗Ψc]])

{Fig. 5, weak.} ⇒ T ⊆ [[Φ]] ∧
[[θsm ]] ⊆ [[θ]] ∧
(T∗∗[[m()]]GT ⊆ [[Φ]]∗∗[[θsm ]] ⇒ T∗∗[[m(); s]]GT ⊆ [[Φ]]∗∗[[θsm ]]∗∗ [[Ψ ]])

{T ⊆ [[Φa]]} ⇒ [[θsm ]] ⊆ [[θ]] ∧
([[m()]]GT ⊆ [[θsm ]] ⇒ T∗∗[[m(); s]]GT ⊆ [[Φ]]∗∗[[θsm ]]∗∗ [[Ψ ]])

{Contract of m}⇒ [[θsm ]] ⊆ [[θ]] ∧ T∗∗[[m(); s]]GT ⊆ [[Φ]]∗∗[[θsm ]]∗∗ [[Ψ ]]
{[[θsm ]] ⊆ [[θ]]} ⇒ T∗∗[[m(); s]]GT ⊆ [[Φ ∗∗ θ ∗∗Ψ ]]
{Def. 26} ⇒ σ |= Um(); s :G Φ ∗∗ θ ∗∗Ψ

Rules ScheduleD/ScheduleN Given the similar premises and similar conclusion,
the proof for ScheduleD is analogous to the proof for the Call rule. This also
applies to ScheduleN since this rule generalizes ScheduleD to be applied when
more than one invocation can be scheduled.

A.2 Proof Theorem 2

We prove the two properties separately. In general, the proof follows the structure
of trace contract adherence of BPL [26].
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File Correctness Suppose there would be a trace that is not file-correct, and
a first event within that trace such that the trace up to this point is not
file correct. As every event is added by a procedure, there must be a pro-
cedure m that violates file correctness. Let s be the operation that adds
this event within m. By assumption, all procedure adhere to their procedure
contracts, thus m also does so as well. Thus, we have a proof of m, which
must symbolically execute s11. Consider the case where the trace is not file
correct because of a read event without a preceding open (and no closing)
on the same file f . This means that at the moment of the execution of the

read statement, the formula ·· open(f)
close(f)
·· would not hold. However, this

is checked explicitly by the Read rule. Thus, this rule cannot succeed, the
proof obligation cannot be closed and the procedure is not adherent. This
contradicts our assumptions, so the trace must be file-correct. The other
cases are analogous.

Adherence From strong procedure adherence, program correctness follows by
definition – we must show that each procedure strongly adheres to its con-
tract, given that (a) each procedure weakly adheres to its contracts, and (b)
we have a proof in our calculus for this.

The argument resembles the one for file correctness. Let m be a procedure
and assume there is a trace that violated procedure adherence, there must
be a first event or state where the property does not hold. Let m′ be the
caller of m for this call identifier. Now, m′ does have a closed proof for its
weak adherence, thus, the call to m, whether synchronous or asynchronous,
was symbolically executed. Both rules to do so, add the post-condition trace
to the post-condition of the verification target. As the proof is closed, this
condition holds. Thus, all the procedure m must be strongly adherent if it is
weakly adherent and always called correctly, which follows from Theorem 1.

As a final note, we point out that the premises we reference in this proof are not
needed for soundness – Theorem 1 holds if they are removed.

B Properties

Proposition 7 (Wellformedness of Call Tree). Let τ be a trace and scp be
a call scope. If scp ∈ Vidle(τ) =⇒ children(scp, τ) = ∅, i.e., scp is a leaf.

Proof. Let τ be a trace and (m, i) ∈ Vidle. By Def. 10, τ ∈ · · ·invoc(m, i)
call(m,i)
· · ·

and therefore τ ∈
call(m,i)
· · · , since an event call(m, i) can never occur before an

event invoc(m, i). By Def. 9, there is no τ ′ such that τ ∈ τ ′· · · and currScp(τ ′) =
(m, i). Therefore children((m, i), τ) = ∅.
11 This relies on a property of the symbolic execution that no statement is skipped. The

technical details to show this property are tedious to set up and bear no insights,
we refer to Kamburjan [27] for a detailed treatment.
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C Further Proofs

This section contains the proof for the contract of do. We use again the following
abbreviations:

U = V{start(do, oId)}

φ2 = U :
open(f)
·· dtruee

θ1 =
open(f)
·· dtruee ·· close(f) ··

We again apply the Contract and perform symbolic execution using Open,
AsyncCall before arriving at the synchronous call. Here, we proof the pre-condition
using the accumulated update and continue below.

CMdo , φ2 ` U{open(f)}{invoc(closeF, i)} : open(f)
close(f)
·· dtruee

...(3)
SyncCall

CMdo , φ2 ` U{open(f)}{invoc(closeF, i)}operate(); return; :G θ1
...

CMdo , φ2 ` Uopen(file); !closeF(); operate(); return; :G θ1
Contract

CMdo ` do :G Cdo

We summarize the new pre-condition and update with the following abbrevia-
tions

U2 = U{open(f)}{invoc(closeF, i)}{run(operate, i, sy)}

φ3 = U{open(f)}{invoc(closeF, i)}{run(operate, i, sy)} :
open(f)
·· dtruee · write(f)

close(f)
··

Next, we apply the Return rule and finally arrive at the handling of the invocation
event – the schedule function now returns a singleton set that must take care of.

The premises checking the contract (
...contr ) are again trivial to show and omitted

here. Afterwards, we can again apply Finish as no invocation is left and trivially
the post-condition, as now the close() event is added by the contract of closeF.
We introduce a last abbreviation:

φ4 = U2{ret(oId)}{run(closeF, i, as)} : (. . . ) ∗∗dtruee · close(f)
open(f)
··

...

...

CMdo , φ2, φ3, φ4 ` U2{ret(oId)}{run(closeF, i, as)} : θ1∧ ·· close(f) ··
Finish

CMdo , φ2, φ3, φ4 ` U2{ret(oId)}{run(closeF, i, as)} :G θ1∧ ·· close(f) ··
ScheduleF

CMdo , φ2, φ3 ` U2{ret(oId)} :G θ1∧ ·· close(f) ··
Return

CMdo , φ2, φ3 ` U2return; :G θ1∧ ·· close(f) ··
...(3)
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Abstract. Algebraic effects are a long-studied programming language
construct allowing the implementation of complex control flow in a struc-
tured way. With OCaml 5, such features are finally available in a main-
stream programming language, giving us a great opportunity to experi-
ment with varied concurrency constructs implemented as simple libraries.
In this article, we explore how to implement concurrency features such
as futures and active objects using algebraic effects, both in theory and
in practice. On the practical side, we present a library of active objects
implemented in OCaml, with futures, cooperative scheduling of active
objects, and thread-level parallelism. On the theoretical side, we for-
malise the compilation of a future calculus that models our library into
an effect calculus similar to the primitives available in OCaml; we then
prove the correctness of the compilation scheme.

1 Introduction

A future [1, 9] is a standard synchronisation artefact used in programming lan-
guages with concurrency. It provides a data-flow oriented synchronisation at a
higher level of abstraction than locks or monitors. A future is a promise of a
result from a spawned task: it is a cell, initially empty, and filled with a value
when the task finishes. Accessing this value synchronises the accessor with the
end of the task. Promises [17] is a notion similar to futures except that a promise
must be filled explicitly by the programmer. Promises are more flexible but also
more difficult to use because one could try to fill a promise several times and
this raises many issues.

Future pay a crucial role in the implementation of asynchronous computa-
tions, particularly in object-oriented languages. ABCL/f [23] proposed the first
occurrence of typed futures as a mean for asynchronous method invocation, where
a spawned task fills the future later. Then Creol [13] and ProActive [4] intro-
duced active objects [3]; which are both an object (in the sense of object oriented
programming) and an actor. As a consequence, an active object has its own log-
ical thread and communications between active objects is done by asynchronous
method invocations, using futures to represent the result of asynchronous calls.

Futures, promises, and concurrency primitives in general, have been imple-
mented using a wide variety of techniques, often via dedicated runtime support.

https://orcid.org/0009-0002-9582-4231
https://orcid.org/0000-0001-7137-3523
https://orcid.org/0000-0002-2107-7678
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Many concurrency primitives require suspending, manipulating and resuming
arbitrary computations. This need for non-local control flow appears as soon as
task scheduling is not trivial. It turns out that effect handlers [2] precisely en-
able users to define new control-flow operators. This was quickly identified as a
potential technique to implement concurrency primitives while developing Multi-
core OCaml. Multicore OCaml [21, 22] is an ensemble of new features, including
effect handlers, which enable parallel and concurrent programming in OCaml.
Crucially, since effects are user-defined , they allow implementing concurrency
operators such as futures as libraries. This remark is not a contribution of this
article, and seems to be well known folklore among algebraic effects practitioners.
It is also how eio [15], the new concurrency library for OCaml, is implemented.

This article expands beyond this folklore in two direction: First, we showcase
how to use effects to implement other concurrency primitives, active objects,
that were not previously explored. Second, we formalise the translation between
futures and algebraic effects, and prove it correct.

Contribution 1: An actor library based on algebraic effects On the practical side,
we present a new implementation of active objects based on algebraic effects. It
takes the form of an OCaml library that features all the characteristics of active
objects, adapted to the OCaml ecosystem. The implementation heavily relies on
effect handlers. The library is presented in Section 3.

Our implementation only requires effect handlers and objects. To our knowl-
edge and at the time of writing, both are only conjointly present in OCaml.
However, as effect handlers are gaining interest and are developed in different
contexts, we believe our methodology is applicable to develop active object li-
braries in any language that support both features.

Contribution 2: A formalised translation from actors into effect handlers and its
proof of correctness On the theoretical side, we present the formal arguments
showing that our implementation of active objects by effect handlers fully follows
the paradigms of active object languages, more precisely:

– In Section 4 we describe our calculi: first, an imperative λ-calculus similar
to what can be found in the literature; second, Fut, which expands this
λ-calculus with operations on futures: parallelism, tasks, futures, cooperative
scheduling inside a thread ; finally, Eff which expands the λ-calculus with
effects and effect handlers in a parallel setting.

– Section 5 defines a compilation scheme from Fut to Eff that expresses
the principles of the implementation of our active object library based on
effects. We formally prove the correctness of our translation and show that
the behaviours of the effect compilation of futures mimics exactly the future
semantics. Our main theorem states that the compiled program faithfully
behaves like the original one.

n
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2 Context and Positioning: Futures, Promises, Effects

We start by revisiting, in a streamlined fashion, the context of our works. We
first present the formal models that exist to define semantics of futures and
effects, explaining why we need a new semantics to formalise our work. Then we
present the programming patterns we rely on: an API for promises as it would
appear in OCaml, and how to implement such API using algebraic effects.

2.1 Formal Model for Futures and Effects

In order to formalise our translation, we need a calculus modeling the core of
active objects. Compared to existing active object languages, we base our work
on a simple λ-calculus enhanced with imperative operations and futures featuring
cooperative scheduling. This calculus does not reflect the object-oriented nature
of active object languages. Indeed, while the object layer provides an effective
programming abstraction and strong static guarantees, we are mostly interested
in operational aspects where objects play little role. Conversely, we consider that
cooperative scheduling is essential, as it precisely captures the dynamic behavior
we want to reproduce after translation to algebraic effects.

Among previously existing calculi, we position ourselves compared to the fol-
lowing ones. On one hand, several previous calculi [7, 6] rely on a pure λ-calculus,
lacking any imperative features. We consider modeling imperative code essential,
as it allows us to encode the stateful nature of active objects. In particular pure
calculi are not able to represent cycles of futures [10]. On the other hand, a con-
current λ-calculus with futures [18] and the DeF calculus [5] feature imperative
aspects but no cooperative scheduling, which is crucial to many active objects
languages. Additionally, DeF separates cleanly global state and local variables
and uses a notion of functions closer to object methods instead of λ-calculus. We
do not believe these features are needed in our context. Finally, some formali-
sation efforts such as ABS [14] cover much more ground, including a full-blown
object system and “concurrent object groups” to model the concurrent seman-
tics. We believe such semantics can also be modeled by simpler mechanisms,
such as threads and remote execution of pieces of code.

In the remaining of this work, we use a minimal λ-calculus that includes the
following features, that are, from our point of view, the core runtime character-
istics of actors and active object languages with futures:
– Impure λ-calculus with a store and memory locations,
– Cooperative scheduling among tasks on the same parallelisation entity.
– Request-reply interaction mechanism based on asynchronous calls targeting

a given thread, and replies by mean of futures. Without loss of generality,
asynchronous calls are simply performed by remote execution of a given
λ-calculus expression.
One crucial aspect of actors and active objects that we omit in this work is the

separation of the memory into separate entities manipulated by a single thread
(like e.g. ABS “concurrent object groups”). While this feature is crucial and allows
reasoning about the deterministic nature of some active object languages [11]
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we would not use it in our developments. We also believe this crucial separation
could be added by separating the memory in our configurations into a single
memory per thread, either syntactically or using some kind of separation logic.

On the algebraic effect side, we use an imperative λ-calculus with shallow
effect handlers, similar to Hillerström and Lindley [12]. This fits well with OCaml,
which supports both imperative and functional features. Note that both deep
and shallow handlers are available in OCaml.

2.2 Promises in OCaml

Promises are not a new addition to OCaml. Historically, the libraries Lwt [24] and
Async implemented monadic promise-based cooperative multitasking in OCaml.
Due to OCaml’s limitation at the time, neither library implemented parallelism.
Multicore OCaml introduced parallelism (with a new garbage collector and sup-
porting libraries for thread parallelism) [21] along with algebraic effects [22],
with the objective for users to implement their own concurrency primitives. In
recent time, several libraries implement their own flair of futures and promises,
this time using a direct-style instead of the previous monadic one. Most of them,
including the most developed library eio [15], and our own implementation, use
a core API summarised in Figure 1.

1 type 'a Promise.t
2 (** Promises containing values of type ['a] *)
3
4 val Promise.create : unit -> 'a Promise.t * ('a -> unit)
5 (** [Promise.create ()] creates a promise explicitly and

returns both the promise and the function to be called
for its resolution *)

6
7 val Promise.async : (unit -> 'a) -> 'a Promise.t
8 (** [Promise.async (fun () -> e)] executes [e] in a

promise *)
9

10 val Promise.get : 'a Promise.t -> 'a
11 (** [Promise.get p] makes a blocking read on promise [p]

*)
12
13 val Promise.await : 'a Promise.t -> 'a
14 (** [Promise.get p] makes a non -blocking read on promise [

p] *)

Fig. 1: A simple API for promises

The different elements of the API are commented in the figure. The type
Promise.t is parameterised by its content (denoted by the type variable 'a).
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There are two ways to create a promise: Promise.create creates a promise and
also returns the resolution function, while Promise.async associates a computa-
tion to the promise, actually creating a future. This library can be used in any
setting, we thus differentiate between non-blocking operations such as await,
which yield to another task, and blocking operations such as get, whose evalu-
ation is stuck and blocks the current logical thread. It is then up to the invoker
of this function and the scheduler to deal with this blocked state conveniently.

2.3 Promising Effects

Following [20], we now summarise a simplistic implementation of the get prim-
itive for promises or futures using effects, as a way to introduce effects in the
context of concurrency. As noted before, A promise, denoted here by the promise
type is an atomic mutable box containing a status. The status is either Resolved,
containing a value of type ’a, or Empty waiting for a value.

1 type 'a status = Resolved of 'a | Empty
2 type 'a promise = 'a status Atomic.t

Using effects, Figure 2 showcases the implementation of blocking reads (get
primitive) as explained below. On Line 1, we declare a new effect, called Get.
From the usage perspective, an effect is a parameterised operation whose seman-
tics is not specified, but whose typing is fixed: here, performing the Get effect
takes as parameter a promise and returns the content. The get function, on
Line 4, directly returns the value if the promise is fulfilled, or performs the Get
effect otherwise. We still need to define what performing Get actually does. This
is done via an effect handler, one Line 9. From the definition perspective, effects

1 effect Get : 'a promise -> 'a (** A new 'Get ' effect *)
2
3 (** User -level function for blocking reads on promises *)
4 let get (p : 'a promise) : 'a = match Atomic.get p with
5 | Resolved v -> v
6 | Empty -> perform (Get p)
7
8 (** Underlying implementation of Get *)
9 let exec task = handle task() with

10 ...
11 | Promise.Get p, (k : 'a continuation) ->
12 let rec poll () = match Atomise.get p with
13 | Empty -> Domain.cpu_relax (); poll ()
14 | Resolved v -> continue k v
15 in poll ()
16 ...

Fig. 2: Function Promise.get and its effect handler
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behave similarly to exceptions, except they allow resumption. The exec function
executes a task in the context of a handler. When an effect is performed, it
triggers the evaluation of the appropriate branch in the handler (here, Line 11)
and binds the value contained in the effect (here, variable p is the promise to
get). The handler also gives access to the continuation k at the point where the
effect was performed. To implement get, we repeatedly poll the content of the
promise until a value is obtained, and resume the continuation k with the value,
thus resuming the execution of the task.

The continuation k, which is applied directly here, is in fact a first class
value and can be passed around and stored. This allows implementing other
operations on promises and other concurrency primitives, by defining a scheduler
that manipulates continuations directly in user-land.

As indicated before, this implementation exactly mirrors (albeit with some
simplifications) the ones in the current OCaml ecosystem. We now move on to
a novel usage of algebraic effects by combining them with objects to implement
active objects in OCaml.

3 An OCaml library for Active Objects

Our first contribution is an OCaml library, actors-ocaml available at https:
//github.com/Marsupilami1/actors-ocaml, which implements promises and
active objects on top of OCaml’s new features: effect handlers, to handle con-
currency; and “domains”, threads accompanied by their memory-managed heap,
which acts as OCaml’s parallelism units. We start by a showing our overlay for
active objects before presenting its translation to effects.

3.1 Active objects

We showcase a first example of active object in OCaml in Figure 3. To create
a new active object, we introduce a new dedicated syntax3 object%actor4. It
functions similarly to an OCaml object, with private fields, introduced by val and
public methods. Here, we create an active object with one local field x initialised
to 0, and three methods to set the local field, get it, and multiply it by a
provided integer. Accessing private fields is transparent inside the active object,
as if it was a normal variable, but forbidden outside the active object. We will
see below that we use OCaml domains to implement such a local memory.

In OCaml, objects are typed structurally, with a type that reflects all their
methods. Our active objects follow a similar trend: the object type is delimited
by < ... > and contains a list of all methods. For instance, get : int (Line
3), indicates that the method get takes no argument and returns an integer.
3 In our implementation we choose to adopt the Actor terminology instead of active

objects because we believe actors are better known in the functional programming
community.

4 For this purpose, we use PPX, a specific hook that allow to extend OCaml with new
lightweight syntax extensions

https://github.com/Marsupilami1/actors-ocaml
https://github.com/Marsupilami1/actors-ocaml
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1 let a = object%actor
2 val mutable state = 0
3 method set n = state <- n
4 method get = state
5 method multiply n = state*n
6 end

(a) Object definition

1 val a : <
2 set : int -> unit;
3 get : int;
4 multiply : int -> int
5 > Actor.t

(b) Inferred type

1 a#.set 10;
2 let x : int Promise.t = a#!get in
3 let y : int Promise.t = a#! multiply (Promise.await x) in
4 let z : unit Promise.t = a#!set (Promise.await x) in
5 a#.get + Promise.get y

(c) Example of use

Fig. 3: A simple example using active object

set : int -> unit marks a method taking an integer and returning nothing.
Note that the field is not shown in the type, since it represents internal state.
This is crucial for active objects, as local fields are stored locally and shouldn’t
be accessed by other active objects. To distinguish active objects from normal
objects, the structural type that consists of the methods is wrapped, giving the
type < .. > Actor.t.

Actual usage of active objects is where we depart from traditional OCaml
objects. Indeed, active objects support two types of method calls: a#.get, in Line
1, is synchronous. Such calls are either blocking if made externally, similarly to
Promise.get, or direct if made internally by the actor itself. a#!get in Line 2 is
asynchronous, which wraps the result in a Promise. Promise.create is called to
create the promise and associates a dedicated resolver with the triggered call.
The promise is returned to the invoker that can then perform Promise.get and
Promise.await on it. The programmer cannot explicitly resolve the promise and
can only access its value: promises returned by active objects are in fact futures,
similarly to other active object languages.

3.2 Encapsulation and Data-race Freedom

Our library takes advantage of the OCaml type system to provide safe encap-
sulation of state and safe abstraction. Indeed, local variables, such as the state
field in Figure 3, are hidden. Access can thus only be made inside methods. This
ensures proper abstraction since only fields that are exposed through getters and
setters can be accessed. It also ensures the absence of data-races, since meth-
ods are not executed concurrently (unless programmer explicitly use lower-level
constructs, such as shared memory). Naturally, this is only true if two crucial
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properties are ensured: mutable access cannot be captured, and it is impossible
to return mutable values shared with the internal state.

Capture Methods calls in OCaml are currified by default. For instance a#!
multiply returns a closure of type int -> (int Promise.t) encapsulating mes-
sage sending to a and retrieval of a result from a. Furthermore, functions are first
class, and can be returned by methods. While this provides great integration into
the rest of the language, this means that we need to be particularly careful with
captures in methods. We illustrate this in Figure 4, with an incorrect implemen-
tation of the multiply method. Here, we return a closure capturing an access to
the internal field state. Such closure should never be executed in the context
of another active object. We detect such ill-conceived code and return the error
shown below, instructing the user to first access the state before capturing the
value.

In theory, this is a simple matter of name resolution. In practice, name res-
olution in OCaml is complex, and relies on typing information which can’t be
accessed by syntax extensions such as the one we develop. We implement a
conservative approximation.

1 let a = object%actor
2 val mutable state = 0
3 method multiply = let f n = state * n in f
4 end

(a) An incorrect implementation of multiply

1 Closures cannot capture internal mutable state , you may
want to use something like:

2 |
3 | let a = state in fun _ -> ... a ...
4 |
5 Instead of:
6 |
7 | fun _ -> ... state ...
8 |

(b) The error message for an illegal capture

Fig. 4: An example of illegal capture and its error message

Mutability and sharing Code that respects the criterion mentioned above can
still exhibit data-races, for instance by returning the content of a field which
manifest internal mutability, such as arrays. Preventing such mistakes is a bit
more delicate: with the strong abstraction of OCaml, the implementation of a
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data-structure can be completely hidden, and hence its potential mutability. A
static type analysis is therefore insufficient. A dynamic analysis of the value is
similarly insufficient (mutable and immutable records are represented similarly
in OCaml). The last common solution to this problem, to make a deep copy of
returned values, is costly both in terms of time and loss of sharing.

So far, we opted to only support immutable values in fields, and do not
provide any guarantees when mutable values are used. Thankfully, immutable
values are the default in OCaml and are largely promoted for most use-cases. In
the future, we plan to combine static and dynamic analysis to inform where to
insert deep copies.

3.3 Active Object Desugaring

We now have all the ingredients to explain how the OCaml code for the active
object is generated from the programmer’s input. An example of such translation
is given in Figure 5. The first important notion is to use memory local to the
domain to store the internal fields. Using domains, this is done via the DLS (for
Domain Local Storage, analogous to thread local storage), see for instance line 2

1 let a = object%actor
2 val mutable state = 0
3 method set n = state <- n
4 method get = state
5 end

⇓

1 let a = object (self)
2 val __state = DLS.new_key (fun _ -> 0)
3 method __meth_set n = DLS.set __state n
4 method set n =
5 let p, resolver = Promise.create () in
6 Actor.send self
7 (Scheduler.process resolver
8 (fun _ -> self#__meth_set n)) ;
9 p

10 method __meth_get = DLS.get __state
11 method get =
12 let p, resolver = Promise.create () in
13 Actor.send self
14 (Scheduler.process resolver
15 (fun _ -> self#__meth_get)) ;
16 p
17 end

Fig. 5: Simple active object code (top) and its translation (bottom)
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1 object%actor (self)
2 method syracuse n =
3 if n = 1 then 1
4 else
5 let next = if n mod 2 = 0 then n/2 else 3*n+1 in
6 self #!! syracuse next
7 end

Fig. 6: Simple use of delegation

of the translated code. All reads and writes are then replaced by DLS functions.
The second transformation aims to separate method calls (i.e., message sent),
and execution, and can be observed on line 3 and 4: Each method is split in two.
The first hidden method, shown on line 3, contains the computational content.
The second is the actual entry point: it proceeds by creating a promise; launch a
new task; and return the promise. The goal of the task is to queue a message in
the actor’s mailbox, via Actor.send, and then launch a process which eventually
resolves the promise; this is done by Scheduler.process.

3.4 Forward

While handling a method, one might want to delegate the computation to an-
other active object or method. With traditional asynchronous calls such as #!
or await, this would involve unwrapping and rewrapping the promises. Dealing
efficiently with delegation in asynchronous invocations is a well-studied prob-
lem [6, 7, 5]. In [6], one construct called forward was suggested for such dele-
gations; it was then shown that directly forwarding an asynchronous invocation
(return(async(e))) could be efficiently and safely implemented using promises.

We can easily adapt this approach to our actors. We also implement del-
egation calls by syntactically identifying such optimisable situation with the
primitive: actor#!!m. Figure 6 illustrates a simple program using such method
delegation; the statement self#!!syracuse next delegates the current invoca-
tion to another one. These calls act as return in many languages, and ignore
any computations that would come after in the method. From the functional
programming point of view, this is analogous to tail-calls. Tail-calls exploit syn-
chronous calls in return positions to eschew using additional stack space. Forward
statement exploits asynchronous calls in return position to eschew indirection of
promises.

In a more general case, we can simply forward5 a promise as the future
resolution of the current promise. A statement similar to the one of Encore,
Actors.forward p performs such a shortcut where p is a ’a Promise.t.

We implement the two forwarding constructs presented above as effects in the
library. Similarly to capturing issues highlighted in previous sections, delegation
5 In the future, we hope to turn asynchronous calls in a forward into delegation

automatically.
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calls should not be captured in a closure: indeed, it wouldn’t be clear which
indirection to avoid6. We forbid such situations (dynamically, via a runtime
test).

3.5 Runtime Support

From a parallelism point of view, we rely on domains, which are threads equipped
with a private heap and a garbage collector. There is also a global, shared heap.
In practice, we spawn a pool of domains at the start of the execution. This pool
of domains is fixed for the whole execution. Similarly to many other implemen-
tations, multiple actors may share a domain, and will use cooperative scheduling
together.

Cooperative scheduling is implemented using effects and continuations, sim-
ilarly to the one implemented in the introduction. To make this scheduler more
realistic and fair, we implement the following optimisations:
– Each domain contains a first round-robin scheduler in charge of scheduling

between active objects hosted on the same domain. Spawning of new actors
is implemented at this layer, enabling the choice of an arbitrary domain to
spawn it. Synchronous method calls in the same domain are transparently
turned into direct calls (instead of asynchronous calls followed by a synchro-
nisation when the domain is different).

– Each active object contains an OCaml object with the methods of the object,
as described above, and a second round-robin scheduler which schedules the
promises currently executed by this actor. Instead of a traditional mailbox
of messages, active objects contain a queue of thunks to be executed. In the
case of method calls, each thunk contains a call to the underlying OCaml
object as a closure. Forwards and delegation calls are implemented at this
second layer, which is aware of all the details pertaining to the actor.

– Unresolved promises contain a list of callbacks, i.e., other promises that are
currently waiting on it. This allows the implementation of passive waits for
unresolved promise reads.
Note that this implies we have two effects handlers, both providing slightly

differing implementation of the base effects related to promises (Async, Get,
Await). Indeed, promises can appear outside of actors, but should be handled
locally if they appear inside one.

4 Future and Effect λ-calculi

The rest of this article is dedicated to the formal description of the compilation
of Futures to Effects. For this purpose, we first introduce our protagonists: A
common imperative base (Section 4.1), the source future calculus (Section 4.2)
often characterised in green, and the target effect calculus (Section 4.3) often
characterised in blue. For all these calculi, we define small-step operational se-
mantics in the sequential and parallel cases.
6 Already in [6], the authors prevented forward from appearing inside a closure.
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4.1 A Functional-Imperative Base

We define a standard λ-calculus with imperative operations that will be the base
language for our other definitions and semantics. The syntax is given in Figure 7.
As meta-syntactic notations, we use overbar for lists (e a list of expressions) and
brackets for association maps (

[
ℓ 7→ e

]
). Dom(M) is the domain of M and ∅ is

the empty map. M [v 7→ v′] is a copy of M where v is associated to v′, M \ v is
a copy of M where v is not mapped to anything (v ̸∈ Dom(M \ v)).

Most expression and values are classical. The substitution of x by e′ in e is
denoted e [x← e′]. Stores are maps indexed by location references, denoted ℓ.
Id denotes unique identifiers that can be crafted during execution, which will
be useful in our two main calculi. Location references and identifiers should not
occur in the source programs and only appear during evaluation. We also define
evaluation contexts C that are expressions with a single hole □. Evaluation con-
texts are used in the semantics to specify the point of evaluation in every term,
ensuring a left-to-right call-by-value evaluation. We classically rely on evaluation
contexts, C[e] is the expression made of the context C where the hole is filled
with expression e. Figure 8 defines a semantics for this base calculus; it is similar
to what can be found in the literature. It expresses a reduction relation, denoted
−−→, of pairs store×expression.

Important note The rules of Figure 8 act on the syntax of imperative λ-calculus.
However, in the next section we will re-use −−→ on terms of bigger languages,
with the natural embedding that −−→ rules only are able to handle the λ-calculus

e ::= v (Values)
| x ∈ Var (Variables)
| () (Unit)
| λx.e | (e1 e2) (Functions)
| newref(e) | !x | x : = e (References)

v ::= ℓ ∈ Loc (References)
| λx.e (Functions)
| i ∈ Id (Identifiers)
| c ∈ Const (Constants)

σ ::=
[
ℓ 7→ v

]
(Store)

C ::= □ | (C e) | (v C) | newref(C) | C : = e | ℓ : =C (Eval. context)

Fig. 7: Syntax for the base impure λ-calculus

ℓ ̸∈ Dom(σ)

σ, newref(v)−−→σ [ℓ 7→ v] , ℓ

(ℓ 7→ v) ∈ σ

σ, !ℓ−−→σ, v σ, (ℓ : = v)−−→σ [ℓ 7→ v] , ()

σ, e−−→σ′, e′

σ,C[e]−−→σ′, C[e′] σ, (λx.e v)−−→σ, e [x← v]

Fig. 8: Semantics for the base impure λ-calculus
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primitives but will manipulate terms and reduction contexts of the other lan-
guages. The alternative would be to define from the beginning the syntax and
reduction contexts of our language as the largest syntax including all the three
considered languages (λ-calculus, Fut, and Eff). We chose here to adopt a more
progressive presentation despite the slight abuse of notation this involves on the
formal side.

In the rest of this article, we also assume additional constructs which can be
classically encoded in the impure λ-calculus:
– Let-declaration: let x = ... in ...
– Sequence: e; e’
– Mutually recursive declarations: let rec ... and ...
– Mutable maps indexed by values: empty map {}, reads M [e], writes M [e]←

e′, and deletions del M [e]
– Pattern matching on simple values: match ... with ...

4.2 Futures and Cooperative Scheduling

Our λ-calculus with futures shares some similarities with the concurrent λ-
calculus with futures [18], but without future handlers or explicit future name
creation and scoping, resulting in a simpler calculus. Our calculus can also be
compared to the one of Fernandez-Reyes et al. [6] but with cooperative schedul-
ing with multiple threads, and imperative aspects.

The λ-calculus of previous section is extended as shown in Figure 9. Four
new constructs are added to the syntax: spawn() spawns a new processing unit;
asyncAt(e, e′) starts a new task e in the processing unit e′ and creates a future
identifier f , when the task finishes, this resolves the future f ; get(e), provided
e is a future identifier, blocks the current processing unit until the future in e
is resolved; await(e) is similar but releases the current processing unit until the
future is resolved. Evaluation contexts are trivially extended.

As shown in Figure 9, we suppose that future identifiers have a specific shape
of the form fut = (tid, lf) where tid is a thread identifier and lf is a local future
identifier. Tasks map expressions to future identifiers, when the expression is
fully evaluated (to a value) the future is resolved.

The dynamic syntax is expressed in two additional layers: above the λ-
calculus layer of Figure 8, Figure 10 expresses the reduction relation in a given
processing unit, and Figure 11 extends this local semantics to a parallel seman-
tics with several processing units.

The local semantics in Figure 10 is based on configurations of the form σ, F, s
where σ is a shared mutable store, F is the map of futures, and s is a state. If the
expression in the current task is fully evaluated to a value, the task is finished,
the future is resolved and put back into the task list, the state of the processing
unit is Idle (rule return). Rule step performs a λ-calculus step (see Figure 8).
get(f) can only progress if the future f has been resolved, in which case the
value associated with the future is fetched (rule get). There are two rules for
await(f): if the future is resolved await(f) behaves like get(f); if it is not
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e ::= . . . (Base language)
| asyncAt(e, e) (Creation)
| get(e) (Blocking read)
| await(e) (Non-blocking read)
| spawn() (Spawn process)

C ::= · · · | asyncAt(C, e) | asyncAt(v, C)
| await(C) | get(C)

(Evaluation Contexts)

tid ∈ ThreadId ⊂ Id
lf ∈ LocalFutures ⊂ Id

f ::= (tid, lf) ∈ Id (Future Ids)

F ::=
[
f 7→ e

]
(Tasks)

s ::= Idle | (f 7→ e) (Exec. State)

P ::= ∥i∈I s
i (Parallel exec. state)

I ⊆ ThreadId

Fig. 9: Syntax for the Fut language

step
σ, e−−→σ′, e′

σ, F, (f 7→ e)−−→σ′, F, (f ′ 7→ e′)

get
(f ′ 7→ v) ∈ F

σ, F, (f 7→ C[get(f ′)])−−→
σ, F, (f 7→ C[v])

await-val
(f ′ 7→ v) ∈ F

σ, F, (f 7→ C[await(f ′)])−−→
σ, F, (f 7→ C[v])

await-yield
∄v. (f ′ 7→ v) ∈ F

σ, F, (f 7→ C[await(f ′)])−−→
σ, F

[
f 7→ C[await(f ′)]

]
, Idle

return

σ, F, (f 7→ v)−−→σ, F [f 7→ v] , Idle

async
f ′ = (tid, lf) f ′ ̸∈ Dom(F )

σ, F, (f 7→ C[asyncAt(e, tid)])−−→σ, F
[
f ′ 7→ e

]
, (f 7→ C[f ′])

Fig. 10: Semantics for Fut — σ, F, s−−→σ, F, s

resolved the task is interrupted (it returns to the task pool), the processing unit
becomes Idle. Finally, rule Async starts a new task: the effect of asyncAt(e, tid)
is first to forge a future identifier containing the thread identifier tid and another
identifier lf so that the pair (tid, lf) is fresh, a task is created, associating e to
the new future.

The management of processing units and thread identifiers is the purpose of
the parallel semantics in Figure 11. It expresses the evaluation of configurations
of the form σ, F, P where P is a parallel composition of processing units. P ∥ si is
used both to extract the execution state of thread i form the parallel composition
P and to add it back. Rule one-step simply triggers a rule of the local semantics
in Figure 11. Rule spawn spawns a new thread, creating a fresh thread identifier
that will be used in an AsyncAt statement to initiate work on this thread (the
new thread is initially Idle). Finally, if si is Idle, no task is currently running
and a new task can be started on the processing unit i by the rule schedule.
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one-step
σ, F, s−−→σ2, F2, s2

σ, F, P ∥ si−−→|| σ2, F2, P ∥ s2i

spawn
tid ̸∈ tids(P ) ∪ {i}

σ, F, P ∥(f 7→ C[spawn()])i−−→||

σ, F, P ∥(f 7→ C[tid])i ∥ Idletid

schedule
((i, lf) 7→ e) ∈ F e is not a value

σ, F, P ∥ Idlei−−→|| σ, F \ (i, lf), P ∥((i, lf) 7→ e)i

Fig. 11: Parallel semantics for Fut — σ, F, ∥i∈I s
i−−→|| σ, F, ∥i∈I s

i

An initial configuration for an Fut program ep consists of the program asso-
ciated with a fresh task identifier i and a fresh future identifier f , with an empty
store and future map: ∅, ∅, (f → ep)

i

4.3 Effects

We now extend the base calculus of Section 4.1 with effects. For the moment this
extension is independent of the previous one, they are used separately in this
article even though composing the two extensions would be perfectly possible.
Indeed, we transform programs with only futures into programs with only effects
but having a language with at the same time futures and effects would also make
sense.

Figure 12 shows the syntax of the parallel and imperative λ-calculus with
effects. Parallelism is obtained by the keyword spawn(e) that creates a new
thread in the same spirit as in the previous section. handle(e){h} runs the
expression e under the handler h, if an effect is thrown by throw(E(C)) inside
e, and if h can handle this effect, the handler is triggered. Rule handle-effect
in Figure 13 specifies the semantics of effect handling. Suppose an effect E is
thrown, the first encompassing handler that can handle this effect is triggered:
if a rule (E(x), k 7→ e) is in the handler, then the handler e is triggered with x
assigned to the effect value v and k assigned to the continuation of the expression
that triggered the effect. The interplay between evaluation contexts and the
captured_effects() function captures the closest matching effect. Rule handle-
step handles the case where the term e performs a reduction not related to effect
handling. If e finally returns a value, Finally, rule handle-return deals with
the case where the handled expression can be fully evaluated without throwing
an effect; it triggers the expression corresponding to the success case x 7→ e in
the handler definition. Note that we don’t reinstall the handler after triggering
the rule, corresponding to the shallow interpretation of effect handlers [12].

Figure 14 shows the parallel semantics of effects. The only specific rule is
spawn, which spawns a new thread with a fresh identifier. Note that in Eff, the
parameter of spawn is the expression to be evaluated in the new thread, with its
own thread identifier as argument.
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e ::= . . .
| handle(e){h} | throw(E(e))
| spawn(e)

C ::= · · · | handle(C){h} | throw(E(C))
| spawn(e) (Evaluation Contexts)

E ∈ Symbol
k ∈ Var

h ::=
[
E(x), k 7→ e; x 7→ e

]

Fig. 12: Eff Syntax

handle-step
σ, e−−→σ′, e′

σ, e−−→σ′, e′

handle-return
(x 7→ e) ∈ h

σ, handle(v){h}−−→σ, e [x← v]

handle-effect
(E(x), k 7→ e) ∈ h E /∈ captured_effects(C)

σ, handle(C[throw(E(v))]){h}−−→σ, e [x← v] [k ← λy.C[y]]

captured_effects(□) = ∅
captured_effects(handle(C){h}) = captured_effects(C) ∪ {E | (E(x), k 7→ e) ∈ h}

captured_effects(. . . ) = . . . (by immediate recursion otherwise)

Fig. 13: Semantics for Eff — σ, e−−→σ, e

seq
σ, e−−→σ′, e′

σ, P ∥ ei−−→|| σ
′, P ∥ e′i

spawn
tid ̸∈ tids(P ) ∪ {i}

σ, P ∥C[spawn(e)]i−−→|| σ, P ∥C[tid]i ∥(e tid)tid

Fig. 14: Parallel semantics for Eff — σ, ∥i∈I e
i−−→σ, ∥i∈I e

i

An initial configuration for an Eff program ep simply consists of the program
associated with a fresh task identifier i and with an empty store: ∅, eip.

5 Compilation of futures into effects

In this section we define a transformation from Fut to Eff that translates from
our concurrent λ-calculus with futures into the calculus with effect handlers. We
then prove its correctness.

5.1 Translating Fut into Eff

Figure 15 shows the translation JeKp that transforms a Fut program e into an
Eff program with the same semantics. The color highlighting in the definition
can be ignored at first. It will be used in the proof in the next section. JeKp is
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JeKp≜ let tasks = {} in
let rec poll(fut) = Poll in
let rec continue(fut, k, t)=Continue
and run(t) = Run in

continue(fresh(), λ(). JeKe , t0)

JasyncAt(e, t)Ke=throw(Async( λ(). JeKe , JtKe))

Jawait(e)Ke=throw(Await(JeKe))
Jget(e)Ke=throw(Get(JeKe))

Jspawn()Ke=throw(Spawn())
JxKe=x JvKe=v

JeKe= . . . (immediate recursion otherwise)

Where
Continue ≜
handle( k() ){
| x 7→

tasks[fut]← V(x);
run(t)

| Async(job, t′), k′ 7→
let fut′ = (t′, fresh()) in

tasks[fut′]← C(job);
continue(fut, λ().k′(fut′), t)

| Await(futa), k
′ 7→

match tasks[futa]{
| V(v) 7→ continue(fut, λ().k′(v))

| _ 7→ let k′′() = k′(throw(Await(futa))) in

tasks[fut]← C(k′′);

run(t)
};

| Spawn(), k′ 7→
let t′ = spawn(run) in

continue(fut, λ().k′(t′), t)

| Get(futg), k
′ 7→

let v = poll(futg) in

continue(fut, λ().k′(v), t)

}

Run ≜
let (fut, k) =
pop(tasks, t)

in

tasks[fut]← None;
continue(fut, k, t)

Poll ≜
match tasks[fut]{
| V(v) 7→ v

| _ 7→ poll(fut)
}

Pop
fut = (tid, lf) tasks[fut] = C(k)

pop(tasks, tid)−−→(fut, k)

Fig. 15: Translation from Fut to Eff
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the top level program transformation while JeKe is used to compile expression;
this transformation simply replaces Fut specific expressions into expressions
throwing an effect with adequate name and parameters. The handling of effects
is defined at the top level, i.e. when translating the source program.

JeKp creates a program that uses a pool of tasks called tasks and three func-
tions that manipulate it. tasks is implemented by a mutable map from future
identifiers to tasks, which can be of two kinds: continuations of the form C(k)
or values of the form V(v).

The main function is continue, it sets up a handler dealing with all the
effects of Fut. It first evaluates the thunk continuation parameter k. Then it
reacts to the different possible effects as follows. The first branch describes the
behavior when k() throws no effect and simply returns a value. In this case, the
task is saved as a value V(v) (the future is resolved). The Async effect adds a
new task to the task pool and continues the execution of the current task with
the continuation k′ and the newly created future fut′. The Await effects checks
whether the future futa in the task pool has been resolved or not; if it is resolved
the task continues with the future value, otherwise the task is put back in the
pool of tasks (keeping the Await effect at the head of the continuation). The
Get effect is similar to the resolved case of Await but does not allow the task
to be returned to the pool of tasks. Instead, if the future is not resolved the
thread actively polls the matching task until the future is finally resolved using
the auxiliary poll function. The Spawn effect case spawns a new thread that runs
the run function. In each case where the task does not continue, the body of the
function run is triggered.

The function run(t) uses the external function pop(tasks, t) to fetch a new
unresolved task that should run on thread t, the task is thus of the form C(k)
and the thread continues by evaluating the thunk continuation k.

5.2 Correctness of the Compilation of Actors into Effects

We define in this section a hiding semantics and will prove strong bisimula-
tion between the source program and the hiding semantics of the transformed
program.

5.2.1 Hiding Semantics In translation such as the one defined here, the
compiled program must often take several more “administrative” steps than the
source program. This makes proof by bisimulation more complex, and requires
using weak bisimulation that ignores some steps marked as internal.

In this article we take a stronger approach and prove strong bisimilarity on a
derived transition relation. The principle is that internal steps of the transformed
program are called silent, and they are by nature deterministic and terminating.
We can thus consider that we “normalise” the runtime configuration of the trans-
formed program by systematically applying as many internal steps as possible
until a stable state is reached. We discuss this idea further in Section 6.
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We first state that hidden(e) is true if the top level node in the syntax of
e is colored ; where colored means the term is surrounded by a colored box: e .
There should be no ambiguity on the node of the syntax that is colored (at least
in our translation).

Definition 1 (Hiding semantics). We define a hiding operation to hide parts
of the reduction. It works as follows. We can define a h-reduction −−→h that puts
a τ label on the transitions that target a node of the syntax that is hidden:

σ, e−−→|| σ
′, e′ hidden(e)

σ, e
τ−→h σ

′, e′
σ, e−−→|| σ

′, e′ ¬hidden(e)
σ, e−−→h σ

′, e′

We finally define the hiding semantics as one non-hidden step followed by
any number of hidden step, until no further hidden step can be performed7:

σ, e==⇒
||
σ, e ⇐⇒ σ, e−−→h

τ−→h
∗
σ′, e′ ̸τ−→h

Note that, considering the nodes colored in our translation, the transitions
marked as τ should only have a local and deterministic effect on the program
state. In practice there are some hidden statements that spawn a thread or
launches task for example, but they are immediately and deterministically pre-
ceded by a decision point that is visible, here the reaction to an effect. The
interleaving of the tau transition have no visible effect on the global state, only
the state along the visible transitions is important. This property will be made
explicit in our proof of correctness. As a consequence, because the hidden step
commutes with all the other steps, each execution of a Fut program compiled
into Eff can be seen as a succession of ==⇒

||
. Additionally, except when polling

futures the transitive closure of hidden steps terminate. We have the following
property, relating our middle-step and small-step semantics.

Theorem 1 (Middle-step semantics). Consider e1 = Jef Kp. Any Eff re-
duction of e1 can be seen as a hiding semantics reduction, modulo a few hidden
steps, and a few get operations on unresolved futures:

σ1, e1−−→||
∗ σ2, e2 =⇒ ∃σ3, e3, σ4, e4.

∧ σ1, e1 ==⇒
||
∗ σ3, e3

σ2, e2
τ−→h

∗
σ4, e4

σ3, e3
handle-get−−−−−−−→||

∗
σ4, e4

Where σ3, e3
handle-get−−−−−−−→||

∗
σ4, e4 is application (inside an appropriate context) of

a handle-effect rule with a Get effect on an unresolved future. in particular,
if all futures are resolved, σ3, e3 = σ4, e4.

This theorem is true because the hidden semantic steps commute, only a
special case is needed for handling the polling of unresolved futures.
7 −−→∗ denotes the reflexive transitive closure of the relation −−→.
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5.2.2 Bisimulation Definition To help with our bisimulation definition, we
now define a few execution contexts that appear commonly in the proof. Crec

is the context that corresponds to the recursive knot introduced by let rec.
Indeed, since let rec expresses recursion as an encoding into λ-calculus, the
encoding will appear again in each task and can be sugared/de-sugared at will.
In addition, Cc and Cr are the contexts in the translated program where continue
and run are respectively executed, parameterised by all their free variables. In
the following we thus start each task by Crec, Cc or Cr. More precisely:

Crec[ℓthreads] ≜


let rec poll(fut) = Poll in

let rec continue(fut, k, t)=Continue

and run(t) = Run in

□

 [tasks← ℓthreads]

Cc[ℓthreads, fut,K
′, t] ≜ Crec[ℓthreads][continue(fut, k, t) [k()← K ′]]

Cr[ℓthreads, t] ≜ Crec[ℓthreads][run(t)]

Definition 2 (Relation over configurations). Let R be a relation over pairs
of a Fut configuration CFut and a Eff configuration CEff. We also note R e a
relation over pairs of configuration states in Fut (i.e., (σ, ℓthreads)) and in Eff
(i.e., (σ, F )).

Figure 16 defines both relations. The purpose of the relation is to prove the
correctness of our compilation scheme. We will prove that R is a strong bisim-
ulation. R is indexed either by ∥ for parallel configurations, and by a given t to
reason about single-threaded configurations of thread t. For single-threaded con-
figurations, the computation can either be in the continue case, or the run case.
The most complex relation is on the environments, which details the content of
the ℓthreads values.

The translation JKe can straightforwardly be extended to contexts (where
J□Ke = □). Consequently, we have the following property:

Lemma 1 (Context compilation). JC[e]Ke ≡ JCKe [JeKe]

Proof. By case analysis on the translation rules (and on contexts). ⊓⊔

5.2.3 Correctness of the compilation scheme We now establish the cor-
rectness of our translation by proving that the relation we exhibited in the
previous section is a bisimulation.

Theorem 2 (Correctness of the compilation scheme). The relation R ∥
is a strong bisimulation where the transition on the Eff side is the hiding tran-
sition relation, and the transition on the Fut side is −−→||. Formally, for all
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env
Fe = Fe,1 ⊎ Fe,2

∀f ∈ Dom(Fv). Fv(f) is a value ∀f ∈ Dom(Fe). Fe(f) is not a value
Te,1 =

[
f ′ 7→ C(λ(). JeKe) | Fe,1(f

′) = e
]

Te,2 =
[
f ′ 7→ C (λ().((λx.C[x]) e)) |

q
Fe,2(f

′)
y
e
= C[e]

]
Tv =

[
f ′ 7→ V(JvKe) | Fv(f

′) = v
]

σbase ∪ {ℓthreads 7→ Te,1 ⊎ Te,2 ⊎ Tv}, ℓthreads R e σbase, Fe ⊎ Fv

continue
σ, ℓthreads R e σ′, F

σ,Cc[ℓthreads, f, JeKe , t] R t σ′, F, (f → e)

run
σ, ℓthreads R e σ′, F

σ,Cr[ℓthreads, t] R t σ′, F, Idle

par
∀t ∈ T. σ, et R t σ′, F, st

σ, ∥t∈T (et)
t R ∥ σ′, F, ∥t∈T (st)

t

Fig. 16: Relation between Fut terms and their compiled version

configurations the following holds:

σ1, P1 R ∥ σ′
1, F1, P

′
1 ∧ σ1, P1 ==⇒

||
σ2, P2

=⇒ ∃σ′
2, F2, P

′
2. σ′

1, F1, P
′
1−−→|| σ

′
2, F2, P

′
2 ∧ σ2, P2 R ∥ σ′

2, F2, P
′
2

and

σ1, P1 R ∥ σ′
1, F1, P

′
1 ∧ σ′

1, F1, P
′
1−−→|| σ

′
2, F2, P

′
2

=⇒ ∃σ2, P2. σ1, P1 ==⇒
||
σ2, P2 ∧ σ2, P2 R ∥ σ′

2, F2, P
′
2

so that for any Fut program p the initial configuration of the program and of its
effect translation are bisimilar (with t0 fresh, and f0 is the fresh future identifier
that has been chosen when triggering the first continue function.).

∅, (JepKp [fresh()← f0])
t0 R ∥ ∅, ∅, (f0 7→ ep)

t0

Proof (sketch). The proof of bisimulation follows a standard structure. For each
pair of related configurations we show that the possible reductions made by
one configuration can be simulated by the equivalent configuration (in the other
calculus). Then a case analysis is performed depending on the rule applied. The
set of rules is different between Fut and Eff calculi but on the Eff side, we
need to distinguish cases based on the name of the triggered effect, leading to
a proof structure similar to the different rules of Fut. Appendix A details the
proof that the compiled program simulates the original one. By case analysis on
the rule that makes the relation true and the involved reduction. This leads to
seven different main cases; we prove simulation in each case. ⊓⊔
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Finally, Theorems 1 and 2 allow us to conclude regarding the correctness of our
compilation scheme. Indeed, each execution of a compiled program is equivalent
to a middle-step reduction that itself simulates one of the possible executions of
our Fut program. Conversely, any execution of our Fut program corresponds
(modulo polling of unresolved futures) to a middle-step execution of its compi-
lation, which is in fact one of the Eff executions of the compiled program.

6 Conclusion and Discussion

We have presented an active object library based on effect handlers and proved
the correctness of its implementation principles. To prove this correctness, we
expressed the implementation as a translation from a future calculus to an effect
calculus and proved a bisimulation relation between the source and the trans-
formed program. This illustrates that effects are a very general and versatile con-
struct which can be leveraged to implement concurrency constructs as libraries,
including futures. We discuss below a few alternatives that we considered and,
more generally, extensions of this work we envision.

Deep and Shallow Handlers As highlighted at multiple points, we use shallow
effect handlers, both in our implementation and in our formal development.
Shallow effect handlers are not automatically reinstalled upon resuming a con-
tinuation, while deep handlers are automatically reinstalled.

In theory, Hillerström and Lindley [12] show that both deep and shallow han-
dlers are equivalent, and showcase code transformation from one to the other. In
addition, OCaml provides both versions. In practice, however, for the purpose
of implementing a scheduler, shallow handlers offer numerous advantages. First,
they make recursion in the continue function uniform over all tasks, be they con-
tinuations or new tasks. Furthermore, since they allow precise control over when
handlers are installed, we can ensure that we never install nested handlers. In
our implementation, this was essential to make continue and run tail-recursive.

Unfortunately, shallow handlers are a bit more delicate to implement for
language designers. Furthermore, deep handlers admit a more precise small-step
semantics [19]. It remains to be seen if the deep version of our scheduler can be
expressed as elegantly as the one showcased in our formalisation.

Relation to Existing Promise-as-effect Libraries To develop our active object
library, we made our own implementation of promises. This was convenient, as
full-control allowed us to tie both together, which was essential for implementing
forward, notably.

However, implementing an industrial-strength promise library with efficient
scheduling, parallelism, and system integration is a significant task. Making sev-
eral such libraries work together is delicate. In practice, eio [15] is trending
towards being the standard promise library in OCaml.

Now that we formalised our semantics independently, one of the next steps
is to adapt our developments to rely on an existing scheduling library. There are
two difficulties here:
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– Adapting to different underlying primitives (eio uses “suspend”, similar to
a form of yielding, and “fork” to create new promises).

– Finding a way to extend the scheduler implemented by an existing library,
accessing its internal state, without completely breaking its invariants, nor
breaking abstraction.

Optimisation on Forward As we mentioned in Section 3, forward is a construct
that allows efficient delegation of asynchronous method invocations by mak-
ing shortcuts when a future is resolved with another one [6]. For simplicity, we
decided not to specify forward in our formal development. Its specification and
proof is rather straightforward, by introducing an additional effect. In the future,
in addition to this formal aspect, we would like to experiment with introducing
delegated method calls automatically, following the analogy with tail-call opti-
misations.

Hiding Semantics and Middle-step Reductions Proof of correctness of transla-
tions between languages and calculi often reduce to simulation or bisimulation
proofs [6, 5, 16] between a source program and a transformed program. Often,
it is however necessary for the transformed program to do more steps than the
original one. These additional internal steps are necessary to maintain internal
information on the program state. Sometimes, even the source program must also
do some internal steps. The usual tool to prove the equivalence in this case is to
use a weak bisimulation that “ignores” some steps marked as internal. However,
weak bisimulations do not guarantee the preservation of all program properties,
in particular liveness properties [8]. In such situations, some previous work prove
branching bisimilarity which is stronger but not always sufficient.

In this article, we developed a new “hiding” semantics and a middle-step
reduction which executes one non-hidden step, followed by as many hidden steps
as possible. This allows us to decide exactly in the specification of the translation
which code is “administrative” and which code must really be synchronised.
Naturally, in our context, such code is deterministic.

While we developed this in an ad-hoc manner here, we believe this approach
can be adapted to many other program translations, simplifying simplifying the
proof of correctness for compilers, and program transformations in general.
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of the middle-step semantics and is also more important as it states that the
behaviour of the compiled program is a valid one. The other direction is done
very similarly with the same arguments as the ones used in the first direction. It
however has a different structure as the SOS semantics provides more different
cases (but the proof below often needs to distinguish cases according to the
current state of the configuration, leading to a similar set of cases overall). We
omit the other direction.

Consider σ1, P1 R ∥ σ′
1, F1, P

′
1, and σ1, P1 ==⇒

||
σ2, P2. Let i be the thread

identifier of the thread involved in the reduction ==⇒
||

(in case of spawn i is the

thread that performs the spawn).
We have P1 = Q1 ∥ ei and P ′

1 = Q′
1 ∥ si for some Q1 and Q′

1. Additionally,
σ1, Q1 R ∥ σ′

1, F1, Q
′
1 and σ1, e R i σ′

1, F1, s.
We do a case analysis on the rule used to prove the R i relation; two cases

are possible:

Continue:
Continue

σ1, ℓthreads R e σ′
1, F1

σ1, Cc[ℓthreads, f, Je′Ke , i] R i σ′
1, F1, (f 7→ e′)

In this case, the top level of continue is a handle thanks to the context Cc.
σ1, P1 ==⇒

||
σ2, P2 can result from three possible rules (modulo a seq rule at

the configuration level and a λ-calculus context rule to reach the reducible
statement):
handle-return Je′Ke must be of the form v (and is inside a handle

because of Cc).
We have σ1, P1 ==⇒

||
σ2, P2. Its first visible reduction rule must be:

(x 7→ e2) ∈ h

σ1, handle(v){h}−−→σ1, e2 [x← v]
handle-return

σ1, Crec [handle(v){h}]−−→σ1, Crec [e2 [x← v]]
context

σ1, Q1 ∥ ei−−→|| σ1, Q1 ∥Crec [e3]
i

seq

Where:

Crec the “let ... rec” context

h the effect handlers defined in Continue

e = Cc[ℓthreads, f, Je′Ke , i]
= Crec[handle(v){h}]

e3 = ℓthreads[f ]← V(v);
run(i)
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The hidden rules then update the appropriate task in the store and start
the run function. Overall, we obtain:

σ1, Q1 ∥Cc[ℓthreads, f, Je′Ke , i] ==⇒||
σ2, Q1 ∥Cr[ℓthreads, i]

i

Where

σ2 = σ1

[
ℓthreads 7→ σ1(ℓthreads)

[
f 7→ V(v)

)] ]
Since e = Crec[handle(v){h}], by case analysis on the compilation rules,
we must have the source expression e′ = v′ be a Fut value with v = Jv′Ke.
Then we have:

σ′
1, F1, (f 7→ v′)i−−→σ′

1, F1[f 7→ v′] , Idlei
return

σ′
1, F1, Q

′
1 ∥(f 7→ v′)i−−→|| σ

′
1, F1[f 7→ v′] , Q′

1 ∥ Idlei
one-step

We then need to establish that the new future map and stores are in
relation, i.e., σ2, ℓthreads R e σ

′
1, F1[f 7→ v′].

We recall the env rule below:
env

Fe = Fe,1 ⊎ Fe,2

∀f ∈ Dom(Fv). Fv(f) is a value
∀f ∈ Dom(Fe). Fe(f) is not a value

Te,1 = [f ′ 7→ C(λ(). JeKe) | Fe,1(f
′) = e]

Te,2 =
[
f ′ 7→ C (λ().((λx.C[x]) e)) | JFe,2(f

′)Ke = C[e]
]

Tv = [f ′ 7→ V(JvKe) | Fv(f
′) = v]

σbase ∪ {ℓthreads 7→ Te,1 ⊎ Te,2 ⊎ Tv}, ℓthreads R e σbase, Fe ⊎ Fv

By inversion on σ1, ℓthreads R e σ′
1, F1, we obtain three maps Te,1⊎Te,2⊎

Tv that ensure the relation. We extend Tv so that Tv[f ] 7→ V(v) to obtain
the relation.
Recall that v = Jv′Ke; this is sufficient to conclude that

σ2, Q1 ∥Cr[ℓthreads, i]
i R ∥ σ′

1, F1[f 7→ v′] , Q′
1 ∥ Idlei

handle-step Je′Ke must be of the form e1 where e1 can only be reduced
by a λ-calculus reduction.
We have σ1, P1 ==⇒

||
σ2, P2. Its first visible reduction rule must be:

σ1, e1−−→σ2, e2

σ1, e1−−→σ2, e2
handle-step

σ1, Crec [handle(e1){h}]−−→σ2, Crec [handle(e2){h}]
context

σ1, Q1 ∥ ei−−→|| σ2, Q1 ∥Crec [e3]
i

seq
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Where:

Crec the “let ... rec” context

h the effect handlers defined in Continue

e = Cc[ℓthreads, f, Je′Ke , i] = Crec[handle(e1){h}]
e3 = handle(e2){h}

The translation leave λ-calculus terms unchanged, without any hiding,
thus there are no follow up hidden rules.
Overall, we obtain:

σ1, Je′Ke−−→σ2, e2

σ1, Q1 ∥Cc[ℓthreads, f, Je′Ke , i] ==⇒||
σ2, Q1 ∥Cc[ℓthreads, f, e2, i]

We know that σ1, ℓthreads R e σ′
1, F1. By definition, this means that σ1 =

σ′
1 ∪ {ℓthreads 7→ T} for some map T . By definition of the translation,

ℓthreads is not accessible by user code, and thus left unchanged by the
reduction on Je′Ke. As such, we have:

σ2 = σ′
2 ∪ {ℓthreads 7→ T} σ′

1, Je
′Ke−−→σ′

2, e2

By case analysis on the translation and the λ-calculus reduction rules, e′
must be reduced by the same λ-calculus reduction rule than Je′Ke. Thus:

σ′
1, e

′−−→σ′
2, e

′
2

σ′
1, F1, (f 7→ e′)i−−→σ′

2, F1, (f 7→ e′2)
i

step

σ′
1, F1, Q

′
1 ∥(f 7→ e′)i−−→|| σ

′
2, F1, Q

′
1 ∥(f 7→ e′2)

i
one-step

This case analysis and by determinism of our λ-calculus, we have Je′2Ke =
e2. We also have σ2, ℓthreads R e σ

′
2, F1.

This is sufficient to conclude that

σ2, Q1 ∥Cc[ℓthreads, f, Je′Ke , i]
i R ∥ σ′

2, F1, Q
′
1 ∥Cc[ℓthreads, f, Je′2Ke , i]

handle-effect Je′Ke must be of the form C[throw(E(x)) (and is inside
a handle because of Cc). We distinguish by the effect captured:
Async(job, t′) We have σ1, P1 ==⇒

||
σ2, P2. Its first visible reduction rule

must be:

seq+handle-effect+context
(Async(job, t′), k′ 7→ e2) ∈ h Async /∈ captured_effects(C)

σ1, Crec

[
handle(C[throw(Async( λ(). e′′, t))]){h}

]
−−→σ1, Crec

[
e2 [t

′ ← t]
[
job← λ(). e′′

]
[k′ ← λy.C[y]]

]
σ1, Q1 ∥ ei−−→|| σ1, Q1 ∥Crec [e3]

i
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Where:

Crec the “let ... rec” context

h the effect handlers defined in Continue

e = Cc[ℓthreads, f, Je′Ke , i]
= Crec[handle(C[throw(Async( λ(). e′′, t))]){h}]

e3 = let fut′ = (t, fresh()) in

ℓthreads[fut′]← C( λ(). e′′);

continue(f, λ().(λy.C[y])(fut′), i)

By definition of the translation, and because the reduction is possi-
ble, the arguments of the Async effect must be a thunk task, and its
second argument must be a thread identifier (it can be an expression
but this one is entirely evaluated before triggering the effect). This
as some consequences on the considered Fut configuration, e.g. e′ is
of the form AsyncAt(e0, t). Additionally, t is the same on both side
as thread identifiers are preserved by the translation (this can be
proven by case analysis on the definition of R i).
The hidden rules apply then update the suspended tasks in the store
and start the continue function. The last hidden reduction rule is the
beta-reduction that de-thunks the continuation λ().(λy.C[y])(fut′)
inside the handler of continue and puts fut′ back into the invocation
context.
Overall, we obtain:

σ1, Q1 ∥Cc[ℓthreads, f, Je′Ke , i] ==⇒||
σ2, Q1 ∥Cc[ℓthreads, f, C[fut′], i]i

Where

σ2 = σ1

[
ℓthreads 7→ σ1(ℓthreads)

[
fut′ 7→ C

(
λ(). e′′)

)] ]
Since e = Crec[handle(C[throw(Async( λ(). e′′, t))]){h}], by case
analysis on the compilation rules, we must have the source expres-
sion e′ = C1[asyncAt(e

′
1, t)] where C = JC1Ke and e′′ = Je′1Ke by

Lemma 1. Note also that the set of future identifiers are the same in
the Fut program and in its translation, and thus fut′ = (t, fresh())
is a fresh future in the Fut configuration. Then we have:

async+one-step
fut′ = (t, lf) fut′ ̸∈ Dom(F1)

σ′
1, F1, Q

′
1 ∥(f 7→ C1[asyncAt(e

′
1, t)])

i−−→||
σ′
1, F1

[
fut′ 7→ e′1

]
, Q′

1 ∥(f 7→ C1[fut′])i
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We then need to establish that the new future map and stores are in
relation, i.e., σ2, ℓthreads R e σ

′
1, F1

[
fut′ 7→ e′1

]
.

We recall the env rule below:
env

Fe = Fe,1 ⊎ Fe,2

∀f ∈ Dom(Fv). Fv(f) is a value
∀f ∈ Dom(Fe). Fe(f) is not a value

Te,1 = [f ′ 7→ C(λ(). JeKe) | Fe,1(f
′) = e]

Te,2 =
[
f ′ 7→ C (λ().((λx.C[x]) e)) | JFe,2(f

′)Ke = C[e]
]

Tv = [f ′ 7→ V(JvKe) | Fv(f
′) = v]

σbase ∪ {ℓthreads 7→ Te,1 ⊎ Te,2 ⊎ Tv}, ℓthreads R e σbase, Fe ⊎ Fv

By inversion on σ1, ℓthreads R e σ′
1, F1, we obtain tree maps Te,1 ⊎

Te,2 ⊎ Tv that ensure the relation. We then extend Te,1 so that
ℓthreads[fut′] 7→ C(λ(). Je′1Ke) to obtain the relation.
This is sufficient to conclude that

σ2, Q1 ∥Cc[ℓthreads, f, C[fut′], i]i R ∥

σ′
1, F1

[
fut′ 7→ e′1

]
, Q′

1 ∥(f 7→ C1[fut′])i

Get(f ′) We have σ1, P1 ==⇒
||
σ2, P2. Its first visible reduction rule must

be:
seq+handle-effect+context
(Get(futg), k

′ 7→ e2) ∈ h Get /∈ captured_effects(C)

σ1, Crec [handle(C[throw(Get(f ′))]){h}]
−−→σ1, Crec

[
e2

[
futg ← f ′] [k′ ← λy.C[y]]

]
σ1, Q1 ∥ ei−−→|| σ1, Q1 ∥Crec [e3]

i

Where8:

Crec the “let ... rec” context

h the effect handlers defined in Continue

e = Cc[ℓthreads, f, Je′Ke , i]
= Crec[handle(C[throw(Get(f ′))]){h}]

e3 = let v = poll(f ′) in

continue(f, λ().((λy.C[y]) v), i)

The argument of the Get effect must be a future reference that is
totally evaluated for the rule to succeed. If it is not a future the
evaluation of poll fails. If it is not fully evaluated, the reduction
should first occur inside the argument of the Get effect.

8 a few substitutions have occurred inside poll by definition of Cc. We omit them here
not to clutter the proof.
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Details on poll reductions At this point, we look at hidden reduc-
tions, which must start in the body of poll. If the future is unre-
solved, poll loops forever and the medium step reduction diverges.
This means either that the future never resolves, and this divergence
in Eff simulates a deadlock in Fut; or that we could make reduc-
tions in other threads to resolve the deadlock. In the second case,
the semantics for Eff would interleave loops in poll and reduction
in other threads. Such interleaving is equivalent to triggering the
Get event at the end, with a single loop in poll. The current theorem
only consider this last interleaving. Overall, if there is a medium step
reduction it means that the future is resolved.

In this case, the future has been resolved, and, by bisimilarity on the
stores (R e) we have F1(f

′) = v and σ1(ℓthreads)[f
′] = v for some v.

We obtain after a couple of steps of beta-reduction:

σ1, Q1 ∥Cc[ℓthreads, f, Je′Ke , i] ==⇒||
σ1, Q1 ∥Cc[ℓthreads, f, C[v], i]i

Since e = Crec[handle(C[throw(Get(f ′))]){h}], by case analysis on
the compilation rules, we have e′ = C1[get(f

′)] where C = JC1Ke by
Lemma 1. Then we have:

get+one-step
(f ′ 7→ v) ∈ F1

σ′
1, F1, Q

′
1 ∥(f 7→ C1[get(f

′)])i−−→|| σ
′
1, F1, Q

′
1 ∥(f 7→ C1[v])

i

This is sufficient to conclude that

σ1, Q1 ∥Cc[ℓthreads, f, C[v], i]i R ∥ σ′
1, F1, Q

′
1 ∥(f 7→ C1[v])

i

Await(f ′) The case when the awaited future is resolved is similar to the
case of the Get effect just above. We only detail the proof in case the
future is still unresolved.
We have σ1, P1 ==⇒

||
σ2, P2. Its first visible reduction rule must be:

seq+handle-effect+context
(Await(futa), k

′ 7→ e2) ∈ h Await /∈ captured_effects(C)

σ1, Crec [handle(C[throw(Await(f ′))]){h}]
−−→σ1, Crec [e2 [futa ← f ′] [k′ ← λy.C[y]]]

σ1, Q1 ∥ ei−−→|| σ1, Q1 ∥Crec [e3]
i
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Where:

Crec the “let ... rec” context

h the effect handlers defined in Continue

e = Cc[ℓthreads, f, Je′Ke , i]
= Crec[handle(C[throw(Await(f ′))]){h}]

e3 = match ℓthreads[f
′]{

| V(v) 7→ continue(f, λ().((λy.C[y]) v))

| _ 7→ let k′′() = (λy.C[y]) (throw(Await(f ′))) in

ℓthreads[f ]← C(k′′); run(i)

}

Like in the Get case, the argument of the Await effect must be a
future reference that is totally evaluated for the rule to succeed.
When the future is unresolved, ℓthreads[f ′] is not a value (it is not
mapped or mapped to a C). By definition of R e we necessarily have:
∄v. (f ′ 7→ v) ∈ F1. Then a few hidden beta reduction steps lead to
the following configuration:

σ1, Q1 ∥Cc[ℓthreads, f, Je′Ke , t] ==⇒||
σ2, Q1 ∥Cr[ℓthreads, i]

i

Where

σ2 = σ1

[
ℓthreads 7→ σ1(ℓthreads)[

f 7→ C
(
λ().((λy.C[y]) (throw(Await(f ′))))

)] ]
Since e = Crec[handle(C[throw(Await(f ′))]){h}], by case analysis
on the compilation rules, we have e′ = C1[await(f

′)] where C =
JC1Ke by Lemma 1. Thus on the Fut side, we have:

await-yield+one-step
∄v. (f ′ 7→ v) ∈ F1

σ′
1, F1, Q

′
1 ∥(f 7→ C1[await(f

′)])i

−−→|| σ
′
1, F1 [f 7→ C1[await(f

′)]] , Q′
1 ∥ Idlei

We easily obtain that σ2, ℓthreads R e σ′
1, F1 [f 7→ C1[await(f

′)]] by
expanding the environment Te,2 in the env rule.
With the arguments above and the case run of R ∥ we conclude:

σ2, Q1 ∥Cr[ℓthreads, i]
i R ∥ σ′

1, F1 [f 7→ C1[await(f
′)]] , Q′

1 ∥ Idlei
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Spawn() We have σ1, P1 ==⇒
||
σ2, P2. Its first visible reduction rule must

be:

seq+handle-effect+context
(Spawn(), k′ 7→ e2) ∈ h Spawn /∈ captured_effects(C)

σ1, Crec[handle(C[throw(Spawn())]){h}]−−→σ1, e2 [k
′ ← λy.C[y]]

σ1, Q1 ∥ ei−−→|| σ1, Q1 ∥ ei2

With: Crec the “let ... rec” context of the continue handler inside Cc,
h the effect handlers defined in Continue, additionally:

e = Crec[handle(C[throw(Spawn())]){h}]
= Cc[ℓthreads, f, Je′Ke , t]

e2 = let t′ = spawn(run) in continue(fut, λ().k′(t′), t)

The first hidden rule applied is

spawn (hidden)
tid ̸∈ tids(P ) ∪ {i}

σ1, Q1 ∥C2[spawn(run)]i−−→|| σ1, Q1 ∥C2[tid]i ∥Cc[(run tid)]tid

Where e2 = C2[spawn(run)]. This is followed by steps of beta reduc-
tion to reduce the let t′ = . . . construct, trigger continue, pass the
associated tid and de-thunk the λ().λy.C[y](tid) inside continue. We
obtain the following configuration

σ1, Q1 ∥Cc[ℓthreads, f, C[tid], t]i ∥Cc[(run tid)]tid

Finally, by a step of beta reduction in the thread tid we obtain the
right evaluation context Cr

σ1, Q1 ∥Cc[ℓthreads, f, C[tid], t]i ∥Cr[ℓthreads, tid]
tid

This configuration is not reducible by a hidden transition. Thus

σ1, Crec[handle(C[throw(Spawn())]){h}]
==⇒

||
σ1, Q1 ∥Cc[ℓthreads, f, C[tid], t]i ∥Cr[ℓthreads, tid]

tid

By case analysis on the terms involved in σ1, P1 R ∥ σ′
1, F1, P

′
1 we

have e′ = C1[spawn()] where C = JC1Ke by Lemma 1. We then have:

spawn
tid ̸∈ tids(Q′

1) ∪ {i}
σ′
1, F1, Q

′
1 ∥(f 7→ C1[spawn()])

i−−→||
σ′
1, F1, Q

′
1 ∥(f 7→ C1[tid])i ∥ Idletid
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Note that by definition of R ∥ the set of used thread identifiers is the
same in both configurations, wo we can take the same fresh tid. Note
also that the store and the future map are unchanged. Comparing
thread by thread, we can directly apply rule run and rule cont for
the two processes tid and i, which leads to the conclusion:

σ1, Q1 ∥Cc[ℓthreads, f, C[tid], t]i ∥Cr[ℓthreads, tid]
tid

R ∥ σ′
1, F1, Q

′
1 ∥(f 7→ C1[tid])i ∥ Idletid

Run:
run

σ1, ℓthreads R e σ′
1, F1

σ1, Cr[ℓthreads, i] R i σ′
1, F1, Idle

The only first applicable rule is the pop operation reduction that picks a
new available thread:

σ,Cr[ℓthreads, i]
pop−−→h Run [t← i]
τ−→h

∗
σ2, Cc[ℓthreads, f2, e2, i]

Note that pop ensures that f2 is of the form f2 = (i, lf). Using only re-
ductions in the thread i and such that: σ1(ℓthreads)[f2] = C(λ(). JF1(f2)Ke)

9

by definition of R i and e2 = JF1(f2)Ke
10 by definition of pop. Note that

the last step of reduction is inside continue and de-thunks the new task
((λ().e2())−−→ e2)11. We additionally have:

σ2 = σ1[ℓthreads 7→ σ1(ℓthreads) \ f2]

From the points above, we obtain (with f2 = (i, lf)):

schedule
(f2 7→ F1(f2)) ∈ F1 F1(f2) is not a value

σ′
1, F1, Q

′
1 ∥ Idlei−−→|| σ

′
1, F1 \ f2, Q′

1 ∥(f2 7→ F1(f2))
i

Note that F1(f2) is not a value by construction of the equivalence on stores
(Figure 16). Finally (the equivalence on the store can be trivially checked):

Continue
σ2, ℓthreads R e σ′

1, F1 \ f2
σ2, Cc[ℓthreads, f2, JF1(f2)Ke , i] R i σ′

2, F1 \ f2, (f2 7→ F1(f2))

This immediately concludes by adding the other threads (in Q1 and Q′
1) and

obtaining the R ∥ relation on the obtained configurations. ⊓⊔

9 resp. σ1(ℓthreads)[f2] = C (λ().((λx.C[x]) e))
10 resp. JF1(f2)Ke = C[e] and e2 = C (λ().((λx.C[x]) e))
11 resp. with two steps of beta-reductions
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Abstract. We discuss an integrated approach for the design, specifi-
cation, automatic deployment and simulation of microservice-based ap-
plications based on the ABS language. In particular, the integration of
architectural modeling inspired by TOSCA (component types/port de-
pendencies/architectural invariants) into the ABS language (static and
dynamic aspects of ABS, including component properties, e.g., speed,
and their use in timed/probabilistic simulations) via dedicated annota-
tions. This is realized by the integration of the ABS toolchain with a
dedicated tool, called Timed SmartDepl. Such a tool, at ABS code com-
pile time, solves (starting from the provided architectural specification)
the optimal deployment problem and produces ABS deployment orches-
trations to be used in the context of timed simulations. Moreover, the
potentialities and the expressive power of this approach are confirmed
by further integration with external tools, e.g.: the Zephyrus tool, used
by Timed SmartDepl to solve the optimal deployment problem via con-
straint solving, and a machine learning-based predictive module, that
generates in advance data to be used in a timed ABS simulation exploit-
ing such predicted data (e.g., simulating the usage, during the day, of
predicted data generated during the preceding night).

1 Introduction

Inspired by service-oriented computing, microservices structure software system
as highly modular and scalable compositions of fine-grained and loosely-coupled
services [23]. These features support modern software engineering practices, like
continuous delivery/deployment [27] and autoscaling [8]. A significant problem
in these practices is the automation of the deployment process of non-trivial
microservice systems: cost-optimal distribution of components over the available
Virtual Machines (VMs) and dynamic reconfiguration. Indeed, the ability to
modify the system architecture during execution is a fundamental property to
cope with adaptation needs, e.g., fluctuating peaks of user requests.

Although these practices are already beneficial, they can be further im-
proved by exploiting the interdependencies within an architecture (interface



Fig. 1. Integrated timed architectural modeling/execution language toolchain.

functional dependences), instead of focusing on the single microservice. For in-
stance, in the case of time-varying workload peaks w.r.t. traditional local scaling
techniques [26], architecture-level dynamic deployment orchestration can avoid
“domino” effects of unstructured scaling, i.e., single services scaling one after the
other (cascading slowdowns) due to local workload monitoring.

In this paper, we thoroughly present the integrated timed architectural mod-
eling/execution language introduced in [10]. The combination of modeling and
execution capabilities makes it possible, in the context of a single language, to
both (i) declaratively describe the architecture, its invariants, and the allowed
reconfigurations and (ii) simulate system execution. Such an integrated language
relies on an extension of the actor-based timed object-oriented Abstract Behav-
ioral Specification (ABS) language [3]. In particular, it crucially exploits the
twofold nature of ABS, which is both a process algebra (with probabilistic/-
timed formal semantics) and a programming language (compiled and executed,
e.g., with the Erlang backend), allowing for timed simulations. As can be seen
in Fig. 1, we extend the ABS language with Timed SmartDeployer tool [10] anno-
tations, which make it possible to express: architectural properties of the modeled
distributed system (global architectural invariants and allowed reconfigurations),
of its VMs (their characteristics and the resource they provide) and of its software
components/services (their resource/functional requirements). Timed SmartDe-
ployer, at compile-time, checks the satisfiability of such annotations accounting
for the desired target configuration requirements, modeled using the Declara-
tive Requirement Language (DRL) [20], and architectural invariants. Once the
annotations have been validated, it synthesizes the deployment orchestrations
that build the system architecture and each of its specified reconfigurations (via



DRL). Simmetrically, it also generates the undeployment orchestrations to undo
such reconfigurations. More precisely, Timed SmartDeployer uses ABS itself as
an orchestration language and makes (un)deployment ABS code available via
methods with conventional names. In this way, such methods can be invoked
by the ABS code of services, thus simulating run-time adaptation. Technically,
such (un)deployment orchestrations are timed (un)deployment orchestrations,
which also manage time aspects of the simulation, e.g., dynamically adjusting
VM speeds, based on actually used cpu cores, and setting VM startup times.
Therefore, Timed SmartDeployer integrates architectural annotations and timed
ABS, used as an execution language.

The fact that, besides combining them in a single language, we also inte-
grate (via orchestration generation) modeling and execution capabilities, makes
it possible to anticipate at design level performance-related issues. This fosters
an approach where the analysis of the consequences of deployment decisions are
available early on. Timed SmartDeployer checks (at compile-time) the synthe-
sizability of deployment orchestrations that, at run-time, will ensure the system
to be always capable of reaching the desired reconfiguration (specified via DRL).
For example, in the case of time-varying workload such desired reconfigurations
would aim at globally incrementing the computational power via service replica-
tion. In this way, we would have the guarantee that the system is always capable
of adapting to positive/negative peaks of user requests, respecting the imposed
Quality of Service. On the contrary, run-time deployment decisions, if left to
loosely-coupled reactive scaling policies, could lead to a chaotic behavior.

Timed SmartDeployer has to solve the problem of synthesizing timed de-
ployment orchestrations starting from a declarative description of desired re-
configuration requirements. Such a problem, called optimal deployment problem,
has been proved to be algorithmically treatable for microservices only [16,17].
Timed SmartDeployer provides an interface with ABS, reading ABS annota-
tions with DRL declarations and injecting code of synthesized (un)deployment
orchestrations into the initial annotated ABS program. To do this, it relies on
a pluggable external solver which outputs the synthesized architectural configu-
ration (cost-optimal distribution of components over the available VMs), which
is, then, translated by Timed SmartDeployer into (un)deployment orchestrations
expressed as timed ABS code. Notice that, being the solver pluggable, Zephyrus2
can be replaced with any other (not necessarily constraint-based) solver, which
takes as input a DRL declaration and produces an architectural configuration.

Concerning the simulation of a modeled microservice system, executable ABS
code is based on a set of hard-coded data (ABS array), which is divided into
two parts: the actual and predicted workload for the simulated time period.
Concerning the predicted workload, such data is generated at compile-time using
a pluggable predictive module. Specifically, we make use of a machine learning
predictive-based module implementing a neural network, which generates the
workload data performing inference on a previously trained network. The idea
is that the simulation represents system execution during the daytime and the
neural network is trained during the preceding night. Notice that, being the



predictive module pluggable, such a machine learning-based one can be replaced
with any other module which produces predicted workload data.

Finally, we show our modeling execution language to be capable of express-
ing architecture-level adaptable systems. In particular, we consider, as a running
example, a realistic microservice application, i.e., the Email Message Analysis
Pipeline taken from Iron.io [24]. In such an application scenario, we use, as a
reconfiguration requirement, some given increment or decrement of the system
Maximum Computational Load (MCL), i.e., the maximum supported frequency
for inbound requests (workload). Such global reconfigurations are used, in the
context of an algorithm for architecture-level run-time adaptation [10] (also re-
ferred to as global scaling algorithm) to reach any target MCL (target workload),
which overcomes the shortcomings of the traditional local scaling approach [26].

As we show in [10], the idea is that by monitoring at run-time the inbound
workload, our algorithm causes the system to be always in the reachable con-
figuration that better fits such workload (and that has the minimum number of
deployed microservice instances). As a matter of fact, it is advantageous (see [9])
to consider as a target workload for the algorithm not merely the monitored one,
but also the predicted workload (generated by the predictive module). Thus, we
devised a run-time technique, based on past observed differences (where the
most recent ones are given the highest weight) between monitored and predicted
workload, to combine them into a single target workload.

Concerning the Email Message Analysis Pipeline itself, its model is built
by considering static aspects of the architecture (annotations) and ABS code
modeling the behavior of services. We simulate system execution using inbound
traffic inspired to the real Enron dataset in [28], representing the frequency of
emails entering the system. In order to show the effectiveness of our global scaling
algorithm and show the advantages of using a predictive module and a technique
to mix forecasted data with monitored ones, we run comparison experiments to
show its advantages w.r.t. other approaches. The obtained code fully exploits the
expressive power of ABS, e.g., using both its timed and probabilistic features. 4

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we briefly introduce our
approach to the automatated deployment of microservice applications and we
present the Email Pipeline Processing system that we use as a running exam-
ple. In Section 3, we describe the Architectural Modeling/Execution Language,
including Timed SmartDeployer and how we model service MCL. In Section 4,
we present how external tools, i.e., Zephyrus2 and our machine learning based
predictive module, can be integrated with this language. In Section 5, we test the
expressive power of the Architectural Modeling/Execution Language, showing
the implementation of the global scaling. Finally, in Section 6, we conclude the
paper and discuss related work.

4 Complexity of our ABS process algebraic models is also witnessed by the fact that
they led us to discover an error in the Erlang backend: it caused interferences in
time evolution between unrelated VMs (it was solved thanks to our code).



2 Microservices Deployment and Running Example

We now introduce our approach to the automatated deployment of microser-
vice applications and illustrate it with our running example, the Email Message
Analysis Pipeline.

2.1 Automated Deployment of Microservices

In [16,17], Bravetti et al. formalize component-based software systems and the
problem of their automated deployment as the synthesis of deployment orches-
trations (which allocate instances of software components on VMs) to reach a
given target system configuration. In particular, the deployment life-cycle of each
component type is formalized as a finite-state automaton, whose states denote
a deployment stage. Each state corresponds to a set of provided ports (oper-
ations exposed by a component that other components can use) and a set of
required ports (operations of other components needed by a component to work
at that deployment stage). More specifically, Bravetti et al. [16,17] consider the
case of microservices, components whose deployment life cycle consists of two
phases: (i) creation, which entails the mandatory establishment of initial con-
nections, via so-called strongly required ports, with other available microservices,
and (ii) binding/unbinding, which corresponds to the establishment of optional
connections, specified as so-called weakly required ports, to other available mi-
croservices. The two phases make it possible to manage circular dependencies
among microservices.

The notions of strongly and weakly required ports are present also in state-
of-the-art deployment technologies like Docker Compose [22], which is a lan-
guage for the definition of multi-container deployments. In Docker Compose
users specify different relationships among containers using, e.g., the depends on
(resp. external links) relations. Then, these relations impose (resp. do not impose)
a specific startup order among the containers, similar to how the combination
of strong (resp. weak) dependencies induce an ordering in the orchestration of
microservices deployment.

In addition, Bravetti et al. [16,17] consider resource/cost-aware deployments
by modeling also memory and computational resources—i.e., the number of vir-
tual CPU cores (vCores in Azure), sometimes simply called virtual CPUs as in
Amazon EC2 and Kubernetes [26]. In particular, the authors enrich both mi-
croservice specifications and VM descriptions with the number of resources they,
respectively, need and supply.

A microservice deployment orchestration is a program in an orchestration
language that includes primitives for (i) creating/removing a certain microser-
vice together with its strongly required bindings and (ii) adding/removing weak-
required bindings between some created microservices. Given an initial microser-
vice system, a set of available VMs, and a new target system configuration (cor-
responding to the set of microservices to be deployed), the optimal deployment
problem is the problem of finding the deployment orchestration that (a) satisfies
core and memory requirements, (b) leads to a new system configuration where
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Fig. 2. Microservice Architecture of the Email Message Analysis Pipeline.

the target microservices are deployed, and (c) chooses the solution that optimizes
resource usage, if more than one is available. As a typical example of an objec-
tive function to optimize, the reader can consider cost minimization, i.e., select
among all possible deployment orchestrations the one which minimizes the sum
of the cost-per-hour of the virtual machines used for microservice deployment.

While Di Cosmo et al. [18] proved that allowing components to have arbi-
trary deployment life-cycles makes the optimal deployment problem undecidable,
Bravetti et al. showed that the latter becomes decidable when considering the
simplified life-cycle of microservices described above, consisting of the two cre-
ation and binding/unbinding phases [16,17]. In particular, the authors presented
a constraint-solving algorithm whose result is the new system configuration, i.e.,
the microservices to be deployed, their distribution over the VMs, and the bind-
ings to be established among their strong/weak required and provided ports.

2.2 The Email Message Analysis Pipeline

In Fig. 2 (similar to that in [16,17]) we show a representation of the Email Mes-
sage Analysis Pipeline [24]. The architecture includes 12 types of microservices,
each equipped with its dedicated load balancer. Each load balancer distributes
inbound requests among the set of microservice instances, whose number can
change at runtime. We can logically partition our exemplary microservice appli-
cation into four pipelines, each dedicated to the analysis or different parts of an
email, namely its headers, links, text, and attachments (we detail each pipeline in
Section 2.3). Messages enter the system through the MessageReceiver, which for-
wards them to the MessageParser. This microservice, in turn, extracts data from
the email and routes them to the proper pipeline. Once each email component
has been processed asynchronously (each taking its specific processing time), the
MessageAnalyzer aggregates the outputs of each pipeline corresponding to the
same email, and it produces a single analysis report for that email.



Before illustrating, in the next section, how one can apply to this example our
approach for the automated deployment and scaling of microservice applications
(cf. Section 2.1), we briefly present our representation of cloud resources.

We consider virtual CPU cores both for machines (providing them) and for
microservices (requiring them). In particular, here, we assume microservices to
be deployed on Amazon EC2 VMs of type large, xlarge, 2xlarge, and 4xlarge,
each respectively providing 2, 4, 8, and 16 virtual CPU cores (following the
Azure vCore terminology), simply called vCPUs in Amazon EC2. Notice that we
model computational resources supplied by VMs (and required by microservices)
using virtual cores with some speed fixed by the Cloud provider. Providers com-
monly use this kind of abstraction to uncouple the underlying hardware from the
specifics exposed to users. Moreover, this level of indirection lets providers max-
imise the use of physical processors by delegating to the runtime (the VM/OS)
the mapping of virtual cores and the scheduling of instructions. Each microser-
vice type has a number of required virtual cores. Assigning the required virtual
cores to a given microservice so that it achieves some expected performance (e.g.,
an estimated throughput) is a problem orthogonal to the one we investigate in
this paper. While in practice programmers/operators perform this assignment as
guesswork informed by their experience (as we do in this example), techniques
like instruction counting [13] and profiling [14] can help in providing principled
estimations.

2.3 Scaling Microservices

One of the pre-requisites to configure the deployment of microservice architec-
ture is that each microservice should be defined by having a strongly required
port towards the microservices which follow it in the pipeline. For instance, the
MessageParser strongly requires connections with the HeaderAnalyzer, LinkAn-
alyzer, TextAnalyzer, and VirusScanner microservices since these services follow
it in the pipeline (cf. Figure 2).

More precisely, the ports should not be directly connected to instances of
such microservices, but to their corresponding load balancers. In turn, each load
balancer has a weakly required port that must be connected to all the avail-
able instances of the corresponding microservice, so that the load balancer can
forward requests among them. The reasons behind this choice is that by es-
tablishing strongly requires connections to a microservice proxy it is possible
to deploy first for example the load balancer of the HeaderAnalyzer and then
deploy the instances of MessageParser, which are installable since they can be
immediately connected to the load balancer they strongly require. Finally, it
is possible to establish the connection of the load balancers to their instances
through the weakly required port.

An advantage of using strongly and weakly required ports is that it is pos-
sible to easily capture dynamic adaptation of the pipeline deployment. A new
microservice instance can be easily added to react to an increase workload by
creating it and immediately connecting it to the (strongly required) load bal-
ancer of the microservice following in the pipeline. Then, the load balancer of



the instance added binds to the new instance via the weakly required port. The
removal of microservice instances instead follows the opposite order. First, we
remove the binding between the load balancer of the microservice instances that
we want to remove and, second, we safely de-allocate the interested instances.

Another advantage following from the knowledge of the microservice depen-
dencies is that we can automatically adapt the whole architecture to provide the
needed resources. Imagine for example the scenario in which an increase work-
load will require three new instances of MessageParser and two new instances of
HeaderAnalyzer to proper handle all the traffic. If autoscaling [8] is used, scaling
out and in decisions are taken locally by every service. As a consequence, the two
services will be scaled out in sequence: first the MessageParser that comes first
in the pipeline (and therefore witness for first the effects of the increase of the
traffic) and then the HeaderAnalyzer that will start to be invoked more often by
the MessageParser. Luckily, as shown in Section 5, having a global knowledge of
the microservice dependencies allows to exploit the information that more than
one service can be scale out at once and therefore perform a global adaptation. In
our scenario, both the MessageParser and the HeaderAnalyzer would be scaled
out at the same time, thus allowing the avoidance of the domino effects typical
of autoscaling strategies.

2.4 Microservice Maximum Computational Load

We now introduce an important property of microservices, which characterizes
their throughput: Maximum Computational Load (MCL), i.e., the maximum
number of requests that a microservice instance of that type can handle within
a second. As we will see, it is important to consider such a property to assess
the correctness w.r.t. time behaviour of our integrated timed architectural mod-
eling/execution language.

More precisely, the MCL of a microservice is computed as follows:

MCL = 1/(
sizerequest
data rate + pf)

where sizerequest is the average request size of the microservice in MB. Moreover,
data rate is the microservice rate in MB/sec for managing request data. We
determine such a value, based on the number of microservice requested cores,
from Nginx server data in [31] (considering Nginx servers with that number of
vCPUs). Finally, pf is a penalty factor that expresses an additional amount of
time that a microservice needs to manage its requests, e.g., the ImageRecognizer,
which needs Machine Learning techniques to fulfill its tasks.

3 Architectural Modeling/Execution Language

3.1 Abstract Behavioral Specification Language

Abstract Behavioral Specification (ABS) [3] is an actor-based object-oriented
specification language (a process algebra) offering algebraic user-defined data
types, side effect-free functions and immutable data. Since ABS is not directly



executable, its toolchain [4] contains several backends that compile algebraic
models into an executable programming language, e.g., Erlang in the case of
the Erlang backend, and execute it. ABS objects are organized into Concurrent
Object Groups (COGs) representing software components or services. Objects
belonging to different COGs communicate with each other using asynchronous
method calls [15], expressed as object!method(. . . ) instructions. Asynchronicity
is realized by means of the future mechanism: asynchronous method calls return
a future that can be used to wait for the result using the await statement [5].
Timed ABS [7] is an extension to the ABS core language that introduces a notion
of abstract time. In particular, evolution of time in ABS is modeled by means of
discrete time: during execution system time is expressed as the number of time
units that have passed since system start. The modeler decides what a time unit
represents for a specific application. Such a feature makes it possible to perform
simulations analysing the time-related behavior of systems. Timed ABS has also
probabilistic features that allow modelers to create uniform distributions, e.g.,
the average number of attachments per email in our case study.

To represent VMs (and simulate them, e.g., inside the Erlang backend) ABS
introduces the notion of Deployment Component (DC) [6] as a location where a
COG can be deployed. As VMs, ABS DCs are associated with several kinds of
resources, expressed via a dedicated annotations. In particular virtual cpu speed
is represented in ABS by the DC speed : it models the amount of computational
resource per time unit a DC can supply to the hosted COGs. This resource is
consumed by ABS instructions that are marked with the Cost tag, e.g., [Cost:
30] instruction. COG instructions tagged with a cost consume the hosting DC
computational resource still available for the current time unit (the instruction
above consumes 30 from the DC speed resource): if not enough computational
resource is left in the current time unit, then the instruction terminates its
execution in the next one.

Concerning our approach to automated microservice deployment, based on
strong and weak dependencies, in ABS we represent microservice types as classes
and microservice instances as objects, each executed in an independent COG.
Moreover, we represent strong dependencies as mandatory parameters required
by class constructors: such parameters contain the references to the objects cor-
responding to the microservices providing the strongly required ports. Weak
required ports are expressed by means of specific methods that allow an existing
object to receive the references to the objects providing them.

3.2 Timed SmartDeployer

Timed SmartDeployer is executed at ABS compile time: it statically solves the
optimal deployment problem described at the end of Section 2.1, i.e., synthesis
of deployment orchestrations that reach a given target system configuration.
Timed SmartDeployer takes its input from dedicated ABS annotations, which
are present in the compiled ABS program, and produces its output as ABS code
— synthesized timed (un)deployment orchestration — which is added to the
initial annotated ABS program.



Timed SmartDeployer ABS Annotations The JSON based ABS annota-
tions from which Timed SmartDeployer extracts its input are:

– [ SmartDeployCost : JSONstring ] class annotation. This annotation is bound
to an ABS class representing a given microservice type. It describes the func-
tional dependencies (provided and weak/strong required ports) and the re-
sources (e.g., number of cores and amount of memory) a microservice needs.

– [ SmartDeployCloudProvider : JSONstring ] global annotation. It defines
the properties (e.g., Cores, Bandwidth, Memory, Speed, StartupTime) and
cost-per-hour of the DCs created in the synthesized orchestration execution.

– [ SmartDeploy : JSONstring ] global annotation. It describes the desired
properties and constraints of the deployment orchestration, e.g.:
• The id property, which sets the name for the class that is going to include
the ABS code of the synthesized orchestration.

• The cloud provider DC availability property, which fixes the maxi-
mum number of VMs the orchestration can allocate.

Some of these properties can have, as JSON value, a string whose content
is a declarative specification (a formula of a logic language that is based on
first-order logic), e.g.:
• The specification property, which contains the declarative specifica-
tion of the desired configuration in DRL. A value for this property, taken
from our running example (orchestration with id Scale2 in [1], see Sec-
tion 5 for its description), can be:

SentimentAnalyser = 3 and VirusScanner = 2 and
AttachmentsManager = 1 and ImageAnalyser = 1 and

NSFWDetector = 2 and ImageRecognizer = 2 and
MessageAnalyser = 2

meaning that 3 instances of the SentimentAnalyser must be (addition-
ally) deployed, etc.

• The bind preferences property, which is used to specify preferences
about weak bindings among service instances (using the declarative lan-
guage of [20]). A value for this property, taken from our running example
(orchestration with id BaseScale in [1], see “B” configuration in Sec-
tion 5), can be:

forall ?x of type MessageReceiver in ’.*’ :
forall ?y of type MessageReceiver_LoadBalancer in ’.*’

: ?x used by ?y

meaning that each instance (variable ?x) of the Message Receiver ser-
vice has to be bound to each MessageReceiver LoadBalancer service
instance (variable ?y). Given that there exists only 1 instance of the
MessageReceiver LoadBalancer service in the system, this just means
that each instance of the MessageReceiver service has to be bound to its
load balancer. More precisely, the in keyword is used to set the scope
for the indicated service: services considerd are only those located inside
the DCs whose names are declared after in. Such a declaration can be
made with a regular expression like ′.∗′ (meaning any string), i.e., the
service can be located in any running DC.



Synthesized Timed (Un)deployment Orchestration Timed SmartDeployer
produces as output the desired timed (un)deployment orchestration: a timed ABS
program, injected in the initial annotated one, containing the set of orchestration
language instructions (expressed as timed ABS code). The execution of the newly
synthesized orchestration causes the system to reach a deployment configuration
with the desired properties.

Internal Details As detailed above, Timed SmartDeployer provides an inter-
face with ABS, reading ABS annotations with DRL declarations and injecting
the synthesized (un)deployment orchestrations code into the initial annotated
program. To do this, it relies on a pluggable external solver, e.g., the Zephyrus2
constraint solver [2].

The external solver outputs the synthesized architectural configuration (cost-
optimal distribution of components over the available VMs), which is, then,
translated by Timed SmartDeployer into (un)deployment orchestrations expressed
as timed ABS code. Such timed deployment orchestrations additionally encom-
pass (w.r.t. untimed ones, see Section 2.1) dynamic management of overall DC
startup time and speed (computational resources per time unit, see Section 3.1),
based on the number of DC virtual cores that are actually used by some microser-
vice after enacting the synthesized deployment sequence. As we will show, this
allows us to correctly model time (microservice MCL). Timed SmartDeployer
dynamically assigns a speed and a startup time to each DC that is created during
a deployment orchestration. Such timed properties of created DCs are evaluated,
starting from the speed and startup time annotations (see Section 3.2) in the orig-
inal ABS code, as follows. The speed property is dynamically evaluated, during
orchestration execution, taking into account the number of DC cores that are
actually used: speed - speed per core · unused cores. Concerning startup time, we
dynamically set an overall startup time such that it is the maximum among those
of the DCs created during a deployment orchestration. The above is realized by
automatically synthesizing timed orchestrations, whose language additionally
includes (w.r.t. untimed ones) two primitives explicitly managing time aspects

– One to decrement the speed of a DC: decrementResources(. . . ) in ABS.
– One to set overall the startup time of created DCs: duration(. . . ) in ABS.

3.3 Modeling Service MCL

We now show how Time SmartDeployer allows us to correctly simulate the ser-
vice MCL we want to model (see Section 2.4), independently of the VM (DC)
in which it is deployed. An example is considering, as we do in our case study,
the ABS time unit to be 1/30 sec and setting VMs to supply 5 speed per core.
According to the calculation we presented in 2.4, it turns out that the MCL of an
actual implementation of the ImageRecognizer service is 91 requests per second.
In the ABS code, to model service MCL, we make use of the Cost instruction
tag (see Section 3.1). E.g., in the case of the ImageRecognizer, which requires 6
cores to be deployed, we obtain the MCL of 91 req/s as follows:



1 class ImageRecognizer () implements ImageRecognizerInterface {
2 Int mcl = 91;
3 String recognizeImage(ImageRecognizer_LoadBalancerInterface

balancer){
4 [Cost: 5 * 6 * 30 / mcl] balancer!removeMessage ();
5 Int category = random (9);
6 return "Category Recognized: " + toString(category);
7 }
8 }

where the method recognizeImage(...) is executed at each request.
Due to our SmartDeployer timed extension, the amount of VM speed used by

ImageRecognizer is always 5 · 6 (speed per core · cores required), independently of
the VM in which it is deployed, i.e., ImageRecognizer can use up to 5 · 6 compu-
tational resources per time unit. The Cost tag above causes each request to con-
sume speed per core · cores required · 30/MCL computational resources. There-
fore, since MCL/30 is the ImageRecognizer MCL expressed in requests per time
unit, this realizes the desired (deployment independent) service MCL.

4 Integration with External Tools

In this section, we discuss external tools (w.r.t. ABS) that we have used in
our work. First, we need a tool to solve the problem of synthesizing timed de-
ployment orchestrations, starting from the deployment information contained
in the ABS annotations. Second, given that we plan to use the executable se-
mantics of ABS to simulate deployment and scaling policies for microservice
systems that include also predictions of the incoming workload fluctuations, we
also need a tool for workload prediction. Concerning the first tool, we have used
the Zephyrus2 [2] solver based on constraint-solving technology, while for the
latter we have adopted a well-established Machine Learning (ML) techniques. It
is interesting to observe that, being such tools pluggable, Zephyrus2 and the ML
predictive module could be replaced with any other (not necessarily constraint-
or ML-based) tools.

4.1 The Zephyrus deployment engine

As described in Section 3.2, Timed SmartDeployer extracts, from ABS code,
deployment information of different kinds: (i) class annotations that describe
the requirements of objects which represent the resources and dependencies of
the microservice instances modeled by such objects and (ii) global annotations
that describes the available computing resources and the desired properties that
the deployment should satisfy. Such annotations are processed by the deployment
engine that automatically synthesizes a microservice architecture allocating the
various microservices on available computing resources. This is done taking into
account both local (e.g., single microservice dependencies) and the global (e.g.,
minimize the total number of allocated resources) constraints.

The deployment engine which is currently used in our Timed SmartDeployer
prototype is Zephyrus2 [2]. Zephyrus2 is a tool for optimal deployment of soft-
ware components over virtual machines that exploits SMT (Satisfiability Mod-



ulo Theories) and CP (Constraint Programming) technologies. More precisely,
Zephyrus2 expects in input three different kinds of deployment information:

– a description of the components that can be deployed (which includes the
consumed computing/memory resources as well as the functionalities re-
quired/provided from/to other components),

– a description of the virtual machines where the components can run (which
includes the resources offered by the virtual machines as well as other infor-
mation, like their cost), and

– the specific requirements on the component-based software architecture to
be computed and deployed over the available virtual machines.

Notably, the last item could include also objective functions to be optimized, e.g.,
the request to minimize the total cost of the used virtual machines. Zephyrus2
then produces as output a description of the components to deploy, the allocation
of such components over the available virtual machine, and the bindings among
the components that reciprocally require/offer functionalities. The computed
deployment satisfies the constraints and requirements specified in input.

Zephyrus2 computes its output as a solution to an optimization problem en-
coded in MiniZinc [29], a solver independent language for modeling constraint
satisfaction and optimization problems. The interested reader can find in [2]
details about how Zephyrus2 produces the MiniZinc specification of the deploy-
ment problem and how it exploits state-of-the-art tools to solve such problem.
Here, we simply give an idea of how to translate deployment requirements into
constraints on a couple of simple examples.

As a first example, we consider the allocation of memory to the components.
Consider the constraint∧

v∈VM

∑
C∈CompTypes

inst(C, v) · C.mem ≤ v.mem

where VM denotes the set of all the available virtual machines, CompTypes the
possibile component types, inst(C, v) the number of instances of components
of type C allocated on the virtual machine v, C.mem the memory consumed
by a component of type C, and v.mem the memory available on the virtual
machine v. This constraint enforces the requirement that it is not possible, on
every virtual machine, to allocate to components strictly more than the available
memory.

As an additional example, we consider how it is possible to require the de-
ployment which minimizes the total cost. For all the virtual machines v, a new
boolean variable used(v) is introduced and bound to be true if at least a com-
ponent is deployed on the v by the following constraints:∧

v∈VM

( ∑
C∈CompTypes

inst(C, v) > 0
)
⇔ used(v)

Then to minimize the total cost is is possible to minimize the following objective
function:

min
∑

v∈VM, used(v)

v.cost



where v.cost is the cost of the virtual machine v.

4.2 ML-based Predictive Module

When simulating a modeled microservice system using executable ABS code,
we use a set of hard-coded data points in the form of an ABS array. While the
most straightforward option is to run the simulation on actual traffic workload,
our modular approach allows us to also integrate other components, such as
predictive modules, which forecast traffic fluctuations, and actuation modules,
which regulate how the logic for the architectural adaptation weights the different
sources of information (e.g., the simulated traffic and its prediction).

Focusing on the role of prediction modules, we can distinguish between two
types of information: the actual workload and the predicted workload. The lat-
ter is generated at compile-time using some pluggable predictive modules. For
instance, one can implement the predictive module through neural networks,
where the predictive module generates workload data by performing inference
on the previously trained network. While this approach is apt for a simulation
environment, it does not depart sensibly from real-world applications, e.g., where
one can collect daytime information on the traffic and feed it to the neural model
and obtain the forecast for the next day during the night.

Predicting the traffic of the Email Message Analysis Pipeline As an ex-
ample, we describe how one can use data analytics to predict traffic fluctuations
in our running example (cf. Section 2.2).

Dataset The prediction module requires a datasat for training. Since the execu-
tion context of the Email Pipeline architecture is that of email correspondence,
we draw our data from Enron corpus dataset [28]. This dataset has been made
public by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission during investigations con-
cerning the Enron corporation (version of May 7th, 2015). The dataset contains
517,431 emails from 151 users, without attachments, distributed over a time
window of about 10 years (1995-2005).
We processed the dataset to extract the attributes for predicting the number
of incoming emails for a given time. We assume that time is discretized in one-
hour intervals. For every email we extracted the datetime attribute, and then
we summed the number of emails in the desired monitored time. Every email
was associated with five new attributes: month, day, weekday, hour, and counter
giving us a representation of the email flow in the system at a given hour.

Predictions There are many techniques that one can apply to predict the traffic
load. For our use case, as detailed in [9], the off-the-shelf Multi-Layer Perceptron
is used. For the training, the dataset has been partitioned into a training set,
a validation set, and a testing set—the latter, to estimate the error rate of the
model. Specifically, a neural network with three fully-connected layers have been
used, applying the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) nonlinear activation function



to the output of each layer. Each level of the neural network compressed the
input into a smaller representation. The first level reduced the input from 70 to
64 attributes, while the second level reduced it from 64 to 32 attributes. Finally,
they linearly projected the 32 attributes into a single value that corresponds to
the regression target. To compute the error rate, the Mean Squared Error (MSE)
loss function is used while to optimize the network parameters the Adaptive
Moment Estimation (Adam) has been used. The training process had a learning
rate of 0.1 and an exponential decay scheduler with γ = 0.9.

5 Simulation of Architecture-Level Adaptable Systems
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Fig. 3. Simulating proactive-reactive architecture-level system adaptation.

To test the expressive power of our modeling execution language, we simulate
the platform depicted in Fig. 3. Such platform is made of two kinds of elements:
the microservice system to be adapted (labelled G, M1,M2, M3) and the ele-
ment of the platform itself (depicted with orange boxes). Since the platform sees
microservices as instance parameters, we abstract from their actual behaviour.
We now describe each element of the platform. Before doing so, we highlight the
three kinds of flows in Fig. 3: → showing the inbound workload reaching the
microservice architecture; dashed-line arrows 99K regarding the runtime execu-
tion of an architecture-level adaptation process; the thick arrow ⇐ indicating
the compilation time of deployment orchestrations.

Deployment Orchestration Engine This component receives a deployment or-
chestration and enacts all the operations it contains, e.g., (de)allocating VMs, mi-
croservice replications. It is a loosely-coupled component of the platform, taken
from existing solutions (the only requirement is that it provides a programming
interface for the application of deployment plans), such as Kubernetes. In our



simulated environment, the deployment orchestration engine is represented by
the Erlang backend, which is in charge of executing the whole simulation.

Adaptation Algorithm The Adaptation Algorithm implements an architecture-
level adaptation algorithm that computes the deployment orchestrations to be
applied in order to cope with inbound workload peaks. To do that, such mod-
ule takes into account two inputs. The first one, represented by ⇐, regards the
deployment orchestrations statically computed by Timed SmartDeployer (see
Section 3.2) by means of a constraint solver, e.g., Zephyrus2. These orchestra-
tions are computed such that they satisfy the specifications given by the user
(DevOps in Fig. 3), i.e., Resources, Dependencies and Deployment Constraints
in Fig. 3, respectively included in the SmartDeployCloudProvider, SmartDe-
ployCost and SmartDeploy annotations, see Section 3.2 . The second input, rep-
resented by 99K , regards the workload the system has to support, after the
adaptation process. In this case, the Adaptation Algorithm acts as a service that
other components call. Upon activation, the Adaptation Algorithm interacts with
the Deployment Orchestration Engine to perform the scaling.

Monitor The monitor tracks the traffic flowing on the architecture within a
prefixed time window and checks the possible occurrence of a workload deviation,
e.g., the difference between the monitored workload and the globally supported
one, as we will see in the following sections. When such a condition occurs, the
Monitor sends to the Actuation Module the amount of measured workload.

Predicted Workload The Predicted Workload is computed by means of a pre-
dictive module external to the simulation. In our case, we perform predictions
using the ML-based predictive module described in Section 4.2. Such workload
is statically injected in the simulation exploiting a standard ABS data structure,
i.e., arrays, and it is forwarded to the Actuation Module.

Actuation Module The Actuation Module computes the amount of workload given
as input, i.e., the target workload, to the Adaptation Algorithm. Depending on
how such workload is computed, we distinguish 3 modalities: (i) reactive mode,
if the target workload is the one measured by the monitor (this modality has no
predicted workload); (ii) proactive mode, if the target workload is represented
by the predictions in the Predicted Workload (this modality has no monitor); and
(iii) proactive-reactivemode, if the target workload is computed as a combination
of the signals coming from the Monitor and Predicted Workload, according to the
mixing technique implemented in this module.

Concretely, we model the architecture platform and the scaling approaches
via ABS, compiling it into a system of Erlang programs that run the simulation.
Then, the simulation receives three kinds of inputs, which are statically defined
within a simulation run: deployment orchestrations (generated by Timed Smart-
Deployer at compile-time, see Section 3.2), an actual and a predicted workload
(generated by the Predictive Module, see Section 4.2) both hard-coded in the
simulation in the form of arrays. We model a real-world request flow sent to the



simulated microservice architecture via an ad-hoc generating service, which dis-
tributes requests as specified in the actual workload array. The simulation uses
these inputs to evaluate the performance of a target microservices architecture.

5.1 Application to Global Scaling

In the following sections, we use the above presented architecture (see Fig. 3)
to simulate the algorithm for global run-time adaptation that we introduced
in [10]. Such an algorithm, which we could conceive and simulate thanks to our
integrated timed architectural modeling/execution language, finds application in
the context of cloud-computing platforms endowed with orchestration engines.
The algorithm reaches, by performing global reconfigurations, a target system
Maximum Computational Load (MCL), i.e., the maximum supported frequency
for inbound requests. The idea is that, by monitoring at run-time the inbound
workload, our algorithm causes the system to be always in the reachable config-
uration that better fits such a workload (and that has the minimum number of
deployed microservice instances). This is achieved by enacting global reconfigu-
rations, which are targeted at guaranteeing a given increment/decrement of the
system MCL.

In particular, in the next section, we introduce the concept of microservice
Multiplicative Factor (MF), which is needed by the algorithm. We already ob-
served that each microservice type is characterized by a MCL (see Section 2.4),
i.e., the maximum number of requests that a microservice instance of that type
can handle in a second. We additionally observe that each microservice type
is also characterized by a MF, i.e., the mean number of requests that a single
request (i.e., an email) entering the system generates for that microservice type.

In the remaining sections, we introduce all the building blocks needed to re-
alize our global scaling approach. We start from the mathematical calculation of
the global scaling reconfigurations incrementing/decrementing the system MCL.
This is done by showing how system MCL can be computed by the MCL of sin-
gle service instances, which, in turn, are mathematically calculated based on
the microservice data rate (we use, e.g., real data in [31] for Nginx servers) and
the role it plays in the application architecture (which determines its MF and
the size of its requests for each incoming message). Such global reconfigurations
are synthesized into deployment orchestrations by Timed SmartDeployer. We
then show a technique to combine the monitored and predicted workload into a
unique target workload, used in our proactive-reactive global scaling approach.
We finally introduce the scaling algorithm showing its implementation via ABS
code excerpts. We then simulate the introduced global scaling approach by ap-
plying it to our example (cf. Section 2.2) and present simulation results: a set
of comparisons that, not only shows that our global scaling approach overcomes
the limitations of the traditional local one, but also the extent of improvements
brought by our predictive module (see in Section 4.2) and our technique for
computing the target workload to a purely reactive global scaling approach.



5.2 Microservice Multiplicative Factor

The Multiplicative Factor (MF) of a microservice type is determined from the
role it plays in the whole architecture, e.g., in the running example, by the email
part it receives. As a consequence it is strictly related to the (average) struc-
ture of emails entering the system. In particular, we estimate an email to have:
(i) a single header; (ii) a set of links (treated collectively as a single informa-
tion, received by the LinkAnalyser); (iii) a single text body (received by the
TextAnalyser), which is split, on average, into Nblocks = 2.5 text blocks (indi-
vidually analysed by SentimentAnalyser); and (iv) on average Nattachments = 2
attachments (individually sent to the attachment sub-pipeline starting with the
VirusScanner), each having average size of sizeattachment = 7MB and containing
a virus with probability PV = 0.25 (which determines whether a virus scan re-
port is sent to the MessageAnalyser or, in case of no virus, the attachment is
forwarded to the AttachmentManager).

The average numbers above are estimated ones: the MF of microservices can
be easily recomputed in case different numbers are considered. In particular, MFs
are calculated as follows. Since emails have a single header, a set of links that
are sent together and a single text body, the microservices that analyze these
elements, i.e., HeaderAnalyser, LinkAnalyser and TextAnalyser, have MF = 1.
As text blocks and attachments are individually sent, each of them generates
a request to the SentimentAnalyser and the VirusScanner, therefore they have
MF = Nblocks and MF = Nattachments respectively. The microservices that follow
the VirusScanner in the architecture, i.e., AttachmentManager, ImageAnalyzer,
ImageRecognizer and NSFWDetector have a MF equal to the number of virus-
free attachments, which can be computed asMF = Nattachments · (1− PV). Finally,
the MF of the MessageAnalyser is the sum of the email parts (1 header, 1 set of
links, 1 text body and Nattachments attachments).

From a timing viewpoint, considering microservice type Maximum Compu-
tational Load (MCL) and MF is important because it allows us to calculate the
minimum number of instances of that type needed to guarantee a given overall
system MCL sys MCL, i.e.5

Ninstances =
⌈
sys MCL·MF

MCL

⌉
Notice that, a microservice MF is also important in order to determine its

request size sizerequest, which, in turn, as we showed in Section 2.4, is needed to
calculate its MCL. More precisely, we compute microservice sizerequest as follows.
In our running example, for all microservices receiving attachments but the Mes-
sageAnalyser we have:

sizerequest = Nattach per req · sizeattachment

where Nattach per req = Nattachments for microservices receiving entire emails and
Nattach per req = 1 for the others. For HeaderAnalyser, LinkAnalyser and Text-
Analyser we consider sizerequest to be neglectable, thus (since their pf is also 0)

5 ⌈x⌉ is the ceil function that takes as input a real number and gives as output the
least integer greater than or equal to x.



their MCL is infinite. Concerning MessageAnalyser request size, we need instead
to also consider its MF. In particular, we compute the average size of the MF
requests that en email entering the system generates (since we consider only
attachments to have a non-negligible size), i.e.

sizerequest MA = Nattachments·(1−PV)·sizeattachment

MF .

5.3 Calculation of Scaling Configurations

We consider a base B system configuration, see Table 1, which guarantees a sys-
temMCL of 60 emails/sec. In the corresponding column of Table 1 we present the
number of instances for each microservice type, calculated according to the for-
mula in Section 2.4. Moreover, we consider four incremental configurations ∆1,
∆2, ∆3 and ∆4, synthesized via Timed SmartDeployer, each adding a number
of instances to each microservice type, see Table 1. Those incremental configura-
tions are used as target configurations for deployment/undeployment orchestra-
tion synthesis in order to perform run-time architecture-level reconfiguration. As
shown in Table 2, ∆1, ∆2, ∆3 and ∆4 are used, in turn, to build (summing them
up element-wise as arrays) the incremental configurations Scale1,Scale2,Scale3
and Scale4 that guarantee an additional system MCL of +60, +150, +240 and
+330 emails/sec, respectively.

The reason for not considering our Scales as monolithic blocks and defining
them as combinations of the ∆ incremental configurations is the following. Let
us suppose the system to be, e.g., in a B+Scale1 configuration and the increase
in incoming workload to require the deployment of Scale2 and the undeployment
of Scale1. If we had not introduced ∆ configurations and we had synthesized or-
chestrations directly for Scale configurations, we would have needed to perform
an undeployment of Scale1 followed by a deployment of Scale2. With ∆ config-
urations, instead, we can simply additionally deploy ∆2. Moreover, notice that
dealing with such an incoming workload increase by naively deploying another
Scale1 additional configuration, besides the already deployed one, would not
lead the system MCL to be increased of another +60 emails/sec. This is because
the maximum number of email per seconds that can be handled by individual
microservices composing the obtained B+2·Scale1 configuration would be un-
balanced. Such an effect worsens if the system incoming workload keeps slowly
increasing and further additional Scale1 configurations are deployed. Since Scale1
for some microservices (AttachmentManager, ImageAnalyser) does not provide
additional instances, such microservices would eventually become the bottleneck
of the system and the system MCL would no longer increase. Moreover, ∆ con-
figurations yield, w.r.t. monolithic Scale ones, a finer granularity that makes
Timed SmartDeployer orchestration synthesis faster.

For each microservice type, the number of additional instances considered in
Tables 1 and 2 for the Scale configurations has been calculated as follows. Given
the additional system MCL to be guaranteed, the number Ndeployed of instances
of that microservice already deployed and its MF and MCL, we have:

Ninstances =
⌈ (base sys MCL+additional sys MCL)·MF

MCL − Ndeployed

⌉



Microservice B ∆1 ∆2 ∆3 ∆4 Microservice B ∆1 ∆2 ∆3 ∆4

Message Receiver 1 +1 +0 +1 +1 Virus Scanner 1 +1 +2 +1 +2

Message Parser 1 +1 +0 +1 +1 Attachment Manager 1 +0 +1 +0 +1

Header Analyser 1 +0 +0 +0 +0 Image Analyser 1 +0 +1 +0 +1

Link Analyser 1 +0 +0 +0 +0 NSFW Detector 1 +1 +2 +1 +2

Text Analyser 1 +0 +0 +0 +0 Image Recognizer 1 +1 +2 +1 +2

Sentiment Analyser 2 +1 +3 +2 +2 Message Analyser 1 +1 +2 +1 +2

Table 1. Base B (60 emails
sec ) and incremental ∆ configurations.

Scale 1 (+60 emails
sec

) Scale 2 (+150 emails
sec

) Scale 3 (+240 emails
sec

) Scale 4 (+330 emails
sec

)

∆1 ∆1 +∆2 ∆1 +∆2 +∆3 ∆1 +∆2 +∆3 +∆4

Table 2. Incremental Scale configurations.

In the following section we will present the algorithm for global adapta-
tion. The algorithm is based on the principles described here, i.e., it has the
following invariant property: if N Scale configurations are considered (N = 4
in our case study) and are indexed in increasing order of additional system
MCL they guarantee, the system configuration reached after adapting to the
monitored inbound workload is either B or B+ (n · ScaleN) + scale, or some
scale ∈ {Scale1,Scale2, . . . ,ScaleN} and n ≥ 0. The invariant property indeed
shows, as we explained above, that the deployment of sequences of the same
Scale configuration is not allowed, except for sequences of ScaleN. This is be-
cause, the biggest configuration ScaleN should be devised, for the system being
monitored, in such a way that the inbound workload rarely yields to additional
scaling needs. Moreover, even if a sequence of ScaleN occurs, the system would
be sufficiently balanced. This is because, differently from smaller Scale config-
urations, ScaleN is assumed to add, at least, an instance for each microservice
having non-infinite MCL (as for Scale4 in our case study).

5.4 Calculation of the Mixed Monitored and Predicted Workload

The fact that predictors are weak against exceptional events is well-known and
affects approaches that just rely on predictions: in the case of global scaling, it
would result in the execution of inappropriate deployment orchestrations (either
wasting resources or degrading the QoS). In this section, we propose a solution
mixing proactive and reactive global scaling (reactive and proactive mode of the
Actuation Module, see above): we program the Actuation Module to calculate a
target workload by combining the monitored and predicted ones.

Our algorithm does not rely on comparing the estimated and actual number
of inbound requests in a given time window. The reason is that the dynamic in-
teraction between message queues and scaling times makes it difficult to reliably
estimate the accuracy of the predicted scaling configuration w.r.t. traffic fluc-
tuations. Thus, we introduce a new, stable estimation, rooted in the workload
measure defined below.



Our idea is to use the system MCL of the current configuration (reached by
applying some incremental ∆ configurations to the base B one) and to consider
the difference (in terms of number of incremental ∆ configurations added) be-
tween the system MCL induced by the monitored and predicted traffic. In this
way, we can estimate both over- and under-scaling of proactive global scaling.

More precisely, our estimation considers a statically-defined score s for each
type∆ configuration, based on the amount of system MCL increment it provides.
Following Section 5.3, we have i ∈ [1, 4] different ∆i applied sequentially (in the
exceptional case ∆4 is not enough, we restart from ∆1). For each ∆i we have a
differential system MCL increment of: ∆MCL1 = 60 for ∆1 and ∆MCLi = 90
for ∆i with 2 ≤ i ≤ 4. Given ∆MCLi, we compute si =

∆MCLi∑4
j=1 ∆MCLj

. Notice

that this yields
∑4

i=1 si = 1.
Then, for each time window tw, we compute our estimation following these

3 steps. In step 1, we calculate, for each index i, the absolute value |diff i|
of the difference between the applications number of ∆i induced by the pre-
dicted and monitored workload at time window tw. Then, we compute a weight
w ∈ [0, 1] that we later use to combine both workloads. Since |diff i| > 1
only happens in exceptional cases (when ∆4 is not enough), we compute w =

min
(∑4

i=1 si · |diff i|, 1
)
.

We keep track of the values w computed in the last 3 time windows using
function h = {(1, wtw−2), (2, wtw−1), (3, wtw)}, where wtw is the weight com-
puted for the current time window and wtw−2, wtw−1 are the preceding ones.
The pairs (1, wtw−2), (2, wtw−1) are included in h only if the system was already
running at those times.

In step 2, we compute the overall weight wov =
∑

(i,w)∈h w·i∑
(i, )∈h i of tw. In particu-

lar, w ·i means that the most recent w is the most influential one in the sum. The
overall weight indicates the distance between the monitored and predicted one.
Specifically, the closer the overall weight is to 1 the more distant the prediction
is from the monitored workload.

In step 3, we use wov to linearly combine the predicted and monitored work-
load to estimate the target workload passed as input to the Adaptation Algorithm
target workload = (wov ·monitored workload)+((1−wov)·predicted workload).

5.5 Scaling Algorithm

We now present the algorithm for global adaptation. As a matter of fact, for
comparison purposes, we also realized an algorithm for local adaptation simu-
lating the mainstream approach, e.g., Kubernetes [26]. In both of them we use a
scaling condition on monitored inbound workload involving two constants called
K and k. K is used to leave a margin under the guaranteed MCL, so to make
sure that the system can handle the inbound workload. k is used to prevent
fluctuations, i.e., sequences of scale up and down.

The condition for scaling up is (target workload+ K)− total MCL > k and
the one for scaling down is total MCL− (target workload+ K) > k. The interpre-
tation of such conditions changes, depending on whether they are used for the



local or global adaptation algorithm. In the case of local adaptation the condi-
tions would be applied by monitoring a single microservice type: target workload
would be the number of requests per second received by the microservice load
balancer and total MCL would be theMCL of a microservice instance of that type
(calculated as explained in Section 2.4) multiplied by the number of deployed
instances. In the global adaptation case that we detail in the following, the con-
ditions are, instead, applied by monitoring the whole system: target workload is
the number of requests (emails in our case study) per second entering the system
and total MCL is the system MCL. Notice that the target workload is computed
according to the mode in which the system is used, i.e., reactive (the monitored
workload is the target one), proactive (the predicted workload is the target one)
and proactive-reactive (mixing the monitored and predicted workload according
to the technique presented in Section 5.4).

Concerning global adaptation, we have a single monitor that periodically ex-
ecutes the global scaling algorithm presented in code excerpt below. Notice that
kbig() and k() are respectively the K and k constants described above, imple-
mented as constant functions mimicking global variables in the code; scaler is a
previously instantianted object that implements the methods computeConfigu-
ration and scale, presented afterwards.

1 if(target_workload - (mcl - kbig()) > k() || (mcl - kbig()) -
target_workload > k()) {

2 List <Int > target_config = scaler.computeConfiguration(
target_workload);

3 scaler.scale(target_config);
4 }

The computeConfiguration method, whose code is presented below, aims at
computing the system configuration needed to cope with the target workload
passed as input. Such configuration is expressed in the form of a List where index
i represents ∆i and the i-th element is the number of ∆i applications.

1 List <Int > computeConfiguration(Rat target_workload) {
2 List <Int > configDeltas = this.createEmpty(numScales);
3 printableconfig = configDeltas;
4 List <Int > config = baseConfig;
5 mcl = this.mcl(config);
6 Bool configFound = (mcl - kbig()) - target_workload >= 0;
7 while(! configFound) {
8 List <Int > candidateConfig = baseConfig;
9 Int i = -1;

10 while(i < numScales - 1 && !configFound) {
11 i = i + 1;
12 candidateConfig = this.vSum(config , nth(scaleComponents ,i));
13 mcl = this.mcl(candidateConfig);
14 configFound = (mcl - kbig()) - target_workload >= 0;
15 }
16 config = candidateConfig;
17 printableconfig = this.incrementValue(i,printableconfig);
18 configDeltas = this.addDeltas(i,configDeltas);
19 }
20 return configDeltas;
21 }



The code above uses constants numScales, representing the number of Scale
configurations (4 in our case study), and scaleComponents: an array6 of numScales
elements (corresponding to Table 2) that stores in each position an array repre-
senting a Scale configuration (i.e., specifying, for each microservice, the number
of additional instances to be deployed). Moreover, the code uses the variable
mcl, containing the current system MCL (assumed to be initially set to the
B configuration MCL, see Table 1). At first, the code applies the above de-
scribed scale up/down conditions. Then it loops, starting from the B configura-
tion in variable config (an array that stores, for each microservice, the number
of instances we currently consider), and selecting Scale configurations to add
to config, until a configuration c is found such that its system MCL satisfies
mcl− K− target workload ≥ 0. The system MCL of a configuration c is calcu-
lated with method mcl, which yields

min1≤i≤length(config) nth(config, i−1) ·MCLi/MFi

with MCLi/MFi denoting the MCL/MF of the i-th microservice. More precisely
the algorithm uses an external loop updating variables config and configDeltas
according to the incremental Scale selected by the internal loop: configDeltas is
an array of numScales elements that keeps track of the number of currently de-
ployed ∆ incremental configurations (assumed to be initially empty, i.e., with all
0 values). Every time a Scale configuration is selected, configDeltas is updated by
incrementing the amount of the corresponding ∆ configurations (as described in
Table 2). The internal loop selects a Scale configuration by looking for the first
one that, added to config, yields a candidate configuration whose system MCL
satisfies the condition above. If such Scale configuration is not found then it just
selects the last (the biggest) Scale configuration (Scale4 in our case study), thus
implementing the invariant presented in Section 5.3.

The scale method presented below enacts the scaling operations required to
reach the system configuration passed as input.

1 Unit scale(List <Int > configDeltas) {
2 Int i = 0;
3 while(i < numScales) {
4 Int diff = nth(configDeltas ,i) - nth(deployedDeltas ,i);
5 Rat num = abs(diff);
6 while(num > 0) {
7 if (diff > 0) {nth(orchestrationDeltas ,i)!deploy ();}
8 else {nth(orchestrationDeltas ,i)!undeploy ();}
9 num = num - 1;

10 }
11 i = i + 1;
12 }
13 deployedDeltas = configDeltas;
14 scalingAct = this.recordAction(scalingTrace , printableconfig);
15 scalingTrace = printableconfig;
16 }

Given the target ∆ configurations configDeltas to be reached and the current
deployedDeltas (an array with the same structure of configDeltas) ones, the scale
method performs the difference between them so to find the ∆ orchestrations

6 The ABS instructions nth(a, i) and length(a) retrieve the i-th element and the length
of the a array, respectively.



that have to be (un)deployed. We use methods deploy/undeploy of the object in
the position i−1 of the array orchestrationDeltas to execute the orchestration of
the i-th∆ configuration. In our model such an orchestration is the ABS code gen-
erated by Timed SmartDeployer at compile-time: it makes use of ABS primitives
duration(. . . ) and decrementResources(. . . ) to dynamically set, respectively, the
overall startup time to the maximum of those of deployed DCs and the speed
of such DCs accounting for the virtual cores actually being used (by decrement-
ing the DC static speed, see Section 3.2). In this way we are guaranteed that
each microservice always preserves the desired fixed MCL we want to model (see
Section 2.4). Moreover, we remind that, besides speed, also constraints related
to other resources (memory) are considered in the Timed SmartDeployer syn-
thesis process. Notice that the variables scalingAct, scalingTrace as well as the
recordAction method are only used for debug purpose.

5.6 Benchmarking the Performance of Global Scaling Approaches

In this section we present simulation results obtained with our ABS programs [1]
modeling reactive local scaling and the three variants of the global one, i.e., reac-
tive, proactive and proactive-reactive. In particular, at first, we show the impact
of reactive global scaling on system performance w.r.t. the reactive local one;
then we show how the reactive global scaling can be further improved endowing
it with proactive capabailities, e.g., making use of a workload predictor. Finally,
we show the risks of just relying on workload predictions to enact scaling actions
and the need of mixing reactiveness and proactiveness. We make use of (part of)
the Enron dataset [28] as the inbound workload inputed to the simulations, to
test the performance of reactive and proactive global scaling and the local one.
All benchmark tests shown in this section are performed on email traffic on a
weekday in May 2001. To prove the effectivenss of our proactive-reactive global
scaling, we selectively picked outliers from the Enron dataset to produce a traffic
flow that our predictor would struggle to forecast, thus the workload inputed to
this simulation differs from the one inputed to the others. In our simulations
we consider the following metrics: (i) latency (considered as the average time
for completely processing an email that enters the system), (ii) message loss,
(iii) number of deployed microervices and (iv) monetary costs. Notice that in
the comparison between reactive local scaling and the reactive global one, we
do not consider monetary costs, since Timed SmartDeployer orchestrations are
such that costs are minimized.

Reactive Local vs Reactive Global Scaling Considering the flow of incoming emails
in the workload inputed to the simulation, it is clear the extent of the improve-
ment introduced by our approach: our global adaptation [10] makes the system
adapting much faster than the local approach. This is caused by the ability
of the global adaptation strategy of detecting in advance the scaling needs of
all system microservices. This is shown in Figs. 4a and 4b, where our reactive
global scaling approach outperforms the local one: latency and message loss are
restored in much shorter time w.r.t. the reactive local scaling.
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Fig. 4. Comparison between reactive local scaling and the reactive global one.

Comparing the number of deployed microservices helps to have a deeper
understanding of the reasons why the global adaptation performs better. As
shown in Fig. 4c, our approach reaches the target configuation, needed to handle
the monitored workload, faster than the local scaling approach. As expected,
this makes the adaptation process slower and worsens the performance. The
local adaptation slowness in reaching such a target configuration is caused by a
scaling chain effect: local monitors periodically check the workload, thus single
services scale one after the other. Hence, w.r.t. global adaptation, where the
architecture is replicated as a single block, the number of instances grows slower.
For example, considering the attachment pipeline in Fig. 2, the first microservice
to become a bottleneck is the Virus Scanner: it starts losing requests, which will
never arrive to the Attachment Manager. Therefore, this component will not
perceive the increment in the inbound requests until the Virus Scanner will be
replicated, thus causing a scaling chain effect that delays adaptation. This is the
main cause for the large deterioration in performances observed.

Proactive vs Reactive Global Scaling To give an intuition of the effectiveness of
our proactive global scaling approach [9], we test its performance against reactive
global scaling [10]. This comparison mainly aims at showing the improvement
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Fig. 5. Comparison between reactive and proactive global scaling approaches.

brought in the global scaling technique thanks to the use of a workload predictor,
i.e., endowing it with proactive capabilities.

Considering latency, as shown in Figs. 5a and 5b, the proactive scaling is
barely visible given that it performs in advance the scaling operations needed to
manage workload peaks, with negligible latency. The small visible spikes are im-
putable to inaccuracies in the workload predictions. On the other hand, the
reactive approach suffers the most at sudden peaks of workload because of
the time needed to complete the adaptation process, e.g., VMs startup time.
As seen in Figs. 5c and 5d, despite the signifante difference in performance,
the costs/number of deployed instances are the same, although shifted by a
time-unit backwards. The reason is that, since the traffic is the same, resource
(de)allocations are the same across all the approaches, although these happen
one time-unit in advance in the proactive case.

Proactive-Reactive vs Proactive Global Scaling The presented proactive approach
proved to be quite effective. However, predictors are not infallible: if the traffic
greatly deviates from the historical data, due to some unprecedented occurrence,
the predictor can fail to provide an accurate estimation of the traffic. This fact,
considered in the context of proactive global scaling (like the one implemented
above) where scaling decisions neglect actual traffic fluctuations, can result in
over- (wasted resources) or under-scaling (latency, request loss) of the system.
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Fig. 6. Comparison between proactive-reactive and proactive global scaling, on
the outliers test set.

To illustrate how much this phenomenon can affect performance, we selectively
picked outliers from the test set described in Section 4.2 and used these to pro-
duce a traffic flow that our predictor struggles to forecast. From Figs. 6a and 6b,
the proactive-reactive global scaling rapidly recovers from wrong predictions,
while the proactive one neglects unexpected traffic fluctuations. This is visible,
e.g., in the interval 11–13, where the proactive approach expects fewer requests
and endures high latency. Also the proactive-reactive global scaling initially un-
dergoes high latency, but, detecting the diverge with the predictions, it assumes
a reactive stance and quickly adapts. Note that the latency of the proactive-
reactive approach in the timespan 18–19 is “good”. Indeed, while the workload
drops between 15–17, the proactive approach allocates a high number of mi-
croservices (cf. Figs. 6c and 6d), wasting resources. Contrarily, the other one
(reacting to unforeseen changes) trades some minor latency off resource savings.

6 Related Work and Conclusion

We have presented an integrated approach for the design, specification, auto-
matic deployment, and simulation of microservice architectures, based on the
ABS language. The basic ingredients of this approach are:

– the ABS language, used to specify the behaviour of microservices;



– deployment annotations added to the ABS code, carrying information like
the available computing resources and their costs, the resources consumed
by each microservice instance, and constraints about the minimum number
of instances for each microservice;

– the use of a compile-time deployment engine able to synthesize optimal de-
ployments starting from deployment annotations extracted from ABS code;

– compilation of timed ABS code into executable Erlang program, to simulate
the specified system.

To the best of our knowledge, our approach is the only one mixing a) formal
specification of microservice behaviour, b) the usage of a language equipped with
executable semantics for simulation and performance analysis, and c) the mod-
eling and automatic synthesis of deployment orchestrations. Specifically, related
work addressed the above aspects separately. Concerning executable semantics
for simulation, [12] instead of compiling ABS into Erlang, makes use of a real-
time Haskell backend: this makes it possible for the simulation to communicate
with real services, thus mixing external execution and simulation at run-time.
In our case, the communication between the simulated system and external sys-
tems (during simulation) is not needed, thus we avoid the complexities of the
approach in [12] related to synchronizing real and simulated time. Another line
of work encompasses the usage of timed/stochastic process algebras by inte-
grating them in the software development process, with the aim of analysing
the performances of the modeled system (see, e.g., the surveys [11,25]). Finally,
other proposals adopt specific models for cloud deployment specification, e.g.,
TOSCA (Topology and Orchestration Specification for Cloud Applications) [30]
or AEOLUS [21], to describe the components of a cloud service system and their
deployment/orchestration process. The interested reader can find a recent survey
of the model-based methodologies used to ensure the correctness of reconfigura-
tions in component-based systems at [19].

In this presentation, we applied our integrated approach to the analysis of
different techniques to deal with the problem of dynamic scaling of microservices
applications. In particular, we have considered a rather sophisticated technique
based on a mixture of predicted and monitored inbound workload, with subse-
quent global adaptations of the entire system (i.e., all the microservices that will
be influenced by the modified workload will coordinate their scaling). A simi-
lar technique has been already investigated by Urgaonkar et al. [32]. Differently
from our approach, [32] only focuses on adjusting under-estimations of the ac-
tual workload, to guarantee a given QoS. In the case of over-estimation, their
approach simply considers the predicted workload as the target one, ending up
wasting resources (and money), see [9] for a detailed comparison.
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Abstract. Serverless computing promises to significantly simplify cloud
computing by providing Functions-as-a-Service where invocations of func-
tions, triggered by events, are automatically scheduled for execution on
compute nodes. Notably, the serverless computing model does not require
the manual provisioning of virtual machines; instead, FaaS enables load-
based billing and auto-scaling according to the workload, reducing costs
and making scheduling more efficient. While early serverless program-
ming models only supported stateless functions and severely restricted
program composition, recently proposed systems offer greater flexibil-
ity by adopting ideas from actor and dataflow programming. This pa-
per presents a survey of actor-like programming abstractions for stateful
serverless computing, and provides a characterization of their properties
and highlights their origin.

Keywords: Actor Model · Active Objects · Serverless Computing ·
Dataflow · Stateful Serverless · Distributed Programming · Cloud Com-
puting

1 Introduction

Serverless computing has greatly simplified building cloud applications by pro-
viding Functions-as-a-Service (FaaS), a programming model consisting of func-
tions and event triggers. These functions are automatically scheduled for exe-
cution on compute nodes, elastically scaling with the load [22]. In effect, the
serverless model fully abstracts away the underlying computing infrastructure,
billing and running user code on-demand. As a consequence, serverless comput-
ing can reduce costs and make scheduling more efficient.

While early serverless models were restricted, recent developments have in-
troduced more flexible abstractions. The first major serverless frameworks, such
as AWS Lambda [6] and similar [31,40,51], were restricted to: 1) stateless func-
tions; and 2) limited compositional primitives such as no direct function-to-
function messaging, often-cited challenges with serverless computing [12,36,42].
Recent developments, however, have seen programming models supporting state-
ful serverless that overcome these challenges through abstractions closely related
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Fig. 1: Levels of abstraction for distributed programming.

to dataflow programming and the actor model [18,17,29,63,61,53,62,47]. We re-
fer to these as actor-like programming models for serverless computing, this can
also be referred to as stateful serverless.

These stateful serverless programming models are an abstraction of the un-
derlying computing infrastructure. Conceptually, we can represent the abstrac-
tion levels of utility computing for distributed applications as a step-ladder, as
shown in Figure 1, ranging from low-level cloud resources to abstract, virtualized
applications.

In this representation, stateful serverless is on the third layer, aiming to
abstract away application state and masking failures, providing abstractions
for deploying failure-free stateful functions with powerful compositional prim-
itives. The stateful serverless layer provides powerful abstractions for building
distributed applications and is used increasingly to build libraries or compose
stronger abstraction levels (e.g., level 4, abstracting from concurrency and non-
determinism). In contrast to lower layers, it abstracts away failure and state
management, which are difficult to get right.

This paper surveys actor-like programming models for serverless comput-
ing. The purpose is to provide a background on the development of these mod-
els; provide a characterization thereof; describe their challenges with respect
to a serverless execution (state management and fault tolerance); highlight the
similarities and differences of popular implementations; and provide an outlook
on research directions. For this purpose, we survey eight implementations in
detail [18,17,29,63,61,53,62,47], and include other relevant works in the whole
analysis. In particular, we find three key enabling principles for their serverless
execution to be of importance: they are virtualized, decoupled; they are data-
parallel; they are slightly less dynamic than traditional actors.

Recent surveys have studied serverless computing [22,12,42,36,26,49], the ac-
tor model [43], the active objects model [14], and other related fields [11,50].
In contrast to surveys on serverless computing [22,12,42,36,26,49], the presented
analysis puts more focus on the programming model and its properties. Actor
systems have been studied extensively [43], whereas this survey sheds more light
on properties at the intersection of actors and serverless such as per-key execu-
tion semantics, fault tolerance, and execution guarantees. Similarly, this applies
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also to active object languages [14]. Reactive programming [11], and vertex-
centric programming [50], also share some similarities with the discussed topics
here, yet they lack some of the dynamic messaging properties of actors.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we provide a
background on the development of the actor model, active object model, dataflow
processing, serverless, and actor-like serverless models. Section 3 discusses the
main challenges of programming systems for stateful serverless computing. Next,
in section 4, we analyse the distinctive characteristics of these systems, and
compare their properties with respect to programming model (subsection 4.1)
and serverless execution (subsection 4.2). Finally, we outline promising research
directions (section 5), and provide a conclusion (section 6).

2 Background

This section provides a background on the development of actor-like program-
ming models in the context of serverless computing, traced back to Actor and
Active Object systems, Dataflow platforms, and Functions-as-a-Service (FaaS).
To that end, Figure 2 presents a timeline of related systems in their respective
areas. We discuss the main directions in more detail with the aim to identify
distinct characterizations and their development.

2.1 Actors

The Actor Model is a programming model for distributed, concurrent program-
ming. It was invented in 1973 by Carl Hewitt [39], originally as a formalism for
reasoning agents (in the context of artifical intelligence) and distributed par-
allel computations [38]. Additional significant work on the Actor Model was
performed by Gul Agha, who provided a semantic formalization [3], and pro-
posed the model as a “framework for concurrent systems” [1]. Since then it has
seen a myriad of implementations with heavy industry adoption [43]. Notable
actor implementations include Erlang [9], Scala Actors [34,33], Akka [46], and
Pony [24].
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In essence, an actor is a concurrent object that can perform three different
actions [2]: 1) create other actors; 2) message other actors; and 3) modify its
state (or behavior) for the next received message. This style of actor corresponds
to the non-virtual actor in Figure 3a: an actor consists of an executing thread,
mailbox, state and behavior.

A key principle of actor execution is the “isolated turn principle” [43], that
is, the processing of a message by an actor (i.e., a turn) can be viewed as a single
isolated step. This is because actors do not share state, and actors process one
message at a time. As a result, reasoning about concurrent actor programs is
simplified. Another key property of actor systems is their hierarchical supervision
for failure-management, which greatly influenced the design of fault-tolerant
systems [8].

The actor model was later, in 2011, adapted for cloud programming in pi-
oneering work on the Virtual Actor model (Figure 3b) in Microsoft’s Orleans
framework [18,13] (created at Microsoft Research). This influential work pro-
posed three core distinctions: 1) actors are virtual, i.e., they always exist, they
are not created; 2) the framework manages the actor life-cycle, i.e., actors are
activated on-demand (and passivated when there is no demand), and transpar-
ently recover from failures; and 3) actor references are virtual (logical), i.e., they
can be created and serialized, and are always valid. Importantly, a virtual actor’s
virtual identity consists of a type/class tag and a key: identity = type + key.
With this new identity, multiple actor instances (one for each key) can exist for
the same type of actor, enabling a form of data parallelism. As a result, virtual
actors are suitable for the cloud setting, and have consequently been adopted
and further extended in the cloud and serverless realm [17,29,46,56,63,61,47].
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Actor Model characterization:

– Actor-to-actor communication
– Stateful computation
– Dynamic topology: actors can create new actors; actors can create

new connections

The Actor and Virtual Actor models share similarities with other models. The
Active Object model [65] is closely related to the Actor Model, and is discussed
in the next section. The Virtual Actor model bears much similarity with the
Entity model developed by Pat Helland in 2007 [35]. In fact, many incarnations
of the virtual actor model bear the name entity [17,46,56].

2.2 Active Objects

The Active Object model is an object-oriented concurrent programming model
which evolved from the actor model and was developed in 1986 for the program-
ming language ABCL/1 [65]. The model consists of active objects with a single
thread of control and local state, which interact through asynchronous method
calls [14]. These method calls usually return a future of the return value (implic-
itly or explicitly). Within the method, the active objects can suspend and wait
(await) for a guard (i.e., a conjunction of futures or boolean expressions) to be
satisfied [32]. Important systems in this space include the ABCL/1 language [65],
the ABS language [41,32], ASP/ProActive [21,10], Rebeca [60], JCoBox [59], and
Encore [15], providing a spectrum of implementations and flavours.

The active object model can be understood as an integration of object ori-
ented concepts with the actor model [14]. This allows for compositional object-
oriented program constructions through the supported interface abstractions.
Still, there are notable differences. Method calls to active objects are statically
guaranteed to be executed. Whereas in the actor model, the actor’s behavior
and its implicit interface may change dynamically such that a message is ig-
nored. Method calls in the active object model, moreover, are tightly integrated
with futures [65], whereas futures are optional features in actor systems. One
such example is future forwarding (avoiding creating nested futures), and fu-
ture sharing [14]. Another example are nested blocking receives as available in
some actors models![34]. In contrast, active objects process further method calls
even when the called method was suspended. Overall, active objects have so-
phisticated mechanisms for process suspension and process scheduling beyond
the run-to-completion model of actors.

We can understand the term actor-like, for the purpose of this survey, to
encompass programming models that resemble the actor model and active object
model. In fact, Orleans [18,13], Durable Functions’ Entities [17], IBM KAR [63],
Ray [53], Cloudburst [62], and Kalix [47], resemble the object oriented style in
the active object model.
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2.3 Dataflow Processing

Dataflow Processing has become the de-facto standard for processing large amou-
nts of data. It defines computations as static, acyclic computational graphs. One
of the most influential early systems was MapReduce [25], developed in part as a
reaction to the complexity of managing computations over large data, dispersed
across thousands of machines. The MapReduce framework enabled computa-
tions to be programmed as sequences of Map/Reduce steps, introducing two key
innovations. Firstly, the framework fully managed fault tolerance. If any ma-
chine failed, it would recover and redo any lost computations. As a result of
this, the system guaranteed exactly-once processing: meaning, that everything
was processed and delivered exactly once, or, in other words, the system be-
haved observably equivalent to a failure-free execution [61,17]. Failures, in effect,
became completely transparent to the user; a hallmark of dataflow processing
systems. Providing exactly-once processing out-of-the-box was a great relief for
the programmer because of how notoriously difficult it is to implement man-
ually. Secondly, the computations were performed over data sharded by their
keys. This enabled data-parallelism by distributing the computation such that
data/events for the same keys were processed by the same computing nodes
using local state.

Subsequent dataflow processing models have inherited much from MapRe-
duce, such as the vertex centric model [50], Apache Spark [66], Apache Kafka [45],
Apache Flink [20], Google Dataflow [5], and Naiad [54]. While these frameworks
have improved in terms of performance as well as expressiveness, they still ad-
here to the same characteristics as MapReduce did: they provide transparent
fault-tolerance (typically, a distributed two-phase commit); and computations
occur over a per-key context.

Dataflow Processing characterization:

– Transparent fault-tolerance, exactly-once processing guarantees
– Scalability, data-parallelism, computations over a per-key context
– Static, directed acyclic computational graphs (DAGs)

2.4 Functions-as-a-Service (FaaS)

Serverless computing would come to offer even more convenience for develop-
ing scalable and distributed services: a fully-managed runtime that would exe-
cute Functions-as-a-Service (FaaS). These services are specified by two compo-
nents [22]: 1) the functions which are to be executed; and 2) the types of events
that trigger the functions. These functions are executed on a serverless platform:
the code is run on-demand, the billing is only per-use, abstracting away any of
the servers and infrastructure from the user [22]. The computing model no longer
requires manual provisioning of virtual machines or servers (hence, “serverless”),
instead, the serverless platform fully manages the execution.
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The major cloud vendors started adopting this new trend [12], with AWS
Lambda [6] introduced in 2014, and other similar services right after [49] (Azure
Functions [51], IBM Cloud Functions [40], Google Cloud Functions [31]).

Functions-as-a-Service are typically restricted to stateless functions with lim-
ited composition beyond step-like workflows, which are commonly cited chal-
lenges with serverless computing [12,36,42]. In reaction to this, recent program-
ming models have started to support stateful serverless applications with more
flexible communication and composition primitives [53,29,4,62,17,63,61,56,47].
These models utilize abstractions closely resembling actors, active objects, enti-
ties, and virtual actors.

Functions-as-a-Service (Serverless) characterization:

– Stateless functions triggered by events
– Elastic scalability, code is run on-demand, billing is per-use
– Fully-managed runtime/platform

2.5 Actor-Like Serverless Computing

Actor-like programming models for serverless computing, sometimes also referred
to as stateful serverless, are a combination of actor, dataflow, and serverless prin-
ciples; they provide the flexibility of stateful computations with actor-to-actor
communication; together with the fault-tolerance and data-parallel scalability of
dataflow processing; with the serverless, fully-managed execution platform, run
on-demand.

These combinations require the virtualization (decoupling) of the follow-
ing components: function, compute, state, and event queue (mailbox) (see Fig-
ure 3b). Similarly to FaaS, the functions can be considered stateless: the func-
tion signature has both a stateful context and an event as parameters: F:

Ctx => Event => Unit. The provided context Ctx gives the function access
to state (Ctx.state) as well as the capabilities to interact with its environment
(e.g., Ctx.send). This decoupling, in turn, enables the on-demand scalability
through replicating the functions and migrating state, and the transparent fault-
tolerance through capturing any side-effects in terms of state and events from
the context.

Systems in this space have adopted some of these new principles. The Virtual
Actor model in Orleans [18,13], created at Microsoft Research, provided many of
these features but lacked strong fault-tolerance guarantees such as exactly-once
processing, or a fully-managed platform. Ray [53] and Cloudburst [62], incor-
porated actor principles with serverless (FaaS), forming decoupled (non-virtual)
actors with automatic failure recovery providing at-least-once (and, tunable,
at-most-once) guarantees. Another direction towards stateful functions, as seen
on Flink [29,4], merged principles from dataflow processing with actors: scal-
able, data-parallel, stateful functions with function-to-function messaging and
exactly-once processing guarantees.
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Listing 1: A bank account entity that can get, deposit, withdraw, and transfer.

1 class Account(ctx: Context):
2 val balance = PersistentState[Int](ctx).withDefault(0)
3

4 def get(): Int =
5 balance.get()
6

7 def deposit(amount: Int): Unit =
8 balance.set(balance.get() + amount)
9

10 def withdraw(amount: Int): Unit =
11 balance.set(balance.get() − amount)
12

13 def transfer(amount: Int, to: String): Unit =
14 val otherAccount = EntityRef[Account](ctx).withKey(to)
15 if balance.get() > amount then
16 balance.set(balance.get() − amount)
17 otherAccount.deposit(amount)

More recently, proposals for stateful serverless programming models have
emerged, merging actors, dataflow processing, and serverless, enabling the writ-
ing of stateful services with powerful compositional abstractions, while providing
exactly-once processing guarantees. Notable systems include Microsoft’s Durable
Functions [17], IBM KAR [63], Portals [61], Stateful Entities [56], and Kalix [47].

An example entity representing a bank account is shown in Listing 1 in a
style inspired by various systems [18,17,47,61,56,63,29,4]. It shows a bank ac-
count class that takes the runtime context as a parameter in its constructor
(line 1). The runtime context is used to provide access to the side-effects of the
entity: the state and the outgoing messages. The persisted state of the entity
is explicitly declared on line 2, representing the account’s balance with initial
value 0. The entity defines methods, for getting, depositing to, and withdrawing
from the account. It also defines a method for transferring an amount from the
account to another account. Creating a reference to the other account (receiving
the transfer), is achieved through the EntityRef factory, which takes the runtime
context as well as a parameter for the other accounts key (line 14). This way a
reference can be created, and later used for depositing the transferred amount
(line 17). This example highlights some of the features of entities: the persistent
explicit state, and the per-key identity. Note that the balance is not shared be-
tween different keys, rather, every key has its own balance value. The example
also highlights potential issues due to the asynchronous nature of the method
invocations on these actors: concurrently issued withdraw invocations may cause
an overdraft on the account. In order to overcome this, some transactional mech-
anisms or similar would be needed.
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Characterization In general, we would characterize these actor-like serverless
systems through five characteristics.

Actor-like serverless computing characterization:

1. Actor-like (Virtual Actors, Entities)
2. Data-parallel, keyed, scalable
3. Transparent fault-tolerance, exactly-once processing
4. Decoupled / externalized state, virtualization
5. Serverless execution, managed runtime

The execution model of serverless actor-like systems resemble the isolated
turn principle [43] from actors with an additional per-key execution context: the
execution of actors can be thought of an execution over isolated turns, in which
a turn consists of an actor instance, identified by its type and key, consuming
a message from its mailbox (mailboxes are disjoint over keys), executing the
statements in the behavior, and possibly producing output messages and/or a
state/behavior change. These turns are executed serially for a key, so that no
two events are processed at the same time for a given actor type and key.

3 Challenges of Serverless Actors and Active Objects

Stateful serverless programming aims to provide several desirable properties
which, in combination, are challenging without sacrificing the fault tolerance,
flexibility, or performance. In particular, the following properties are essential:
(a) serverless state management, enabling the provisioning of compute resources
on demand; (b) fault tolerance with corresponding execution guarantees, provid-
ing the illusion of a failure-free execution in the presence of faulty computers and
networks. In the following, we discuss the challenges of providing these properties
in the context of actor and active object languages.

3.1 Serverless State Management

Serverless computing abstracts from the underlying computing infrastructure,
providing load-based scaling of computing resources on demand. The automatic
provisioning of compute resources affects the state management of the program-
ming system. To illustrate some resulting challenges, consider the example shown
in Listing 1. Suppose the deposit method of an Account is called by a different
entity. When the deposit method is invoked on an entity reference, the cor-
responding entity instance must be activated on a suitable compute resource
(e.g., a virtual machine running in a data center). Note that we cannot assume
that the entity instance is already loaded into the memory of a specific vir-
tual machine. Instead, load-based scaling requires dynamically loading/activate
a varying number of entity instances into a varying number of compute nodes.
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Listing 2: An account entity with a guard on its withdraw method (replacing
the withdraw method for the account entity from Listing 1).

1 class Account(ctx: Context):
2 ... // (see Listing 1)
3 val balance = PersistentState[Int](ctx).withDefault(0)
4 def withdraw(amount: Int): Unit =
5 await balance.get() >= amount
6 balance.set(balance.get() − amount)

Likewise, in case demand for requests to certain entities drop, it must be possi-
ble to passivate entity instances by persisting their state to stable storage and
deallocating their memory. This means that all state of an entity must sup-
port serialization and the runtime system must be able to manage this state to
support automatic passivation and activation.

Passivating the state of an entity is challenging in cases the programming
model supports guards (e.g., ABS [41]), or blocking receive statements (e.g., Er-
lang [9]). To illustrate this, consider the withdraw method in Listing 2. On line
5, an ABS-style guard, await balance.get() >= amount, ensures that any call
is suspended until the guard evaluates to true, ensuring a non-negative balance.
This means that passivated entities might contain suspended calls. For this rea-
son, the suspended calls and their execution state must be passivated as well, so
that they subsequently can fully restore the suspended calls and be activated.
Depending on the concrete programming model, execution states of suspended
calls might consist of coroutines (e.g., ABS [41], JCoBox [59]) or stackful contin-
uations which are challenging to serialize (e.g., due to embedded, non-portable
memory addresses). In case the execution state of a suspended call or a suspended
receive statement consists of just a continuation closure (e.g., Scala Actors [34]),
it is possible to support safe serialization using Spores [52] or other constructs
that ensure the serializability of a closure’s environment. For the reasons men-
tioned above, it is challenging to support the passivation and activation of actors
and active objects in the context of serverless.

3.2 Fault Tolerance

Building distributed systems, i.e., applications executing across multiple inter-
connected computers, requires handling faults such as machine crashes and unre-
liable or disconnected network connections. Consequently, distributed program-
ming systems have long supported this through abstractions and constructs for
fault handling. For example, Erlang’s constructs for actor monitoring and su-
pervision have been used successfully for building highly available distributed
systems in the telecom industry [7]. Despite this, building distributed systems
that completely mask failures has remained challenging, except for restricted
computation patterns and system architectures (e.g., Dataflow Processing).
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The challenges of providing transparent fault tolerance in the context of ac-
tors and active objects are due to the combination and interplay of the following
dimensions.

Stateful computation. To enable recovering from faults, mutable state must
be distributed across multiple replicas running on different computers. These
replicas must be synchronized whenever the state is updated. Furthermore, state
updates must be transactional: recovering from faults must not inadvertently
repeat a state update that was already applied.

Non-deterministic behavior. General concurrent programming models, such
as active objects and actors, support writing non-deterministic programs. For
example, when two concurrent active objects each call a method on a third ac-
tive object, the two method calls are concurrent and thus their execution order is
non-deterministic. In general, the behavior may also include non-deterministic
computations, such as random number generation or the use of local time/-
clocks. Supporting non-determinsitic behavior in fault-tolerant systems is chal-
lenging, since computations might have to be re-executed when recovering from
faults. However, re-executing non-deterministic code can change the outcome of
computations, thereby failing to provide the illusion of a failure-free execution.
Supporting non-deterministic behavior thus requires the use of implementation
techniques that do not make use of re-execution (such as rollback-recovery [28]),
or logging all sources of non-determinism [30], making state management more
complex and potentially increasing runtime overhead. This is further compli-
cated by the dynamic topology of actor systems.

Interaction with external systems. In practice, distributed systems typically
interact with various external systems, such as database management systems,
distributed file systems, message queues. Requests submitted to external sys-
tems must not be tentative (and subject to potential rollback recovery); since
such requests, in general, cannot be undone, they can only be submitted if the
present system ensures that they are never going to be repeated, even during
fault recovery.

Due to the above challenges, some stateful serverless programming systems
trade flexibility for fault-tolerance guarantees. For example, instead of providing
Exactly-Once Processing, some systems only provide At-Most-Once or At-Least-
Once fault-tolerance guarantees. The latter significantly increases the complexity
of the programming model, since events need to be either idempotent or dedupli-
cated manually. On the other hand, At-Most-Once requires dealing with dropped
events without support from the programming system. Although there are no
fundamental limitations to execute the classic actor and active object model
serverlessly, doing so comes at a tradeoff between the expressiveness, guaran-
tees, performance, and cost of the model. The next section will explore various
systems to highlight their variations among these dimensions.
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4 Analysis of Actor-Like Serverless Systems

In this section we analyze the properties of a selection of systems at the inter-
section of actors, dataflow processing, and serverless. The analysis is structured
around two questions. First, we analyze their specific properties with respect
to the programming model. Second, we analyze their properties with respect to
serverless execution. The purpose is to give an overview of similarities and dis-
similarities between the programming models and implementations. The systems
under survey are the following.

– The Orleans system [18,13], pioneering the virtual actor model.
– Durable Functions’ Entities [17,16], virtual actors that can be used together

with other abstractions such as Orchestrations and Activities within Mi-
crosoft’s Durable Functions framework.

– Apache Flink Stateful Functions [29,4], an abstraction of virtual actor-like
stateful functions running on Apache Flink, independently developed by dif-
ferent groups [29,4].

– IBM KAR [63], a polyglot scalable and fault-tolerant virtual actor system.
– Kalix [47], a serverless platform for deploying microservices consisting of

entities, actions, and views.
– Portals and Portals’ Actors [61], a research project and programming model

which unifies the actor model with the dataflow processing model.
– Ray [53], a framework for scaling actor-like computational tasks, focused on

reinforcement learning.
– Cloudburst [62], a stateful functions research project which leverages CRDT

state for its execution.

Although not all systems fit the characterization from section 2.5, e.g., through
a lack of a fully-managed platform with per-use billing, they are included in this
survey as they are closely related and provide valuable insights.

4.1 Programming Model

We analyze the programming models of the systems across three categories: actor
style; communication; and state and computation. The analysis is reflected in
Table 1.

Actor Style. The actor-like systems can be divided into two groups based on
their style: virtual; and non-virtual (see Table 1). These two groups differ quite
uniformly over the properties in our analysis.

Life-cycle. Virtual actors have a virtual life-cycle, they exist by definition
rather than through creation. Non-virtual actors, in contrast, exist through cre-
ation.

Identity and References. Identifying a virtual actor is achieved through a
virtual identity. Virtual actor references are constructed from identities using
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Table 1: Programming model properties.
Dyn. Topology (Int/Ext)

Actor Style Application Comm. Ext. State Fault-Transp.

Orleans virtual ✗ / ✓ ✓ / ✓ ✓ ✓-
Durable Functions virtual ✗ / ✓ ✓ / ✓ ✓ ✓

Flink StateFun virtual ✗ / ✓ ✓ / ✓ ✓ ✓

IBM KAR virtual ✗ / ✓ ✓ / ✓ ✓ ✓-
Kalix virtual ✗ / ✓ ✓ / ✓ ✓ ✓-
Portals virtual ✗ / ✓ ✗ / ✓ ✓ ✓

Ray non-virtual ✓ / ✓ ✓ / ✓ ✓ ✓-
Cloudburst non-virtual ✓ / ✓ ✓ / ✓ ✓ ✓-

factories. The virtual actor references are not strictly always valid when refer-
ences can be forged from nonsensical user-provided strings [29,17,63,47]: if there
is no corresponding actor definition for the provided string then this may cause
a runtime error. Other systems ensure that references are valid either through
compilation checks [61] or through reference factories constructed from exist-
ing actor types [18]. Non-virtual actors, in contrast, have references bound to
lifetimes, which become invalidated if the referenced actor ceases to exist [53,62].

Actor Topology. The topology consists of the actors and how they are con-
nected. We distinguish between Application and Communication topologies. The
application topology consists of the actors, i.e., if actors can be created and de-
stroyed. The communication topology is the set of connections between actors,
i.e., if new connections can be formed, through exchanges of actor references. On
another dimension, we also distinguish between Internal and External changes.
Internal changes are triggered by the actors themselves, e.g., an actor creat-
ing another actor; External changes are triggered by an outside force, e.g., the
driving application creating new actors or creating new connections (dynamic
reconfiguration). The non-virtual actor systems are dynamic in all four cases
(Table 1) [53,62]. The virtual actor systems, in contrast, have dynamic commu-
nication topologies, and partially dynamic application topologies (actors cannot
create new actors, but the external force can do so) [18,17,29,63,61,47]. All of
the systems have first-class references. The Portals system is an exception, it
restricts actors from creating new connections dynamically through exchanging
references; actor references are only usable by actors with the right capabilities,
these capabilities are assigned statically through the actor definitions [61].

Communication. Actors communicate by exchanging messages either in the
form of message sends or method calls (cf., actors / active objects [43]) (see
Table 2). Out of the selected systems, five had method-based communication,
and three had message-based communication. The difference between the two
is mostly syntactical, and some systems even provide both styles of interfaces
for the actor communication [17]. For this reason we will not further distinguish
between these interfaces; we will consider a Method Invocation to correspond
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Table 2: Communication properties.
Msg Ops Msg Futures Futures Retrieve Ops

Orleans Send, Call, Reply ✓ Tunable
Durable Functions Send, Reply- ✗ -
Flink StateFun Send, Reply ✗ -
IBM KAR Send, Call, TailCall, Reply ✓ Blocking
Kalix Send, Call, Reply, Forward - -
Portals Send, Call, Reply ✓ Non-blocking
Ray Call, Reply ✓ Blocking
Cloudburst Call, Reply ✓ Blocking

to a Send operation if it does not return a value, and to a Call operation if it
returns a future of the return value. Similarly, we consider Return to correspond
to the Reply operation.

Message Operations. All systems support the Send and Reply communication
primitives. The exception, here, is Durable Functions [17], which can only reply
to calls from Orchestrations. The TailCall primitive supported by IBM KAR,
is for orchestrating guarantees across a chain of invocations: the previous call
has to have finished/committed before the subsequent calls in the tail call are
executed [63]. This can be used for higher fault-tolerance guarantees beyond
what is provided. The Forward call in Kalix is a special operation which can
forward a replyable message to another service [47].

State and Computation. The serverless computing paradigm is built on the
decoupling of execution from side-effects and state. The programming models all
provide explicit external state abstractions for this (Table 1), accessible through
either a KV store-like interface [62,63], an object-store [53], or typed coarse-
grained [18,47] or fine-grained [61,29,17] factories/annotations. Local variables,
in contrast, do not survive a crash or migration, and are re-initialized upon
activation of the actor.

Shared Memory. Although uncommon in actor-like abstractions, we found
some instances of shared memory. Ray [53] has shared memory in the form of
an external immutable first-writer-wins object store with distributed futures.
Cloudburst [62] functions, on the other hand, share access to an eventually con-
sistent key-value store, with additional mechanisms to enforce causal session
consistency. Kalix [47] has replicated entity types backed by CRDTs which can
be used as a form of highly available replicated shared state.

Concurrent Processing & Futures. Most systems provide futures for messag-
ing and awaiting the completion of futures as a concurrency abstraction (see
Table 2). An exception is Durable Functions [17] which does not provide futures
for their Entities but for the Orchestrations. Similarly, Kalix supports futures
(async effects) on Actions with operations reminiscent of chaining futures [47],
it was unclear if this also applies to Entities, for this reason the entry was left
blank. Flink Stateful Functions [29] provides futures for asynchronous opera-
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tions, but not for asynchronous message calls expecting a reply. In the table,
we only consider futures that are created from inter-actor messages / method
invocations.

While the actor model is traditionally continuous and non-blocking (re-
entrant) to ensure liveness [43], processing an await command on a future forces
the system to choose between blocking or re-entrant execution. The Blocking
mode blocks the execution of further events of the same key until the await
command completes [63,53,62]. Whereas the Re-entrant mode interleaves the
processing of subsequent events before the await command has completed, en-
abling increased concurrency and avoiding potential issues associated with block-
ing [29,61]. This choice is also a tunable setting in some systems [18]. Further,
IBM KAR provide a mode for re-entrant execution for method calls on itself
with the same session-id [63].

Failure Transparency. Failure transparency enables the developer to write ap-
plications without having to reason about certain failures (Table 1). The system
is completely failure transparent if it provides exactly-once processing (marked
as ExO in Table 3): the application does not have to manage anything related to
failures [17,29,61]. If the system is partially failure transparent, that is, it pro-
vides at-most-once/at-least-once guarantees and some failure support (marked
as AMO/ALO), then the application must manually perform certain actions for
failure tolerance. For example, Orleans [18] and Ray [53] provide methods for
asynchronously persisting and reading state, and it is up to the developer to
implement it for the required guarantees. Whereas IBM KAR [63], Kalix [47],
and Cloudburst [62] automatically retry function invocations (at-least-once), and
the developer must ensure that the function is idempotent. For these reasons,
exactly-once processing make programs significantly easier to write and reason
about.

4.2 Serverless Execution

In this section we analyze properties related to the serverless execution and
runtime. The analysis is structured around four categories: fault-tolerance; state
management; scalability; and platform management (Table 3).

Fault Tolerance & Guarantees. Fault-tolerance guarantees are crucial for
distributed systems, commonly expressed as one of the following: Exactly-Once
(ExO), At-Most-Once (AMO), and At-Least-Once (ALO) (Table 3). Out of
these, Exactly-Once is the strongest guarantee, guaranteeing that every event
is delivered and processed exactly-once, implemented by three of the studied
systems [17,29,61]. Exactly-once can also be regarded as observably failure-free,
that is, the execution, and what is observed by the user, behaves as though it is
failure-free. This greatly simplifies reasoning about distributed programs, elimi-
nating the need for manual deduplication and the need to ensure that functions
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Table 3: Serverless execution properties.
Proc. Guarantees State Parallelism Plaftform Mgmt

Orleans AMO/ALO Ext Data ✗

Durable Functions ExO Embedded Data ✓

Flink StateFun ExO Ext Data ✓

IBM KAR ALO Ext Data ✗

Kalix ALO Ext Data ✓

Portals ExO Embedded Data ✗

Ray AMO/ALO Ext Task ✓

Cloudburst ALO Ext Task ✗

are idempotent. At-Most-Once, in contrast, guarantees that every event is de-
livered and processed at most once (failed invocations are not retried); whereas,
At-Least-Once, guarantees that every event is delivered and processed at least
once (failed invocations are continually retried until success). The choice between
the latter two may be tunable in some cases [18,53], whereas others only provide
At-Least-Once semantics [62,63,47].

Failure-Recovery. Failure-recovery enables the system to effectively mask fail-
ures such as crashes or message loss from the observed execution. The exactly-
once processing systems [17,16,29,19,61] use a checkpointing and recovery strat-
egy [28]. This approach involves the system periodically creating checkpoints
that comprise: 1) the actor state; and 2) the event queues. In the event of a
failure, recovery proceeds by restarting the actors from the most recent check-
pointed state and replaying events from the last checkpointed event queues. The
challenge of establishing consistent checkpoints lies in taking causally-consistent
snapshots of the system. This is done in Flink [19] and Portals [61] with a snap-
shotting protocol similar to the one presented by Chandy and Lamport [23]. In
the Netherite runtime for Durable Functions, in contrast, a distributed snapshot
is avoided by isolating the processing nodes and blocking events from being ob-
served until they have been committed [16]. Other implementations that do not
provide exactly-once processing guarantees restart from the latest checkpointed
state, but may potentially replay events more than once (at-least-once), or drop
events (at-most-once) [18,63,62,53,13,47].

State Management. The runtime necessarily manages the state in order to en-
sure strong fault-tolerance guarantees. This state is either external, i.e., primar-
ily on some external storage, cached locally for quicker access [18,63,53,62,47];
or embedded, i.e., hosted in-full locally on the computing nodes, and persisted
externally for durability (Table 3). There is a trade-off between the two. Exter-
nal state offers a higher decoupling, making it easier to scale up and down, as
external state does not need to be migrated during reconfiguration. Embedded
state, on the contrary, yields higher processing throughput and lower latency for
stateful computations [17,16,61].
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Scalability and Parallelism. All systems under discussion offer elastic scala-
bility, enabling the runtime to flexibly scale up or down in response to demand.
In this context, two forms of parallelism emerge (Table 3). The Non-Virtual
Actors frameworks facilitate task-level parallelism. This is achieved by spawn-
ing new actors assigned to perform specific tasks and subsequently terminating
them upon task completion. The Virtual Actors frameworks, on the other hand,
support data-level parallelism, as a single actor definition is applied to many
events but over different keys.

Platform Management. Platform management entails managing all aspects
related to the runtime and the servers. That is, the user should only need to
supply the stateful functions definitions and event triggers, and the platform
should manage everything else, billing per-use. Of the selected systems, only
Durable Functions [17] and Kalix [47] are purposefully built for that (Table 3).
Concerning the other systems, both Flink (the Ververica Platform) and Ray (the
Anyscale Platform) have hosted platforms available.

4.3 Related Work

This section concludes the analysis through summarizing other systems that were
not included in the main analysis. Data-Parallel Actors [44] is a research project
for writing data-parallel query systems, it is used to distribute otherwise non-
distributed systems, such as databases and analytics systems. It does so by using
an actor-like abstraction, which manages a partition of the wrapped system, for
which the data-parallel actor must serve user-defined composable queries over
the partitioned data, such as Map, FlatMap, Scatter, Gather ; these queries ap-
ply to all partitions. Crucial [55] is a stateful serverless system for programming
parallel applications. It executes on top of existing FaaS platforms, and pro-
vides a shared memory abstraction for fine-grained synchronization primitives
and sharing larger state which can be used by the deployed functions. It exe-
cutes on existing FaaS infrastructure with at-least-once guarantees. Beldi [67]
enables writing fault-tolerant stateful serverless functions. It does so by pro-
viding primitives for consistently reading and writing from a shared memory,
for transactional workloads with locking and transactions, and invoking other
functions from within the function. It provides exactly-once processing guaran-
tees using existing FaaS frameworks together with a strongly consistent storage
provider. A.M.B.R.O.S.I.A. [30] is a system for transparent fault-tolerant non-
deterministic applications. Ambrosia services are executed by actor-like abstrac-
tions called “immortals” using event sourcing and replay recovery for exactly-
once guarantees, for which non-determinism are captured through impulses. For
a replay to recover to a consistent state, it is important that the application
adheres to a “weak language binding contract”: from some state, any execution
of inputs must result in an equivalent final state, outgoing events must be for the
same destinations and in the same order, but may differ in content. AEON [57]
is a scalable and elastic actor framework which guarantees strict serializability
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for events across actors using an ownership hierarchy. In follow-up work [58], the
runtime is extended with programmable elasticity policies. The ABS model [41]
has been used in the context of modelling distributed computing models, for
example Spark Streaming [48], and Kubernetes deployments [64], making use of
suspending guards for expressing the logic.

5 Research Directions

In this section we highlight some research directions with actor-like models for
serverless computing.

Static guarantees, formal proofs. There are two main challenges with deploy-
ing serverless actor-like models: 1) ensuring that the user application is statically
sound, and 2) ensuring that the runtime is fault-tolerant. For the first, a com-
mon error in user code is due to user-defined functions capturing non-serializable
state from the environment [52]. This may cause errors which are hard to de-
bug due to the distributed execution, and consequently crash. This and similar
issues, such as well-typed channels, existing dependencies, may be caught stat-
ically at compile-time, and thus prevent the user from deploying the applica-
tion. For the second challenge, it is important to provide formal proofs for the
fault-tolerance guarantees. There has been some work in this area proving the
failure-guarantees [63,17]; future research efforts should focus on formally prov-
ing more implementations, and providing new proof-techniques and frameworks.
Beside formal proofs, it is also an important research direction to continue the
exploration of fault-tolerance mechanisms used in this context.

End-to-end exactly-once processing with external systems. Distributed sys-
tems are rarely used in isolation. Especially the types of systems presented in
this survey are likely to be used together with other services. For this reason
it is important to ensure that certain guarantees, such as exactly-once pro-
cessing, are provided end-to-end, across the external systems. The problem,
however, is that the side-effects to external systems are typically not tracked
by the system itself. In the context of dataflow processing, end-to-end guar-
antees are achieved through using transactional sinks, for example, connecting
Flink [20] and Kafka [45]. Similarly, Portals suggests connecting external sys-
tems via atomic streams (transactional streams) for preserving the end-to-end
guarantees [61]. More research in this area is warranted, both formal proofs
and abstractions, as well as implementations and primitives for interacting with
external systems.

New abstractions and primitives. First, the presented actor-like abstractions
may not be suitable for all types of applications. This is especially problem-
atic as the serverless paradigm restricts the application developer from imple-
menting their own core abstractions. Examples include the Orchestrations in
Durable Functions used for orchestrating workflows with the capability to per-
form blocking calls to and transactions across entities [17]. Another abstraction
is a stateless function or actor as a way to distributed work in a task-parallel fash-
ion [18,17,47]. Second, new communication and compositional primitives can be
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explored. One example here, are data-parallel operations over actors [44], which
allow applying Map, FlatMap, Scatter, and Gather operations over all instances
of a data-parallel actor. Third, libraries present an interesting opportunity to
leverage the implementations and provide higher-level abstractions (e.g., level
four in Figure 1). Examples of this include numerous machine learning libraries
on top of Ray [53], transactional libraries for Orleans [27] and Flink Stateful
Functions [37], and streaming libraries [13]. Lastly, with the advancement of
machine learning models, the importance of incorporating robust model serv-
ing capabilities within serverless frameworks has grown. Exploring this avenue
presents interesting research opportunities.

6 Conclusion

This study has explored actor-like programming models within the context of
serverless computing by providing a background, extracting distinctive features,
outlining challenges, analyzing popular implementations within the field, con-
cluding with suggestions for research directions.

In this paper, the development of actor-like models for serverless comput-
ing is traced back to the roots of Actors, Active Objects, Dataflow Process-
ing, and Functions-as-a-Service, and presents a case for how merging principles
of these three fields are expressed in the actor-like stateful serverless program-
ming models as seen today: actor-like, virtual, data-parallel with decoupled state
and transparent fault-tolerance in a serverless execution model. The core chal-
lenges of implementing serverless actors are the serverless state management
and the fault tolerant execution. This includes managing the execution state of
suspended objects, and providing fault-tolerance of non-deterministic functions
in a dynamic environment. The analysis highlights similarities and differences
between the implementations. One important difference is the choice between
different fault-tolerance levels provided by the systems: at-least-once; at-most-
once; exactly-once, as it affects many aspects surrounding the programming
model and the implementation thereof. As future research directions, we sug-
gest further exploring methods for static guarantees, end-to-end fault-tolerance,
and new programming abstractions.

In summary, this survey of actor-like models in serverless computing has
revealed a diverse and evolving field. Further work in this field can make future
serverless systems more expressive and robust, resulting in more reliable and
efficient software.
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Abstract. Session types provide a typing discipline for communication
systems, and a number of programming languages are integrated with
session types. This paper provides a survey of programming language
implementations which use the structuring mechanism from multiparty
session types (MPST ). The theory of MPST guarantees that processes
following a predefined communication protocol (a multiparty session) are
free from communication errors and deadlocks. We discuss the top-down,
bottom-up and hybrid MPST frameworks, and compare their positive
and negative aspects, through a Rust MPST implementation framework,
Rumpsteak. We also survey MPST implementations with dynamic (run-
time) verification which target active object programming languages.

1 Introduction

Since the first implementation work which integrates session types [68,27] into
the mainstream programming language, Java [32], the session types community
has been actively engaged with implementations or integration of session types
into various programming languages and tools. This survey focuses on the pro-
gramming language implementations and tools based on multiparty session types
(MPST) [28,29].

Initially, session types had a main open problem, repeatedly posed by indus-
try partners and researchers: whether the original binary session types [68,27] can
be extended to multiparty (i.e. more than two parties). This is a natural ques-
tion since most of business and distributed protocols and parallel computations
are written in multiparty communications. The hint to discover a multiparty
session type theory had come from an abstract version of “choreography” de-
veloped in W3C Web Service Choreography Description Language (WS-CDL)
group [10]. Since the idea was first published in [28], it has been studied and used
from many different theoretical and practical aspects in the research community,
such as the automata theory, model checking, runtime verification, linear logic,
workflows, contracts and mechanisation. With RedHat, multiparty session types
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have opened their way to industry with the new JBoss Scribble Project (a lan-
guage to describe multiparty session types). In the U.S., Ocean Observatories
Initiative (OOI) [64] deployed dynamic runtime checking using Scribble for his-
torically large cyberinfrastructures. A new industry-led application domain of
MPST is microservices– Estafet commercialised a tool which generates Go code
for microservices from Scribble [17].

After nearly 15 years from the birth of MPST, as far as we have known,
MPST is integrated over 16 different programming languages. Moreover, for
some languages, several MPST tools exist: for example, research came up with
various MPST tools integrated in Java, and that has led to different MPST-
flavoured Java versions or related technologies such as Scribble.

Among the wide range of formal methods for verifying communicating sys-
tems, the MPST framework offers a direct link to programming primitives that
digest the structures and dynamics of multiple communicating components.
Specifically:

1. Multiparty session types offer clean abstractions of communicating behaviour
as a protocol, defining a fundamental Application Programming Interface
(API) of components, aiding modular development and well-structured en-
gineering;

2. Multiparty session types give a scalable automatic verification method with-
out state-space explosion problems, extensible to check more advanced/gen-
eral properties, applying model-checking tools; and

3. Multiparty session types offer a foundation for more refined verification
methods, such as the elaboration of components’ type signature with as-
sertions and monitoring and tracing behaviours of the systems.

The key element of MPST is a global type, which globally (i.e. in a bird’s eye
view) describes how message exchanges in a conversation (or session) proceed
among its participants (end-points). To obtain the local protocol which an end-
point should obey from a global protocol, we project the local portion of a global
protocol onto each end-point, giving the end-point’s interface with respect to that
protocol. This local interface generalises the familiar notion of API, which can
be regarded as the server-side projection of a two-party call-return protocol. One
can then use, at each end-point, these projected local protocols to concurrently
build and test an end-point system conforming to the local protocols so that the
original global protocols are obeyed in the interactions among these systems.

The first part of this paper outlines three different MPST frameworks using
a MPST Rust toolchain, Rumpsteak, as an example. The second part gives
a summary of all MPST programming language implementations since 2008
and compares them through several criteria. The first part of this paper is an
extended version of a short paper which appeared in [12]. A part of a survey
of the top-down framework explained in § 3.1 is an expansion from [41, § 6.2],
including the recent MPST implementations published after [41].
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Fig. 1: Top-down MPST methodology: Highlight is supplied/done by user.

2 Multiparty Session Type Frameworks

This section explains the three frameworks of the multiparty session types (MPST),
which combine the asynchronous message optimisation. We use the Rust frame-
work, Rumpsteak [13], for the illustration as the toolchain implements the three
frameworks. We start from the most standard and commonly used top-down
framework, which can ensure correctness by construction.

2.1 Top-Down Multiparty Session Type Framework

Workflow. Fig. 1 presents the top-down MPST methodology. As the first step,
we write a global type G to describe the interactions between all roles, and project
it onto each role to obtain an endpoint local type Li; then we apply asynchronous
subtyping [21] to optimise each Li to obtain L1

i (denoted by L1
iďLi); and finally,

we type-check each process Pi by L1
i. Hence the group of processes P1...Pn created

in this way are free from communication errors such as deadlocks.

In the Rumpsteak tool-chain (its stages correspond to the right-hand side
in Fig. 1), a global type is written as a protocol, each local type is represented
as a communicating finite state machine (CFSM) [5] (we denote a CFSM by
M). The highlight denotes the part supplied by the user. More specifically, the
implementation is conducted by the following steps: in

Step 1 we write a protocol to describe the interactions, and project it onto each
role to obtain an endpoint communicating finite state machine (CFSM) Mi;

Step 2 we optimise each Mi to obtain M 1
i ;

Step 3 we generate an API Ai from each M 1
i ; and

Step 4 we use each Ai to create an asynchronous Rust process Pi.
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G “ µt.A Ñ B :

"

addpi32q.B Ñ C :

"

addpi32q.C Ñ A : taddpi32q.tu

subpi32q.C Ñ A : tsubpi32q.tu

**

LB “ µt.A?addpi32q.tC!addpi32q.t ‘ C!subpi32q.tu

L1
B “ µt.tC!addpi32q.A?addpi32q.t ‘ C!subpi32q.A?addpi32q.tu

Fig. 2: Global type (top) and the original LB and optimised L1
B local types (bot-

tom) for the ring-choice protocol

A B C

A B C

A B C

A B C

A B C

A B C

A B C

A B C

I (projected) I 1 (optimised)

0 1

C!addpi32q

A?addpi32q

C!subpi32q

MB (projected)

0 1

C!addpi32q

A?addpi32q

C!subpi32q

M 1
B (optimised)

Fig. 3: Ring protocol: (Left) Projected and optimised interactions; (Right) Pro-
jected and optimised session CFSMs.

End-Point Projection. For illustration, we use a ring protocol extended with
choice (ring-choice) whose global type G is given in Fig. 2 (top). Role B chooses
between sending an add or a sub message to role C, which must in turn send
the same label to role A. We then project G into each role to obtain a set of
local types. Fig. 2 (bottom) gives a local type of role B (denoted by LB) where !
and ? denote send and receive respectively, and ‘ denotes the output (internal)
choice.

In the implementation, for [Step 1], Rumpsteak uses νScr [63,75], which
is a new lightweight and extensible Scribble toolchain implemented in OCaml.
The Scribble language [26,73] is widely used to describe multiparty protocols,
agnostic to target languages. Then the tool generates a CFSM for each role. The
generated CFSM for role B (denoted by MB) is given in Fig. 3 (right).

Asynchronous Message-Reordering Optimisation. A protocol G is syn-
chronous—i.e., näıvely projecting it onto B produces an overly synchronised
local type LB. If A is slow to send its value to B then the entire interaction is
blocked (as shown in I in Fig. 3). Instead, assuming each process begins with
its own initial value, B could send its value to C in the meantime, allowing C to
begin its next iteration (as shown in I 1 in Fig. 3).

Therefore, in [Step 2], we transform LB into the optimal L1
B in Fig. 2.

Importantly, we ensure that (1) no data dependencies exist between interactions,
allowing their order to be changed; and (2) L1

B is an asynchronous subtype [21]
of LB (L1

BďLB), allowing it to safely be used as a substitution while preserving
deadlock-freedom. The CFSM representations of LB and L1

B are given in MB

and M 1
B in Fig. 3, respectively. While the asynchronous subtyping is proven
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undecidable [45], Rumpsteak implements the sound decidable algorithm which
calculates approximately whether M 1

B is a subtype of MB [13].

Code Generation. While in the theory, we do not have this step, Rumpsteak

includes a code generator to produce an API in [Step 3]. Listing 1 shows the
API AB corresponding to the CFSMM 1

B, from which we have elided other partic-
ipants. To ensure that our API remains readable by developers and to eliminate
extensive boilerplate code, we make use of Rust procedural macros [69]. By dec-
orating types with #[...], these macros perform additional compile-time code
generation. For each role, we generate a struct storing its communication chan-
nels with other roles. For example, B (line 3) contains unidirectional channels
from A and to C as per the protocol. We use #[derive(Role)] to retrieve channels
from the struct.

We build a set of generic primitives to construct a simple API—reducing the
amount of generated code and avoiding arbitrarily named types. For instance,
the Receive primitive (line 22) takes a role, label and continuation as generic
parameters. For readability, we elide two additional parameters used to store
channels at runtime with #[session].

Each choice generates an enum, as seen in RingBChoice (line 21), allowing pro-
cesses to pattern match when branching to determine which label was received.
Methods allowing the enum to be used with Branch or Select primitives are also
generated with #[session]. An enum is required since Rust’s lack of variadic
generics means choice cannot be easily implemented as a primitive. We show
how the RingBChoice type can be used with selection in the Ring type (line 18).

Our API requires only one session type for each role, internally sending a
Label enum (line 9) over reusable channels. We create a type for each label
(lines 14 and 15) and use #[derive(Message)] to generate methods for converting
to and from the Label enum.

Process Implementation. In theory, this final step has been done by imple-
menting an end-point process Pi and type-checking it against a local type Li.
In Rumpsteak, we use the API to implement a Rust process. Using the API
AB, we give a possible implementation of the process PB, shown in Listing 2, for
[Step 4]. Linear usage of channels is checked by Rust’s affine type system to
prevent channels from being used multiple times. When a primitive is executed,
it consumes itself, preventing reuse, and returns its continuation.

To warn the programmer when a session is discarded without use, we ensure
this statically by harnessing the type checker. Developers are prevented from
constructing primitives directly using visibility modifiers and must instead use
try session (line 5). Its closure argument accepts the input session type and
returns the terminal type End. If a session is discarded, breaking linearity, then
the developer will have no End to return and the type checker will complain.
Even so, we can implement processes with infinitely recursive types (containing
no End) such as RingB.
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1 #[derive(Role)]
2 #[message(Label)]
3 struct B {
4 #[route(A)] a: Receiver,
5 #[route(C)] c: Sender,
6 }
7

8 #[derive(Message)]
9 enum Label {

10 Add(Add),
11 Sub(Sub),
12 }
13

14 struct Add(i32);
15 struct Sub(i32);
16

17 #[session]
18 type RingB = Select<C, RingBChoice>;
19

20 #[session]
21 enum RingBChoice {
22 Add(Add, Receive<A, Add, RingB>),
23 Sub(Sub, Receive<A, Add, RingB>),
24 }

Listing 1: Rust session type API
for M 1

B (AB)

1 async fn ring_b(
2 role: &mut B,
3 mut input: i32,
4 ) -> Result<Infallible> {
5 try_session(
6 role,
7 |mut s: RingB<'_, _>| async {
8 loop {
9 let x = input * 2;

10 s = if x > 0 {
11 let s = s.select(Add(x)).await?;
12 let (Add(y), s) = s.receive().await?;
13 input = y + x;
14 s
15 } else {
16 let s = s.select(Sub(x)).await?;
17 let (Add(y), s) = s.receive().await?;
18 input = y - x;
19 s
20 };
21 }
22 },
23 ).await
24 }

Listing 2: Possible Rust implementation for
process B (PB) using AB

We use an infinite loop (line 8) which is assigned Infallible: Rust’s never
(or bottom) type. Infallible can be implicitly cast to any other type, including
End, allowing the closure to pass the type checker as before.

We allow roles to be reused across sessions since the channels they contain
can be expensive to create. Crucially, to prevent communication mismatches
between different sessions, try session takes a mutable reference to the role.
The same role, therefore, cannot be used multiple times at once because Rust’s
borrow checker enforces this requirement for mutable references.

2.2 Bottom-Up Multiparty Session Type Framework

A bottom-up framework applies the global analysis to check a set of local types
or CFSMs satisfy a certain safety property such as communication safety or
deadlock-freedom. For this, we require to use an additional general-purpose
verification tool such as the k-multiparty compatibility tool (KMC) [46] or the
mCRL2 [50].

Fig. 4 depicts the two ways to perform the bottom-up strategies. In the left
hand side, the user writes local types or CFSMs and generates APIs; and in
the right hand side, each CFSM is generated from the API. In this approach,
the user does not start from a global protocol, but starts from a set of local
types/CFSMs or APIs.

The theory which corresponds to the bottom-up approach is given in [66].
This theory develops both synchronous and asynchronous semantics, but the
model checking tool (mCRL2) is only usable for the synchronous version. This is
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Fig. 4: Bottom-up MPST methodology: The tool globally analyses whether the
set tLiuiPI satisfies a property. (Left) The user writes CFSMs and the tool gen-
erates APIs; (Right) the CFMSs are inferred from user-written APIs. Highlight
is supplied/done by the user.

because checking a safety property in asynchronous CFSMs with infinite FIFO
queues is undecidable.

To realise the bottom-up approach (right) in the Rumpsteak implementation,
we first serialise each API Ai to obtain a CFSMM 1

i . Next, we useKMC on the set
of CFSMs M 1

1...n. If they are indeed compatible, then the processes P1...n, which
implement their respective APIs, are free from communication-mistmatch and
deadlocks. KMC takes a set of CFSMs for all participants and verifies deadlock
freedom. To perform the serialisation of an API to a CFSM, we provide a Rust
function serialize<S>() -> Fsm (this is a simplified version). It takes a session
type API as a generic type parameter S and returns its corresponding CFSM.
This CFSM can be printed in a variety of formats and passed into the KMC tool
for verification.

Top-Down vs Bottom-Up Frameworks. The benefit of the bottom up ap-
proach is that the user does not have to write down a global type. On the other
hand, the bottom-up approach has a number of disadvantages:

Complexity KMC and mCRL2 conduct a global analysis of a set of CFSMs.
The complexity of global verification is high–in general, the complexity of a
safety property checking by mCRL2 is exponential w.r.t. the size of CFSMs.
Checking k-multiparty compatibility is PPRIME [46]. From the implementa-
tion side, analysing the endpoint CFSMs for all participants in the protocol
at once is challenging to do scalablely. The asynchronous subtyping checks
the optimisation of a single participant’s CFSM in isolation, performing a
local analysis of a single participant. Hence the top-down framework has
much less complexity. See [13, Theorem 9] for detailed complexity analysis;

Expressiveness while KMC allows a bounded verification for asynchronous
CFSMs, mCRL2 is not applicable to asynchronous CFSMs.

Implementations it is often very tedious to implement a tool which can infer
CFSMs or local types from a user-written real-world program [59]. In Rump-

steak, the inference is doable from a specialised API which takes a similar
form to a CFSM; and
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Fig. 5: Hybrid MPST methodology: Highlight is supplied/done by user.

Debugging when a KMC or mCRL2 analysis fails, it is difficult to determine
how a programmer should update a complex protocol to make it free from
deadlocks. Safety by construction, as used in the top-down approach, is easier
to work with since verification is done locally on each participant.

2.3 Hybrid Multiparty Session Type Framework

The third framework, hybrid, approach (Fig. 5) is a combination of these two
approaches. In this workflow, a global type G is provided by the developer and
projected to obtain the CFSMs M1...n as before. Rather than the developers
proposing the optimised CFSMsM 1

1...n directly, they simply write the APIs A1...n

(as in the bottom-up approach). These are serialised to M 1
1...n which can (as in

the top-down approach) be checked for safety against M1...n using asynchronous
subtyping. In essence, the hybrid approach uses the same theory as the top-
down approach, but presents a more programmer-friendly interface that uses
serialisation rather than code generation.

The paper [13] gives more detailed complexity analysis and benchmark results
which compare the local optimisation (in the top-down and hybrid frameworks)
and the global analysis (in the bottom-up approach).

3 Multiparty Session Type Language Implementations

This section gives a survey of the programming language implementations based
on multiparty session types (MPST). The previous section has discussed the
static top-down, bottom-up and and hybrid approaches. The term “static” means
that we verify safety of a program at the compile time. There is another ap-
proach, called dynamic where a program conformance against a specification
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(session type) is checked at runtime. The dynamic approach is often called run-
time verification, and this framework also fits well for active object and actor
languages. We discuss (1) the static top-down approach (§ 3.1); (2) the dynamic
top-down approach (§ 3.2); and (3) the static bottom-up approach (§ 3.3). In
(3), we also include the bottom-up tools which use behavioural types.

3.1 Static Top-Down Multiparty Session Type Framework

Table 1 gives a summary of the programming language implementations based
on MPST, ordered by date of publication, focusing on statically typed languages.

The table is composed as follows, row by row:

Languages lists the programming languages introduced or used.
Mainstream language states if the language is broadly used among develop-

ers or not.
Linearity checking describes whether the linear usage of channels is not checked,

checked at compile-time (static) or checked at runtime (dynamic).
Exhaustive choices check indicates whether the implementation can stati-

cally enforce the correct handling of potential input types. ✗ denotes im-
plementations that do not support pattern-matching to carry out choices
(branching) which are encoded into switch statements on enum types.

Formalism defines the theoretical foundations of the implementations, such
as (1) the end point calculus (the π-calculus (noted as π-cal.), FJ [33]) or
Mini-MPI; (2) the (global) types formalism without any endpoint calculi
(no typing system is given, and no subject reduction theorem is proved); (3)
the formalism based on CFSMs or (4) no formalism is given (no theory is
developed).

Communication safety outlines the presence or the absence of session type-
soundness demonstration. The languages, marked as △, provide the type
safety only at type or CFSM level. ✗‚ means that the theoretical formalism
does not provide linear types, therefore only type safety of base values is
proved.

Deadlock-freedom is a property guaranteeing that all components are pro-
gressing or ultimately terminate (which correspond to deadlock-freedom in
MPST). The languages marked by △ proved deadlock-freedom only at the
type level. ✓‚ implies the absence of a formal link with the local config-
urations reduced from the projection of a global type. [24] did not prove
that any typing context reduced from a projection of a well-formed global
type satisfies a safety property. Hence, deadlock-freedom is not provided for
processes initially typed by a given global type.

Liveness is a property which ensure that all actions are eventually communi-
cated with other parties (unless killed by an exception in those which treat
failures [41,3]).

Notice that the termination property is a subset of safety but not deadlock-
freedom. For example, the ring protocol given in the previous section does not
terminate but deadlock-free and live. See [66].
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Most of the MPST implementations [31,65,55,6,39,51,76,71,13,41,20,9,3,4]
follow the API generation methodology from Scribble introduced by [30], which
was explained in § 2.1. One of the main benefits of this methodology [30] is that
it empowers IDEs to provide auto-completion for developers. See [51, Fig. 6] for
an example.

Notice that the implementations denoted by “dynamic” in the row of “linear-
ity check” are not completely static: they dynamically check linearity of channels
at runtime.

The tool [58] automatically generates paralleled endpoint MPI-C programs,
using the aspect oriented tool which takes a sequential kernel and a MPST
protocol as the input. Another MPI-C implementation [47] uses a global type
extended with the indexed dependent types to statically type check the MPI
code without the end-point projection (hence two cells are marked as N/A).

The earlier tool [40] implements static type-checking of communication pro-
tocols by linking Java classes and their respective typestate definitions generated
from Scribble. Objects declaring a typestate should be used linearly, but a lin-
ear usage of channels is not statically enforced. Rust implementations in [41,13]
can check linearity using the built-in affinity type checking from Rust.

The functional language implementation [35] uses type-level embedding of
multiparty channels in OCaml. Their library relies on OCaml-specific parametric
polymorphism for variant types to ensure type-safety and the implementation
uses a non-trivial, comprehensive encoding of polymorphic variant types and
lenses. The survey [39] gives the detailed explanations about the advantages of
functional languages to handle linearity of session channels.

Recent works [51,76,71,24,9,3] use the call-back style API generations to stat-
ically guarantee channel linearity. The recent Scala tool [11] guarantees channel
linearity by a new API generation based on the pomsets theory (instead of the
FSM-based generation [30] explained in § 2.1), exploring a facility provided by
the matched types in Scala 3.

Built on the actor language framework Ensemble, the work [24] builds Ensem-
bleS which generates a skeleton code based on the StMungo tool [40]. Static ses-
sion typechecking is supported by modifying the original Ensemble typechecker
to ensure that each communication action is permitted by the actor’s declared
session type. Notice that other actor programming languages based on MPST
use dynamic verification, and they are discussed in § 3.2.

Other Implementations based on Top-Down Multiparty Session Types.
There are several implementations which use the top-down MPST framework,
targeting domain-specific applications. The early works in [61,16] implement pro-
totypes of the MPST π-calculus with symmetric sums and dynamic roles in C
and Standard ML, respectively.

Apart from the MPI-C implementations [58,47] mentioned above, the MPST
is not only effective to provide the specifications of concurrent and distributed
message passing programming languages, but also it is useful to provide the
guidance to parallelise processes onto the HPC architectures. The earliest work
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[60] [58] [47] [30,31] [40] [65] [55] [6] [39] [35]

Language C MPI-C MPI-C Java Java Scala F# Go PureScript OCaml

Mainstream
language

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Linearity
check

✗ ✗ N/A dynamic ✗ dynamic dynamic dynamic static static

Exhaustive
choices check

✓ ✗ N/A ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓

Formalism ✗ ✗ mini-MPI types FJ π-cal. ✗ types ✗ π-cal.

Comm.
safety

✗ ✗ ✓ △ ✓ ✓ ✗ △ ✗ ✗‚

Deadlock
freedom

✗ ✗ ✗ △ ✗ ✓ ✗ △ ✗ ✗

Liveness ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

[51] [76] [24] [71] [13] [41] [11] [20] [9] [3] [4]

Language TypeScript F* EnsembleS Scala Rust Rust Scala TypeScript Go Scala Java

Mainstream
language

✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Linearity
check

static static dynamic static static static dynamic static static static static

Exhaustive
choices check

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Formalism types types π-cal. π-cal. types π-cal. ✗ CFSMs types π-cal. ✗

Comm.
safety

△ △ ✓ ✓ △ ✓ ✗ △ △ ✓ ✗

Deadlock
freedom

△ △ ✓‚ ✓ △ ✓ ✗ △ △ ✓ ✗

Liveness ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ △ ✓ ✗

Table 1: MPST top-down implementations

is [74] which maps the double-buffering algorithm specified as a MPST protocol
to a multicore architecture. The tool [62] uses Scribble protocols to generate the
deadlock-free MPI code to run on the specialised FPGA EURECA architecture.
The work [53] designs a typing system inspired by global types for specifying the
communication protocols among modern Systems-on-a-Chip (SoC). The alge-
braic protocol programming of MPST in Haskell is used for compiling sequential
functional code into the low-level parallel C code in [8]. The work [7] proposes
a cost theory which can predict the cost of message passing by analysing the
MPST protocols annotated by the size of data and distance, and compared the
difference between the predicted cost and the real execution of the benchmarks
in the literature.

The work [25] uses the multiparty session types to implement workflows for
healthcare protocols. Recent works in [49,48] develop the concurrent robotics
framework where specifications extended from the multiparty session types are
compiled into the robotics framework, PGCD [1], which can coordinate physical
robots moving around in 3D space. The tool ensures not only deadlock-freedom
but also collision-freedom of the concurrent robotics systems.
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Another emergent topic of MPST is a mechanisation: the Zooid is a domain-
specific language for certified asynchronous multiparty session types, embedded
in Coq, with fully mechanised metatheory for global and local types. MPGV [36]
is a strictly more expressive extension of GV (Wadler’s ’Good Variation’) [72] to
multiparty session types. All results such as type safety and global progress in [36]
are mechanised in Coq. A recent work in [70] implements a mechanised proof
to proposes the sound and complete inductive endpoint projection algorithm
against co-inductive endpoint projection, and proves its correctness by Coq.

3.2 Dynamic Top-Down Multiparty Session Type Framework

The static top-down approaches are suitable for the programming languages with
the static type checking. The first application of MPST to the real-world systems
was the runtime monitor of the cyberinfrustracture of the Ocean Observatories
Initiative [64]. Since their architecture is built on Python, we have developed
several dynamic checking systems based on MPST for Python. In essence, the
tool monitors sending and receiving messages written in the specialised session
APIs (called conversation APIs) against the CFSMs to check the local confor-
mance. Along this line, the first work was a development of a monitoring tool in
Python with the extensions to interrupts [15].

This Python framework was extended to the multiparty session-actor frame-
work in [57]. In the previous work for runtime monitoring discussed above, each
end-point process is monitored by a single monitor, which checks messages to
conform to its local type. In the actor model, processes (actors) are event-driven:
upon processing a message from a mailbox, an actor can send messages and
spawn a set of new actors; and change its behaviour upon receiving the next
message. The key point of the framework in [57] that actors are independent en-
tities that can take part in multiple interleaved sessions. This enables (1) actors
can be involved in multiple sessions (conversations) simultaneously; (2) actors
can play multiple roles (one role per each multiparty session); and (3) actors can
influence another session by receiving a message from a different session. This
Python framework is later extended to the timed MPST in [54].

Later the MPST actor-based framework is applied to Erlang by Folwer [18].
His toolkit handles an extended version of Scribble with subsessions [14], which
enables to invite new participants midway of the running session. The work
[56] develops the sound recovery of supervision trees in Erlang using the causal
analysis of the MPST protocols, and builds runtime monitoring.

Another important thread of work in the context of active objects is an ap-
plication of MPST to the actor domain specific language, ABS [37]. The work
[22] implements a framework in ABS where local atomic segments are verified
statically, but global interactions among local objects are monitored dynamically
against a global type. The work investigates various performance overhead re-
lated to object communications, synchronisation between peers, and scheduling.
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The implementation faithfully follows a theoretical work [38] which designs the
MPST theory targeting a core ABS with futures.1

Recent work in [23] proposes the runtime monitoring framework called Dis-
courje (as an extension of Courje) for monitoring more advanced MPST proto-
cols.

3.3 Bottom-Up Behavioural Type Framework

The bottom-up approach uses a general-purpose model checking tool for verify-
ing the properties directly against a set of CFSMs or local types. The first work
which uses the bottom-up approach is [59]. This work infers the CFSMs directly
from Go source code, and builds a global type so that the constructed global
protocol gives the guidance for amending the unsafe code. It uses the GMC Syn
tool [44] for synthesising a generalised global type from multiparty compatible
CFSMs. However, the tool handles a very limited subset of Go program. The
work in [42,43] uses a more general-purpose model-checking tool, mCRL2 [50],
to verify properties of Go code such as safety, deadlock-freedom, liveness and
termination, inferring behavioural types from Go source code. This tool was ex-
tended to verify shared memory concurrency in Go in [19]. In general, inferring
behavioural types from source code requires non-trivial engineering efforts, and
is not straightforward. The work [67] uses mCLR2 to directly verify message-
passing behavioural types of a Scala-based DSL to check safety properties. This
toolchain corresponds to the l.h.s. in Fig. 4.

The work in [66] extends the MPST theory to adapt the bottom-up approach
and develops the verification tool for the MPST π-calculus based on mCRL2.
Since this approach does not have to start from the global type, it can type more
processes than the top-down approach in [29], but has several disadvantages, see
§ 2.2. The tool in [66] was extended to verify crash-failure semantics of the MPST
π-calculus in [2].

Similarly to Rumpsteak, the Rust toolchain in [41] also includes the bottom-
up approach based on the KMC-checker. The OCaml tool in [34] infers local
types directly from OCaml source code using the OCaml built-in type inference
system, and takes the bottom-up approach applying the KMC-checker to verify
safety properties. The tools which use the KMC-checker and Rumpsteak which
uses the asynchronous subtyping algorithm are only static behavioural typed
programming language tools which can verify asynchronous optimised message-
passing programs.

4 Conclusion

This paper gives a short survey of the programming language implementations
based on multiparty session types (MPST). There are important related im-
plementations which are not included in this paper—for examples, many works

1 The work in [22] is categorised as “dynamic verification” as its workflow is close to
the approaches by Erlang and Python discussed in this subsection.
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using model checking tools of session types, and choreography programming lan-
guages [52]. The author wishes to be informed if there is any omission in this
survey.

From the author’s viewpoint, the most practical innovative idea is the API
generation from local CFSMs introduced by [30], which has been adapted to
many different mainstream languages. This method is not only engineering use-
ful (for example, integrating with IDEs for the auto-completion), but also the-
oretically important to motivate the researchers to seek the links between the
MPST theory and the CFSM theory [75].

One of the most important future work is a deep adaptation of MPST to
active object framework. An effective integration of futures and await primitives
into MPST needs to be investigated. The challenge is to examine a trade-off
between low-level preemptive concurrency and fully distributed actors, using
the guidance from the MPST specification.

The practical development of MPST is still an infant, and its commercialisa-
tion is far beyond the state-of-the-art. We hope that more unforeseen, inventive
ideas for ”session types in practice” will be emerged from researchers and devel-
opers of parallel computing, concurrent and distributed systems.

Acknowledgements We deeply thank the AOL reviewers for helpful and de-
tailed comments, pointing out several missing literature.
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Abstract. The Rebeca modeling language is designed as an imperative
actor-based language with the goal of providing an easy-to-use language
for modeling concurrent and distributed systems, with formal verification
support. Rebeca has been extended to support time and probability. We
extend Rebeca further with inheritance, polymorphism, interface decla-
ration, and annotation mechanisms. These features allow us to handle
variability within the model, support non-disruptive model evolution,
and define method priorities. This enables Rebeca to be used more ef-
fectively in different domains, like in Software Product Lines, and holis-
tic analysis of Cyber-Physical Systems. We develop specialized analysis
techniques to support these extensions, partly integrated into Afra, the
model checking tool of Rebeca.

Keywords: Actor Languages · Variability Modeling · Cyber-Physical Systems
· Model Checking

1 Introduction

The Actor model of computation was first proposed by Carl Hewitt in the 1970s
[29], and further developed by Gul Agha [3], as a mathematical framework for
concurrent and distributed computing systems. The model describes computa-
tion as a collection of autonomous entities called actors that encapsulate their
states and communicate with each other by sending messages [30]. Actors have
been used as a framework for theoretical understanding of concurrent and dis-
tributed computation, as the basis for designing many modeling and program-
ming languages, and as a model for many practical implementations of concur-
rent systems [12, 26].

Rebeca (standing for Reactive Objects Language) is an actor-based modeling
language with model checking support designed in 1999-2001 [66, 65]. One of the
main design decisions in creating Rebeca is to keep the core language as simple
as possible. One can still use core Rebeca for modeling using a small set of
features for coding. However, Rebeca is extended to work for timed systems



[40] and address probability [32]. Timed Rebeca is used for the modeling and
analysis of several applications [42, 71, 61, 60]. In order to model complex systems
the language is evolved in different directions [12]. A brief overview of Timed
Rebeca language features is presented in Section 2. Rebeca is equipped with an
integrated modeling and analysis tool, Afra, which provides LTL model checking
for Rebeca as well as schedulability and deadlock-freedom analysis, and assertion
check for Timed Rebeca [41].

In the new era of digitalization, smart factories, and systems of cyber-physical
systems we are dealing with heterogeneous and dynamic systems. This introduces
different types of variability in behavior, including those arising from different
contexts in which the model is used (which is common in software product lines
[51]), the need to dynamically adapt to the changes in the environment and
in the system itself at runtime (like in self-adaptive and reconfigurable systems
[70]), and the combination of these two types of variability (as in dynamic soft-
ware product lines [31, 4]). Hence, for a modeling language to address these
requirements, it needs proper linguistic constructs to capture the variability in
the behavior in a structured way. Current trends in the research community of
software-intensive cyber-physical systems also confirm this [43, 52, 22].

When coping with systems of cyber-physical systems, we have to consider
aspects of embedded and real-time systems together with complexities in con-
current and distributed systems3. In distributed and concurrent systems we are
faced with uncertainties mainly caused by the network. The mainstream ap-
proach in the concurrency theory community uses nondeterminism to model
concurrency. While the uncertainties in the environment may remain, we can
aim for a deterministic design for the behavior of the system itself which is
crucial for embedded and real-time systems communities. The recent work of
Edward Lee and his group on the coordination language, Lingua Franca, shows
one direction focusing on determinism [47, 46] and PLC-like semantics [59].

Since its introduction, Rebeca has been used to model adaptive behavior
in various domains, such as self-adaptive systems [39, 38] and flow management
systems [24]. Also, it has been used in [56] to model and analyze dynamic software
product lines. However, until recently, Rebeca has not been equipped with special
language features to support variable and adaptive behavior in a structured way.

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate how the recent extensions of
Timed Rebeca can be used by a wider community to model and analyze real-
world applications, with a focus on how and where the language features can be
used. The language extensions presented in this paper are summarized below.

Feature annotations as an explicit variability handling mechanism which are
used to bind parts of the model to specific products in a software product
line. This language extension is presented in this paper for the first time.

3 Cyber-physical systems are also hybrid systems, bringing together cyber and physical
components which are generally modeled differently. The interface between the cyber
and the physical parts is also a source of complexity and an important research area
that is not a topic of interest in this paper. This matter is addressed in Hybrid
Rebeca introduced in [34].
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Inheritance, Interfaces, and Polymorphism as language features that can
be used to support variability in model in a structured way. These features
have been added to Timed Rebeca in [71] and are used to support alternative
communication schemes among actors. In this paper, we present them as a
variability handling mechanism.

Priorities for actors and for message handlers to make the behavior of the
system more deterministic. This feature enables better modeling and verifi-
cation of different types of cyber-physical systems. Priority in Timed Rebeca
has been introduced in [64] which illustrates through a few examples how
Lingua Franca code can be naturally mapped to Timed Rebeca extended
with priorities.

We also provide three case studies to demonstrate the applicability of the above-
mentioned language extensions in modeling real-world systems in practice. We
have also verified the models for schedulability and deadlock-freedom and demon-
strated how the Afra toolset is capable of analyzing systems for relatively large
state spaces (with more than 37 million states) on a personal computer in a
reasonable time (Section 3.6).

After a brief overview of Timed Rebeca we review the upgrades to the lan-
guage (and the analysis tool) to support systematic variability management (Sec-
tion 3) and illustrates their applicability in a case study (Section 3.6). We explain
how Rebeca is extended to include priorities for actors and for message handlers
to address the need for determinism in the model (Section 4) and demonstrate
its applicability using a case study (Section 4.3). Afra provides complete support
for this feature in the modeling and analysis of Timed Rebeca models. In the
last section (Section 5), we explain how we can put together both features sup-
porting variability and priority and hence support the possibility of a holistic
analysis for modern cyber-physical systems. We may then formally verify the
model to check safety properties as well as schedulability and end-to-end timing
properties.

2 Rebeca Overview

Rebeca [67, 62] is a class-based, imperative interpretation of the well-known ac-
tor model of computation [3]. It describes the behavior of a system as a collection
of active objects with isolated states, communicating via asynchronous message
passing. Rebeca is a strongly typed modeling language with a Java-like syntax
to make it easy to learn and use by practitioners. It is equipped with an LTL
model checker integrated into Afra [2], an Eclipse-based development environ-
ment. The core Rebeca modeling language is intentionally kept simple, but for
various purposes, several extensions have been proposed, including Timed Re-
beca [63] for the domain of real-time systems, Hybrid Rebeca [34] for the domain
of cyber-physical systems, pRebeca [69] for modeling and analysis of probabilistic
systems, and PTRebeca [32] for probabilistic timed systems.
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2.1 Running Example

To make our explanation of Rebeca and Timed Rebeca easier to follow, we
explain the language features over a simple running example. The example is
a highly simplified version of a Wireless Sensor LAN (WSLAN) system [42], in
which a sensor periodically gathers and sends data to a computation unit. The
computation unit buffers the received data and hands in a packet of data to a
network whenever the buffer is full. The network transmits the data according
to the TDMA network protocol [14].

2.2 Core Rebeca

A Rebeca model mainly consists of a number of reactive class definitions, which
define the behavior of the classes of the actors in the model, as well as a main

block that defines the instances of the actor classes. In the Rebeca model of the
running example listed in Fig. 1, there are three classes of actors: Sensor (lines
1-16), CompUnit (lines 18-30), and Network (lines 32-37). The main block in
lines 39-43 defines one instance of each class and specifies the arguments passed
to their constructors. An instance of a reactive class is an actor in the system
(which is also called a rebec).

1 reactiveclass Sensor(3) {

2 statevars{

3 CompUnit cu;

4 }

6 Sensor(CompUnit cu1) {

7 cu = cu1;

8 self.gatherData();

9 }

11 msgsrv gatherData() {

12 byte data = ?(1,3);

13 cu.receiveData(data);

14 self.gatherData();

15 }

16 }

18 reactiveclass CompUnit(3) {

19 statevars {

20 Network network;

21 }

23 CompUnit(Network net) {

24 network = net;

25 }

27 msgsrv receiveData(byte data) {

28 network.send(data);

29 }

30 }

32 reactiveclass Network (3) {

33 msgsrv send(byte data) {

34 // Send data according

35 // to the TDMA protocol

36 }

37 }

39 main {

40 Sensor sensor():(cu);

41 CompUnit cu():(network);

42 Network network():();

43 }

Fig. 1. The Rebeca model of the running example (a simple sensor network)

The declaration of a reactive class starts with the keyword reactiveclass,
followed by the reactive class name. The size of the queue is specified in the
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parentheses right after the reactive class name (e.g., line 1). A reactive class
has a number of state variables, representing the local state of the actors. They
may contain variables of basic data types, including booleans, integers, arrays,
or references to other actors. The classes in the running example only contain
state variables of the reference types. For example, every instance of Sensor has
a reference to an instance of CompUnit (line 3). Each class can have a number
of constructors, which are used to initialize instances of the class by initializing
the state variables and possibly sending messages to other actors or themselves.
For example, the constructor of Sensor (lines 6-9) initializes a sensor by set-
ting its reference to CompUnit as well as sending itself a gatherData message.
Each reactive class accepts a number of message types which are handled using
message servers 4. The message server gatherData of Sensor (lines 11-16) first
chooses a data value in the range 1 to 3 nondeterministically (line 12) and sends
a receiveData message to the associated CompUnit (denoted by the reference
variable cu), passing the value of data as the argument (line 13)5. The effect of
sending a message is appending the message to the message queue of the receiv-
ing actor (sometimes called its mailbox). Sending a gatherData to itself (line
14), the sensor exhibits a periodic behavior. In the definition of the message
servers, well-known program control structures can be used, including if-else
conditional statements, for and while loops, the definition of local variables,
and assigning expressions built using usual arithmetic, logic, and comparative
operators to local and state variables.

The general behavior of each actor is an infinite loop of taking a message from
the mailbox and executing the corresponding message server. The actor waits if
there is no message in the mailbox. The mailbox is a bounded FIFO queue. The
queue size is bounded to prevent infinite state spaces during model checking. If a
message is sent to an actor with a full mailbox, a queue overflow error happens
and the state space generation is terminated. As we will see shortly in more
detail, the model in Fig. 1 suffers from this problem when the sensor repeatedly
sends itself gatherData messages. To remedy this, the sensor can send the next
gatherData only after receiving some kind of acknowledgement message from
the computation unit. Another solution is to use timing constraints introduced
in Timed Rebeca.

It is important to note that in Rebeca there is no intra-actor concurrency,
meaning that the execution of a message server must complete before the ex-
ecuting actor takes the next message from its mailbox. To make the behavior
of the models more deterministic, we assume that two messages sent from one
actor to another are delivered to the receiver’s mailbox in order. The order of
execution of enabled actors are arbitrary. An actor is enabled if it is not busy
handling a message and its message queue is not empty. This arbitrary ordering
of actors is a source of nondeterminism in the behavior of the model, requiring

4 In this paper we use the words message server and method interchangeably
5 Note that this data value has no effect on the behavior of the actors in this spe-
cific model and is only generated to demonstrate the use of nondeterministic choice
expression.
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the model checker to inspect all possible interleavings of the message processing
by different actors.

2.3 Timed Rebeca

The models in core Rebeca are time abstract in the sense that the passage of time
is not modeled explicitly. The nondeterminism in the processing of messages by
different actors implicitly models the temporal ordering of events. For example,
upon execution of gatherData, the sensor sends two messages: a receiveData

to cu and another gatherData to itself. Now if the next message processed is
receiveData, this indicates that the sensor gathers data in a time period rela-
tively larger than the time needed by the computation unit to process the data
(including the time needed to receive the message from the sensor). Conversely, if
gatherData is processed first, it indicates that the sensor gathers data relatively
faster. If this case happens routinely, both the sensor’s and the computation
unit’s mailboxes quickly overflow.

To put constraints on the timings of delivering and processing of the mes-
sages, we can use an extension of Rebeca, named Timed Rebeca, which provides
features for this purpose. Rewriting the two mentioned message servers as below
fixes the queue overflow problem.

msgsrv gatherData() {

byte data = ?(1,3);

cu.receiveData(data);

self.gatherData() after(2);

}

msgsrv receiveData(byte data) {

delay(1);

network.send(data);

}

The clause after(2) after sending gatherData specifies the message needs
two units of time to be delivered to the mailbox of the sensor, hence specifying the
time period of two for gathering data. On the other hand, delay(1) statement
in receiveData indicates that the computation unit needs one unit of time to
process the message and send the data over the network. Timed Rebeca offers
the following features to model the timed behavior of actors.

delay is a statement used to model computation times. Timed Rebeca assumes
all statements other than delays are executed instantaneously. So, the com-
putation time must be specified by the modeler using the delay statement. A
statement delay(t) indicates the actor does not perform any action within
the next t units of time.

after is a time tag attached to a message and defines the earliest time the
message can be served, relative to the time when the message was sent. A
clause after(t) may be added to a message send statement, indicating that
the receiver can take the message from its mailbox only after t units of time.

deadline is a time tag attached to a message which determines the expiration
time of the messages, relative to the time when the message was sent. A
clause deadline(t) may be added to a message send statement, indicating
that the message remains only t units of time in the receiver’s mailbox, and
purged afterward if its processing has not already started.
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The same as Core Rebeca, the order of execution of enabled actors in Timed
Rebeca are arbitrary. In Timed Rebeca, an actor is enabled if it is not busy
handling a message and its message bag has a message whose time tag is less
than the time tag of all the messages of other actors. This message is also called
an enabled message. Timed Rebeca is also supported by Afra toolset for schedu-
lability and deadlock freedom analysis. It makes use of special properties of the
Timed Rebeca semantics (isolated actor states and serial execution within a
single actor) to generate a data structure called floating time transition system
which enables a coarse grain discretization of the state space [40].

2.4 Inheritance and Polymorphism

Like most other object-oriented programming and modeling languages, Rebeca
provides mechanisms for reusing code through subclassing. A modeler is able to
define a new reactive class as a subclass of an existing reactive class, using an
inheritance mechanism. This is stated using the extends keyword followed by the
name of the base reactive class, prior to the queue size declaration. This way, the
new reactive class inherits all the state variables and message servers of the base
reactive class. Rebeca also supports polymorphism through dynamic binding of
the message servers. Since a subclass cannot remove any message server inherited
from its superclass, its type is compatible with that of the superclass. Hence, it
is possible to assign an instance of a subclass to a reference of the superclass.
The actual message server invoked when processing a message is determined by
the class of the receiving actor (not the type of the reference). This allows for
improving code organization and readability as well as the creation of extensible
programs [21]. An example of the usage of inheritance and dynamic binding in
Rebeca is demonstrated in the Elevator case study (Section 3.6, Fig. 7.

An abstract reactive class is defined when a modeler wants to manipulate a
set of classes through their common interface. Rebeca provides this by enabling
abstract message server definition. An abstract message server has only a dec-
laration and no implementation. A reactive class containing abstract message
servers is called an abstract reactive class. Inheriting from an abstract reactive
class requires providing definitions for all the abstract message servers in the
base reactive class. Otherwise, the derived reactive class is also abstract, and
the compiler forces the modeler to qualify that reactive class with the abstract
keyword.

In some cases, there is a need for defining a completely abstract reactive
class, i.e., a reactive class that provides no implementation at all. This is done
by defining interface instead of reactive classes. It allows the modeler to de-
termine message server names and their argument lists, but no bodies and no
state variables. So, it provides only a type, not any implementation. In Rebeca,
defining multiple interface implementation is allowed, which can be assumed as a
kind of multiple inheritances. More details about the inheritance mechanism and
polymorphism in Rebeca are presented in [71]. An example of using interfaces
in Rebeca is illustrated in Fig. 3, lines 62-78.
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3 Modeling Variability in Rebeca

In this section, we review the language features that can be used to capture
variability in Rebeca models. At the finer level of granularity, we have feature
annotations that can bind state variables, methods, and statements to feature
expressions. On the other hand, polymorphism allows reactive classes to act
as different implementations of abstract interfaces, hence providing a coarse-
grained variability handling mechanism at the component level. Before going
into the details of each language feature, we extend the running example with a
few variable features.

3.1 Running Example with Variability

To demonstrate how variability is handled in Rebeca, we extend the running ex-
ample with a few variable features. The feature diagram of the extended example
is illustrated in Fig. 2. The whole system (represented by WSAN) has three sub-

WSAN

Sensor Computation
Unit Network

Periodic Sporadic Periodic
Push

Immediate
Push MACBTDMA

Fig. 2. The feature diagram of the running example of a simple sensor network with
three variation points, periodic or sporadic for the sensor, immediate or periodic push
for the computation unit, and two different protocols, TDMA and MACB, for the
network

features Sensor, Computation Unit, and Network. The filled circle at the top of
these features indicates that they are mandatory sub-features of WSAN, mean-
ing that they must be included in every product configuration. There are three
variation points in this example. The sensor can gather data with a fixed period,
or sporadically. The arc between the edges to Periodic and Sporadic indicates
that these sub-features are mutually exclusive. The computation unit can either
immediately send the data received from the sensor, or decouple receiving and
sending data. In the latter case, it buffers the received data and periodically
sends a packet from the buffer (if available). Finally, the system can support the
network protocols TDMA, MACB, or both (as indicated by the filled arc be-
tween the edges to the sub-features). The Timed Rebeca model of the extended
running example is listed in Fig. 3. We will explain the details of the variability
handling mechanisms in the following.
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1 featurevar FT_PERIODIC_SENSOR;

2 featurevar FT_SPORADIC_SENSOR;

3 featurevar FT_IMMEDIATE_PUSH;

4 featurevar FT_PERIODIC_PUSH;

5 featurevar FT_SIMPLE_NETWORK;

6 featurevar FT_TDMA_NETWORK;

8 reactiveclass Sensor(3) {

9 statevars{

10 CompUnit cu;

11 }

13 Sensor(CompUnit cu1) {

14 cu = cu1;

15 self.gatherData();

16 }

18 msgsrv gatherData() {

19 cu.receiveData(0);

20 if (FT_PERIODIC_SENSOR)

21 self.gatherData() after(2);

22 else

23 self.gatherData()

after(?(1,2,3));

24 }

25 }

27 env int BUFFER_SIZE = 4;

29 reactiveclass CompUnit(3) {

30 statevars {

31 Network network;

32 @feature(FT_PERIODIC_PUSH)

33 int[BUFFER_SIZE] buffer;

34 @feature(FT_PERIODIC_PUSH)

35 int cnt;

36 }

38 CompUnit(Network net) {

39 network = net;

40 @feature(FT_PERIODIC_PUSH)

41 self.process();

42 }

44 @feature(FT_IMMEDIATE_PUSH)

45 msgsrv receiveData(byte data) {

46 network.send(data);

47 }

49 @feature(FT_PERIODIC_PUSH)

50 msgsrv receiveData(byte data) {

51 buffer[cnt++] = data;

52 }

54 @feature(FT_PERIODIC_PUSH)

55 msgsrv process() {

56 for (int i=cnt; cnt>0; cnt--)

57 network.send(buffer[i]);

58 self.process() after(1);

59 }

60 }

62 interface Network {

63 msgsrv send(byte data);

64 }

66 reactiveclass MACBNetwork

implements Network(3) {

67 msgsrv send(byte data) {

68 // Send data according

69 // to the MACB protocol

70 }

71 }

73 reactiveclass TDMANetwork

implements Network(3) {

74 msgsrv send(byte data) {

75 // Send data according

76 // to the TDMA protocol

77 }

78 }

80 main {

81 Sensor sensor():(cu);

82 CompUnit cu():(network);

83 @feature(FT_SIMPLE_NETWORK)

84 MACBNetwork network():();

85 @feature(FT_TDMA_NETWORK)

86 TDMANetwork network():();

87 }

Fig. 3. The Timed Rebeca model of the running example extended by variability (the
sensor network example extended with the variation points of Fig. 2)
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3.2 Feature Annotations

In the context of software product line engineering, it is common to capture the
variabilities in a separate variability model. Some well-known models for this
purpose include the widely-used Feature Models [37], UML-based variability
models [9], and Common Variability Language (CVL) [28]. We assume that
the variability is captured in a feature model. The features are represented by
global boolean feature variables. A True (resp. False) value for a feature variable
indicates that the corresponding feature is included in (resp. excluded from) the
product under analysis. In the running example (Fig. 3), the variables defined
in lines 1 to 6 represent the ‘leaf’ features in the feature model of Fig. 2. Note
that it is not necessary to define variables for the mandatory features included
in every configuration.

We assume that the values for all feature variables are defined as parameters
of the analysis process. Hence, Afra is currently capable of analyzing one product
at a time. As we will see later, this limitation can be relaxed based on the
existing theories for model checking several products at a time. We also assume
that the values assigned to the feature variables are checked externally to satisfy
the validity of the feature model (e.g., not including two alternatives in the
configuration).

The feature variables can be used to define feature-specific behavior in two
ways. The first is to use a feature variable as an ordinary global variable. Line 20
of Fig. 3 is an example of this type. It is possible to mix feature variables with
state (or local) variables. The second way is to use feature annotations. The syn-
tax @feature(feature expr) may come before various language constructs which
causes that construct to be included in the model only if feature expr evaluates
to True. As an example, the state variable buffer is included in the reactive
class CompUnit only if the feature Periodic Push is present in the configuration
(represented by the feature expression FT PERIODIC PUSH in the feature annota-
tion of line 32). Note that the annotation only affects its immediately following
declaration. Hence, the variable cnt in line 35 must be annotated separately (line
34). Other model elements can be annotated as well, e.g., statements (line 41),
message servers (lines 44, 49, and 54), and actor instantiations (lines 83 and 85).
As the Timed Rebeca syntax allows grouping of statements into blocks, which
itself is a statement, one can annotate a group of statements within a message
server:

...

@feature(SOME_FEATURE_EXPR) {

statement 1;

statement 2;

...

statement n;

}

...

As illustrated by the feature annotations in lines 44 and 49, two alternative
implementations of the same message server may be provided. However, in case
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the feature expressions of the annotations are not mutually exclusive, a duplicate
definition error may be raised when compiling an individual product model which
includes more than one definition for the same message server. In the case of
verifying the whole product line without projecting the model onto an individual
product configuration (Section 3.5), this check is more involved. Assuming that
there are two definitions for the same message server, one annotated with the
feature expression e1 and another with e2, an error must be raised if e1 ∧ e2 is
satisfiable 6, which can be checked using a SAT solver.

3.3 Reactive Class Polymorphism

As stated in Section 2.4, the statically typed, class-based nature of Timed Re-
beca allows polymorphic modeling with respect to the interfaces of the reactive
classes. As an example, the Network interface defined in lines 62 to 64 of Fig. 3
specifies a single message server send(byte) without defining its behavior. Any
class implementing Network must implement the message server, as illustrated
by the classes MACBNetwork and TDMANetwork. To keep the running example
as small as possible, the interface is defined in its simplest form and the im-
plementations are omitted. However, the modeler can take advantage of more
involved features of interfaces, e.g., by making classes implement multiple inter-
faces, defining inheritance hierarchies among interfaces, etc.

An interface can be used as the type of state variables (line 31) or parameters
(line 38). An instance of any reactive class implementing that interface may be
assigned to such a state variable or parameter (line 82). This use of polymor-
phic modeling provides a coarser-grained variability implementation mechanism
(compared to feature annotations), where the variability is resolved by choosing
among several components implementing the same interface.

3.4 Handling Reconfiguration

If we allow feature variables to change during execution, it is possible to change
the configuration at runtime which allows the modeling of reconfigurable sys-
tems. The reconfiguration can take place using both variability mechanisms,
feature annotation, and polymorphism. As an example, executing the following
code will change the behavior of all sensors from periodic to sporadic7.

if (someCondition) {

FT_PERIODIC_SENSOR = false;

FT_SPORADIC_SENSOR = true;

}

6 More precisely, the satisfiability check must incorporate the constraints imposed by
the feature model too. To this end, a feature expression F must be derived from
the feature model (as explained in [5]), and the satisfiability of e1 ∧ e2 ∧ F must be
checked.

7 Of course, since the two features are mutually exclusive, this could have been done
using only one feature variable.
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Note that this code can be placed at any reactive class, possibly other than
Sensor. This allows the separation of reconfiguration logic from the actors’ be-
havior. There is a limitation in using this type of reconfiguration where the
feature variable is used to annotate some state variables or an entire reactive
class (as opposed to a message server or a part of it). Since this changes the
structure of the states of the system, it complicates the generation and analy-
sis of the state space and thus is forbidden. If a reconfiguration of this type is
required it is recommended to use polymorphism to handle the variability (as
illustrated shortly in an example).

Moreover, a number of semantic issues arise when using annotative reconfigu-
ration which are studied in [56]. The most important happens when a reconfigu-
ration eliminates a message server, while there are messages of that type in some
actor’s mailbox. The solution proposed is to make the receiver actor perform a
configuration check whenever it takes a message from its mailbox for execution
and drop the message in case it is excluded from the model with respect to
the configuration at the time of taking the message. In [56], a variability-aware
semantics has been proposed for Rebeca supporting reconfiguration.

When using reactive class polymorphism, the reconfiguration can happen
without the need to change the Rebeca semantics. As an example, the following
method can be used to change the network protocol at runtime.

// in CompUnit:

statevars {

Network defaultNet;

Network alternativeNet;

Network network;

}

CompUnit(Network def, Network alt) {

defaultNet = def;

alternativeNet = alt;

network = def;

}

msgsrv switchNetwork() {

network = alt;

}

// in reconfiguration logic (anywhere in the model):

if (someCondition) {

cu.switchNetwork;

}

// in the main block:

MACBNetwork macb():();

TDMANetwork tdma():();

CompUnit cu():(macb, tdma);

Note that both network classes must be instantiated in the main block, as
Rebeca does not support the dynamic creation of actors. It is possible that in
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the implementation of the system the actors are instantiated just upon reconfig-
uration. In this case, special care must be taken during the implementation to
keep the verification results valid.

We also emphasize that the change of the network protocol happens whenever
the switchNetworkmessage is handled. So, the computation unit may work with
the default network for a while after the reconfiguration happens. If this makes
a problem, in Timed Rebeca, the reconfiguration logic should be given priority
over normal behavior using the technique explained in Section 4.

3.5 Model Checking in the Presence of Variability

When it comes to verification, one can derive the Rebeca model for each valid
configuration, and model check each model separately. However, this way we
cannot benefit from the commonalities among the behavior of the products. The
problem of model checking the whole product line at once has been the subject
of various studies, like [18]. In the context of Rebeca, [56] has addressed model
checking reconfigurable families of actor systems, based on a feature-annotated
state space generated for the whole product line.

One can statically analyze the product line model to detect the features whose
presence does not affect the satisfaction of a given property. For such features,
it suffices to verify the products that exclude those features. A similar technique
can be used regarding the alternative features (according to the feature model).
These improvements (as well as some others regarding evolving product lines)
have been studied in [57], using a variability-aware data and control dependency
graph generated from the model. The experimental results indicate a significant
reduction in the verification cost of the whole product line. Note that the model
checking of the whole product line at once has not been yet integrated into Afra
and is planned for future releases.

3.6 Case Study: Elevator Scheduling with Variability

To demonstrate how variability handling mechanisms can be used in practice to
enable an analysis of a real-time software product line, we studied an elevator
scheduling system which is originally defined in [55] and analyzed for schedula-
bility using a Timed Automata Family. The feature model of the case study is
depicted in Fig. 4. The elevator system consists of three to five floors, as indicated
by the numeric feature Floors. A central controller is responsible for scheduling
the movement of the elevator. The time between two consecutive requests on the
same floor is assumed to be within a certain discrete range of [LOW ,HIGH ].
The scheduling algorithm must guarantee a maximum waiting time for each
request (TIMEOUT ). The system may support VIP floors (indicated by the op-
tional feature VIP Floor), where the maximum waiting time is less than normal
floors (TIMEOUT VIP). On the other hand, the time between two consecutive
requests on a VIP floor may be different from non-VIP floors and is assumed to
be within the discrete range of [VLOW ,VHIGH ]. The elevator system may be
equipped with a weight sensor (indicated by the optional feature Weight Sensor)
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Elevator

Weight
Sensor VIP Floor Floors: [3,5]

Fig. 4. The elevator case study feature model [55]

which prevents the elevator from moving if the total weight in the cabin exceeds
a limit. This increases the time the elevator waits at a floor in the worst case by
LVL DELAY.

The Timed Rebeca model for the case study with four floors is listed in
the figures 5 to 7. To save space, we have omitted a few less important parts.
The current implementation of Afra does not support the dynamic creation of
actors, so the variability in the number of floors must be handled manually, by
instantiating the desired number of actors in the main block (as in Fig. 7). The
other two features are modeled by FT VIP and FT WEIGHT SENSOR.

1 featurevar FT_VIP;

2 featurevar FT_WEIGHT_SENSOR;

4 reactiveclass Floor(5) {

5 knownrebecs {

6 Controller ctrl;

7 }

8 statevars {

9 int level;

10 boolean isWaiting;

11 @feature(FT_VIP)

12 boolean isVIP;

13 }

14 // constructor omitted

15 msgsrv makeReq() {

16 ctrl.requestFor(level);

17 isWaiting = true;

18 int timeout = TIMEOUT;

19 @feature(FT_VIP)

20 if (isVIP)

21 timeout = TIMEOUT_VIP;

22 self.timeOut()

after(timeout);

23 }

24 msgsrv timeOut() {

25 assertion(!isWaiting);

26 }

27 msgsrv served() {

28 isWaiting = false;

29 int rqDly = ?(LOW, HIGH);

30 @feature(FT_VIP)

31 if (isVIP)

32 rqDly = ?(VLOW, VHIGH);

33 self.makeReq() after(rqDly);

34 }

35 }

Fig. 5. The elevator scheduling case study - Timed Rebeca model of the floors

Each floor actor, an instance of Floor reactive class (Fig. 5), knows its level,
whether it is waiting for its request to be served, and if it is a VIP floor (only
if VIP feature is on), modeled by the corresponding state variables (lines 9-12).
Upon construction, a floor makes a request for the elevator. The body of the
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constructors are omitted to save space. When receiving a makeReq message (lines
15-23), the floor sends the controller a requestFor message along with its level
number and sets itself in the waiting mode. To check the schedulability of the
model, the floor schedules a timeOut message for either TIMEOUT or TIMEOUT VIP

to be sent to itself. Upon the timeout (lines 24-26), an assertion fails if the floor
is still waiting. If the elevator arrives on a waiting floor (lines 27-35), the floor
exits the waiting state and schedules the subsequent request for some time in
the range [LOW, HIGH] (or [VLOW, VHIGH] for a VIP floor). To avoid the complexity
of handling recurrent requests at a floor (i.e., a second request is made before
the first one is served), we assume that TIMEOUT is reasonably smaller than
LOW.

As its state variables, the (non-VIP) Controller (Fig. 6) knows the floors,
whether there is a request for each floor, its direction (NOT MOVING, UP, or DOWN),
the level at which it just arrived, and whether it has stopped at that level (or
just passed by). Upon receiving a request for a destination level (lines 10-19), the
controller marks the floor as requested and starts to move the elevator toward the
destination if it is not moving already. When the elevator arrives at a level (either
as a destination or just passing by), it notifies the controller via arrive message
(lines 20-23). The controller first handles the arrival, and then reschedules the
elevator’s movement if necessary. The movement (for one level) is handled in
move method, whose function is to schedule an arrive message at the next
visited floor (determined according to the current level and the direction). The
time the elevator arrives on the next floor is TIME FOR ONE LEVEL, plus the extra
time needed to wait a the level if the weight sensor feature is included. This
extra time is needed only if the elevator has been stopped to serve a request
(hence the conditional statement in line 64). The functions of handleArrival
and server are straightforward. After arrival, a rescheduling must happen if
necessary (lines 52-69). If the elevator has been going up, and there are requests
for upper levels, it continues in that direction. Otherwise, if there are requests
for the lower directions, it changes direction downwards. If there are no other
requests, it stops. A similar logic is followed if the elevator has been going down.
The bodies of the two boolean methods higherLevelsRq and lowerLevelsRq

are omitted to save space.

The weight sensor variability can be resolved in just a few annotations. To
support VIP floors, special care must be taken when rescheduling to be able to
meet the shorter waiting deadline of such floors. Hence, the basic controller is
extended by VIPController to support VIP scheduling (Fig. 7). It inherits all
members of the basic Controller and additionally knows which floors are of
VIP type (line 4). The message server arrive is overridden in the way that it
first determines its next direction considering only the requests for VIP floors. If
no such request exists, the ordinary rescheduling algorithm is used by calling the
(inherited) reschedule method. Again, the bodies of the two boolean methods
higherVIPLvlRq and lowerVIPLvlRq are omitted to save space.

Each configuration of the model can be analyzed for schedulability using
Afra. The results of the verification of a few products is reported in Table 1.
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1 reactiveclass Controller(20) {

2 statevars {

3 Floor[LVL_CNT] floor;

4 boolean[LVL_CNT] requested;

5 int dir;

6 int atLevel;

7 boolean stopped;

8 }

9 // constructor omitted

10 msgsrv requestFor(int dest) {

11 requested[dest] = true;

12 if (dir == NOT_MOVING)

13 if (atLevel < dest)

14 move(UP);

15 else if (atLevel > dest)

16 move(DOWN);

17 else

18 serve(dest);

19 }

20 msgsrv arrive(int level) {

21 handleArrival(level);

22 reschedule(level);

23 }

24 void move(int direction) {

25 dir = direction;

26 int next_arrival =

TIME_FOR_ONE_LEVEL;

27 @feature(FT_WEIGHT_SENSOR)

28 if (stopped)

29 next_arrival += LVL_DELAY;

30 if (direction == UP)

31 self.arrive(atLevel + 1)

after(next_arrival);

32 else if (direction == DOWN)

33 self.arrive(atLevel - 1)

after(next_arrival);

34 }

35 void stop() {

36 dir = NOT_MOVING;

37 }

38 void handleArrival(int level) {

39 atLevel = level;

40 stopped = false;

41 if (requested[level]) {

42 serve(level);

43 stopped = true;

44 }

45 }

46 void serve(int level) {

47 requested[level] = false;

48 floor[level].served();

49 }

50 boolean higherLevelsRq() ...

51 boolean lowerLevelsRq() ...

52 void reschedule(int level) {

53 if (dir == UP)

54 if (higherLevelsRq())

55 move(UP);

56 else

57 if (lowerLevelsRq())

58 move(DOWN);

59 else

60 stop();

61 else if (dir == DOWN)

62 if (lowerLevelsRq())

63 move(DOWN);

64 else

65 if (higherLevelsRq())

66 move(UP);

67 else

68 stop();

69 }

70 }

Fig. 6. The elevator scheduling case study - the model of the controller in a non-VIP
setting.
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1 @feature(FT_VIP)

2 reactiveclass VIPController

extends Controller(20) {

3 statevars {

4 boolean[LVL_CNT] isVIP;

5 }

6 // constructor omitted

7 msgsrv arrive(int level) {

8 handleArrival(level);

9 if (dir == UP)

10 if (higherVIPLvlRq())

11 move(UP);

12 else if (lowerVIPLvlRq())

13 move(DOWN);

14 else

15 reschedule(level);

16 else if (dir == DOWN)

17 if (lowerVIPLvlRq())

18 move(DOWN);

19 else if (higherVIPLvlRq())

20 move(UP);

21 else

22 reschedule(level);

23 }

25 boolean higherVIPLvlRq() ...

26 boolean lowerVIPLvlRq() ...

27 }

29 main {

30 @feature(!FT_VIP) {

31 Controller ctrl():(f0, f1,

f2, f3);

32 Floor f0(ctrl):(0);

33 Floor f1(ctrl):(1);

34 Floor f2(ctrl):(2);

35 Floor f3(ctrl):(3);

36 }

37 @feature(FT_VIP) {

38 VIPController ctrl():(f0,

f1, f2, f3, false,

false, false, false);

39 Floor f0(ctrl):(0, false);

40 Floor f1(ctrl):(1, false);

41 Floor f2(ctrl):(2, false);

42 Floor f3(ctrl):(3, false);

43 }

44 }

Fig. 7. The elevator scheduling case study - the model of the VIP controller and the
instantiation of the actors.
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To keep the size of the table small, we have only reported the configurations
with four floors, and two configuration with five floors. For the configurations
including VIP floors, only the topmost floor is considered as VIP.

Table 1. The number of states and transitions, and the time required to model check
a few configurations of the elevator product line. Each row specifies a configuration
by assigning values to the features Weight Sensor (WS), VIP Floor (VIP), and the
number of floors (Floors). The parameter Rq.Int. specifies the size of the time interval
between two consecutive requests ([LOW ,HIGH ]).

Config. WS VIP Floors Rq.Int. States Transitions Time (sec.)

1 ✓ 4 3 106,234 165,326 1
2 ✓ ✓ 4 3 185,145 196,939 2
3 4 3 380,794 491,662 3
4 ✓ 4 3 1,221,333 1,543,755 10
5 ✓ 5 2 1,435,246 1,818,949 14
6 ✓ 5 3 37,178,658 48,576,931 384

The complexity of the analysis is greatly affected by the size of the intervals
specifying the minimum and maximum amount of times between two consecutive
requests for each floor (shown in the Rq.Int. column), as Afra checks for each
value within the interval systematically. For the first four configurations, we set
this parameter to three (LOW=20, HIGH=22, VLOW=22, VHIGH=24). The
last two configurations have five floors, one with an interval of size two and the
other with size three. The models are analyzed for schedulability and deadlock-
freedom on a single core from a 3.6GHz Core-i7 machine with 16GB of RAM.

Assuming the elevator waits for one time unit at each floor, and adds another
time unit if it has a weight sensor, having the mentioned intervals between two
consecutive requests yields in the smallest values for time outs as shown in
Table 2. In case the time out values are infeasible to satisfy, Afra reports a
schedulability violation and provides a counterexample trace as illustrated in
Fig. 8.

Table 2. The smallest possible time out values for different configurations

Config. WS VIP Floors Rq.Int. TIMEOUT TIMEOUT VIP

1 ✓ 4 3 16 N/A
2 ✓ ✓ 4 3 16 10
3 4 3 11 N/A
4 ✓ 4 3 11 8
5 ✓ 5 2 13 10
6 ✓ 5 3 13 10
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Fig. 8. The counterexample provided by Afra when a time out happens

4 More Deterministic Models Using Priorities

In concurrency theory, nondeterminism is used to model concurrency. Hewitt
actors are designed for building distributed and network systems. There is a trend
to add more determinism to the language models inspired from synchronous
languages. Edward Lee and his team are proposing deterministic concurrency
in [49]. Apart from that, in many applications, there is a predefined priority
used for ordering the tasks in hand. Here we explain how priorities are added as
annotations to Timed Rebeca to better support such applications.

In Rebeca, the semantics of the language is defined to order the execution of
enabled actors nondeterministically. An actor is enabled if the actor is not busy
handling a message and its message queue is not empty. Each actor has a message
queue and the messages sent to an actor from another actor are put in the
receiver’s message queue with the same order that the messages are sent. So, in
Rebeca, we have a point-to-point in-order message delivery, but we cannot have
any assumptions about messages sent by different actors. For Timed Rebeca, the
order of handling messages of an actor depends on the time tags of the messages.
If there is more than one message with the same time tag then these messages
are handled in a nondeterministic order (see [53] for a formal definition of the
semantics). To make the behavior of actors in Rebeca models more deterministic,
which is required for real-time and embedded systems, Rebeca allows associating
priority to message servers and actors. The messages with the same time tag are
handled in the order which is defined by the priorities of their corresponding
message servers. Priorities for the actors are defined in the main part of the code
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where we instantiate actors from the reactive classes. This way, the execution of
enabled actors takes place considering the associated priorities.

4.1 Incorporating Priorities into the Running Example

In the extended version of the running example in Fig. 10, we want to make sure
that in each round of execution, all of the gathered data by Sensor is processed
by CompUnit. So, there is a need for Sensor to have a higher priority in the
execution in comparison with CompUnit. Fig. 9 shows a diagram representing
the program model of the running example, inspired from Lingua Franca [27].
The program is assembled from three actors, Sensor, CompUnit, and Network,
shown as light gray boxes. The numbers in the top-left side of the boxes show
the priorities of actors. Black triangles in the diagram show communication
ports. In this model, both Sensor and CompUnit have output ports that are
connected to corresponding input ports. In the diagram, methods are represented
by dark gray chevrons. The order of defining methods in the figure shows the
execution priority of methods, e.g., receiveData has a higher execution priority
compared to process in the CompUnit actor. In Fig. 9, Sensor and CompUnit
define methods that are triggered periodically.

Sensor

gatherData

(2 sec)

Network

send

CompUnit

process

(1 sec)

receiveData

1 2 3

Fig. 9. A diagrammatic representation of the program model of the running example
of sensor network with priorities, inspired with the Lingua Franca diagram notation

As depicted in lines 50 to 55, of Fig. 10, three different priority levels are
associated with instances of reactive classes using priority annotations. Having
a smaller value for priority annotations means that the actor has a higher exe-
cution priority. Note that associating the same priority level with actors results
in the nondeterministic choice among the actors when more than one of them
are enabled.

In addition to the cases mentioned above, each reactive class is allowed to
prioritize the execution of its message servers. It means that in the case of
receiving two messages with the same time tag, the message server which is
annotated with a higher priority will be executed first. In Fig. 10, we make sure
that the method for receiving data from Sensor has a higher priority than the
method for processing data in CompUnit. This decision is because CompUnit has
to receive the data prior to processing it. This way, the priority among reactions
1 and 2 in Fig. 9 is addressed.
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1 reactiveclass Sensor(3) {

2 statevars{

3 CompUnit cu;

4 }

6 Sensor(CompUnit cu1) {

7 cu = cu1;

8 self.gatherData(1);

9 }

11 msgsrv gatherData(byte data) {

12 cu.receiveData(1);

13 self.gatherData(1) after(2);

14 }

15 }

17 reactiveclass CompUnit(3) {

18 statevars {

19 Network network;

20 byte[4] buffer;

21 int cnt;

22 }

24 CompUnit(Network net) {

25 network = net;

26 self.process();

27 }

29 @priority(1)

30 msgsrv receiveData(byte data) {

31 buffer[cnt++] = data;

32 }

34 @priority(2)

35 msgsrv process() {

36 for (int i=cnt; cnt>0; cnt--)

37 network.send(buffer[i]);

38 self.process() after(1);

39 }

40 }

42 reactiveclass Network (3) {

43 msgsrv send(byte data) {

44 // Send data according

45 // to a protocol

46 }

47 }

49 main {

50 @priority(1)

51 Sensor sensor():(cu);

52 @priority(2)

53 CompUnit cu():(network);

54 @priority(3)

55 Network network():();

56 }

Fig. 10. The Timed Rebeca model of the running example with priorities (the sensor
network example with priorities for the actors and for the message servers)

In some cases, associating priorities to actors and methods within classes does
not give us the order of execution of methods we are looking for. Hence, we also
added another feature to Timed Rebeca, by which we can associate priorities
with each method. This is a flat type of priority throughout the whole model
which we call Global Priority (and is not shown in the examples). Note that
using both GlobalPriority and Priority in one model is not allowed.

4.2 Analysis of Rebeca Models with Priorities

The model checking engine of Afra assumes that in the given model all of the
actors and methods have priorities, if there is no priority associated to an actor
or a method, then Afra assumes the lowest priority for it. At each step of the
state space generation, Afra selects the highest priority enabled message from the
enabled actor with the highest priority. In the case of having methods or actors
with the same priority level, one of them is selected nondeterministically. During
model checking, Afra generates the state space for all possible combinations.
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Fig. 11 compares the transition systems of the model of Fig. 10. As mentioned
before, including priorities eliminates some nondeterministic choices which re-
sults in smaller transition systems. Two outgoing transitions of S1 0 of Fig. 11(a)
illustrates nondeterministic choice between executing the messages of sensor

and cu. This nondeterminism is resolved by associating priorities to actor in-
stances in S1 0 of Fig. 11(b). Another kind of nondeterminism is depicted in
S2 0 for executing receiveData or process of the actor cu. In its corresponding
state in Fig. 11(b), receiveData has a higher priority and there is no nondeter-
ministic choice.

4.3 Case Study: Anti-lock Braking System, with Priority

We demonstrate the applicability of the priority feature of Rebeca on a simplified
Brake-by-Wire (BBW) system with Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) [36, 48, 23].
To prevent uncontrolled skidding, ABS releases the brakes based on the slip rate,
computed in terms of the torque and speed of wheels read by the wheel sensors.
We previously specified and analyzed this case study within Hybrid Rebeca
[33], an extension of Rebeca with continuous real variables that change over
time, specified by ordinary differential equations (ODEs). Due to the absence
of the priority feature, we handled the required priorities among the actors in
the semantic model (this priority was hard-coded in the semantics). We revisit
this example by replacing ODEs with simple expressions updating real-valued
variables at discrete time intervals.

In this system, there is a wheel controller (WheelCtrl) for each wheel and a
global brake controller (BrakeCtrl). Each wheel and the brake pedal are equipped
with a sensor. The brake pedal sensor calculates the brake percentage based on
the brake pedal’s position and sends this value to BrakeCtrl. Each wheel sensor
sends the speed of its wheel to its corresponding WheelCtrl which sends this
value to BrakeCtrl. Then, BrakeCtrl computes the desired brake torque and the
speed of all wheels and sends these values to each WheelCtrl to apply them.
Depending on the slip rate, computed based on the current and desired speed,
WheelCtrl releases the brake if the slip rate is greater than a specified value to
prevent skidding.

Each pair of a sensor and its corresponding controller are connected directly
by a pair-to-pair link. All other communications are managed through a shared
Controller Area Network (CAN) [50] which is a dominant networking protocol
in the automotive industry. CAN is a serial bus network where nodes can send
messages anytime. Upon multiple simultaneous send requests, only the message
with the highest priority is accepted and sent through the network. After a mes-
sage is sent, the network chooses another message from the requested messages.
A CAN bus can be conceived as a single global priority-based queue [20] that
deterministically dispatches messages based on their arrival times and for those
messages arrived at the same time based on their priorities. Thus, we model the
CAN network as a Rebeca class, called CANBusNetwork, with a message server
for each message priority. We define an abstract class called Ent as the supertype
for connected entities, e.g., ECUs in this example, over the CAN bus. Connected
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(a) The transition system without priorities (b) The transition system
with priorities

Fig. 11. Comparing transition systems of the model of Fig. 10 without priorities (a)
and with priorities (b).
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entities send their messages to CANBusNetwork by calling the appropriate mes-
sage server corresponding to the message priority. Then, CANBusNetwork will
transfer the message to the target entity by sending a rcv message. We assume
that entities communicate by sending a pair of type and value, modeled as the
parameters of rcv messages. We have considered three message priorities by
defining three message servers sndH, sndM, and sndL as given in Fig. 12. For
simplicity, we have considered two wheels in the model. The model consists of
four other classes shown in Fig. 12: WheelSensor, WheelCtrl, BrakeSensor, and
BrakeCtrl.

The WheelSensor class models the sensors and actuators of the wheel. The
class has one known rebec of WheelCtrl. This class periodically updates the
speed of the wheel and then sends the new value to the wheel controller (lines 33-
35), specified by the message server sndSpeed. As each wheel sensor is connected
via a pair-to-pair link to its wheel controller, we model this communication by
directly sending a message setWspd to the wheel controller. Upon handling a
message setTrq, it applies the effect of braking on the wheel speed (line 31).

The WheelCtrl class defines the behavior of the wheel controller which com-
municates via CAN bus by the global brake controller and via pair-to-pair link
with its wheel sensors. So, this class has three known rebecs of WheelSensor,
BrakeCtrl, and CANBusNetwork. Upon receiving the speed of the wheel through
setWspd messages from the wheel sensor, it will send the speed to the brake con-
troller via the CAN network (line 56). It receives the desired speed and torque
from the brake controller via CAN bus through rcv messages (lines 46-52). We
assume that the brake controller first sends the desired speed and then the
torque. After receiving the torque, it computes the slip rate of the wheel and
then decides to apply the brake by sending the appropriate torque to the wheel
(lines 49-51).

The BrakeSensor class defines the behavior of the brake pedal sensor. The
class has one known rebec BrakeCtrl which is the global brake controller. It
has the state variable bpcnt which is the brake percentage and increased up
to the value defined by the state variable max. This class sends the value of
bpcnt periodically to BrakeCtrl via sndBrake message (lines 65-67). In the
constructor, the actor sends a sndBrake message to itself to start the periodic
communication.

The BrakeCtrl class is responsible for delegating the brake torque to wheel
controllers. It defines three known rebecs, two for each wheel controller named
wCtrlL, wCtrlR, and one for the network called CAN. This class has three state
variables for the right and left wheels’ speed and the brake pedal’s brake percent-
age (bpcnt). It also has two auxiliary state variables for computing the desired
speed and torque. The message server control is executed periodically to cal-
culate the desired brake torque, calculated based on the brake percentage (lines
89-96). It also estimates the speed based on the speed of the wheels. Then, the
estimated speed and global torque are sent to each wheel controller via the CAN
network. The message server setBpcnt updates bpcnt based on the received
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1 env int TORQUE = 0;

2 env int SPEED = 1;

3 env int PERIOD = 1;

5 interface Ent{

6 msgsrv rcv(Ent entity,int

type, float value);

7 }

8 reactiveclass CANBusNetwork(4){

9 CANBusNetwork(){}

10 @priority(1) //high

11 msgsrv sndH(Ent n,int t,float v)

12 {n.rcv((Ent)sender,t,v);}

13 @priority(2) //medium

14 msgsrv sndM(Ent n,int t,float v)

15 {n.rcv((Ent)sender,t,v) ;}

16 @priority(3) //low

17 msgsrv sndL(Ent n,int t,float v)

18 {n.rcv((Ent)sender,t,v) ;}

19 }

20 reactiveclass WheelSensor(1){

21 knownrebecs {

22 WheelCtrl wCtrl;}

23 statevars {

24 float spd; float trq;}

25 WheelSensor(float _s){

26 spd = _s;

27 self.sndSpeed();}

28 msgsrv setTrq(float _trq){

29 trq = _trq;}

30 msgsrv sndSpeed(){

31 spd = (float)spd-trq-0.1 ;

32 wCtrl.setWspd(spd);

33 if (spd>0)

34 self.sndSpeed() after(PERIOD);

35 }}

36 reactiveclass WheelCtrl

implements Ent(2){

37 knownrebecs {

38 WheelSensor w;

39 BrakeCtrl bCtrl;

40 CANBusNetwork CAN;}

41 statevars {

42 float vspd;float wspd;}

43 WheelCtrl(){}

44 @priority(2)

45 msgsrv rcv(Ent n,int t,float v){

46 if (t==SPEED) vspd = v;

47 else{

48 if(((vspd-wspd*0.74)/vspd)>0.2)

49 w.setTrq(0);

50 else w.setTrq(v);

51 }}

52 @priority(1)

53 msgsrv setWspd(float spd){

54 wspd = spd;

55 CAN.sndM(bCtrl,SPEED,spd);}

56 }

57 reactiveclass BrakeSensor(1){

58 knownrebecs {

59 BrakeCtrl bCtrl;}

60 statevars {

61 float bpcnt;float max;}

62 BrakeSensor(float b,float m){

63 bpcnt = b; max = m;

64 self.Braking();}

65 msgsrv Braking(){

66 bpcnt = bpcnt + 1 ;

67 bCtrl.setBpcnt(bpcnt);

68 if (bpcnt<max)

69 self.Braking() after(PERIOD);

70 }}

71 reactiveclass BrakeCtrl

implements Ent(4){

72 knownrebecs {

73 WheelCtrl wCtrlL;

74 WheelCtrl wCtrlR;

75 CANBusNetwork CAN;}

76 statevars {

77 float spdR;float rtrq;

78 float spdL;float rspd;

79 float bpcnt;}

80 BrakeCtrl(){

81 self.control();}

82 @priority(1)

83 msgsrv rcv(Ent n,int t,float v){

84 if (((WheelCtrl)n)==wCtrlR)

85 spdR = v;

86 else spdL = v;}

87 @priority(2)

88 msgsrv control(){

89 rtrq = bpcnt;

90 rspd = (spdR + spdL) / 2;

91 CAN.sndH(wCtrlR,SPEED,rspd);

92 CAN.sndH(wCtrlR,TORQUE,rtrq);

93 CAN.sndH(wCtrlL,SPEED,rspd);

94 CAN.sndH(wCtrlL,TORQUE,rtrq);

95 self.control() after(PERIOD;}

96 @priority(1)

97 msgsrv setBpcnt(float b){

98 bpcnt = b ;}

99 }

100 // main block in the next figure

Fig. 12. The specification of Brake-by-Wire system with Anti-lock Braking System
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value. The constructor sends a control message to itself to start the periodic
execution.

The main block of the model is listed in Fig. 13. Fig. 14 shows the LF’s
diagrammatic representation of the program model of the Brake-by-Wire sys-
tem. As we considered two wheels in the system, the program is assembled from
two instances of WheelSensor and WheelCtrl, one instance of BrakeSensor,
BrakeCtrl, and CANBusNetwork. As depicted in Fig. 14, the values are re-
ceived from WheelCtrl and BrakeSensor by BrakeCtrl to compute the desired
brake torque and speed. WheelCtrl also receives its value from WheelSensor.
To correctly compute the desired values in each period, we must guarantee that
BrakeCtrl has received the most recent sensed values from the sensors. So, we
assign the highest priority to the instances of BrakeSensor and WheelSensors.
We assign the next priorities to the components over the path from WheelSensor

to BrakeCtrl, i.e., instances of WheelCtrls and then CANBusNetwork. We also
assign a lower priority to the message server control than rcv to be sure that it
updates the values sensed for this period before its computation. If none of the
priorities are considered, WheelCtrl may make the computation using stale val-
ues. This is in line with the policy of the order of execution of components “from
upstream to downstream” in the design of CPS and used in Lingua Franca. We
will explain this through a scenario in the following.

93 main {

94 @priority(1)

95 WheelSensor WSL(WCL):(10,12);

96 @priority(2)

97 WheelCtrl WCL(WSL,BC,CAN):();

98 @priority(1)

99 WheelSensor WSR(WCR):(11,12);

100 @priority(2)

101 WheelCtrl WCR(WSR,BC,CAN):();

102 @priority(1)

103 BrakeSensor BS(BC):();

104 @priority(4)

105 BrakeCtrl BC(WCL,WCR,CAN):();

106 @priority(3)

107 CANBusNetwork CAN():();

108 }

Fig. 13. Actor instantiations for the Brake-by-Wire system with Anti-lock Braking
System

Consider the property that states “whenever the slip rate of a wheel exceeds
0.2, the brake actuator of that wheel must be immediately released”. We im-
ply from this property that at the end of each period if (rspd − WSL.spd ×
0.75)/rspd > 0.2 then WSL.trq must immediately become 0, where rspd =
(WSL.spd + WSR.spd)/2. Suppose that initially, the speed of the left and right
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1
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Fig. 14. A diagrammatic representation of the program model of the Brake-by-Wire
system presented in Fig. 12, inspired from the Lingua Franca diagram notation

wheels are 15 and 13, respectively and the initial brake percentage is 60. As only
WSL, WSR, and brake sensor BS have messages in their queue, they first send the
speed of wheels (i.e., 15 and 13) and brake percentage (i.e., 60) to their corre-
sponding controllers upon handling their messages. Then, the wheel controllers
and the brake controller handle setWspd and setBpcnt messages, respectively,
to update their values. The wheel controllers send their speed values to the brake
controller via CAN by sending a sndM message. Then, CAN handles its two sndM

messages from the wheel controllers by sending rcv messages to the brake con-
troller BC. Please note that CAN has a higher priority than the brake controller, so
the brake controller BC first gets two rcv messages before handing its messages.
BC has the next priority to be executed. It has three messages in its queue: two
rcv messages and one control message. As the priority for handling rcv mes-
sages is higher than the control message, it first handles the rcv messages and
updates the value speed of wheels, and then by handling the control message
computes the desired torque and speed as 60 and 14 and sends them via two
sequential rcv messages through CAN to each wheel controllers. The wheel con-
trollers handle their rcv messages and compute the slip rate as 0.207 and 0.312
for the left and right wheels which indicates that the brake should be released
by sending setTrq(0) to the wheels. This scenario satisfies the given property.
Assume that no priority is defined for the message servers of the brake controller
or the priority of the brake controller is not less than the others. So, the brake
controller may handle control first while it has not received any values for the
speeds (which are initially 0). Thus, the given property is wrongly violated.

The size of the state space generated by Afra has 10, 088 states and 12, 732
transitions. If we remove the priorities defined for the instances of actors, the
resulting size is increased to 1, 659, 463 states and 6, 326, 764 transitions. If we
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also remove the priorities for the message servers within the BrackCtrl and
CANBusNetwork classes, the resulting state space will have 2, 523, 309 states
and 10, 313, 561 transitions. The priorities among the actors implicitly model
a scheduling policy for executing actors to resolve nondeterminism due to their
concurrent execution while the priorities among the message servers model a
scheduling policy to resolve the nondeterminism caused by messages arriving at
the same time.

5 Holistic Analysis of Cyber-Physical Systems

The two orthogonal features of variability handling mechanisms and priority
can be used together. This combination of usage makes it possible to specify
variability in the domain of embedded and cyber-physical systems. Using the
features of upgraded Timed Rebeca, we may define different communication
mechanisms, like broadcast or specific protocols like in a CAN bus in a more
structured way and hence more usable and understandable for the engineers. We
can model periodic and sporadic events and order their handling where necessary.
This allows us to model different configurations for cyber-physical systems and
perform a holistic analysis of safety and timing features. We revise our running
example in Fig. 3 to extend its domain application, inspired from [11] in the
automotive domain.

The extension to the Timed Rebeca model in Fig. 3 is brought by three
modifications: 1) replacing the feature annotation by polymorphism and mak-
ing Sensor and ComptUnit abstract classes, 2) adding another network type
CANBusNetwork, similar to our case study in Section 4.3, and 3) adding vari-
ability to the abstract class CompUnit to communicate with entities over a CAN
bus. As we need all the instances of CompUnit variations to either communicate
over CAN or not, we add this variability by using a feature annotation (instead
of defining two subclasses for each variant). The resulting model is shown in Fig.
15, with its main block listed in Fig. 16. We explain each modification in detail.

We remove the variables FT PERIODIC SENSOR and FT SPORADIC SENSOR and
instead define PeriodicSensor and SporadicSensor as the subclasses of the
abstract class Sensor. By making the superclass Sensor an abstract class, we
can specify the common behavior between the two variant subclasses in the su-
perclass as much as possible like the constructor. Substituting polymorphism
for feature annotation allows having two variants of Sensor class within a
model simultaneously. With the same discussion, we also remove the variables
FT PERIODIC PUSH and FT IMMEDIATE PUSH and define CompUnitPeriodic and
CompUnitImmediate as the subclasses of the abstract class CompUnit. The su-
perclass CompUnit has one abstract function init which is called in the con-
structor. This abstract method contains the specific initialization needed for
each variant subclass. In CompUnitPeriodic, this method must send a mes-
sage to itself to start periodic execution while no initialization is required in
CompUnitImmediate.
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1 featurevar FT_SIMPLE_NETWORK;

2 featurevar FT_CAN_NETWORK;

3 featurevar FT_TDMA_NETWORK;

5 abstract Sensor{

6 statevars{CompUnit cu;}

7 Sensor(CompUnit cu1) {

8 cu = cu1;

9 self.gatherData();}

10 abstract msgsrv gatherData();

11 }

12 reactiveclass PeriodicSensor

extends Sensor(3){

13 // constructor omitted

14 msgsrv gatherData() {

15 cu.receiveData(0);

16 self.gatherData()

after(2);}

17 }

18 reactiveclass SporadicSensor

extends Sensor(3){

19 // constructor omitted

20 msgsrv gatherData() {

21 cu.receiveData(0);

22 self.gatherData()

after(?(1,2,3));}

23 }

24 abstract CompUnit {

25 statevars {

26 Network network;

27 @feature(FT_CAN_NETWORK)

28 int priority}

29 CompUnit(Network net, int pr){

30 network = net;

31 @feature(FT_CAN_NETWORK)

32 priority = pr;

33 init();}

34 abstract msgsrv

receiveData(byte d);

35 abstract void init();

36 void transfer(byte data){

37 @feature(FT_CAN_NETWORK)

38 if (priority==1)

39 network.sendHigh(data);

40 else if (priority==2)

41 network.sendMedium(data);

42 network.send(data);}

43 }

45 env int BUFFER_SIZE = 4;

46 reactiveclass CompUnitPeriodic

extends CompUnit(3){

47 statevars {

48 int[BUFFER_SIZE] buffer;

49 int cnt;}

50 // constructor omitted

51 void init(){self.process();}

52 msgsrv receiveData(byte d) {

53 buffer[cnt++] = d;}

54 msgsrv process() {

55 for(int i=cnt;cnt>0;cnt--)

56 transfer(buffer[i]);

57 self.process() after(1);}

58 }

59 reactiveclass CompUnitImmediate

extends CompUnit(2){

60 // constructor omitted

61 void init(){}

62 msgsrv receiveData(byte d){

63 transfer(data);}

64 }

65 interface Network {

66 @feature(FT_CAN_NETWORK)

67 msgsrv sendHigh(byte data);

68 @feature(FT_CAN_NETWORK)

69 msgsrv sendMedium(data);

70 msgsrv send(byte data);

71 }

72 reactiveclass MACBNetwork

implements Network(3) {

73 // constructor omitted

74 msgsrv send(byte data) { }

75 }

76 reactiveclass TDMANetwork

implements Network(3) {

77 // constructor omitted

78 msgsrv send(byte data) { }

79 }

80 reactiveclass CANBusNetwork

implements Network(3) {

81 // constructor omitted

82 @priority(1)

83 msgsrv sendHigh(byte data){}

84 @priority(2)

85 msgsrv sendMedium(data){}

86 @priority(3) //low

87 msgsrv send(byte data){}

88 }

Fig. 15. Extending the domain application of the sensor network running example
shown in Fig. 3 by adding a CAN Bus and using the features of upgraded Timed
Rebeca
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82 main {

83 @priority(1);

84 PeriodicSensor sr1():(cu1);

85 @priority(2);

86 CompUnitPeriodic cu1():(network, FT_CAN_NETWORK?2:0);

87 @priority(1);

88 SporadicSensor sr2():(cu2);

89 @priority(2);

90 CompUnitImmediate cu2():(network, FT_CAN_NETWORK?1:0);

91 @priority(3);

92 @feature(FT_SIMPLE_NETWORK)

93 MACBNetwork network():();

94 @feature(FT_TDMA_NETWORK)

95 TDMANetwork network():();

96 @feature(FT_CAN_NETWORK)

97 CANBusNetwork network():();

98 }

Fig. 16. Actor instantiations for the upgraded sensor network running example shown
in Fig. 15

Thanks to the priority feature, we add another network type CANBusNetwork,
suitable for modeling the network in the automotive domain. By using the fea-
ture expression @feature(FT CAN NETWORK), we add variability to the abstract
class CompUnit. This feature adds a priority state variable to the class. As
messages are transmitted over a CAN bus based on their priorities, we define
a message server for each message priority in CANBusNetwork and assign a pri-
ority to each message server using the priority feature. The priority variable
of CompUnit indicates the priority of messages (received from the sensors). The
method transfer of CompUnit sends messages to the network. If the network
is a CAN bus, when the variable FT CAN NETWORK is set, then it calls the corre-
sponding message server of CANBusNetwork based on the value of priority.

A configuration of the model where only the feature FT CAN NETWORK is
present gives the model of two connected ECUs communicating over a CAN
bus in a car. The first sensor instance sr1 models the wheel sensor which peri-
odically sends the speed of the wheel to its wheel controller, represented by cu1.
The second sensor instance sr2 is the gear sensor which sends the level of gear
upon any change to its controller, represented by cu2.

6 Related Work

Apart from variability-aware extensions of modeling notations based on tran-
sition systems and process algebras (comprehensively surveyed in [10]), several
formal modeling languages have been extended to support variability, including
fPromela [16], fSMV [17], and an extension of Event-B [68]. Having our focus
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on formal modeling of asynchronously communicating distributed systems, the
most notable language is Abstract Behavioral Specification (ABS) [35, 1], which
follows the concurrent object-oriented style of the actor model, and enables vari-
ability modeling using a delta-oriented approach [58, 15, 19]. Unlike ABS, our
way to handle variability in Rebeca family of languages is through feature anno-
tation and polymorphism which models the entire family behavior in one place.
Verification of software product lines has a relatively long history. This includes
the works based on modal I/O automata [45], PL-CCS [25], and early results
based on Featured Transition Systems [18]. More recent advances on the verifi-
cation of SPLs include a wide range of techniques such as static analysis [8, 6],
parity games [7], proof plans [44], and correct-by-construction approach [13].

Lee et.al. proposed Lingua Franca as a language for developing deterministic
actors [46]. Lingua Franca resolve nondeterminisitc execution among actors using
predefined order of executions for actors. The idea of associating priority to
actors in Rebeca to make the model more deterministic is inspired from Lingua
Franca. In comparison with [46], although actors can be deterministic in Rebeca,
they are allowed to have nondeterministic behavior. This means that modelers
are allowed to express the required level of nondeterminism in models.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented an overview of the language features of Timed Rebeca
to support variability management and modeling determinism. The approach to
variability management is feature-oriented and is done using feature variables.
By annotating parts of the model source code with feature expressions, we can
bind model parts to a number of product configurations. Moreover, class poly-
morphism can be used to manage variability by providing alternative implemen-
tations of model components. This way, the whole product line can be modeled
in a single artifact which explicitly models the variability in structure and behav-
ior of the model. This enables the opportunity to analyze the whole product line
model at once as opposed to analyzing every product individually. The theory
behind verification of the whole product line has been developed and partially
implemented and is a future step in the development of Afra, the Timed Re-
beca model checker. Currently, Afra supports feature variables and verification
of the individual products specified through a valuation of the feature variables.
As a future work, we plan to study the feasibility of applying variability encod-
ing [54] to defer the variability resolution time from compile-time to state-space
generation time, which may increase the efficiency of whole-family verification.

We also showed how Timed Rebeca models can be made more deterministic
by assigning priorities to message servers and actors. This enables the modelers
to bring in assumptions about the execution environment or outside entities. In
addition to making the model closer to a set of real world applications, this may
result in (possibly significant) reduction in the size of the state space and make it
more practical to analyze more complex systems. Both of these aspects enhance
the practicality of the Timed Rebeca toolset to be used in industrial settings.
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Abstract. We present a post-region-based verification system for dis-
tributed hybrid systems modeled with Hybrid Active Objects. The post-
region of a class method is the region of the state space where a phys-
ical process must be proven safe to ensure some object invariant. Prior
systems computed the post-region locally to a single object and could
only verify systems where each object ensures its own safety, or relied
on specific, non-modular communication patterns. The system presented
here uses a type-and-effect system to structure the interactions between
objects and computes post-regions globally, but verifies them locally.
Furthermore, we are able to handle systems with delegated control: the
object and method that shape the post-region change over time. We
exemplify our approach with a model of a cloud-based hybrid system.

1 Introduction

Cyber-physical systems are notoriously difficult to design, maintain and analyze,
and major innovation drivers such as the Internet-of-Things or Digital Twins
pose additional challenges for formal modeling and verification. For one, such
systems are inherently distributed. For another, the controlling software may,
contrary to classical control, use delegation for the controlled process: parts of
the controlling software may run on a cloud infrastructure which may restart
the controlling processes, as well as reallocate to a different instance. Thus, the
obligation for part of the control can be delegated to another instance. Formal
guarantees are of critical importance, yet distributed hybrid models and delega-
tion remain an open theoretical challenge.

In this work, we present a system for modular deductive verification of dis-
tributed hybrid systems, which is able to handle delegated control. Our ap-
proach is based on hybrid programs: programs that contain constructs to express
continuous evolution of their state. Programming languages-based approaches
for modeling of hybrid systems have recently gained increased research atten-
tion [31,25,28] and aim to provide a theory for hybrid systems that combines
simulation, verification and usability. One of their advantages over low-level for-
malisms, such as hybrid automata [6] or process algebras [17], is the rich theory of
modularity and structure available for programming languages that allows one to
capture and analyze the adaptive structure of modern distributed cyber-physical
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systems. We show that hybrid programs can indeed provide the necessary struc-
ture to handle loose coupling and delegation, by integrating verification with
a type-and-effect system [53], a lightweight analysis technique for programs to
keep track of side-effects in computational units.

Hybrid Active Objects. We use the Hybrid Active Object (HAO) concurrency
model, which is one hybrid programming paradigm for distributed systems and
extends Active Objects [18] and is implemented in the Hybrid Abstract Behav-
ioral Specification (HABS) language [34].

A Hybrid Active Object o is an Active Object that additionally encapsulates
a physical process. Only the discrete processes of omay interact with the physical
process of o. A discrete process reacts on changes in the physical process using its
suspension guards. While the discrete process is active, the fields of the physical
process can be accessed as normal fields, but when time advances such fields
change their value according to the physical dynamics.

Previous work [31,34] introduced two verification systems for Hybrid Active
Objects that verify object invariants: Kamburjan [31] gives a generalization of
post-condition reasoning for object-oriented languages [1] to hybrid systems.
However, the system has one major drawback: it computes post-regions based
on single classes – it cannot handle interactions between multiple objects beyond
checking conditions on the passed parameters. Thus, it is not able to use global
information about the overall system to aid verification. On the other hand, an
alternative system [34] can handle more complex interactions, but suffers from a
lack of modularity: To make use of global structure, it only uses a small, rigidly
defined syntactic subset of HABS. In particular, the structure of the overall system
may not change and delegation is not possible.

Type-Based Deductive Verification In this work we present a novel verification
system for HABS that goes beyond previous systems for object invariants: we
use a type-and-effect system to enable post-regions to be computed based on
interactions between multiple objects. By using the structure provided by the
type system, we are able to integrate deductive verification systems with the
modeling and analysis of cloud systems.

Given an object invariant I, we verify for each method m that when it sus-
pends, I holds until the next process runs. The post-region pr of a method is the
part of the state space where the dynamics must satisfy I for this property to
hold. For example, if another method mctrl executes every n time units, then
the post-region of m can be restricted to the next n time units. It must, however,
be ensured that mctrl is indeed called as specified. We say that mctrl is con-
trolled if the global structure indeed ensures that it is called every n time units.
The caller of a controlled method is a controlling method.

Our system can verify delegated control, where the controlling method changes
during the lifetime of a controlled object. Consider again the method mctrl from
above. It can be called every n time units by another object and the object call-
ing mctrl may change over time. To use the post-region of m, we must ensure
that there is always some controller for mctrl. To do so, for each object and
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each method that is specified as being externally controlled, we keep track of
the current controller using a type-and-effect system.

A type-and-effect system is a generalization of data type systems, which are
defined for some specific side-effect. It checks the correctness of evaluation for a
certain set of objects with respect to this side-effect. In our case, the side-effect
of interest is time advance. By keeping track of how much time each statement
takes, we can verify whether mctrl is called frequently enough. Additionally, we
keep track of ownership [16] to ensure that every method that requires to be
frequently called is indeed always owned by somebody who does. A main feature
of our behavioral type system is its parametricity: while we do keep track of
effects and ownership, we do not compute how long a certain communication
pattern takes. Systems for that kind of property are available [24,37] or are
straightforward to extend; we integrate them through oracles that encapsulate
their analysis. That drastically simplifies our system and allows us to focus on
the presentation of the novel features of the type-and-effect system.

Contributions Our main contribution is a modular deductive verification system
for Hybrid Active Objects with delegated control that uses a type-and-effect sys-
tem to govern interactions (1) between multiple Hybrid Active Objects and (2)
between Hybrid Active Objects and cloud-models using Timed Active Objects.

2 Hybrid Active Objects and Post-Regions

In this section we present the preliminiaries for the rest of the article. First,
we present the HABS language that implements Hybrid Active Objects. It is
introduced, and fully described, by Kamburjan et al. [34]. Here, we only present
the language parts that are relevant for post-region based verification and omit,
e.g., inheritance, method visibility and variability.

A Hybrid Active Object (HAO) is a strongly encapsulated object, i.e., no
other object, not even from the same class, may access the fields of an instance.
Communication between HAOs is only possible through asynchronous method
calls and synchronization: each method call generates a container called future
for the caller that uniquely identifies the (to be) started process at callee side.
The future may be passed around and permits to synchronize (i.e., wait until the
called process terminates) with it and read the return value of the associated pro-
cess. HAOs implement cooperative scheduling : Inside an object, only one process
is active at a time. This process cannot be preempted by the scheduler — it must
explicitly release control by either terminating or suspending (via await). These
two properties make (Hybrid) Active Objects easy to analyze: Approaches for
sequential program analyses can be applied between two await statements (and
method start and end).

Hybrid Active Objects differ from standard Active Objects by a physical

block and physical fields. A physical field is a field that has some dynamics, while
the physical block describes the very dynamics of all physical fields as ODEs.
These dynamics are used to update the state whenever time advances. Inside a
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1 class Tank(Log log){ //class header with field declaration
2 physical Real level = 5; //physical field declaration
3 Real drain = -1; //field declaration
4 physical{ level’ = drain; } //dynamics
5 { this!up(); this!down(); } //constructor
6 Unit down(){ //method header
7 await diff level <= 3 & drain <= 0;

8 log!triggered(); drain = 1; this!down();
9 }

10 Unit up(){ //method header
11 await diff level >= 10 & drain >= 0;

12 log!triggered(); drain = -1; this!up();
13 }

14 }

Fig. 1. A water tank in HABS with event-based control.

method, an imperative language is used, which has special statements to advance
time or to wait until some condition on the state holds. These conditions define
an urgent transition: The method is reactivated as soon as possible once the
condition holds (and no other process is active).

Example 1. Consider the water tank model in Fig. 1. The tank keeps a water
level between 3 liters and 10 liters. The pictured class, Tank has two discrete
fields (log and drain) and a physical field level. A physical field is described by
its initial value and an ODE in the physical block, which models that the water
level is linear with respect to the drain. Line 5 gives the constructor in form of an
initialization block where the two methods up and down are called. Each method
starts with a statement that has as its guard the condition when the process will
be scheduled (for up, at the moment the level reaches 10 while water rises). This
is logged by calling the external object log on method triggered. This method
call is asynchronous, i.e., the execution of the up (or down) continues without
waiting for it to finish. No future is used in this example. Then, the drain is
adjusted and the method calls itself recursively to react the next time.

Example 1 illustrates event-based control, as the guard of the await diff state-
ment define an event boundary. Alternatively, one may use time-based control,
as the following example illustrates.

Example 2. The controller in Fig. 2 checks the water level of a tank once every
time unit by using the await duration statement to suspend the ctrl process for
the required amount of time. We use JML style [39] comments for specification.
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1 /∗@ requires 4 <= inVal <= 9 @∗/
2 /∗@ invariant 3 <= level <= 10 && −1 <= drain <= 1 @∗/
3 class TankTick(Real inVal){

4 physical Real level = inVal;

5 Real drain = -1;

6 physical{ level’ = drain; }

7 { this!ctrl(); }

8 Unit ctrl(){

9 await duration(1);
10 if(level <= 4) drain = 1;

11 if(level >= 9) drain = -1;

12 this!ctrl();
13 }

14 }

Fig. 2. A specified water tank in HABS with time-based control.

2.1 Syntax

The syntax of HABS is given by the grammar in Fig. 3. Standard expressions
e are defined over fields f, variables v and operators !, |, &, >=, <=, +, -, *, /.
Ordinary differential expressions (ODE) are equalities over expressions extended
with a derivation operator e’. Types T are all class names, type-generic futures
Fut<T>, Real, Unit and Bool.

Prgm ::= CD {s} CD ::= class C
[
(T f)

]
{FD [Phys] [{s}] Mt} Classes

Mt ::= T m(T v) {s;return e;} Methods

FD ::= T f[ = e]; | physical Real f = e; Fields

Phys ::= physical {ODE} Physical Block

s ::= while (e) {s} | if (e) {s} [else {s}] | s;s
| awaitp g | [[T] e] = rhs | duration(e) Statements

g ::= e? | duration(e) | diff e Guards

rhs ::= e | new C(e) | e.get | e!m(e) RHS Expressions

Fig. 3. HABS grammar. Notation [·] denotes optional elements and · lists.

A program consists of a set of classes and a main block. Each class may have
a list of discrete fields that are passed as parameters on object creation and a list
of internally declared fields with. An internally declared field1 may be declared as

1 All fields, independent of where they are declared, are accessible only from their
object.
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physical. In this case it must be of Real type and must be initialized. Furthermore,
a class has a physical block, which defines the dynamics of physical fields and
must be present if at least one field is physical. An optional initialization block
is executed directly after object creation and serves as the constructor. Lastly,
a class has a set of methods.

Methods, initializing and main blocks consist of statements. Besides the asyn-
chronous method calls (e!m()) described above, only the following constructs are
non-standard:

– The duration(e) statement advances time by e time units. No other process
may execute in that object during this time lapse.

– The e.get right-hand side expression reads from a future. A future is a
container that is generated by an asynchronous call. Afterwards a future
may be passed around. With the get statement one can read the return
values once the called process terminates. Until then, the reading process
blocks and no other process can run on the object (that is attempting to
read).

– The awaitp g statement suspends the process until the guard g holds. A
guard is either (1) a future poll e? that waits until the process for the future
in e has finished its computation, (2) a duration guard that advances time,
or (3) a differential guard diff e that holds once expression e evaluates to
true. Each such statement has a (program-wide unique) suspension point
identifier p, which we use to identify the most recent suspension in a trace.

We assume that all methods are suspension-leading, i.e., each method starts
with an await statement. This is easily achieved by adding await diff true if a
method is not suspension-leading without significant changes to the behavior2.
Concerning the physical block, we only admit blocks describing trivial behavior
for all non-physical fields. Finally, we only consider well-typed (w.r.t. data types)
programs, where differential guards contain only Real-typed variables.

2.2 Semantics

The runtime semantics is a transition system of the form tcn1 → tcn2, where the
configurations tcn have the form clock(t) cn for some t > 0 and a configuration
cn, which consists of objects and processes. For readability’s sake, we give the
full formal definition in the appendix, as the exact formalization of state adds
no further insights here, and only define runtime objects formally.

Definition 1 (Runtime Objects). A runtime object has the form

(o, ρ,ODE, f , prc, q)

An Object has an identifier o, an object store ρ that maps the object fields to
their values, the current dynamic f , an active process prc and a set of inactive
processes q as its parameters. The physical behavior description ODE is taken
from the class declaration. The full runtime syntax of HABS is given it Def. 12.

2 The difference is that the process is scheduled and descheduled immediately at its
start.
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Runs The semantics of a programs is expressed as a set of runs. A run generated
by the operational semantics. For each run, we also generate a set of traces, one
per object.

A trace θ is a mapping from R+ to states, meaning that at time t the state
of the program is θ(t). A trace is extracted from a run by interpolating between
two configurations resulting from discrete steps using the last solution. We say
that clock(ti) cni is the final configuration at ti in a run, if any other timed
configuration clock(ti) cn

′
i is before it.

Definition 2 (Traces). The initial configuration of a program Prgm is denoted
cn0 [12]. A run of Prgm is a (possibly infinite) reduction sequence

clock(0) cn0 → clock(t1) cn1 → · · ·

A run is time-convergent if it is infinite and limi 7→∞ ti < ∞. A run is locally
terminated if every process occurring within the run terminates normally.

For each object o occurring in the run, its trace is defined as θo:

θo(x) =



undefined if o is not yet created
ρ if clock(x) cn is the final configuration at x

and ρ is the store of o in cn.
advheap(ρ, f, x− y) if there is no configuration at clock(x)

and the last configuration was at clock(y)
with state ρ and dynamic f

with the following auxiliary function to advance the store ρ by t time units
according to dynamics f .

advheap(ρ, f, t)(f) =

{
ρ(f) if f is not physical
f(t)(f) otherwise

The full definition is given in Fig. 14 and illustrated in Ex. 17 in the appendix.
We normalize all traces and let them start with 0 by shifting all states by the
time the object is created.

Example 3. Consider Ex. 1 and an object where the initial value is 5, i.e., inVal
= 5. It evaluation has the first discrete steps at time 0, 1. The state after the
transition is as follows:

t = 0 {level = 5, drain = −1}
t = 1 {level = 4, drain = 1}
t = 8 {level = 10, drain = −1}

The trace θ thus has the following properties at these times (as per the second
case in the above definition:

θ(0) = {level = 5, drain = −1}
θ(1) = {level = 4, drain = 1}
θ(8) = {level = 10, drain = −1}
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The general solution of the dynamics is

level(t) = level(t0) + drain(t0) ∗ t
drain(t) = drain(t0)

This is used to define the value of θ in between. For example for 0 < x < 1 we
have level(t0) = level(0) = 5 and, thus

θ(x)(level) = level(x− 0) = 5 + θ(x− 0)(drain) ∗ x = 5− 1 ∗ x

As we will see later, we must be able to soundly overapproximate the states
after a suspension and before the next process is scheduled. To make this precise,
we use the notion of suspension-subtraces.

Definition 3 (Suspension-Subtraces). Let C.m be a method in some program
Prgm. Let θo be a trace, stemming from some run of Prgm for some object o of
class C. Let i be the index in θo where some process of m suspends and terminates.
We say that θio is the suspension-subtrace of θo, if it starts at i and ends at
(including) the time where the next non-trivial3 process is scheduled. If there is no
such time, then θio is infinite. Additionally, θio has a variable t with θio(0)(t) = 0
and t′ = 1. I.e., a clock that keeps track of the length of θi.

The set of all suspension-subtraces of m in Prgm is denoted Θ(m, Prgm).

Suspension subtraces are exactly the traces between two discrete steps with
length > 0. They contain the states where time advances and no process is active
(for a given object). In the above example, θ has one suspension-subtraces. It
defined by the restriction of the domain to 0 ≤ t ≤ 1. For θ(1).

2.3 Differential Dynamic Logic

To verify HABS, we generate proof obligations that encode that a certain state-
ment or physical process has a certain post-condition. Our logic of choice is
differential dynamic logic (dL) [46,48], a first-order dynamic logic embeds hybrid
algebraic programs into its modalities. Hybrid algebraic programs are defined by
a simple imperative language, extended with a statement for ordinary differen-
tial equations. Such a statement evolves the state according to some dynamics
for a non-deterministically chosen amount of time.

Definition 4 (Syntax of dL). Let p range over predicate symbols (such as
.
=,≥), f over function symbols (such as +) and x over variables. Hybrid algebraic
programs α, formulas φ and terms t are defined by the following grammar.

φ ::= p(t) | ¬φ | φ ∧ φ | ∃x. φ | [α]φ t ::= f(t) | x dt := f(dt) | t | (t)′

α ::= x := t | x := * | α ∪ α | α∗ | ?φ | α;α | {α} | x = dt&φ

3 I.e., a process that performs any action instead of descheduling immediately.
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In the following, we use the usual derived connectives (→,∨,∀) for brevity.
Modalities [·] contain hybrid algebraic programs and may be nested using the
? operator. All ODEs are autonomous. The semantics of hybrid programs is as
follows: Program x := t assigns the value of t to x. Program x := * assigns a non-
deterministically chosen value to x. Program α1∪α2 is a non-deterministic choice.
Program α∗ is the Kleene star. Program ?φ is a test or filter. It either discards
a run (if φ does not hold) or performs no action (if φ does hold). Program
α1;α2 is sequence and {α} is a block for structuring. Finally, the statement
x = dt&φ evolves the state according to the given ODE in the evolution domain
φ for some amount of time. The evolution domain describes where a solution
is allowed to evolve, not the solution itself. The semantics of the first-order
fragment is completely standard. The semantics of [α]φ is that φ has to hold in
every post-state of α if α terminates. We stress that if α is an ODE, then this
means that φ holds throughout the whole solution.

Example 4. The following formula expresses that the position of a bouncing ball
with initial position x below 10 meters and initial null velocity v is below 10
before reaching the ground (given that the gravity is 9.81m/s).

0 ≤ x ≤ 10 ∧ v
.
= 0 → [x′ = v, v′ = −9.81&x ≥ 0]x ≤ 10

Events can be expressed as usual by an event boundary created between a test
and an evolution domain. The following program models that the ball repeatedly
bounces back exactly on the ground.(

{x′ = v, v′ = −9.81&x ≥ 0}; ?x ≤ 0; v := −v ∗ 0.9
)∗

We identify HABS variables and fields with dL variables and denote with
trans(e) the straightforward translation of HABS expressions into dL terms. Stan-
dard control flow constructs (while, if) are encoded using the operators above [47].

Weak negation ¬̃ is needed to define event boundaries. It is defined analo-
gously to normal negation, except for weak inequalities:

¬̃(t1 ≥ t2) ≡ t1 ≤ t2

2.4 Post-Region Invariants

To verify an object invariant, one generates a proof obligation in dynamic logic
for each method, and one for the constructor. If all proof obligations can be
closed, i.e., the dynamic logic formulas are all valid, then the object invariant
holds at every point a process starts, ends, suspends or regains control. This
approach is modular, as changes is one method do not require to reprove other
methods.

There are such systems for numerous discrete object-oriented languages, e.g.,
Java (in the KeY-system using Java Dynamic Logic [1]) and ABS (in KeY-
ABS [19] using ABS Dynamic Logic [20] and in Crowbar [35] using Behavioral
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Program Logic [30]). In the most basic case the proof obligations for an invariant
I take the following form for discrete languages:

I → [s]I

where s is the method body of the method in question; and for the constructor

true → [s]I .

The main idea is that the constructor always establishes the object invariant and
each method preserves it. Each method may assume the invariant, because the
last process established it and in discrete system, state does not change when
no process is active. This is not the case for hybrid systems, the above proof
obligation scheme is not sound.

To accommodate hybrid systems the proof obligation scheme must incorpo-
rate the dynamics in the post-condition, as a so called post-region invariant [31].
The case for methods is the following:

I →
[
s
](
I ∧ [dyn&φ]I

)
where dyn are the dynamics and φ is the post-region. The post-region is the region
where the dynamics must be safe. We say that I is the post-region invariant for
φ and stress that it is necessary to establish I as a pure post-condition as well –
it may be the case that φ ≡ false, i.e., that the next process starts without time
advance4. To ensure that this next process can also assume I, it is necessary to
add I without dynamics to the post-condition.

If e basic post-region is just true, i.e., the dynamics must stay safe forever. In
general, basic post-regions are not sufficient – consider the two models in Ex. 2
and Ex. 1: these systems are not safe for an unlimited time, instead there are
internal control loops that define when a discrete computation will start. I.e.,
it suffices to restrict φ to the region where it is not guaranteed that another
method will take over. One can easily extend the precondition, if the method
starts with a guard, by adding the guard to the left-hand side of the implication.

Two further possible ways to soundly compute more precise internal post-
regions were proposed: structural control and (method-)local control [31]. They
have in common that they are local – the post-region is computed based on
information derived from a single class. They cannot, however, verify the above
examples.

Next, we define the formalization of general soundness for post-regions [32],
which parameterizes the proof obligation scheme with post-region generators.
In the following, we denote the specified invariant for a class C with IC. For
initialization, a constraint on the initial values of the externally initialized fields
may be specified. This creation condition is denoted preC and used a precondition
for the constructor.

4 The post-region is a part of the state space of the object, with time as a dimension.
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2.5 General Proof Obligation Scheme

A proof obligation scheme defines a set of dL-formulas, such that validity of
all these formulas implies safety of the program. The scheme we give here is
parametric in the notion of post-region, as well as in the specification. Method
contracts, in the sense of pre-/postcondition pairs, are not of interest here, we
only use a precondition preC.m, which is a first-order formula over the method
parameters, and a postcondition postC.m, which is a first-order formula over the
fields of the class. Similarly, initC is the precondition of the initial block/con-
structor and IC is the class invariant.

Before we define the proof obligation scheme, we must establish some auxil-
iary structures.

– We assume two variables t and cll. Variable t keeps track of time and
variable cll keeps track of contract violations. This is necessary, because
the post-condition is evaluated at the end of the methods and intermediate
failures must be remembered until then.

– The fail statement sets cll to 1, i.e., records a contract violation.

fail = cll := 1

– The havoc statement sets all fields, including all physical fields, but not lo-
cal variables to new values. This is used to approximate suspension, where
another process can run, but only change fields.

havoc = f1:= *; . . . fn:= *; for all fields fi

– The havocph statement sets all physical fields to new values.

havocph = f1:= *; . . . fn:= *; for all physical fields fi

– The post-region formula pr(φ, I, ode) expresses that a certain invariant I
holds for dynamics ode under post-region φ:

pr(φ, I, ode) = I ∧
[
t:=0; {ode, t′ = 1&φ}

]
I

Whenever I and ode are understood, we just write pr(φ). Next, we define the
proof obligation scheme itself.

Definition 5 (Proof Obligation Scheme). Let Prgm be a program. For each
class C in the program, let odeC be its dynamics and sC.init the code of the
constructor. For every method C.m let sC.m be the method body. Let ψ be a family
of post-regions, i.e, formulas over the physical fields of a class and t, indexed with
(1) method names including the constructor, and (2) suspension point identifiers.
Let smain be the statement of the main block. The proof obligation scheme ιψ

for family ψ is a function from methods and initial block to formulas, defined
as follows. We use the subscript notation for ι. For every class C, there is one
formula

ιψC.init ≡ initC ∧ cll
.
= 0 →

[
trans(sinit)

](
cll

.
= 0 ∧ pr(ψC.init, IC, odeC)

)
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for each method m in C one formula

ιψC.m ≡ IC ∧ preC.m ∧ cll
.
= 0 →

[
trans(sC.m)

](
cll

.
= 0∧ postC.m ∧ pr(ψC.m, IC, odeC)

)
and for the main block the formula

ιψmain ≡ cll
.
= 0 →

[
trans(smain)

]
cll

.
= 0 .

The translation trans of HABS statements into dL statements is given in Fig. 4.

trans(s1; s2) = trans(s1);trans(s2)

trans(if(e){s1}else{s2}) = if(trans(e)){trans(s1)}else{trans(s2)}
trans(while(e){s}) = while(trans(e)){trans(s)}

trans(v = e) = v:= trans(e)

trans(return e) = result := trans(e)

trans(v = e.get) =
{
{?pr(true)};havocph;?IC;v :=*

}
∪
{
{?¬pr(true); fail};havocph;v :=*

}
trans(awaitp g) = {?pr(ψp ∧ ¬̃trans(g))};havoc;?trans(g) ∧ IC}

∪ {?¬pr(ψp ∧ ¬̃trans(g));fail};havoc;?trans(g)}

trans(v = e!m(e1, . . . )) =
{
{?prem(e1, . . . )} ∪ {?¬prem(e1, . . . );fail}

}
;v := *

trans(v = new C(e1, . . . )) =
{
{?initC(e1, . . . )} ∪ {?¬initC(e1, . . . );fail}

}
;v := *

trans(duration(e)) = t := 0;
{
{?pr(t ≤ e)} ∪ {?¬pr(t ≤ e); fail}

}
;

t := 0;{ode, t′ = 1&t ≤ trans(e)};?t ≥ trans(e)

trans(f) = f , where f is the dL variable representing field f

trans(v) = v , where v is the dL variable representing variable v

trans(e1 op e2) = trans(e1) op trans(e2)

trans(diff e) = trans(e)

trans(g) = true if g does not have the form diff e

Fig. 4. Translation of HABS-statements into dL programs.

If ψC.m is the same for all methods and the class is understood, then we
drop the index. We first examine the proof obligation for normal methods. The
precondition IC ∧ preC.m ∧ cll

.
= 0 expresses that the object invariant and the

method precondition hold. The last term initializes the special variable cll. The
first term of the post-condition (of the modality) expresses that no intermediate
check failed the proof and cll is still 0. The second term checks the method
post-condition and the last term ensures safety in the post-region. As previously
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discussed, it takes the form IC ∧ [t:=0; {ode, t′ = 1&φ}] IC. It expresses that the
invariant holds when the method terminated and that it is an invariant for the
dynamics in a defined post-region.

The proof obligation for constructors is analogous but (1) does not assume
the invariant, as it has not been established yet, and (2) assumes the creation
condition as its precondition. A constructor has no post-condition. The proof
obligation for the main block is only checking that all calls and object creations
adhere to the respective precondition, as it runs outside of any object and, thus,
has no additional specification.

The translation of statements into dL-programs works as follows. We consider
all fields as variables for the translation. The translation of sequence, branching,
loops and assignment of side-effect free expressions to location is straightforward.
We can ignore the expression of return statements as invariants cannot specify
return values. The other statements are translated as follows:

– Synchronization with get first checks pr(true), if the formula does not hold,
then verification fails. This models that during synchronization, time may
pass and the invariant must, thus, hold. It is not sound to assume the post-
region ψ here: synchronization blocks, so no other process can run. Further-
more, it may stay blocked for an unbound amount of time, so the invariant
must hold for an unbound amount of time as well. Afterwards, v is set to a
new, unknown value, as the return value in a future is not specified. Addi-
tionally, havocph is used to model that the physical fields may have changed
during the synchronization. In case the check succeeds, the invariant is known
to hold for the new values of the fields.

– Suspension with await is similar, but uses both the post-region ψ and the
guard. We use havoc?;trans(g) to set all fields (but not variables) to new
values – contrary to the case of get, the non-physical fields may have been
changed by another process. For the new values only the guard is known to
hold. The invariant is also known to hold, but only if the check succeeds. We
stress again that time advancement is modeled in the contained modality.

– Method calls check the precondition of the called method. Again, v is set to
a new, unknown value to model a fresh future.

– Object creation is analogous to method calls.

– Finally, blocking time advance is similar to synchronization using get, with
two differences: First, while it is still not sound to use ψ, we may limit the
time spent executing this statement. Second, instead of causing havoc, we
can precisely simulate the state change by advancing the dynamics for the
amount of time given in the duration statement.

A scheme generates one formula per entity. Its ultimate aim, however is to
establish a safety property for the overall system. Indeed, if we use the post-
region false for all methods, we may be able to show validity of all formulas
– yet it does mean that the system is safe. We, thus, need a formalization of
the conditions when the validity of all proof obligations generated by a scheme
imply safety.
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Formally, a scheme is sound if validity of all generated formulas is sufficient to
prove safety of all class with respect to their invariants, and safety of all methods
with respect to their contracts. We consider partial correctness [27], i.e., we do
not consider deadlock and non-terminating programs.

Definition 6 (Sound Proof Obligation Scheme). If the validity of all proof
obligations from ιψ implies that for all locally terminating, time-divergent runs,
invC holds in every state of every trace of every object o realizing any class C,
whenever (1) o is inactive or (2) time advances, and that the pre-condition of
a method holds in every prestate and the post-condition in every poststate, then
we say that ιψ is sound.

Condition (2) expresses that the object stays safe whenever time advances,
even if a method is already active. This is critical, as otherwise an object would be
in an unsafe state, but would still be considered safe if it, for example, performs
a non-suspending duration.

We can break down soundness of the scheme into two parts: it must describe
the discrete transitions correctly, and it must describe the suspension-subtraces
correctly. For the former, we observe that this property can be shown by rea-
soning about the translation function trans – we, thus, only need a formalization
for the later.

We remind that suspension-subtraces contain the states where time advances
and no process is active, and that (non-trivial) post-regions are not used when
time advances and a process is active, for example during the execution of an
get statement.

Definition 7 (Sound Post-Regions). Let Prgm be a set of programs, all
containing a class C with a method m. Let ψ be a first-order formula over the
fields of C and the variables of m. We say that ψ is Prgm-sound for C.m, if every
state of every suspension-subtrace of every program in Prgm is a model for ψ:

∀Prgm ∈ Prgm. ∀θ ∈ Θ(m, Prgm). ∀i ≤ |θ|. θ[i] |= ψ

This is indeed sufficient – to show soundness of the proof obligation scheme,
it suffices that the used post-region generator is sound: The following theo-
rem [32] states that soundness of post-regions implies soundness of proof obliga-
tion schemes.

Theorem 1 ([32]). If ψC.m is Prgm-sound for all C.m, then the proof obligation
scheme of Def. 5 is sound for Prgm in the sense of Def. 6.

Basic post-regions are obviously sound. A slightly more complex notion is
the one of locally controlled post-regions [31]. For a simple example, consider
a method m without branching or suspension that calls another method called.
Method called has the leading guard x >= 0. Then the post-region for m is x

<= 0 – it describes all suspension-subtraces until another process runs, namely
the one it called itself. Thus, a post-region generator that assigns x <= 0 to m is
sound.
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Concrete examples of post-regions that are able to verify Ex. 1 are described
in prior work [31]. In the next section, we introduce a similar system that is not
verifiable with those post-regions.

3 Externally Controlled Timed Post-Regions

In the following we consider timed control, where the controlling discrete process
is outside the object of the controlled physical process where the post-region is
to be used. To retain modularity of the proof system, we aim to keep the proof
obligations the same as before, but instead of deriving that a method implements
a timed controller, we require the user to specify it. The overall system then has
to ensure that this method is indeed globally called with the required frequency.
This property in turn, is handled by a type system – it is a structural property
of the whole program, and as such inherently non-local. By using a lightweight
type analysis, we keep the required user interactions during the analysis low.

As we target a more volatile situation of IoT systems, which often come
with cloud components, we allow the controlling discrete process to change. For
example, we allow one controller to shut down and another to take over. We
also allow multiple controlling discrete processes to control different aspects of a
physical controller, e.g. an internal controller for event-based properties and an
external controller for timed-based ones.

Before we come to the formal details, we illustrate the targeted kind of system
with a smaller example. We use again JML style comments for specification.

Example 5. Consider the upper code in Fig. 5, a variation of the timed water
tank of Ex. 2. The /∗@ requires ... @∗/ clause specifies the creation condition and
/∗@ invariant ... @∗/ specifies the safety invariant. The Tank class has the same
physical behavior as before, but the ctrl method is replaced by localCtr which
does not repeatedly perform the check on its own. Instead, it is specified with
/∗@ timed requires 1 @∗/ that the method must be called at least once per time
unit.

In this example, there is only one object of class Tank, line 25, and the respon-
sibility of calling localCtrl on this object is then shared between the methods
Mobile.run and Controller.timer. Since the method Mobile.run creates the tank,
it become by default the initial controller to all its controlled methods. On the
other hand, the Controller.timer method is annotated with the /∗@ time control

: t.localCtrl = [1, 0] @∗/ clause, which means that this method takes control of
the method localCtrl of its parameter t, waits for 1 unit of time (with the await

duration(1) statement line 16), calls localCtrl line 18, recursively calls itself
line 19 and stops, leaving 0 unit of time until the next call to t.localCtrl.

Hence, upon calling Mobile.run, the Tank object t is created, a Controller

object c is created, and the control of t.localCtrl is directly transferred to c.

timer. After 40 time units, the Mobile instance synchronizes with c.timer and a
new Controller takes over the control of t.localCtrl forever.

There is subtle, timing related bug in this code. At t = 40, the final call
to timer does not result in a call to localCtrl, but the await statement is still
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executed making time advancing to t = 41 before the method’s termination. As
the newly created controller also waits for one second at the beginning of its
execution, localCtrl next call is a t = 42: the required call at t = 41 is skipped.
The lower code in Fig. 5 gives a solution: by only advancing time when a call is
made afterwards, the gap at t = 41 can be avoided.

Note that this bug can be identified in the specification of the the faulty
version of timer method. Indeed this specification states that the method: i)
waits 1 unit of time at the beginning of its execution before calling t.localCtrl;
and ii) concludes its execution with t.localCtrl having to be called right away.
Hence it is unsound to delegate the control of the tank to sequences of calls
to timer. The fixed version of the timer method concludes it execution with t.

localCtrl having to be called after 1 time unit, and so sequences calls to timer

do correctly control the tank.

Such subtle bugs illustrate both the need for tool support in the analysis of
distributed hybrid and timed systems, as well as the value of specification.

Let us call ceid a pair of a location (a variable or a field) and a method,
such as t.localCtrl or c.timer in our example. There are several structural
requirements that need to be checked to ensure that a control pattern such as
the one presented in our example works: (1) for each controlled ceid, there
is always a controlling ceid; (2) the controlling ceid is indeed observing the
specified time behavior and (3) if the controlling ceid changes, there are no
gaps in control. If all these properties can be ensured, then the specification of
the marked timed controller method can be used in the post-region.

The proof obligations do not change: the post-region for the methods in
Tank are defined by the frequency of the timed controller. The proof obligations
needed for the specification of Controller are not hybrid (as the class contains
no physical block) and can be handled by discrete approaches to Active Object
verification.

Example 6. For Tank, the formulas in Fig. 6 are generated. Let I be the invariant
specified in Fig. 5, ψ the mapping from each method to t ≤ 1 and dyn ≡
level’ = drain.

3.1 Type System

As discussed previously, this type system has one unique goal: check that meth-
ods are called correctly with respect to their timed requires annotation. It is thus
entirely independent from the physical aspects of HABS and focuses only on the
time aspect of a HABS program. In particular, this type system must, to reach
its goal, perform a time analysis of the input program, i.e., compute how much
time each statement can take (in particular the await and duration statements).
Then it must use the information provided by this time analysis to keep track
of the ceid control relationship and ensure that all ceid are correctly called.
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1 /∗@ requires 4 <= inVal <= 9 @∗/
2 /∗@ invariant 3 <= level <= 10 && −1 <= drain <= 1 @∗/
3 class Tank(Real inVal){

4 physical Real level = inVal;

5 Real drain = -1;

6 physical{ level’ = drain; }

7 /∗@ timed requires 1 @∗/
8 Unit localCtrl(){

9 if(level <= 4) drain = 1;

10 if(level >= 9) drain = -1;

11 }}

12

13 class Controller(){

14 /∗@ requires t!= null && time control: t.localCtrl = [1, 0] @∗/
15 Unit timer(Tank t, Int time){

16 await duration(1);
17 if(time != 0) {

18 t!localCtrl();

19 Fut<Unit> f = this.timer(t, time - 1);

20 await f?;

21 }}}

22

23 class Mobile {

24 Unit run() {

25 Tank t = new Tank(4);

26 Controller c = new localCtrl(); Fut<Unit> f = c.timer(t, 40);

27 await duration(40); await f?;

28 c = new Controller(); f = c.timer(t, -1);

29 }}

1 class Controller(){

2 /∗@ requires t!= null && time control: t.localCtrl = [1, 1] @∗/
3 Unit timer(Tank t, Int time){

4 if(time != 0) {

5 await duration(1);
6 t!localCtrl();

7 Fut<Unit> f = this.timer(t, time - 1);

8 await f?;

9 }}}

Fig. 5. An externally controlled tank with mobile control. The upper version of
Controller.timer contains a subtle bug regarding timing, which is fixed in the lower
version.
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ιψTank.init

≡ 4 ≤ inVal ≤ 9 →
[
level := inVal; drain := −1;

](
I ∧ [t := 0{dyn, t′ = 1&t ≤ 1}]I

)
ιψTank.localCtrl

≡ I →
[
if(level ≤ 4)drain := 1; if(level ≥ 9)drain := −1;

](
I ∧ [t := 0{dyn, t′ = 1&t ≤ 1}]I

)
Fig. 6. Proof obligations for Tank in Ex. 6.

Time Analysis. Designing a time analysis is a difficult task, since such an anal-
ysis is undecidable in general (it includes the halting problem), yet the concrete
design choices are not central to this work. Many such design choices must be
made to decide which behaviors of a program is abstracted away by the anal-
ysis, and possibly many complex structures and algorithms must be defined to
precisely analyze the rest of the program. Interestingly, resource analysis, and
time analysis in particular, have already been defined for ABS [2,4,37] and it is
reasonable to imagine that other time analysis, with different capabilities, will
be defined in the future. In order to take advantage of the existing (and possibly
future) time analysis, we design our type system to be able to use any of them:
our type system is thus parametric, and given any correct time analysis, ensures
that methods are called correctly. The following definition informally describes
the different features of a time analysis that are needed by our type system:

Definition 8. A Time Analysis for a given program Prgm is a triplet (CF, TC, TA)
where:

– CF are expressions used to describe how time passes. Since explicit time ad-
vance is expressed with rationals in HABS, CF must include Q, and since some
computation can take infinite time, expressions in CF must be comparable to
∞.

– TC is a function that gives information about the execution context of meth-
ods and statements. Indeed, since the behavior of a method can change de-
pending on its parameters and the state of the callee, it might be relevant
for the time analysis to be sensitive to such execution context and give how
much time lapses in a statement depending on an execution context.

– Finally, TA is the function giving how much time a method or a statement
takes depending on the current execution context.

The ceid Control Relationship. Within a method, a ceid can be controlled
in two ways:

1. either a ceid is locally controlled (i.e., the current method is the one respon-
sible to call the ceid), in which case we store how much time is left until a
call to the ceid is required;

2. either the control of a ceid has been delegated (i.e., the current method
passed the control of ceid to a different process and might get the control
back later), in which case we keep track of which future controls the ceid,
and when that future terminates.
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Consequently, a typing statement for HABS statements has the form Γl, Γd ⊢c s :
Γ ′
l , Γ

′
d where: Γl registers the ceid locally controlled; Γd registers the ceid whose

control has been delegated; c is the execution context given by and forwarded
to the time analysis (with the TC and TA functions); s is the typed statement;
and Γ ′

l (resp. Γ
′
d) is the locally controlled ceid (resp. delegated ceid) obtained

after executing s. The context Γl maps ceids to the maximum amount of time
that can lapse before the method must be called. The context Γd maps ceids
to tuples (fid , tmin, tmax, t) where: fid is the future to which the ceid has been
delegated; tmin (resp. tmax) is the minimum (resp. maximum) amount of time
before the future is resolved; and t is the maximum amount of time between fid
is resolved and the next time ceid must be called.

Remark 1. To keep the presentation of our type system simple, we suppose two
restrictions on the syntax of the input program Prgm:

– Prgm does not contain any loop, and

– every assignment in Prgm declares a new variable.

These restrictions do not limit the expressivity of HABS, since loops can be trans-
lated into recursive method calls, and variables can always be renamed in fresh
variables, following a Static Single Assignment pattern.

Example 7. To get a first impression of how this control relationship works, let
us look at the method Mobile.run in Fig. 5, and look at how its execution using
the faulty version of the Controller.timer method shape the Γl and Γd contexts.
Since the Mobile class does not have any field and Mobile.run does not have any
parameter, we can consider that this method does not control anything when
it starts: Γl and Γd are both empty. Then, after the creation of the tank t,
which contains a method annotated with time requires, that method must be
locally controlled: Γl now maps the ceid t.localCtrl to 1 (i.e., the content of
the time requires annotation), and Γd is still empty. After the creation of the
controller c, does not not contain any method annotated with time requires, Γl
and Γd are left unchanged. The call to c.timer(t,40) does change the contexts
however: the timer method states in its annotation that it takes over the control
of t. Here, our type system must first check that the control transfer is sound
(i.e., that the timer method will not call ceid too late), and then registers the
transfer in the contexts: Γl becomes empty and Γd now states that the future
f controls ceid. We use the time analysis to check that f controls ceid for 40
units of time, and so the various await statements are correct w.r.t. the control
of ceid. After the await f statement, the control of ceid is once again local: Γl
now maps ceid to 0 (i.e., the content of the time control annotation of the timer

method), and Γd is now empty. Finally, the creation of a new controller c and
the call c.timer(t,-1) is different from before: here the check that the control
transfer is sound fails since Γl states that ceid must be called right away and
the annotation on c.timer states that ceid will not be called sooner than after
1 unit of time.
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The rest of this Section first introduces the definition giving what we consider
to be a well-typed program, and presents the different rules defining our type
system.

Definition 9. A program Prgm is well-typed iff all its methods and its main can
be validated with the rules presented in the following paragraphs.

Typing Rules. The first rule we present is to check method declaration:

tctrl(C.m) = [xi.mj 7→ [tj , t
′
j ]]i∈I,j∈Ji ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ Ji, treq(Ti.mj) ≥ tj

∀c ∈ TC(C.m),

(
[xi.mj 7→ tj ]i∈I,j∈Ji , ∅ ⊢c s : [xi.mj 7→ t′′j ]i∈I′,j∈J′

i
, ∅

I ′ ⊆ I ∀i ∈ I ′, J ′
i ⊆ Ji ∧ ∀j ∈ Ji, t

′
j ≤ t′′j

)
C ⊢ T m(T1 y1,. . ., Tn yn) {s;return e;}

The concluding statement of the rule means that we check the definition of
method m in class C. In the premise, we first check the annotation of the method.
We use two functions to access a method’s annotation: tctrl returns the informa-
tion related to the time control annotation, i.e., a mapping from controlled ceids
to their pair [t, t′] in the annotation; and treq returns the information related to
the timed requires annotation, i.e., how often the method must be called. Using
these two functions, the premise controls that for each controlled ceid xi.mj , the
time tj that will lapse between the beginning of the method and the first call to
the ceid is correct, i.e., it is less than the maximum time between two calls of
ceid.

The second part of the premise checks the validity of the method’s body. It
collects (with TC(C.m)) all the execution contexts c registered by the time analysis
for that method, and analyses the validity of the method’s body for each of these
context individually, as stated in the validation predicate ⊢ indexed with c. To
do that, it first constructs the initial contexts Γl and Γd where Γl corresponds
to the method’s annotation (i.e., for each ceid xi.mj , the time left before the
next call is at most tj) and Γd is empty; then it analyses the method’s body,
which returns new contexts Γ ′

l and Γ
′
d; and check the validity of these resulting

contexts, i.e., the ceids in Γ ′
l are correct w.r.t. the annotation (for each ceid

xi.mj , the time left before the next call is at least t′j at the end of the method)
and Γ ′

d is empty, meaning that no delegated ceid need to be controlled anymore.

Example 8. Consider for instance the method timer of the Controller class in
the upper part of Fig 5. In the first part of the rule’s premise, the tctrl(C.m) call
gets the method’s time control annotation which states that the method: takes
control of the ceid t.localCtrl; calls ceid after 1 unit of time; and finishes its
execution with ceid that must be called with no delay. Then the premise of the
rule checks that this annotation is correct w.r.t. the annotation of the method
Tank.localCtrl: since ceid will not be called after 1 unit of time, Tank.localCtrl
must not require to be called more often that this. As Tank.localCtrl requires
to be called every 1 unit of time, this check is validated.

The second part of the premise checks that the method’s body holds w.r.t. the
method’s annotation for every execution context identified by the time analysis:
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we can safely consider in this example that there is only one execution context.
Here, we initialize the Γl context to the mapping [ceid 7→ 1] and the Γd context
to the empty mapping. We will see in detail with the next rules how these
contexts are used and updated while type-checking statements. But informally,
we can follow the reasoning presented in Ex. 7, to see that after executing the
timer method’s body, the resulting context Γ ′

l is [ceid 7→ 0], and the resulting
context Γ ′

d is empty (as expected by the rule). Moreover, since Γ ′
l is not empty,

the last line of the premise is triggered: the only key in the mapping Γ ′
l is ceid,

which is declared in the method’s annotation, and its image is 0 (i.e., the time
left before the next required call to ceid), which is consistent to the method’s
annotation.

Typing Statements. We next present the rules to handle statements within meth-
ods, based on the following judgment, which is introduced above.

Γl, Γd ⊢c s : Γ ′
l , Γ

′
d

The first such rule deals with infinite computation. Indeed, it is possible to
delegate the control of a ceid to a method that will never finish. In that case,
there is no need to take back the control of ceid: we know it will be safely
handled forever and we can thus simply forget about it.

Γl, Γd ⊢c s : Γ ′
l , Γ

′
d ⊎ [ceid 7→ (fid , tmin, tmax, t)] tmin = ∞

Γl, Γd ⊢c s : Γ ′
l , Γ

′
d

This is what is written in this rule: if while typing a statement, we end up with
a ceid that have been delegated to a method call fid that will run forever (i.e.,
the minimum computation time tmin of fid is infinite), then we can remove ceid
from the delegated context.

Example 9. This rule is suited to type-check methods similar to run of the Mobile
class in Fig 5. Indeed, as stated in Ex. 7, that method creates a new controller in
line 28 and forever delegates the control of t.localCtrl to that controller. Hence
there is no need to keep information about that ceid anymore: it can safely be
removed from Γ ′

d, which in turn makes the typing rule for method declaration
hold as it requires for Γ ′

d to be empty.

The following rule deals with conditional statements:

Γl, Γd ⊢c s1 : Γl,1, Γ
′
d Γl, Γd ⊢c s2 : Γl,2, Γ

′
d

dom(Γl,1) = dom(Γl,2)
Γ ′
l = [ceid 7→ min(Γl,1(ceid), Γl,2(ceid))]ceid∈dom(Γl,1)

Γl, Γd ⊢c if(e) { s1} else { s2 } : Γ ′
l , Γ

′
d

In this rule, we type-check the two branches of the if statement individually and
require that: the two resulting delegated contexts are the same (i.e., they are
both equal to Γ ′

d); and that the two resulting local contexts Γl,1 and Γl,2 declare
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the same ceids. Finally, to ensure the validity of the if statement, we state that
its resulting local context maps every ceid to its minimum value in Γl,1 and
Γl,2, and leave unchanged Γ ′

d.

The following rule checks sequential composition:

Γl, Γd ⊢c s1 : Γ ′
l , Γ

′
d Γ ′

l , Γ
′
d ⊢c s2 : Γ ′′

l , Γ
′′
d

Γl, Γd ⊢c s1 ; s2 : Γ ′′
l , Γ

′′
d

That rules simply checks first the first statement, which gives some resulting
contexts Γ ′

l and Γ
′
d, and then the second using Γ ′

l and Γ
′
d as initial contexts. The

result of checking the sequential composition is then the result of checking the
second statement.

The await statement is a single instruction whose only effect (of interest to
our type system) is to make time pass. This is what is written in the following
rule: we use a specific rule, identified with the typing predicate ⊢tc, to manage
time passing, and typing the await statement is identical to only managing the
time consumed by that statement.

Γl, Γd ⊢t
c await g : Γ ′

l , Γ
′
d

Γl, Γd ⊢c await g : Γ ′
l , Γ

′
d

We will describe the rule for time passing using the ⊢t
c judgment later.

The following rule checks the assignment statement.

Γl, Γd ⊢c rhs : [mi 7→ ti]i∈I , Γ
′
l , Γ

′
d

Γ ′′
l = Γ ′

l ⊎ [x.mi 7→ ti]i∈I Γ ′′
l , Γ

′
d ⊢t

c T x = rhs : Γ ′′′
l , Γ

′′
d

Γl, Γd ⊢c T x = rhs : Γ ′′′
l , Γ

′′
d

This rule first checks the right hand side of the assignment. Since a right hand
side can create an anonymous object with methods that must be controlled, the
result of typing a rhs includes, in addition to the contexts Γ ′

l and Γ
′
d, a mapping

[mi 7→ ti]i∈I corresponding to the newly created anonymous ceids. Then the rule
names these ceids and includes them into the local context Γ ′′

l by simply adding
their name x. Finally, the rule manages the possibility of time passing, resulting
in the two final contexts Γ ′′′

l and Γ ′′
d .

Example 10. In the method run of the Mobile class in Fig 5, line 25 creates a
new tank t that has the method localCtrl that needs to be controlled. To apply
the assignment statement rule to that line, let first recall that the initial Γl and
Γd contexts of that method is empty. We will see later that the right hand side
new Tank(4) is typed

∅, ∅ ⊢c new Tank(4) : [localCtrl 7→ 1], ∅, ∅

Hence, Γ ′′
l in the rule is equal to [t.localCtrl 7→ 1]. Finally, since object creation

is instantaneous, we have that Γ ′′′
l = Γ ′′

l and Γ ′′
d = Γd: the rule thus correctly

registers t.localCtrl 7→ 1 to Γl and keeps Γd empty.
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The following rule, for typing the duration statement, is identical to the one
used to type the await statement. Indeed, the only effect of these two statements
is only to make time pass, the only difference is that the duration statement also
blocks other processes, which is managed by the time analysis.

Γl, Γd ⊢t
c duration(e) : Γ ′

l , Γ
′
d

Γl, Γd ⊢c duration(e) : Γ ′
l , Γ

′
d

The following rule deals with time passing.

TA(c, s) = [tmin, tmax]
Γl,1 = [ceid 7→ Γl(ceid)− tmax]ceid∈dom(Γl)

C = {i | i ∈ I ∧ ti,max ≤ tmin}
Γl,2 = [ceidi 7→ ti + (tmax − ti,min)]i∈C

Γ ′
d = [ceidi 7→ (fid i, ti,min − tmax, ti,max − tmin, ti)]i∈I\C
Γ ′
l = Γl,1 ⊎ Γl,2 ∀ceid ∈ dom(Γ ′

l ), Γ
′
l (ceid) ≥ 0

Γl, [ceidi 7→ (fid i, ti,min, ti,max, ti)]i∈I ⊢t
c s : Γ ′

l , Γ
′
d

With the function call TA(c, s), this rule first queries the time analysis to know,
given the current execution context c, what is the minimum time tmin and max-
imum time tmax that the current statement s can take. Then the rule updates
the two contexts Γl and Γd to include this passing of time. Updating the local
context Γl is quite simple, we just state that now the remaining time before
each ceid must be called has been decreased by tmax. Updating the delegated
context Γd is more subtle, since during this passing of time some method calls
might have finished and we must retake local control of the related delegated
ceids. The set C corresponds to all the delegated ceids whose control is given
back to the local computation, since the corresponding method call is known to
have finished. We collect all these ceids in a new local context Γl,2, and for all
of them, since the maximum time that lapsed between the end of the method
and now is tmax − ti,min, we say that the maximum amount of time that can
pass until their next call is ti+(tmax− ti,min). For the ceids whose control stays
delegated, we simply store them in Γ ′

d and update the execution time of the
related method call.

Finally, the rule checks that the locally controlled ceids are safe by ensuring
that the time left until their next call is positive, i.e., no specified frequency is
violated so far.

Example 11. Consider for instance the method timer of the Controller class in
the upper part of Fig 5. We already saw in Ex. 8 that the initial Γl context of
this method is [ceid 7→ 1] with ceid = t.localCtrl, while Γd is empty. The first
statement of that method is await duration(1) which clearly takes 1 unit of time:
we can thus suppose that the time analysis states that

TA(c, await duration(1)) = [1, 1]

Hence, Γl,1 in the rule is [ceid 7→ 0]: ceid must be called without delay. Then,
since Γd is empty, so are Γl,2 and Γ ′

d in the rule. We can then conclude the
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application of the rule: Γ ′
l is thus equal to [ceid 7→ 0], that validates the last

constraint of the rule’s premise.

Example 12. Another interesting application of the time passing rule is the await

duration(40) statement line 27 in the upper part of Fig 5. At that point of the
method’s execution, the future f is running and controlling the ceid t.localCtrl

. We can suppose that the time analysis correctly identified f’s information, and
so before line 27 Γl is empty, and Γd is [ceid 7→ (f, 41, 41, 0)], stating that ceid
is controlled by f, that f will take exactly 41 units of time to complete, and
that once this future completed, ceid must be called right away. Similarly to
the previous example, we suppose that the time analysis for the await statement
is precise:

TA(c, await duration(40)) = [40, 40]

Hence, the set C is empty. Following the definition of the different contexts in
the rule, we have that Γl,1 and Γl,2 are empty, and Γ ′

d is [ceid 7→ (f, 1, 1, 0)]. We
can then conclude the application of the rule: Γ ′

l is thus the empty set, and so
the last constraint of the rule’s premise is validated.

Example 13. A last interesting application of the time passing rule is the await f

statement line 27 in Fig 5. As we saw in the previous example, here Γl is empty,
and Γd is [ceid 7→ (f, 1, 1, 0)], stating that ceid is controlled by f, that f will
take exactly 1 units of time to complete, and that once this future completed,
ceid must be called right away. Similarly to the previous example, we suppose
that the time analysis for the await statement is precise:

TA(c, await f?) = [1, 1]

Hence, the set C is the rule is {ceid}. Following the definition of the different
contexts in the rule, we have that Γl,1 is empty, Γl,2 is [ceid 7→ 0] (the Mobile

object takes back control of ceid and must call it right away), and Γ ′
d is empty.

We can then conclude the application of the rule: Γ ′
l is thus equal to [ceid 7→ 0],

that validates the last constraint of the rule’s premise.

Typing Right Hand Sides and Expressions. The following (axiomatic) rule deals
with side effect-free expression which do not have any effect by construction.
The resulting contexts are identical to the initial ones.

Γl, Γd ⊢c e : ∅, Γl, Γd

Similarly, the following rule deals with the get right hand side, whose only
effect is to pass time. Since time passing is handled in our type system with a
rule on statements (as previously described), no other effect is registered in this
rule and the resulting contexts are identical to the initial ones.

Γl, Γd ⊢c e.get : ∅, Γl, Γd

The following rule checks object creation:
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M = {m | C.m ∈ dom(treq)} S = [m 7→ treq(C.m)]m∈M
Γl, Γd ⊢c new C(e1,. . .,en) : S, Γl, Γd

This expression does not have any effect on the contexts Γl and Γd, but might
add new ceids corresponding to the newly created object. These unnamed ceids
are stored and returned in the mapping S.

The last rule of our type system deals with method call. This rule is respon-
sible of two main features in our type system: if the method call corresponds
to a ceid, we must reset the time counter in the local context Γl; and we must
transfer the ceids delegated to this method call from Γl to Γd.

∀1 ≤ i ≤ n, type(ei) = Ti tctrl(T1.m) = [xi.mj 7→ [tj , t
′
j ]]i∈I,j∈Ji

∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ Ji, Γl[ei.mj ] ≥ tj

Γ ′
l = Γl \ {ei.mj | i ∈ I, j ∈ Ji} Γ ′′

l =

{
Γ ′
l [e1.m 7→ treq(T1.m)] if e1.m ∈ dom(Γl)
Γ ′
l else

TC(c, e1!m(e2,. . .,en)) = c′ TA(c′, T1.m) = [tmin, tmax] fid fresh
Γl, Γd ⊢c e1!m(e2,. . .,en) : ∅, Γ ′′

l , Γd[ei.mj 7→ (fid , tmin, tmax, t
′
j)]i∈I,j∈Ji

This rule works as follows. First, it gets the type of every expression involved in
the method call, and gets the information related to the time control annotation
of the callee. Then it checks that the method call is correct w.r.t. the control
annotation, i.e., the times given in Γl for all the delegated ceid are valid w.r.t.
the specification of the method. Then, it extract from Γl the ceids that are still
local in Γ ′

l and updates Γ ′
l into Γ

′′
l if the callee is a locally controlled ceid. And

finally, it computes using the function TC the execution context of this method
call to obtain its minimum and maximum execution time to generate all the
relevant information in Γd for the newly delegated ceids.

Example 14. Consider for instance the call to t.localCtrl line 18 in the method
timer of the Controller class in the upper part of Fig 5. Let define ceid =
t.localCtrl: we previously discussed that before the call, Γl is [ceid 7→ 0] and
Γd is empty. Then, following the first line of the premise of the rule, we have that
n = 1, T1 = Tank and I = ∅ (since the method Tank.localCtrl does not control
anything). The second line of the premise only checks the validity of the con-
trol delegation, which is empty in our case. Then, following the third line of the
premise, we have that Γ ′

l = Γl and Γ
′′
l = [ceid 7→ 1] since ceid is the method be-

ing called. And finally, we can consider that the time analysis correctly identifies
that ceid does not take any time to execute (i.e., TA(c′, Tank.localCtrl) = [0, 0]);
but since ceid does not control anything, the context for delegated control stays
empty after the method call.

Example 15. Another interesting application of the method call rule is the c.

timer(t, 40) call line 26 in the upper part of Fig 5. Let define ceid = t.localCtrl:
we previously discussed that before the call, Γl is [ceid 7→ 1] and Γd is empty.
Then, following the first line of the premise of the rule, we have that n = 1,
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T1 = Controller and I = {2}: Controller.timer takes control of ceid. The sec-
ond line of the premise checks the validity of the control delegation, i.e., that
Γl[ceid] (the maximum time allowed before calling ceid) is longer than or equal
to the time Controller.timer takes to call it: since both numbers are 1, the check
passes. Then, following the third line of the premise, we have that Γ ′

l = ∅ since
ceid is delegated, and so Γ ′′

l = ∅. And finally, we can consider like in Ex. 12
that the time analysis correctly identifies that this call to Controller.timer takes
exactly 41 units of time to execute (i.e., TA(c′, Controller.timer) = [41, 41]),
which means that context for delegated control after the method call has the
form [ceid 7→ (f, 41, 41, 0)].

Example 16. An last interesting application of the method call rule is the c.timer
(t, -1) call line 28 in the upper part of Fig 5. Let define ceid = t.localCtrl:
we previously discussed that before the call, Γl is [ceid 7→ 0] and Γd is empty.
Then, following the first line of the premise of the rule, we have that n = 1,
T1 = Controller and I = {2}: Controller.timer takes control of ceid. The
second line of the premise checks the validity of the control delegation, i.e., that
Γl[ceid] (the maximum time allowed before calling ceid) is longer than or equal
to the time Controller.timer takes to call it: this check fails since Γl[ceid] is 0.
Hence, this rule correctly identifies the subtle timing error in Fig 5.

If instead we use the fixed version of the timer method, before the call Γl
becomes [ceid 7→ 1] (and Γd stays empty). Here, like in Ex. 15, the checks in
the second line of the premise would be validated: our analysis would correctly
validate our proposed fix.

Then, following the third line of the premise, we would have that Γ ′
l = ∅

since ceid is delegated, and so Γ ′′
l = ∅. And finally, we can consider that the

time analysis correctly identifies that this call to Controller.timer will never
finish (i.e., TA(c′, Controller.timer) = [∞,∞]), which means that context for
delegated control after the method call has the form [ceid 7→ (f,∞,∞, 0)].

3.2 Proof System

For the proof system itself, we can now safely assume the specification as a
post-region for the class, as long as the program is well-typed.

Theorem 2 (Soundness of Timed External Control). Let C be a class
with a an externally timed m with frequency l. The externally controlled timed
post-region of cm is defined as follows:

ψet
C.cm ≡ t ≤ l

Let Prgm⊩ be the set of well-typed programs according to Def. 9. The post-
region ψet

C.cm is Prgm⊩-sound for all methods m in C.

There can be multiple externally timed methods and it is sound to combine
their corresponding post-region generators [32]. Using the theorem, we can see
that Tank in Fig. 5 is safe, if the formulas in Ex. 6 are valid and the type checker
succeeds. The proof obligations are the same as the ones in Ex. 2; they can be
automatically closed by KeYmaera X [22] and are available [31].
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4 Modeling Cloud-Aware Hybrid Systems

Equipped with the type-and-effect system, we now investigate a bigger example
to show how Hybrid Active Objects can be used to model cyber-physical systems
using a cloud infrastructure.

Scenario. We model the cloud infrastructure that is shown in Fig. 7. A, possi-
bly growing, set of nodes, must be controlled by a central instance. To do so,
the control instance can create new controller tasks and assign them to virtual
machines (VM). Each controller task controls one node for a certain amount
of time. Once it finishes controlling, a new task must be started, possibly on
another VM. When a new task is created, one must pick a VM with enough free
resources and, if no such VM exists, create a new one. As a VM may also run
other tasks, e.g., accessing some other mechanism of the nodes, the set of VMs
may grow and shrink, depending on the resource consumption.

Virtual Machine (VM)

Task

Node

Task

Node

Cloud Infrastructure

Virtual Machine (VM)

Task

Node

Fig. 7. Cloud infrastructure to control nodes

Resource-Modeling. Modeling cloud infrastructure requires the use of resource-
sensitive actors and deployment components [29] to model the cloud infrastruc-
ture. We do not allow Hybrid Active Objects to run on deployment components,
so the resource model is not relevant for our verification system. However, we
consider resource-aware HAOs, i.e., HAOs that communicate with (and are con-
trolled by) resource-using Timed Active Objects, which are allowed to consume
resources. Communication is handled via method calls and Cooperative Con-
tracts [33]. A detailed introduction to resource-aware modeling with Active Ob-
jects is given by Schlatte et al. [52], we give a short introduction into the core
concepts next.

A deployment component (DC) is an abstraction over some location that
posses some resources, that are refilled once per time unit. Any object may run
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on at most one DC and each statement may consume some resource. If the DC
has not enough resources to perform a resource-consuming statement, than the
clock must be advanced by one time unit until the resource is refilled and can
be consumed again. The process blocks the object for that time. The following
code creates a DC with 3 units of the speed resource (line 4) and creates an
object on it (line 5) using the [DC: dc] annotation. It then calls the m method
which consumes 10 resources (modeled by the [Cost: 10] annotation. Thus, the
method takes (at least) 4 time units to complete. Annotations are specific to
resource modeling in ABS. They can be ignored for our verification, if it can be
shown that the resource model does not influence the time behavior.

1 class C() { Unit m(){ [Cost: 10] skip; } }

2 class D() {

3 Unit setup() {

4 DC dc = new DeploymentComponent(map[Pair(Speed, 3)]);

5 [DC : dc] C c = new C();

6 Fut<Unit> f = c!m();

7 f.get;
8 }

9 }

Model. We now discuss our model5. It consists of three classes. The nodes are
modeled by the Tank class in Fig. 5, that we already discussed. The tasks are
modeled by a CtrlTask (non-hybrid) class in Fig. 8. The sole method of this class
takes a node n and a time until for which it controls the node. For controlling, it
calls the ctrl method of the node once per time unit. This action consumed one
resource (through the [Cost: 1] annotation) – it must, thus, be ensured that
there are always enough resources to perform this action without delay.

1 class CtrlTask() {

2 /∗@ time control: n.ctrl = [0,0] @∗/
3 Unit ctrl(Node n, Int until){

4 Rat start = timeValue(now());

5 while (timeValue(now()) <= until + start) {

6 [Cost: 1]Fut<Unit> f = n!ctrl();

7 duration(1,1);
8 }

9 }

10 }

Fig. 8. A resource-aware model of a controlling task.

5 Available at https://formbar.raillab.de/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/nodecloud.zip
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Finally, the managing instance is modeled as a Manager (non-hybrid) class,
shown in Fig. 9 and 10. The manager keeps a list of its DCs, corresponding to
VMs, and maps each of its DCs to the number of tasks assigned to it. Periodically,
here, every 10 time units, it removes all DCs which have no tasks assigned
(cleanup). It may create a new DC with the capacity for 3 tasks (createNewDc)
and it is able to return a DC with below 2 tasks if a new task arrives (getFreeDc).
This is done in the manage method: it takes a uncontrolled node and a time d > 0.
It selects a fitting DC and creates a task on it. It then increases the number of
tasks assigned to this DC and waits until the control task is finished. Once the
task is finished, the number of tasks assigned to the chosen DC is reduced and
after 1 time unit the procedure is repeated.

11 class Manager() {

12 Map<DeploymentComponent, Int> freeMap = map[];

13 Unit run(){ await duration(10); this!cleanup(); this!run(); }

14

15 DeploymentComponent createNewDc(){

16 DC dc = new DeploymentComponent(map[Pair(Speed, 3)]);

17 freeMap[dc] = 0;

18 return dc;}

19 DeploymentComponent getFreeDc(){

20 foreach (dc in keys(freeMap)){ if(freeMap[dc] <= 2) return dc; }

21 return this.createNewDc();}
22 /∗@ time control: n.ctrl = [0,∞] @∗/
23 Unit manage(Node n, Int d){/∗ See next figure ∗/ }

24 Unit cleanup(){ /∗ removes all DC with freeMap[dc] == 0 ∗/ }}

Fig. 9. A resource-aware model of a cloud infrastructure.

25 /∗@ time control: n.ctrl = [0,∞] @∗/
26 Unit manage(Node n, Int d){

27 DeploymentComponent target = this.getFreeDc();
28 [DC : target] CtrlTask ctrlTask = new CtrlTask();

29 Fut<Unit> f1 = ctrlTask!ctrl(n, d);

30 freeMap[freeMap[target]]++; await f1?;

31 freeMap[freeMap[target]]--;

32 Fut<Unit> f2 = this!manage(n,d); await f2?; }

Fig. 10. A resource-aware model of a cloud infrastructure.
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Finally, we need a scenario to set up a number of nodes and connect them to
the infrastructure. The following code sets up 10 nodes that start over 10 time
units and uses each controlling task for 3 time units:

35 { Manager manager = new Manager();

36 for(i in 1..10){

37 Node n = new Node(i); manager!manage(n, 3, i);

38 await duration(1);
39 }}

Analysis To verify the described model, we need to perform two steps: first, we
need to close all generated proof obligations, second, we need to ensure that it
is typable. The proof obligations are already given in the previous section, so we
must merely describe the typing and why the time and alias analysis succeeds.

To check that the model is typable, we first need to identify a time analysis
for it. For simplicity, we informally describe such a TA. First, it is easy to see
that the resource are correctly used in the model and do not cause time passing.
Indeed, three units of speed are declared in a deployment component, and each
of them host the computation of at most 3 CtrlTask.ctrl processes, each of them
costing 1 unit of speed each unit of time. Then it is easy to see that only the
methods CtrlTask.ctrl, Manager.run, Manager.manage and the main block take
time. Since CtrlTask.ctrl is only called with its parameter until equal to 3,
this method always takes 3 units of time to complete (each iteration of its while

loop taking 1 unit of time). The method Manager.run runs for 10 units of time
and then stops. Since Manager.manage synchronizes with its recursive call, it runs
forever. Finally, the main block takes 10 units of time and then concludes.

Interestingly, since every methods always has the same behavior w.r.t. time,
we do not need to consider execution context for this time analysis.

We can now apply the type system to the model, and check if a valid type
statement can be derived from the rules given in Section 3.1. Since we considered
in Section 3.1 that all loops have been translated away, we will consider here that
the three loops in the models implicitly correspond to anonymous methods.

First, the class Node contains only one method, ctrl with tctrl(Tank.ctrl) =
∅. Hence the initial local and delegated context for typing this method are both
empty. Moreover, the two if statements in the method do not create any con-
trolled object, so the method is clearly well typed, with the type derivation of
its body being:

∅, ∅ ⊢ if(level <= 4) drain = 1; if(level >= 9) drain = -1; : ∅, ∅

The three other methods Manager.run, Manager.createNewDc and Manager.

getFreeDc have the same feature of Tank.ctrl (their controlling annotation is
empty, and they do not create any controlled object), and so they are trivially
well-typed, with a type derivation similar to the one of Tank.ctrl.

Let now consider the method CtrlTask.CtrlTask as shown in Fig. 8. Corre-
spondingly to its annotation, the local environment used to type this method’s
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body is Γl = [n.ctrl 7→ 0]. The statement of line 4 in Fig. 8 does not take any
time and does not have any effect on the domain of Γl, so after that statement
(correspondingly to the typing rule for assignment and time passing), the local
context is still equal to Γl. Since the parameter until is always equal to 3, we can
consider for simplicity that the while loop Line 5 in Fig. 8 have been flattened
into three copies of its body6. Each copy starts with Γl = [n.ctrl 7→ 0] and
Γd = ∅; calls n.ctrl right away, resulting in Γl = [n.ctrl 7→ 1] and Γd = ∅; and
executes duration(1,1);, resulting in Γl = [n.ctrl 7→ 0] and Γd = ∅; So, since
0 ≤ 0 (the end time of n.ctrl in the annotation is smaller or equal to the one in
Γl), the concluding premises of the method declaration typing rule are validated,
and so the method is well-typed.

Let now consider the method Manager.manage. Correspondingly to its annota-
tion, the local environment used to type this method’s body is Γl = [n.ctrl 7→ 0].
The statements in Lines 27–29 in Fig. 10 does not take any time and does not
have any effect on the domain of Γl, so after that statement (correspondingly
to the typing rule for assignment and time passing), the local context is still
equal to Γl. Line 29 in Fig. 10 delegates the control of n.ctrl to the method
call, which takes exactly 3 units of time, as stated in our discussion of TA.
Hence, after Line 29, the local context Γl is empty, and the delegated context
is Γd = [n.ctrl 7→ (fid , 3, 3, 0)] for some future name fid . Line 30 in Fig. 10
contains two statement. The first one is a simple increment, and has no effect
on time or on control: after it the local and delegated contexts are unchanged.
The second statement synchronizes with fid : three units of time pass, and fid
finishes, giving the control of n.ctrl back to the local context. Hence, since no
time passed between the end of fid and the end of the await statement, that
statement is well typed and results in Γl being back equal to [n.ctrl 7→ 0] and
Γd being empty. Line 31 has not effect on time or control, so Γl and Γd are kept
unchanged after it. Finally, Line 32 contains two statements. The first state-
ment delegates the control of n.ctrl to another instance of the Manager.manage

method. After this statement, we thus obtain that the local context Γl is empty,
and the delegated context is Γd = [n.ctrl 7→ (fid ,∞,∞,∞)] (recall that TA

states that the computation time of Manager.manage is infinite). We can thus
apply the infinite computation typing rule, to state that n.ctrl is forever well
manage and remove it from Γd. Hence, before the await in Line 32, we get that
both the local and delegated contexts are empty. We can thus type check the
await statement, that waits for an infinite amount of time without causing any
control issue, and conclude the typing of the method.

The last instruction set we need to type check is the main block. Similarly to
the CtrlTask.CtrlTask method, since the loop body is executed exactly 10 times,

6 As stated in Section 3.1, our type system can manage arbitrary loop statements
by implicitly and automatically replacing them with dedicated method calls and
synchronization. We don’t use this approach in our informal explanation of the type
system because even though this automatic approach always works (i.e., it is correct
and complete), it adds new methods, calls and synchronization that obfuscate our
explanations. Note that we do not require the recursion to be bounded.
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we suppose for simplicity that the loop has been flattened away, its body being
copied 10 times in the main. Typing the main starts with the local and delegated
contexts, Γl and Γd, being empty. Then Line 35 has not effect on time or control,
so Γl and Γd are kept unchanged after it. Line 37 first creates a new Node which
has the controlled method ctrl. That control is given to the main, and so after
this statement, Γl = [n.ctrl 7→ 1] (Γd is still empty). The second statement in
Line 37 calls the method Manager.manage, and thus delegates the control of n.
ctrl to it. This method call is well typed, since the annotation of Manager.manage
stipulates that n.ctrl will be called right away. After this method call, we thus
obtain that Γl is empty, and Γd is [n.ctrl 7→ (fid ,∞,∞,∞)] for some future
name fid . Like during the typing of method Manager.manage, we can apply the
infinite computation typing rule to state that n.ctrl is forever well manage and
remove it from Γd. Hence, after Line 37, we get back an empty local context and
and empty delegated context. Line 38 makes 1 unit of time pass, which has no
effect on the main, since it has no registered controlled element.

This concludes the typing of this model: every methods in it are well-typed,
as well as the main, and so, following Theorem 2, we can soundly use the specified
post-region (t ≤ l) in the proof obligation.

Note the modularity enforced by our system: a change in the HAO does not
require us to rerun the type system, a change in the cloud system does not
requires us to reprove the HAO.

5 Related Work

Deductive Verification of Hybrid Programming Languages We already discussed
dL, which is a simple algebraic programming language. For distributed systems,
dL has been extended to QdL [46,45], which is implemented in the KeYmaeraD
tool [50]. QdL introduces concurrency by extending the dL-program variables
to indexed variables, which are manipulated using array-style statement. The
concurrency model is essentially shared memory and it does not add structuring
elements or special constructs to deal with concurrency.

Hybrid Rebeca [28] is a language that has both constructs for discrete systems
and hybrid automata, i.e., it seperates these two concepts. Its semantics is not
based on classical program semantics, but on a translation into a single hybrid
automaton. For verification, only model checking has been investigated. Thus,
the system is neither modular nor is it able to handle unbounded systems.

Process algebras are minimalistic programming languages that have spawned
several formalisms for distributed hybrid systems. None of them has been con-
sidered for type systems. The CCPS system [38] is an extension of timed process
algebra TPL [26] and CCS [43] uses an inbuilt notion of sensor and actuators.
The ϕ-calculus [51] is an extension of the π-calculus. It has no physical processes
but considers them as a part of the environment. The work of Khadim [36] gives
a detailed comparison on the process algebras HyPA [17], Hybrid χ [15], both
extending ACP [10], the ϕ-calculus and another extension of ACP [11]. The
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HYPE calculus [23] is an approach that focuses on the composition of continuous
behavior, less so on the interaction through discrete actions.

Compositional Deductive Verification of Hybrid Systems For deductive verifica-
tion of hybrid models, besides dL, only Hybrid CSP, another process algebra, has
been considered [41]. In its basic formulation, neither dL nor Hybrid CSP have
structuring mechanisms for composition or modularity, and additional systems
to provide a proof structure on to have been proposed. All these systems have in
common that they structure the proof of a hybrid model and do not use structur-
ing mechanisms on the language layer. Mitsch et al. [44] give a methodology for
composition based specific patterns used to encode components into dL. Bohrer
and Platzer [14] give a proof language for Constructive Differential Game Logic,
a variant of dL. The HHL prover [54] for Hybrid CSP embeds Hoare triples into
Isabelle/HOL and can use its structuring mechanisms, such as lemmata. Baar
and Staroletov [8] give a system to decompose dL proofs by transforming hybrid
programs into control-flow graphs and annotating contracts to the edges.

Behavioral Type Systems Bocchi et al. [13] describe timed session types for a
minimalistic timed process calculus with channels, based on the π-calculus. Their
work checks protocol adherence and uses clock variables for time. These clocks
are specified and kept track of by using linear predicates.

Majumdar et al. [42] use session types to coordinate robotic programs. Robotic
programs do not isolate the dynamics as hybrid objects, instead all physical
processes share the same geometric space. A focus of their work is the correct
partition of the geometric space and the correctness of protocols between parties
in disjoint subspaces.

Avanzini and Dal Lago [7] present a type system for complexity classes of
functional programs, which is at its core a time analysis. In a similar direction,
there is a long line of work of cost analysis, which intersects with time analysis.
For Active Objects, cost analysis has been considered by Flores-Montoya [21]
and Albert et al. [3]. Albert et al. [5] also discuss computing tmin. Time analysis
has been used directly for deadline analysis by Laneve et al. [37].

6 Conclusion

We presented a verification system for distributed hybrid systems that combines
deductive verification to verify object invariants with a type-and-effect system to
use the global structure of the overall system. Our system is highly modular and
more expressive than prior approaches: only one proof obligation is generated
per method and local changes do not require to reprove the whole system. Global
analysis is performed using a lightweight type system. We can express and ver-
ify patterns with delegated control, a pattern crucial for modeling cloud-aware
hybrid systems.

This work as a further indication that hybrid programming languages are a
useful modeling technique in the volatile environment of modern cyber-physical
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systems, and that it is possible carry over analyses techniques, such as type-and-
effect systems or method-based rely-guarantee reasoning, to a hybrid setting.

Concerning the language model, we observe that an object must stay safe
forever and cannot be shut down explicitly. It would be convenient, and make
hybrid active objects more suitable for digital twin applications, to have some
life cycle management with explicit life phases for starting, running, maintaining
and shutting down a HAO.
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A Runtime Semantics

We denote the combined local and global store with σ = ρ + τ , which is the
method composition defined by dom(σ) = dom(ρ)∪dom(τ), ∀x ∈ dom(ρ). σ(x) =
ρ(x) and ∀x ∈ dom(τ). σ(x) = τ(x).

Evaluation of Guards and Expressions. To define the transition system underly-
ing the SOS, one must be able to evaluate expressions and guards. Additionally
to the current store, expressions and guards are evaluated with respect to a given
time and continuous dynamics. This is necessary to compute how much time may
advance before a differential guard is evaluated to true. We first introduce the
evaluation of expressions.

Given fixed initial values of fields ρ and a local store τ , the solution f of an
ODE is unique and f(0) = σ = ρ+ τ . Non-physical fields do not evolve.

Definition 10 (Evaluation of Expressions). Let f be a mapping from R+

to stores and σ = f(0) the current combined state. Let fp be a physical field and
fd a non-physical field. The semantics of fields fp, fd, unary operators ∼ and
binary operators ⊕ after t time units is defined as follows:

JfdKf,tσ = σ(fd) JfpKf,tσ = f(t)(fp)

J∼eKf,tσ = ∼JeKf,tσ Je⊕ e’Kf,tσ = JeKf,tσ ⊕ Je’Kf,tσ

Evaluation of guards is defined in two steps: First, the maximal time elapse
is computed. I.e., the maximal time that may pass without the guard expression
evaluating to true For differential guards diff e this is the minimal time until e
becomes true. Then, the guard evaluates to true if no time advance is needed.

Definition 11 (Evaluation of Guards). Let f be a continuous dynamic of
object o in state σ. The evaluation of guards g is defined as

JgKf,0σ = true ⇐⇒ mtefσ(g) ≤ 0

The maximal time elapse (mte) is given in Fig. 11.

mtefσ(duration(e)) = JeKf,0σ mtefσ(e?) =

{
0 if JeKf,0σ is resolved
∞ otherwise

mtefσ(diff e) = argmin
t≥0

(
JeKf,tσ = true

)
Fig. 11. Computing the Maximal Time Elapse.

The Semantics of a program run is defined as a trace, extracted from a
transition sequence defined in Plotkin-style structural operational semantics [49]
(SOS). At each point in time, the SOS semantic defines the state and the current
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global time of the program as a configuration. The transition system is defined
by a set of conditional rewrite rules over the configurations. Finally, the trace
of a run is extracted by filling-in the gaps between the points in time where the
rewrite rules generate a configuration.

To represent the state of a program, we extend the syntax of statements to
runtime syntax, which also incorporates a suspend statement, which deschedules
a process. The HABS semantics are SOS semantics and are using standard SOS
notation, except that (1) we use the timed extension of Bjørk et al. [12], which
allows us to keep track of time in the semantics, and (2) that time advance
changes not only the time, but also the object state, because it evolves according
to the physical block. We only present the rules relevant for the hybrid extension
of ABS here, for the missing rules we refer to the semantics of Timed ABS by
Bjørk et al. [12], whose semantics we conservatively extend [34]: if no physical

block is used, then our semantics is the same as the one for timed ABS.

tcn ::= clock(e) cn cn ::= cn cn | fut | msg | ob fut ::= fut(fid , e)

msg ::= msg(o, m, e,fid) ob ::= (o, ρ,ODE , f , prc, q) q ::= prc

prc ::= (τ,fid , rs) | ⊥ rs ::= s | suspend;s

Fig. 12. Runtime syntax of HABS.

Definition 12 (Runtime Syntax [12]). The runtime syntax of HABS is given
by the grammar in Fig. 12. Let fid range over future names, o over object iden-
tities, and ρ, τ, σ over stores (i.e., maps from fields or variables to values).

A timed configuration tcn has a clock clock with the current time as its pa-
rameter e of Real type and an object configuration cn. An object configuration
consists of messages msg , futures fut and objects ob. A message msg(o, m, e,fid)
has the callee o, the method to be called m, passed parameters e and the gen-
erated future fid as its parameters. A future fut(fid , e) has as parameters the
future name fid with its return value e. An object (o, ρ,ODE , f, prc, q) has an
identifier o, an object store ρ, the current dynamic f , an active process prc and
a set of inactive processes q as its parameters. ODE is taken from the class
declaration. A process is either terminated (⊥) or has the form (τ,fid , rs): the
process store τ with the current state of the local variables, its future identifier
fid , and the statement rs left to execute. Composition cn1 cn2 is commutative
and associative.

The transition system has two parts: first, the discrete transition system, i.e.,
the rules that operate on object configurations. Then, the continuous transition
system to handle time and operate on timed configurations.

Discrete Transition System Fig. 13 gives the most important rules for the se-
mantics of objects, the omitted rules are given in [12]. The rules match on object
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(1)
(
o, ρ,ODE , f , (τ,fid , await g;s), q

)
→

(
o, ρ,ODE , f , (τ,fid , suspend;await g;s), q

)
(2)

(
o, ρ,ODE , f , (τ,fid , suspend;s), q

)
→

(
o, ρ,ODE , sol(ODE , ρ),⊥, q ◦ (τ,fid , s)

)
(3)

(
o, ρ,ODE , f ,⊥, q ◦ (τ,fid , await g;s)) →

(
o, ρ,ODE , f , (τ,fid , s), q

)
if JgKf,0ρ◦τ = true

(4)
(
o, ρ,ODE , f , (τ,fid , v = e;s), q

)
→

(
o, ρ,ODE , f , (τ [v 7→ JeKf,0ρ◦τ ],fid , s), q

)
if e contains no call or get

(5)
(
o, ρ,ODE , f , (τ,fid , return e;), q

)
→

(
o, ρ,ODE , sol(ODE , ρ),⊥, q

)
fut

(
fid , JeKf,0ρ◦τ

)
(6)

(
o, ρ,ODE , f , (τ,fid , v = e.get;s), q

)
fut

(
fid , e’

)
→

(
o, ρ,ODE , f , (τ,fid , v = e’;s), q

)
if JeKf,0ρ◦τ = fid

(7)
(
o, ρ,ODE , f , (τ,fid , v = e!m(e1, . . . en;s), q

)
→

(
o, ρ,ODE , f , (τ [v 7→ fid2],fid , s), q

)
msg

(
JeKf,0ρ◦τ , (Je1K

f,0
ρ◦τ , . . . , JenKf,0ρ◦τ ),fid2

)
fid2 fresh

Fig. 13. Selected rules for the HABS discrete transition system.

configurations and the matching part is rewritten accordingly. For example, rule
(5) matches on a single object and rewrites it into an object and a future.

The rule (1) introduces a suspend statement in front of an await statement.
Rule (2) consumes a suspend statement and moves a process into the queue of its
object—at this point, the ODEs are translated into some dynamics with sol. Rule
(3) activates a process with a following await statement, if its guard evaluates
to true. An analogous rule (not shown in Fig. 13) activates a process with any
other non-await statement. Rule (4) evaluates an assignment to a local variable.
The rule for field is analogous. Rule (5) realizes a termination (with solutions of
the ODEs) and (6) a future read. Finally, (7) is a method call that generates a
message.

Continuous Transition System For configurations, there are two rules, shown in
Fig. 14. Rule (i) realizes a step of an object without advancing time. Only if (i)

is not applicable, rule (ii) can be applied. It computes the global maximal time
elapse and advances the time in the clock and all objects.

State change during a time advance is handled functions adv which are ap-
plied to all elements of a configuration We only give two members of the family:
advheap takes as parameter a store σ, the dynamics f and a duration t, advprc

takes a process prc, the dynamics f and a duration t. Both advance its first pa-
rameter by t time units according to f . The state evolves according to the current
dynamics and the guards of duration guards and statements are decreased by t
(if the duration clause is part of the first statement of an unscheduled process).
For non-hybrid Active Objects advheap(ρ, t) = ρ. For all other cases of adv, the
function only propagates according to the syntax in definition 12.

Similarly to adv, we need to extend the mte function to configurations as
follows:

mte(cn cn ′) = min(mte(cn),mte(cn ′)) mte(msg) = mte(fut) = ∞
mte(o, ρ,ODE , f, prc, q) = Jminq′∈q(mte(q′),∞)Kρ mte(τ,fid , await g;s) = Jmte(g)Kτ

mte(τ,fid , s) = ∞ if s ̸= await g;s’
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(i) clock(t) cn cn ′ → clock(t) cn ′′ cn ′ with cn → cn ′′

(ii) clock(t) cn → clock(t+ t′) adv(cn, t′) if (i) is not applicable and mte(cn) = t′ ̸= ∞

advprc

(
(τ,fid , s), f, t

)
= (τ,fid , s) if s ̸= (await duration(e); s’)

advprc

(
(τ,fid , await duration(e);s), f, t

)
= (τ,fid , await duration(e+t);s)

advheap(ρ, f, t)(f) =

{
ρ(f) if f is not physical
f(t)(f) otherwise

Fig. 14. Timed semantics of HABS configurations.

Note that mte is not applied to the currently active process, because, when (1)

is not applicable, it is currently blocking and, thus, cannot advance time.

Example 17. Consider the following example, which illustrates the semantics of
tank from Fig. 1, starting at time 1:

clock(1)
(
o, ρ1,ODE , f,⊥,

{
(∅,fid1, s

+
down), prc

})
(ii)−−→ clock(2)

(
o, ρ2,ODE , f,⊥,

{
(∅,fid1, s

+
down), prc

})
(3)−−→ clock(2)

(
o, ρ2,ODE , f, (∅,fid1, sdown),

{
prc

})
(7)−−→ clock(2)

(
o, ρ2,ODE , f, (∅,fid1, . . . ),

{
prc

})
msg(o, log ,fid2)

The store is ρ1 = {level 7→ 4, drain 7→ −1, log 7→ l} and two processes are
suspended. The one for up is denoted prc, the one for down has the remaining
statement s

+
down, which is the whole method body.

Nothing can execute without advancing time, so time is advanced by 1 time
unit (using rule (ii)) until the store changes to ρ1 = {level 7→ 3, drain 7→
−1, log 7→ l}.

This enables rule (3) to schedule the process for down, where the await state-
ment is removed: sdown is the method body without the leading suspension.
Finally, rule (7) is used to generate a message to call the other object.

B Proofs

B.1 Proof for Theorem 2

To prove this Theorem, we first formalize the Time Analysis Definition we in-
troduced in Section 3.1 and define when such analysis is correct.

Time Analysis Our formalization of the time analysis is done in two parts.
First we precisely define the properties of the expressions in CF:
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Definition 13. A Counting Framework is a tuple CF = (E,−, is infty, is positive)
where: E is the set of all counting expressions; − : (E×E) → E is the minus oper-
ation; is infty ⊆ E is a predicate over counting expressions stating which ones
are known to correspond to infinity; and is positive ⊆ E is a predicate over
counting expressions stating which ones are known to be positive or null.

We say that CF = (E,−, is infty, is positive) is valid iff Q ⊆ E and the
operations −, is infty and is positive behave as expected with rational as
parameters.

It is important to note that every expression manipulation done in our typing
rules in Section 3.1 can be expressed with the reduced set of operations given in
Definition 13.

Using the notations C.m for all the possible qualified method names C.m, s for
all the possible statements in an ABS AST, and rhs for all the possible rhs in
an ABS AST, we can now formally define a time analysis:

Definition 14. A Time Analysis (TA) is a tuple TA = (CF, C, TC, T ) where:
CF = (E,−, is infty, is positive) is a valid counting framework; C is a set
of execution contexts; TC = TC1 ∪ TC2 with TC1 : C.m 7→ 2C maps all methods
in the program to a set of execution contexts and TC1 : (C × rhs) 7→ C maps
all method calls in the program, given a caller execution context, to the callee
execution context; and T : ((C × C.m) ∪ (C × s)) 7→ (E × E) is a partial function
giving for pairs of execution contexts and qualified method names, and for pairs
of execution contexts and statements, their minimum and maximum execution
time.

Note that in our typing rules, we identified CF with E and TA with T .

In the previous definition, nothing ensures that the information stated in
the time analysis TA does correspond to the actual execution of a program.
This notion of validity w.r.t. a program Prgm is described in the following. More
precisely, for a TA to be valid w.r.t. a program, it must be valid for all its possible
executions, i.e., for all its runs. In the following, we introduce some notations for
the different manipulation we do on runs to define the validity of a time analysis.

Notation 1. Suppose given a (possibly infinite) run R = tcn0 → tcn1 → . . . .
For i ∈ N, we first write R=i = tcni and R≥i = tcni → . . . . We write cn |t ∈ R
iff there exist i and cni such that R=i = clock(t) cn cni. We also write prc|t ∈ R
iff there exists o, ρ, ODE , f and q such that (o, ρ,ODE , f , prc, q)|t ∈ R. Finally,
we write cn |t →∗ cn ′

|t′ ∈ R (resp. prc|t →∗ prc′|t′ ∈ R) iff there exists i ≤ j such

that cn |t ∈ R≥i and cn ′
|t′ ∈ R≥j (resp. prc|t ∈ R≥i and prc′|t′ ∈ R≥j).

The following definition states when a time analysis TA is valid w.r.t. a
program. This definition is structured in four parts: first we introduce timed
instances, that link TA to the runtime states of the program; then we define
context-validity, that ensures that the TC function is well constructed; then we
define method-validity, that ensures that the time information for methods is
correct; and finally we define statement-validity, that ensures that the time in-
formation for statements is correct.
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Definition 15. Given a type analysis TA = (CF, C, TC, T ), a timed instance TI

is a partial function from future names to execution contexts c in C.
We say that TA is context-valid for a run R and a timed instance TI iff for

all time t and all
(
o, ρ,ODE , f , (τ,fid , T v = e!m(e1,. . .,en);s), q

)
|t

→∗((
o, ρ,ODE , f , (τ [v 7→ fid2],fid , s), q

)
msg

(
e′, e′1, . . . , e

′
n),fid2

))
|t

 ∈ R

then fid ∈ dom(TI), fid2 ∈ dom(TI), and TC(TI(fid), v = e!m(e1,. . .,en;s) =
TI(fid2).

We say that TA is method-valid for a run R and a timed instance TI iff for
all (msg(o, m, e,fid))|t ∈ R, with o = C, we have that fid ∈ dom(TI) and, writing
T (TI(fid), C.m) = [tmin, tmax], both:

1. there exists t′′ ≥ tmax such that (fut(fid , e))|t+t′′ ∈ R
2. for all t′ ≤ tmin, there exists t′′ ≥ t′ such that (τ,fid , rs)|t+t′′ ∈ R

We say that TA is statement-valid for a run R and a timed instance TI iff for
all (τ,fid , s;rs)t →∗ (τ ′,fid , rs)t′ ∈ R, we have that fid ∈ dom(TI) and, writing
T (TI(fid), s) = [tmin, tmax], we also have tmin ≤ t′ − t ≤ tmax.

Finally, we say that TA is valid for a program Prgm iff for all runs R of this
program, there exists a timed instance TI such that TA is context-, method- and
statement-valid for R and TI.

Run Annotations To be able to prove the correction of our type system, we
must somehow apply it on every possible run of a program, and show that it
implies that not to much time passes between two calls of a controlled method.
The difficulty here is that runs can contain an infinite number of steps before
time advances, and so a classic inductive reasoning (like subject reduction [9])
cannot be applied.

We solve this issue using a co-inductive [40] approach to apply the type
system onto a run. Our application of the type system is done in three steps.
The first step is implemented in the following definition, and is the one dealing
with co-induction. It introduce a control flow ∆ that extracts from each state
in a run R which future controls which ceid. More precisely, since a ceid at
runtime is a pair o.m, it also stores the variable x used in the type derivation, to
reconstruct the corresponding ceidx.m used at static time. And to manage the
fact that when a method ends, the control of its parameter is given back to the
caller, ∆ not only stores for every state of R the current controller, but also the
callers, in a stack structure.

The correct construction of∆ is ensured by checking that each statement that
changes control is correctly manipulated by it. Note that since ∆ manipulates
stacks, we use the standard stack operations in the definition: push(s, e) returns
the stack s extended with the element e; last(s) returns the last element of the
stack; and pop(s) returns the stack, minus its last element
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Definition 16. Given a run R = tcn0 → tcn1 → . . . , the control flow ∆ =
δ0 → δ1 → . . . of R gives for each state tcni of R a corresponding control
information δi that maps ceids o.m to stacks of future names, such that for all
tcni → tcnj ∈ R, we have either:

– δj = δi[o.m 7→ [(fid , v]]m∈{m|C.m∈dom(treq)} if

tcni → tcnj =(
o′, ρ′,ODE ′, f ′, (τ,fid , T v = new C(e1,. . .,en);s), q

′)
→

((
o′, ρ′,ODE ′, f ′, (τ [v 7→ o],fid , s), q′

)
(
(
o, ρ′′,ODE ′′, f ′′,⊥, ∅

))
– δj = δi[oi.mj 7→ push(δi(oi.mj), (fid2 , xi))]i∈I,j∈Ji if

tcni → tcnj =(
o, ρ,ODE , f , (τ,fid , T v = e!m(e1,. . .,en);s), q

)
→

((
o, ρ,ODE , f , (τ [v 7→ fid2],fid , s), q

)
msg

(
e′, e′1, . . . , e

′
n),fid2

))
with type(o) = C and tctrl(C.m) = [xi.mj 7→ [tj , t

′
j ]]i∈I,j∈Ji

– δj = δi[oi.mj 7→ pop(δi(oi.mj))]last(δi[oi.mj ])=fid if

tcni → tcnj = (
o, ρ,ODE , f , (τ,fid , return e;), q

)
→

(
o, ρ,ODE , sol(ODE , ρ),⊥, q

)
fut

(
fid , e′

)
– δj = δi otherwise

The second step in our application is to retrieve information about method
calls, i.e., to which method corresponds a future. This is done in the following
definition.

Definition 17. We say that a map M from future names to qualified method
names is correct w.r.t. a program run R = tcn0 → . . . iff we have fid ∈ dom(M )
and M (fid) = C.m for all

(
o, ρ,ODE , f , (τ,fid , T v = e!m(e1,. . .,en);s), q

)
|t

→∗((
o, ρ,ODE , f , (τ [v 7→ fid2],fid , s), q

)
msg

(
e′, e′1, . . . , e

′
n),fid2

))
|t

 ∈ R

with type(e) = C.

Finally, we can combine all the elements we constructed to apply our type
system onto a run, i.e., giving to each execution step in a run R a mapping Γ
from ceids to how much time can pass until their next call.

Definition 18. Suppose given a well-typed program Prgm, a valid time analysis
for it TA. Consider moreover a run R = tcn0 → . . . of this program, with
corresponding TI, ∆ and correct M . Then, for every δi ∈ ∆ and every ceid ∈
dom(δi), we define Γi(ceid) = Γl(x) where last(δi(ceid)) = (fid , x), (τ,fid , s) ∈
tcni, TI(fid) = c, M (fid) = C.m, and Γl is the local context in the type derivation
of Γl, Γd ⊢c s : Γ ′

l , Γ
′
d while typing C.m.
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Correction of the Type System We now have all the elements to prove that
all the time-related annotation in a program are validated if that program type
checks. The proof is structured in two parts. First, we prove that if a controlled
object is ever created during a run of that program, then that run must last for
an infinite amount of time (which implies that the run has an infinite number of
steps).

Lemma 1. Consider a program Prgm, well-typed for Definition 9, and a run
R = tcn0 → . . . of that program. Suppose moreover that there exist C.m and i
such that C.m ∈ dom(treq) and tcni = (tcn ′ (o, ρ,ODE , f , prc, q)) with type(o) =
C. Then for all t ∈ Q, there exists j, cn and t′ ≥ t such that tcnj = clock(t′) cn.

Proof. Since tcni = (tcn ′ (o, ρ,ODE , f , prc, q)), there must exist
(
o′, ρ′,ODE ′, f ′, (τ,fid , T v = new C(e1,. . .,en);s), q′

)
|t

→∗((
o′, ρ′,ODE ′, f ′, (τ [v 7→ o],fid , s), q′

)
(
(
o, ρ′′,ODE ′′, f ′′,⊥, ∅

))
|t

 ∈ R

where the future fid corresponds to a typed-checked method C′.m′. Since that
method is typed-checked, v is added to its local context Γl when created, but
nor the local context Γ ′

l or the delegated context Γ ′
d resulting of typing C′.m′ can

contain v. Hence, it is clear by the construction of the typing rules, that for all c ∈
TC(C.m), C′.m′ contains, after the creation of v, a call T w = e!m(e1,. . .,en)), such
that one of the ei is equal to v and tmin = ∞ with TA(TC(c, e!m(e1,. . .,en)), C.m) =
[tmin, tmax].

By Definition 15 (and in particular, the definition of method-validity), this
means that for all t′, there exists t′′ ≥ t′ such that (τ,fid , rs)|t+t′′ ∈ R where fid ′

is the future id of the method call e!m(e1,. . .,en)). Consequently, for all t, there
exists t′ ≥ t and i such that R=i = clock(t′) cn: there is no upper bound for the
time in R.

The second part of the proof uses Definition 18 and the property stated in
the previous Lemma to prove the correction of our type system

Theorem 3. Given a well-typed program Prgm, then for every run R = tcn0 →
. . . of that program, for every (o, ρ,ODE , f , prc, q)|t ∈ R with type(o) = C and
there exists C.m ∈ dom(treq), there exists t′ ≤ t+ treq(C.m), some e and fid with
(msg(o, m, e,fid))|t′ ∈ R.

Proof. By definition of (o, ρ,ODE , f , prc, q)|t ∈ R, there must exist i and cn
such that tcni = clock(t) cn (o, ρ,ODE , f , prc, q). By Lemma 1, there exists i′,
t′′ ≥ t+ treq(C.m) and cn ′ such that tcni′ = clock(t′′) cn ′. It is clear that i < i′.

Let now consider the sequence S = Γ0 → . . . constructed as in Definition 18.
Note that by construction of S and the time passing typing rules, for all Γk ∈ S,
the image of Γk only contains positive numbers, and for all o′.m ∈ dom(Γk), we
have Γk(o

′.m) ≤ treq(C.m) where type(o′) = C′. Moreover, since the time analysis
TA used to construct S is valid w.r.t. Prgm, by construction of the time passing
typing rules, and the fact that only the method call typing rule can increase
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the value of Γk(o.m), for every i ≤ j < k, with tcnj = clock(tj) cnj , tcnk =
clock(tk) cnk and such that there is no j ≤ l ≤ k such that (msg(o, m, e,fid)) ∈
tcn l for some e and fid , we have that Γk(o.m) ≤ Γj(o.m)− (tk − tj).

Applying this property to i and i′, we obtain that Γi′(o.m) ≤ Γi(o.m)−(ti′−ti).
Since Γi(o.m) ≤ treq(C.m), if there is no call to o.m in R between tcni and tcni′ ,
then Γk(o.m) < 0, which is impossible.

We can thus conclude that for every state tcni′ = clock(t′′) cn ′ in R such that
t′′ ≥ t + treq(C.m), there exists i ≤ i′′ < i′ such that (msg(o, m, e,fid)) ∈ tcni′′ .
Hence, there exist such a i′′ such that tcni′′ = clock(t′) cn ′ with t′ ≤ t+treq(C.m),
which gives us the result.

Theorem 2 is now a simple corollary of Theorem 3: as for every moment
in the run the time to the next call on a specified method is bounded by its
specified frequency t′, the time between two method starts can be at most t′, as
well. Thus, each suspension subtrace is bounded in time by t′, which is exactly
the condition expressed by the theorem.
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Abstract. We present an active object-based language that records re-
quired and provided method completions ahead of method invocations.
With this language, a programmer can use method declarations to spec-
ify the dependencies between different types of tasks. The type system
makes sure that the programmer declares how to fulfil the prerequisites.
An operational semantics defines non-deterministic program execution
with the necessary synchronisations.
We present the grammar, dynamic semantics in the form of operational
semantics rules, and a rule-based type system that checks the dependen-
cies. The absence of cyclic task dependency can be checked at the level
of method declaration.

1 Introduction

In the recent decades, business process workflows have been significantly digi-
talised and automated using various process aware information systems (PAIS) [8],
e.g., workflow management systems (WMS), which is regarded as among the
most effective systems for facilitating cooperative business operations [7]. Plan-
ning workflows requires domain specific knowledge which gives an overview of
how different tasks interact with each other with respect to not only the resources
shared among them, but also to the their task dependency. This is particularly
challenging for planning workflows that are across organisations, where one or
more tasks in a workflow local in an organisation are depending on tasks in
the concurrent workflows running in different organisations. Existing tools often
lack such domain specific knowledge and also suffer from inflexible support for
cross-organisational workflows [14], which make workflow planning still largely
a manual process relying on human experts.

One way to facilitate workflow planning would be to automate the coor-
dination of tasks based on the dependency of their execution order provided
by domain experts. Ali et al. have developed the workflow modelling language
Rpl [2] which supports the notion of the dependency of task execution order as
well as resources shared among tasks. In this language, task dependency is mod-
elled at the level of method invocations, but not specified at the level of method
definition. This mismatch means that no validation between required and pro-
vided task dependencies can be made, leading to imprecise, or sometimes even
incorrect, models and no means of validation.
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In this paper, we explore a variation of the language proposed in [2] with the
support of specifying task dependencies in the form of contracts at the level of
method declarations. In our proposed workflow model, there are two options for
synchronisation, instead of the only one in the original: after an asynchronous
call, as before, we can either await/get the result of the call through its as-
sociated future before proceeding, or we defer synchronisation until some later
method call with the new after-construct. This construct provides more flexi-
bility than await (though conceptually also await could be adapted to the more
flexible dependencies), and the explicit recording of how obligations are fulfilled
eliminates the need for an expensive static analysis of whether requirements are
met.

Apart from the dynamic effect of synchronisation, await alone does not allow
us to capture dependencies in the business-domain: a future of a particular type
may be provided through one of many different method calls (all returning values
of the same type), whereas we would like to specify that a future must have been
obtained in a particular way (through a specific method call).

To this end, we augment method declarations with dependencies (DPs): an-
notations that specify how exactly (through which method call) a future must
have been obtained. Then, we define a simple type system, which performs an
additional static check, to for each method invocation with an after-clause that
the futures have been acquired in the prescribed way. The dynamic semantics
presented in [2] remains unaffected: a program with dependency annotations
behaves exactly as the program with the annotations removed from method dec-
larations. The augmentation and construct in method declarations and invoca-
tions proposed in this language are intended to be the stepping stone of capturing
richer dependencies and more complex control-flow patterns, e.g., [15], that are
common in the domain of business process modelling in the future.

In the following, we first present the syntax and semantics, as well as a
summary of the behaviour of our workflow modelling language in Section 2. We
then augment the type system with conformance checking for the correct use
of dependencies in Section 3. We show common properties of type systems such
as subject reduction, and discuss some observations in Section 4, for example,
whether it is possible to statically check for circular dependencies. We explore
the related work in Section 5, and in Section 6, we conclude the paper with a
summary and identify potential future work.

2 Core language

In this section, we propose a core language for modelling workflows featuring task
dependency. Both the syntax and semantics are based on a typical active object
language [3]. The language adopts a Java-like syntax inspired by the abstract
behavioural specification language ABS [11] and is similar to our earlier work
on workflow modelling language [2].

2



P ::= CD {T x ; s}
CD ::= class C {T x ; M}
M ::= Sg {T x ; s}
Sg ::= T m(T x) DP
DP ::= C .m | DP ∧DP
T ::= B | Fut⟨B⟩
B ::= C | Bool | Int | Unit | · · ·

e ::= x | b | fs | this
fs ::= f? | fs ∧ fs
s ::= x = rhs | skip | if e then s else s

| await f? | return e | s ; s
rhs ::= e | new C | f.get

| e.m(e) after fs | e!m(e) after fs

Fig. 1: Abstract Syntax.

2.1 Syntax

Figure 1 presents the abstract syntax of our language. A program P consists
of a main method and a set of class declarations CD , each of which has a set
of fields and a set of methods. A method M has a signature Sg and a method
body with a set of local variables and a statement. A signature Sg indicates the
return type T , a set of formal parameters x as well as the task dependency DP
of a method with the name m. Types are standard, where the type constructor
for a future, denoted as Fut⟨B⟩, is like any explicit future construct. The task
dependency DP specified in the signature of a method m is a (possibly empty)
set of conjunctions of methods whose completion m is depending on. For methods
that do not depend on any other method, that is, do not have any constraint on
the task dependency, we use T m(T x) as the method signature. With empty
dependencies, as we will see later in the semantics, method calls behave exactly
as before in Rpl. Each depending method is denoted as C .m, where C refers
to the class of the method. Example 1 shows how a task dependency can be
specified in the signature of method declarations.

Example 1. Let DP = {DP1,DP2}, DP1 = C1 .m1 and DP2 = C2 .m2 ∧C ′
2 .m

′
2 .

The signature T m(T x) DP states that method m has the task dependency DP
specifying that m depends on the completion of either method m1 of class C1

or method m2 of class C2 and method m ′
2 of class C ′

2 .

Statements are standard, where the cooperative scheduling is enabled using
await f?, which suspends a process until the condition f? is validated, i.e., the
method associated to the future f returns. Note that we could easily extend the
condition to regular boolean expressions. The right hand side of an assignment
can be an expression e, creating a new object of class C, retrieving the value
stored in a future f , as well as synchronously or asynchronously invoking a
method m.

Methods can only be invoked after a (possibly empty) set of methods has
returned, which is specified with an after clause in the method invocation state-
ment. The clause after fs is used to indicate the completion of depending method
calls in the form of a set of conjunctions of return tests fs. If the set fs is empty,
it is evaluated to true, which means that the method can be invoked without

3



1 class Hospital(e,s)
2 { Unit receivePatient() {
3 Fut⟨Unit⟩ f1=this!registerPatient();
4 Fut⟨Unit⟩ f2=e!call() after f1?;
5 Fut⟨Unit⟩ f3=s!call() after f1?;
6 Fut⟨Unit⟩ f4=this!examinePatient() after f2? ∨ f3?; }
7
8 Unit registerPatient() { ... }
9 Unit examinePatient() Expert.call ∨ Surgeon.call { ... }

10 }
11
12 class Expert() { ... Unit call() Hospital.registerPatient { ... } ... }
13
14 class Surgeon() { ... Unit call() Hospital.registerPatient { ... } ... }
15
16 { ...
17 Expert e = new Expert();
18 Surgeon s = new Surgeon();
19 Hospital h = new Hospital(e,s);
20
21 while (true) {Fut⟨Unit⟩ f=h!receivePatient() after {}; await f?}
22 ... }

Fig. 2: Illustrative example

any restriction; otherwise, at least one of the conjunctions must be evaluated to
true in order to invoke the method. Example 2 illustrates the idea of the after
clause as follows:

Example 2. Let fs = {fs1, fs2}, fs1 = f1? and fs2 = f21?∧f22?. The method call
x!m(e) after {} does not have any restriction on the invocation, while the call
x!m(e) after fs is depending on the completion of the method call associated
with f1 or on completion of the two invocations associated with f21? ∧ f22?.

By observing Examples 1 and 2, a task dependency stated in the method sig-
nature can be seen as a contract of method invocations. Thus, ideally, the de-
pending methods specified in the form of return tests in the after clause should
conform with the task dependency specified in the signature. We perform such
a conformance check with a simple type system introduced in Section 3.

Next, we briefly explain the syntax with a simple example shown in Figure 2.
Note that we write fs1 ∨ fs2 instead of {fs1, fs2} and C1 .m1 ∨C2 .m2 instead of
{C1 .m1 ,C2 .m2} for the clarity of the code. Lines 1-10 define the class Hospital,
while Line 12 and 14 define the classes Expert and Surgeon, respectively. Lines 16–
22 specify the main method of the workflow model, which first creates the objects
of class Expert, Surgeon and Hospital, where the Hospital is staffed with Expert
and Surgeon, and continuously receives patients on Line 21. Note that receiving
patients does not have any task dependency. This is also reflected in the signature
of the method receivePatient declared on Line 2 where no task dependency is
specified.

To receive a patient, the Hospital first needs to do the registration without
any constraint (Line 8). Only after the patient is registered, an expert (Line 4)
and a surgeon (Line 5) will be called, corresponding to the method declarations
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f1 = ...
f2 = ...
await f1?
fA = o!m()
await f2?
fB = p!n()

(a) Original language

f1 = ...
f2 = ...
fA = o!m() after f1?
fB = p!n() after f2?

(b) New construct

f1 = ...
f2 = ...
fA = o!m() after f1?
fB = p!n() after f1? ∧ f2?

(c) Potential equivalent
formulation

Fig. 3: Different formulations of explicit dependencies

cn ::= obj invoc F

obj ::= o(a, p, q)

invoc ::= invoc(o, f ,m, v)

F ::= fut(f , val)

p ::= idle | {l | s}
q ::= ∅ | {l | s} | q q

a, l ::=[. . . , x 7→ v, . . .]

val ::=v | ⊥
v ::=o | f | b | k
s ::=cont(f) | suspend | . . .

rhs ::=e.m(e) | e!m(e) | . . .

Fig. 4: Runtime syntax of the core language

on Line 12 and on Line 14, respectively. Either the expert or the surgeon has to
return the call before the patient can be examined (Line 6), as it is specified in
the signature of the method on Line 9.

Observation. Note that the explicit dependencies in method calls come in addi-
tion to the general sequential composition: in the case of the first pair of actions
(Lines 4 and 5) in the Hospital example in Figure 2, which both synchronise on
the completion of the initial call to registerPatient(), they are virtually started in
parallel as soon as f1 becomes available. In the case that the second call would
have synchronised on a different future, the statement order matters and sub-
sequent after constraints essentially become conjunctions. We capture this be-
haviour through the three equivalent fragments in Figure 3. Note that variant (c)
is only type-correct if the declaration corresponding to p!n() indeed declares both
requirements.

2.2 Semantics

In this section, we describe the operational semantics of the language that han-
dles method invocations with task dependency. The rest of the semantics are
classical for an active object language [5,11] and can be found in Appendix A.1.

The runtime syntax of the core language is defined in Figure 4. A configura-
tion is an unordered set of objects, invocation messages, and futures, respectively
written as obj , invoc and F . Each object is denoted as o(a, p, q) where o refers to
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(Sync-Call-After)
o(a, {l | x = e.m(e) after fs ; s}, q)

→ o(a, {l | if fs {x = e.m(e)} ; s} else {suspend ; x = e.m(e) after fs ; s}, q)

(Async-Call-After)
o(a, {l | x = e!m(e) after fs ; s}, q)

→ o(a, {l | if fs {x = e!m(e)} ; s} else {suspend ; x = e!m(e) after fs ; s}, q)

(Self-Sync-Call)
o = [[e]]a◦l v = [[e]]a◦l f ′ fresh f = l(destiny)

{l ′ | s ′} = bind(o, f ′,m, v, class(o))

o(a, {l | x = e.m(e) ; s}, q)
→ o(a, {l ′ | s ′ ; cont(f )}, q ∪ {l | x = f ′.get ; s}) fut(f ′,⊥)

(Self-Sync-Return)
f = l(destiny)

o(a, {l ′ | cont(f )}, q ∪ {l | s})
→ o(a, {l | s}, q)

(Sync-Call)
o′ = [[e]]a◦l o ̸= o′ f fresh

o(a, {l | x = e.m(e) ; s}, q)
→ o(a, {l | f = e!m(e) ; x = f .get ; s}, q)

(Async-Call)
o′ = [[e]]a◦l v = [[e]]a◦l f fresh

o(a, {l | x = e!m(e) ; s}, q)
→ o(a, {l | x = f ; s}, q) invoc(o′, f ,m, v) fut(f ,⊥)

(Invoc)
{l | s} = bind(o, f,m, v, class(o))

o(a, p, q) invoc(o, f ,m, v)
→ o(a, p, q ∪ {l | s})

(Return)
v = [[e]]a◦l f = l(destiny)

o(a, {l | return e ; s}, q) fut(f ,⊥)
→ o(a, {l | s}, q) fut(f , v)

Fig. 5: Semantics related to method invocations

the object identifier, a stores the value of object fields, p is the currently running
process and q is a (possibly empty) pool of suspended processes. The currently
running process p can either be idle or consist of a set of local variables l
and a statement s, denoted as {l | s}. Each invocation message invoc(o, f ,m, v)
comprises the identifier of the callee object o, the name m and the actual param-
eters v of the called method, as well as the identifier of the future f associated
to the invocation. A future fut(f , val) in a configuration consisting of a future
identifier f and a value val which is v if the future is resolved or ⊥ otherwise.
Statements extend the static syntax with cont(f) for returning control to the
caller process and suspend to put a running process into the pool of pending
processes. The right hand side of assignments is the same as the static syntax
with the extension of method invocations without the after clause.

To invoke a method that has constraints regarding task dependency, the
semantics needs to check whether the methods this invocation is depending on
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[[fs]]F =

{
[[fs

′′
]]F ∨ [[fs ′]]F if fs = fs

′′ ∪ fs ′

True if fs = ∅

[[fs]]F =

{
[[f?]]F if fs = f?

[[f?]]F ∧ [[fs ′]]F if fs = f? ∧ fs ′

[[f?]]F =

{
True if fut(f , v) ∈ F ∧ v ̸= ⊥
False otherwise.

Fig. 6: Evaluating conjunctions of futures

have completed, that is, the futures associated to these methods are resolved.
This check is handled by rules Sync-Call-After and Async-Call-After.
The rules rewrite a method invocation to a conditional statement which checks
the value of the set of conjunctions of future tests fs. If the value is true, it
means that either fs is empty or at least one conjunction in fs is evaluated to
true, implying that all the futures in at least one conjunction are all resolved. The
method invocation will then be transformed into a call without any dependency;
otherwise, a suspend statement will be prepended to the method invocation such
that the process will be moved to the pool of pending processes. The evaluation
of the set of conjunctions of futures fs is defined in Figure 6, where the function
returns a boolean value, and the evaluation is based on the set of futures F in
the runtime configuration.

The treatment of method calls without task dependency and their returns
are standard, and are handled by rules Self-Sync-Call, Sync-Call, Self-
Sync-Return and Return. The auxiliary function bind(o, f,m, v, C) activates
method m of class C with actual parameters v, callee o and associated future f ,
and returns a process as the method activation. This process contains a local
variable destiny bound to future f and has the formal parameters bound to v.
For the case of synchronous self-calls, the statement cont(f) is appended to the
statement list of the new process in rule Self-Sync-Call, which is later used
in rule Self-Sync-Return to return the control to the caller process. Whereas
for the case of asynchronous calls, an invocation message is generated, which
is later consumed in rule Invoc by placing the process associated to method
invocation in the callee’s process pool. Note that synchronous calls are treated
as asynchronous calls followed by a blocking get statement.

3 Type system

In this section, we present a type system for our language. While it is mostly
standard for a language with active objects and futures, this simple type sys-
tem allows us to statically check whether or not method invocations are made
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(T-Sync-Call)

conform(fs,DP) ∀fC′
m′ ∈ fs. Γ ⊢ fC′

m′ : Fut⟨B ′⟩
Γ ⊢ e : C Γ ⊢ e : T Γ (C)(m) = T → B :: DP

Γ ⊢ e.m(e) after fs : B

(T-Async-Call)
Γ ⊢ e.m(e) after fs : B

Γ ⊢ e!m(e) after fs : Fut⟨B⟩

(T-Method)
∀C .m ′ ∈ DP . m′ ∈ Γ ′(C) ∄T ∈ T .T = Fut⟨B⟩

Γ ′ = Γ [x 7→ T , y 7→ T ′] Γ ′[destiny 7→ Fut⟨T ⟩] ⊢ s

Γ ⊢ T m(T x) DP {T ′ y ; s}

(T-Class)
Γ [this 7→ C, fields(C)] ⊢ M

Γ ⊢ class C {T x ; M}

(T-Program)
Γ [x 7→ T ] ⊢ s ∀CD ∈ CD . Γ ⊢ CD

Γ ⊢ CD {T x ; s}

Fig. 7: Type system

according to the contract, i.e., the task dependencies specified in the method
signature.

Figure 7 shows a subset of rules for static type checking, with the focus on typ-
ing method invocations and method and class declaration, as well as programs.
The rest of the typing rules are typical and we refer the readers to Figure 11
in Appendix A.2. We use Γ as the typing environment. The typing rules have
the form of Γ ⊢ s for statements, Γ ⊢ e for expressions, Γ ⊢ M for methods,
Γ ⊢ CD for class declarations and Γ ⊢ P for programs.

Each program is typed by the initial typing environment Γ , which associates
each class name to a mapping from method names to method signatures. Con-
sider a method m of class C that is defined as T ′′ m(T x) DP {T ′ x′; s}, to
derive the signature of the method, we use

Γ (C)(m) = T → T ′′ :: DP .

Annotating futures. To facilitate type checking task dependency, we annotate
each future with the class and method to which the future is associated as follows:
Given a program P , for each f = e!m(e) in P , if method m is of class C, we
rewrite all occurrences of f to fC

m. Such annotation requires statically identifying
the method invocation which a future is associated to, we therefore use the type
system to restrict futures from being passed as parameters (see rule T-Method).
Note that the intermediate future for synchronous calls (see rules Self-Sync-
Call and Sync-Call in Figure 5) will not be used in the after clause, thus,
does not need to be annotated.

Type checking task dependency. For static type checking, the only complex cases
are method calls where methods can only be invoked after the completion of
some specific methods, as identified in the signature of the methods. In the
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case of synchronous method calls, rule T-Sync-Call ensures that the variables
in the return tests fs in the after constraints are futures, and these futures
are associated to the methods stated in the task dependency of the method
signature. The auxiliary function conform that the rule uses to perform such a
conformance check is defined as follows:

conform(fs,DP)

=


conform(fs\fs,DP\DP) if ∃fs ∈ fs, ∃DP ∈ DP . confm(fs,DP)

True if fs = DP = ∅
False otherwise.

confm(fs,DP)

=


confm(fs ′,DP ′) if fs = fC

m ∧ fs ′ and DP = C.m ∧DP ′

True if fs = fC
m and DP = C .m

False otherwise.

Observe that the task dependency specified in DP in the signature of a method
needs to be equivalent to the return tests of the depending methods stated in the
after clause of the corresponding method invocations. In other words, in order to
fulfil the conformance check, the dependency used in a method invocation cannot
be weaker or stronger than the contract, that is, the task dependency specified in
the method signature. Type checking the rest of the synchronous call is standard.
The case of asynchronous method calls is straightforward: rule T-Async-Call
reduces the call to a synchronous call for further type checking.

To ensure the correct identification of the origin of a future f , on which the
conformance check relies, futures cannot be passed as parameters. It is restricted
by rule T-Method, which type checks a method by adding a fresh name destiny
to typing context binding to the type of the future associated to the method. The
typing rules for class declarations and programs in Figure 7 are also standard.

Typing runtime configurations. The type system is extended for typing run-
time configurations ∆ ⊢R cn, which is shown in Figure 8. A typing environ-
ment gives the type of each active object, future and invocation message. Each
component of the configuration is checked individually in a standard manner.
Rule T-Object checks each element of an object, rule T-Fut checks futures
and rule T-Invoc type checks invocation messages where the auxiliary function
match(m, T → T ::_, ∆(o)) ensures that, for a method m that has return type T
with its actual parameters of type T , whether or not the signature T → T :: _
matches the signature for method m of the callee o.

Properties of the type system. Our type system has the property of subject re-
duction.

Theorem 1 (Subject Reduction). If ∆ ⊢R cn and cn → cn ′, then there
exists a typing context ∆′ such that ∆ ⊆ ∆′ and ∆′ ⊢R cn ′.
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(T-Config)
∀o(a, p, q) ∈ obj .∆ ⊢R o(a, p, q)

∀invoc(o, f ,m, v) ∈ invoc.∆ ⊢R invoc(o, f ,m, v)
∀fut(f , val) ∈ F .∆ ⊢R fut(f , val)

∆ ⊢R obj invoc F

(T-Invoc)
∆(f) = Fut⟨T ⟩ ∆(v) = T

match(m,T → T ::_,∆(o))

∆ ⊢R invoc(o, f ,m, v)

(T-Object)
fields(∆(o)) = [x 7→ T ] ∆′ = ∆[x 7→ T ]

∀x ∈ dom(a).∆′ ⊢R a(x) : ∆′(x)
∀{l | s} ∈ {p} ∪ q.∆′ ⊢R {l | s}

∆ ⊢R o(a, p, q)

(T-Process)
∆ ⊢R v : T

∆[x 7→ T ] ⊢R s

∆ ⊢R {[x 7→ v ] | s}

(T-Fut)
∆(f) = Fut⟨T ⟩

val ̸= ⊥ ⇒ ∆(val) = T

∆ ⊢R fut(f , val)

(T-Cont)
∆(f) : Fut⟨T ⟩
∆ ⊢R cont(f)

(T-Suspend)

∆ ⊢R suspend

(T-Idle)

∆ ⊢R idle

Fig. 8: Type system for runtime configurations

Proof (Sketch). The proof is by straightforward induction over the application
of transition rules. The proof is standard and thus omitted from the paper. In
particular, the task dependency annotation does not affect the subject reduction.

4 Observation and discussion

Next, we make a useful observation about our dependency analysis.

1 class A {
2 T method1() B.method2 { ... }
3 }
4 class B {
5 T method2() A.method1 { ... }
6 }

Fig. 9: Circular dependency

Cyclic, and hence unsatisfiable, dependencies can
be declared for sets of methods, e.g. as shown in
Figure 9. As methods are type-checked individu-
ally, the type system does not directly report cy-
cles. However, a type-correct program cannot call
either of these methods, and we can easily report
a cycle or dead code in general through a simple
additional analysis.

Proposition 1. A cycle in the transitive closure of the dependency graph of a
well-typed program implies that no method call to any member of a cycle (within
the strongly connected component, SCC) can be made in this program.

Given a method declaration/signature Sg , let Σ : Sg → 2C.m denote the set
of all used dependencies, i.e.,

Σ(T m(..) DP ) := {C.m | C.m ∈ DP}.
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This gives rise to the relation of all direct dependencies (C.m,D.n) in a pro-
gram P (“calls to method C.m must complete method D.n first”):

RP := {{(m,n) | n ∈ Σ(m)} | m ∈ P},

of which we can compute the transitive closure R+
P in the usual way.

Every method in the SCC of the transitive closure must effectively be dead
code, unreachable from anywhere — especially the main entry point to the
program: Given a well-typed program P such that ∅ ⊢ P . Let us assume that
a first (and possibly only) call to some member C.m of the SCC exists in some
method D.n in P . Since the program is well-typed, D.n must be well-typed and
every call in D.n must fulfil its requirements, hence also the call to C.m must be
preceded by the necessary calls to obtain the required futures. Any member in
the SCC (also C.m), has at least one of its requirements also from the SCC, and
hence one of these calls in D.n preceding the call to C.m must have eventually
a call to C.m as a dependency. Correspondingly, the call that we started our
consideration from cannot have been the first call to C.m.

Comparing await and after

As we can see there is some overlap between the functionalities of await state-
ments and after clauses – both of them either suspend the currently running
process if the return test of some given futures is evaluated to false or allow the
process to continue its execution if it is evaluated to true.

Compared to await statements, after clauses allow more complex dependency
structure, namely a set of conjunctions of return tests fs, where the relation
among the set elements is interpreted as a disjunction. The valuation of return
tests in the disjunction is purely used to control method invocations. In contrast,
after an await statement, it is clear that any involved futures can be used without
incurring another suspension (on another await) or even blocking (on a get).
Although await statements can be easily extended to support a conjunction of
return tests fs, it is unclear if it is reasonable to extend the await statement to
express disjunctive relation among return tests.

Multiple dependencies of same type

Our system already allows the specification of multiple dependencies stemming
from identical calls, e.g., as in T Class.method() after C.m∧C.m. Currently, there
is no mechanism to enforce that these two obligations must be fulfilled via two
different futures. A model can hence fulfil both obligations with a single future.
It is not yet clear to us if a repeat occurrence of a requirement should imply
that both occurrences in a conjunct must be distinct, or if we may need the
expressivity of either variant. This could be achieved through an annotation
mechanism expressing which pairs or sets of requirements need to be disjoint.

Such a mechanism would enable us to request a constant number of calls,
e.g., to allocate resources. A similar approach for an actor-model with explicit
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resource allocation (and deallocation) has been discussed by Ali et al. [2]. Their
dependencies are expressed in an orthogonal dimension as integer values, unre-
lated to the object-based workflow models. We plan to investigate a streamlined
solution that integrates both approaches, giving the modeler better granularity
in declaring dependencies and obligations on how they must be fulfilled.

Alternative semantics for after-construct

As observed in Section 2.1, care must be taken to select the right means of syn-
chronisation. Whereas synchronisation through await can always be introduced
on existing futures, after-clauses must match exactly their declarations and can-
not contain additional futures. Any additional synchronisation before a call must
be done via an await.

A potential change in the runtime semantics for Async-Call-After could
easily make the statement non-suspending by defering the implicit await from
the calling task to the called task. In a sequence such as fo= o!m() after f?; s,
the evaluation of statement s would then directly continue as the suggested form
of sequential composition would no longer await f? in the caller. We see here
some potential for our new language as otherwise a similar effect could only
be achieved by moving the pair of prerequisite future and subsequent call into
a new method without any dependency, and then invoking this new method
asynchronously. This workaround comes at the cost of, in our opinion, decreased
readability of the program. The proposed way would be similarly (syntactically)
light-weight as e.g., the Go language’s go { ... } construct for concurrency, albeit
on the level of individual statements.

5 Related work

Numerous workflow modelling languages and approaches have been proposed
to facilitate workflow planning, including UML-AD [9], BPMN [6], BPEL [13],
CPN [10] and YAWL [1].

While UML-AD compares well to existing WMS, the language does not fully
capture advanced synchronisation patterns, e.g., N-out-of-M joins [4]. In addi-
tion, it does not allow communication among workflows, thus cannot capture
the dependency between them.

BPEL and BPMN provide ample expressivity to model the control flows and
synchronisation patterns in business workflows. While BPEL does not allow
inter-workflow communication, different workflows can communicate through
messages in BPMN. Nonetheless, the dependencies of the global control flow
cannot be specified by means of semantics [4] in the language.

The expressivity of high-level Petri nets, including CPN and YAWL, is in
general comparable with the many workflow modelling languages; however, con-
trol flow modelling for, e.g., multiple instances or advanced synchronisation pat-
terns, is not entirely satisfactory [1]. Inter-workflow communication is illustrated
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to some extent with the help of hierarchical models in CPN based modelling lan-
guages.

In contrast to these works, our language is expressive enough to model the
organisation of control flows, complex decisions, exclusive event-based decisions
and parallel event-based decisions in business process workflows. In addition, it
allows formally specifying and modelling task dependencies in workflow models,
and supports inter-workflow communication by joining different workflow models
using explicit notions task dependencies.

Kamburjan et al. [12] introduce the concept of a resolvedBy annotation for
get requests that they use in a contract-based proof-system that can reason
about the guarantees the value of a future can give. The annotation declares
the potential origins of a future. Their concern is orthogonal to ours, as they are
concerned with return values for proofs, whereas we are concerned with statically
checked dependencies that need to be dynamically resolved for a method call. It
should be possible to encode our dependencies e.g., through additional boolean
variables communicated through futures (indicating which asynchronous calls
have been resolved), and hence a static dependency check through the proof
system, although allowances would have to be made to make the checks on
await, not necessarily get.

6 Conclusion

We have presented a workflow modelling language that features explicit declara-
tion of dependencies for method calls: in addition to the formal parameters, the
modeller provides an optional after clause to specify which methods in which
classes have to be called (and returned) before the call can proceed. The caller
of such a method has to provide evidence of their requisite calls by passing their
corresponding futures in addition to any actual parameters. The type system
ensures that a correct program fulfils all dependencies, and that the program
cannot encounter circular dependencies.

We believe that our language fills a gap in workflow modelling, where de-
signers would like to encode more domain-knowledge, and have a means of au-
tomatically using that knowledge, here through verification via a type system.

Our language is based on the workflow modelling language with resources
Rpl [2] which has the after clause implemented. We plan to consolidate our
work into a single version with both resources and dependencies, and extend the
implementation of the Rpl with annotation of dependencies. We also plan to
evaluate our approach on the workflows at our project partner (the Pathology
department at the Haukeland University Hospital).

Another natural extension is to enhance the expressiveness of the augmen-
tation and construct in method declarations and invocations in the language to
capture richer dependencies and more complex control-flow patterns for workflow
modelling.

Further future investigations include studying the effect of relaxing the pro-
vided dependencies on the caller side by permitting to just provide a set of return
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tests that will satisfy one of the disjuncts instead of all of them, as well as mov-
ing the suspension of after clauses from the caller into the callee’s context. We
also want to investigate in how far an annotation of futures in parameters, e.g.,
derived from their use in after clauses in the body, can preserve soundness while
still remaining useful.
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A Appendix

In this appendix, we present the remaining of the semantics in Figure 10 in
Appendix A.1 and the additional typing rules for static type system in Figure 11
in Appendix A.2 of the core language.

A.1 Semantics

(If-True)
[[e]]a◦l,F = True

o(a, {l | if e then s1 else s2 ; s}, q) F
→ o(a, {l | s1 ; s}, q) F

(If-False)
[[e]]a◦l,F = False

o(a, {l | if e then s1 else s2 ; s}, q) F
→ o(a, {l | s2 ; s}, q) F

(Await-True)
v ̸= ⊥

o(a, {l | await f ? ; s}, q) fut(f , v)
→ o(a, {l | s}, q) fut(f , v)

(Await-False)
v = ⊥

o(a, {l | await f ? ; s}, q) fut(f , v)
→ o(a, {l | idle}, q ∪ {l | await f ? ; s}) fut(f , v)

(Get)
v ̸= ⊥

o(a, {l | x = f .get ; s}, q) fut(f , v)
z → o(a, {l | x = v ; s}, q)x fut(f , v)

(New)
o′ = fresh a′ = atts(C, o′)

o(a, {l | x = new C ; s}, q)
→ o(a, {l | x = o′ ; s}, q) o′(a ′, idle, ∅)

(Activate)
p = select(a, q, cn)

o(a, idle, q) cn
→ o(a, p, q\p) cn

(Context)
cn → cn ′

cn cn ′′

→ cn ′ cn ′′

(Skip)
o(a, {l | skip ; s}, q)
→ o(a, {l | s}, q)

(Suspend)
o(a, {l | suspend ; s}, q)
→ o(a, idle, q ∪ {l | s})

Fig. 10: Semantics in addition to the rules in Figure 5 (assignments for fields and
local variables are omitted). The auxiliary funtion atts(C, o′) returns the default
values of the fields of class C and o′ is the value for this; the function select
selects a process from the process pool for execution if it is ready to execute.
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A.2 Type system

(T-Var)
Γ (x)

Γ ⊢ x : T

(T-Bool)
Γ ⊢ b : Bool

(T-FutTest)
Γ ⊢ e : Fut⟨B⟩
Γ ⊢ e? : Bool

(T-And)
Γ ⊢ g1 : Bool Γ ⊢ g2 : Bool

Γ ⊢ g1 ∧ g2 : Bool

(T-Or)
Γ ⊢ g1 : Bool Γ ⊢ g2 : Bool

Γ ⊢ g1 ∨ g2 : Bool

(T-Seq)
Γ ⊢ s Γ ⊢ s′

Γ ⊢ s ; s′

(T-Cond)
Γ ⊢ e : Bool Γ ⊢ s Γ ⊢ s′

Γ ⊢ if e then s else s′

(T-Skip)
Γ ⊢ skip

(T-Await)
Γ ⊢ e : Bool

Γ ⊢ await e

(T-Return)
Γ ⊢ e : B

Γ ⊢ return e

(T-Assign)
Γ ⊢ rhs : Γ (x)

Γ ⊢ x = rhs

(T-New)
Γ ⊢ new C : C

(T-Get)
Γ ⊢ e : Fut⟨B⟩
Γ ⊢ e.get : B

Fig. 11: Typing rules in addition to the type system presented in Figure 7.
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Abstract. The servitization of business makes companies increasingly
dependent on providing carefully designed user experiences for their ser-
vice offerings. User journeys model services from the user’s perspective,
but user journeys are today mainly constructed and analyzed manually.
Recent work analyzing user journeys as games enable optimal service-
provider strategies to be automatically derived, assuming a restricted
user behavior. Complementing this work, we here develop an actor-based
modeling framework for user journeys that is parametric in user behav-
ior and service-provider strategies, using the active-object modeling lan-
guage ABS. Strategies for the service provider, such as those derived for
user journey games, can be automatically imported into the framework.
Our work enables prescriptive simulation-based analyses, as strategies
can be evaluated and compared in scenarios with rich user behavior.

1 Introduction

Companies increasingly offer services to enhance their product range, a devel-
opment termed the servitization of business [49]. The success of these services
is highly dependent on user satisfaction: If the users are satisfied with how they
experience the offered service, the companies are rewarded financially without
increasing their risk [23]. Therefore, to provide successful services, companies
need to adjust and improve their services from the users’ perspective. However,
services are usually analyzed from the managerial perspective, centered on the
company and not on the users.

User journeys allow services to be analyzed from the user perspective, with
the aim of understanding and hopefully improving the user’s experience of a
service. User journeys model a user’s actual path through a service by capturing
so-called touchpoints; these reflect communication between the user and the ser-
vice provider, or actions performed by the user. Due to lacking formalization and
tool support, the analysis of user journeys is today mainly a manual process [25]:
analysts collect feedback on a service from a representative group of users (e.g.,
by means of questionnaires) to manually construct a user journey map, look
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for typical pain points, and possibly suggest improvements to the user journey.
Because the user journey analysis is manual, the process is not easily applied to
complex services or analyzed with respect to many users.

The interaction between a service provider and a user can be formalized as
a game [31, 32]. Users interact with the service provider to achieve a specific
goal and the service provider may adopt different strategies to handle the users.
Strategies for these games can be automatically analyzed using model checking
tools such as UPPAAL [21] and PRISM [16] to reveal insights about the user
journey. The analysis of user journey games can identify pain points in the
user journeys (e.g., states where users abandon their journey), where the user
journey could be improved. User journey games assume that all users are equally
antagonistic, i.e., users always choose the worst possible action. However, in a
real scenario users are not always uniformly antagonistic to the service provider,
which makes it interesting to consider approaches that can relax this assumption.

In this paper, we propose to model user journeys by means of actors, to
explore more diverse user behavior, complementing previous work on user jour-
ney games. We model a service provider and concurrent users as independent
actors. The resulting actor model allows us to capture richer interaction scenar-
ios between users and a service provider, and facilitates more realistic models
than with user journey games, e.g., to explore several different service-provider
strategies. Further, we consider parameterized and randomized user models to
differentiate user behavior and explore the effect of service-provider strategies
under different assumptions about such user behavior. Specifically, we investi-
gate a user compliance parameter expressing the probability of a user waiting
for the service provider’s guidance instead of just taking a random action (e.g.,
the willingness or capability of users to follow instructions). Our model supports
prescriptive analysis of user journeys by varying service-provider strategies and
comparing the consequences of strategic decisions in the user journey.

We implement the user journey model as an actor-based simulation frame-
work, using the active objects of ABS [27,29]. ABS is a timed actor-based mod-
eling language, which supports cooperative scheduling and the specification of
timing- and resource-aware behavior. Cooperative scheduling allows a process,
executing in an actor, to be suspended while waiting for an event to occur, such
that another process that is able to make progress can execute. Timed semantics
allow the specification of the temporal behavior in the model. Resource-aware
behavior takes a supply-and-demand perspective of execution, relating locations
that provide resources to actors that require them for executing their active
processes and modeling part of a system that has limited resources.

In this paper, we focus on the development of the core framework using
ABS constructs without time and resources. We envision exploiting the time and
resource aspects of ABS to reveal the bottlenecks of the service due to the waiting
times of users and limited resources in the service (e.g., waiting for telephone calls
or manual checks in the service). Towards this aim, we now focus on capturing
the functional aspects of our proposed actor framework, which is parametric
in both user behavior and the service provider’s strategy. For example, service
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provider strategies derived using the above-mentioned model checking techniques
can be automatically imported into our simulation framework.

Recent extensions to the ABS simulation tool [42], implemented in Erlang [3],
allow the parameters of the framework to be instantiated in a data-driven way by
means of SQL queries to instantiate user behavior and service-provider strategies
into user-defined datatypes in ABS, that later can be used to drive the execution
of the model. We then use simulations to conduct experiments on the resulting
user journey model for different user parameters, i.e. we investigate user journeys
for varying probabilities of user compliance on randomized users. We evaluate
our actor model of user journeys on an industrial case study; the results are
reviewed by a long-term employee of the cooperating company, who is also the
third author of this paper.

In short, the contributions of this paper are:

1. an active-object model for user journeys that is parametric in user behavior
and in service-provider strategies,

2. a data-driven simulation framework to evaluate and compare different strate-
gies for the service-provider, and

3. an application of the simulation framework to an industrial case study.

2 Motivating Scenario

Consider an imaginary company TestMe ltd. that offers evaluations of pro-
gramming skills. Companies searching for new developers commission TestMe
to conduct tests of their applicants to determine their level of programming skills.
TestMe is paid per user (i.e., a user is here an applicant to the commissioning
company) that completes the evaluation and does not withdraw in the middle
of the evaluation process. Therefore, TestMe wants to investigate the user ex-
perience when users engage in the tests of the evaluation process and hires a
team of analysts to analyze the user journey. The analysts start by conducting
questionnaires with selected users and manually generate, based on the answers,
a so-called user journey map outlining the experiences and feedback from the
questionnaires. The user journey map may reveal pain points in the user journey,
i.e., interactions hindering a successful completion of the skill evaluation.

To improve the user journey and engage the user more actively, TestMe
may consider different changes in the evaluation process based on the informa-
tion gained from the user journey analysis. Further, the company would like to
differentiate the user journey analysis depending on the users’ skill level, assum-
ing that users at different skill levels behave differently during the evaluation
process. To facilitate a continuous evaluation of user journeys, the analysts need
an automated process of user journey analysis that does not depend on the
manual processing of questionnaires. To address this bottleneck, previous work
by the authors proposes the use of recorded logs from the system to automat-
ically generate a model of the user journey, called a user journey game [32].
This approach drastically reduces the time until realistic models are available.
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User journey games and strategies that ensure (or increase the chances for) a
successful outcome of these games are introduced in Section 4.1.

The user journey games can be used by the team of analysts at TestMe to
derive (winning) strategies suitable for the service provider, i.e., strategies that
guide users toward completing the evaluation. However, the analysts struggle
with the strict assumptions in user journey games, needed for successful analysis.
User journey games do not distinguish users with, e.g., different skill levels,
preventing the desired prescriptive analysis based on different users. To overcome
these limitations, we here propose to model user journeys using active objects in
the Abstract Behavioural Specification (ABS) language [27] (ABS is summarized
in Section 4.2), and integrate the strategies derived from user journey games in
an active object setting. The resulting workflow is outlined in Figure 2.

Sections 5.1 and 5.2 discuss how to model user journeys as active objects
(Step 1 in Figure 2), where we describe the transfer from Uppaal [34] mod-
els to ABS and the intermediate steps needed to encode generated strategies.
Section 5.3 introduces parameterized user behavior to differentiate users and ex-
pands on the model generation. The model is further specified with additional
user parameters so that assumptions needed for games are removed (Step 2 ).
Further, we simulate different kinds of users to evaluate possible changes to the
service provider’s behavior (Step 3 ). Our simulation model is parameterized in
the user behavior and allows adaptations to reflect different user behavior, cor-
responding to the different kinds of users encountered by the company. Section 6
describes the conducted simulations and evaluates our approach on a real case
study. We summarize our work in Section 7 and outline future work.

3 Related Work

We discuss related work with respect to the data-driven analysis of user journeys
and the modeling capabilities provided by the active object language ABS. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first work on modeling user journeys in an
actor or active object language, giving all actors an operative role.

User journeys express the interactions between a service provider and its
users from the users’ perspective [22,46]. Various modeling notations have been
proposed to support the blueprinting process [13], establishing a model of the
planned interactions between the user and service provider for a service. Ap-
proaches to create user journey diagrams include [5,18,26,33,39,40]; in most of
these approaches, diagrams are created by hand after conducting surveys and
questionnaires. Digital support exists in e.g. [33] to visualize static information
of the interactions such as the time spent from the user’s perspective, the expe-
rience per interaction, etc.

The Customer Journey Modeling Language (CJML) [24, 26] offers two di-
agram types to highlight different aspects of the users’ perspective: customer
journey network diagrams display the interaction between the user and all sub-
contractors, customer journey diagrams display the impressions from the users’
point of view. CJML highlights deviations in the actual journey, the actual im-
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pressions a user has in the service, from the planned journey, the planned im-
pressions. The Smart Journey Mining project aims to build data-driven tool
support for user journeys [25]. Therefore, CJML was actively extended for digi-
tal support; CJML v2.0 provides an XML format for the in- and export of actual
and planned user journeys [26].

Data-driven methods from process mining [1] for process discovery have been
successfully applied to discover user journeys from recorded logs. Bernard et
al. [8, 10] investigate the possibility of using process mining for user journeys,
they use hierarchical clustering and user-defined goals to abstract from a large
number of journeys [7], and propose a method to discover user journeys from
logs at varying levels of granularity [9]. Terragni and Hassani [44] investigate
user journeys in the form of web logs and their optimization by building rec-
ommender systems proposing user-specific actions optimizing key performance
indicators [45]. In contrast, our work focuses on the modeling aspect of user
journeys with active objects and simulations to gain prescriptive insights into
the service provider behavior and user journeys.

Formal methods allow the verification and analysis of discovered models for
desired properties. David et al. present TAPAAL [19], a model checker for timed-
arc Petri nets, which has been used by Bertolini et al. [11] to verify requirements
in the healthcare domain. Kobialka et al. [31, 32] proposed user journey games
as a formal model for user journeys, where the user and service provider are
independent actors competing for a successful user journey. In [31] the approach
is applied to a large process mining benchmark log and a state reduction method
on event level is proposed.

Challenges for leveraging formal, compositional language semantics to in-
dustrially applicable tools, including how to input/output real-world data, have
been discussed in the context of ABS in [43]. The simulation tool of ABS has pre-
viously been used to model and analyze large use cases (e.g., [2,12,30,36,37,42]);
in particular, Turin et al. [47] use ABS to build and analyze a formal model for
cloud deployment in Kubernetes, illustrating the impact of large loads of users.

4 Preliminaries

4.1 User Journeys as Weighted Games

A game [4,15,16,21] consists of players that alternate in deciding on the action
to take as the game transitions from one state to the next. Players may have
strategies to try to force a specific outcome of the game; e.g., a player may try
to reach a desired outcome of the game or to ensure that certain states are never
reached. Actions in a game can have weights, e.g., to express rewards or penalties
when taking an action, transforming the game into a weighted game.

A weighted game [15] is a tuple (Γ,Ac, Au, E, s0, T, w) with a set Γ of states,
sets Ac, Au of controllable and uncontrollable actions (or labels) with Ac∩Au = ∅,
a transition relation E ⊆ Γ ×Ac ∪Au × Γ , an initial state s0 ∈ Γ , a set T ⊆ Γ
of final states, and a weight function w : E → R that assigns weights to tran-
sitions. When analyzing a two-player game in which one player (the controller)
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takes controllable actions and the other player takes uncontrollable actions, it is
assumed that only the controllable actions in Ac can be selected by the analyzer
— the actions in Au are nondeterministically decided by an adversarial environ-
ment, playing against the controller. If both players have actions available, the
uncontrollable actions have precedence over the controllable actions.

In user journey games [32], the service provider and user are modeled as
players in a two-player game, each with their own set of actions. Formally, a
user journey game is a weighted game (Γ,Ac, Au, E, s0, T, Ts, w), where Ts ⊆ T
are the successful final states. By using games as the user journey model, we in-
herently assume that (1) no player performs more than one activity concurrently,
and that (2) user journeys are goal-driven processes where the user and service
provider have the incentive to achieve the journey’s goal, i.e., to reach a success-
ful final state. For a user-centric analysis, the user is modeled as the adversarial
environment that takes uncontrollable actions and the service provider as the
controller that takes controllable actions. We require that the service provider
has suitable responses for all user interactions and does not constrain the user.

The weights in user journey games reflect the users’ experience as reflected
in the system logs in the following way: interactions that only occur in successful
journeys receive a positive weight, interactions that only occur in unsuccessful
journeys receive a negative weight, and interactions that occur in both successful
and unsuccessful journeys receive a neutral weight. The sum of weights along
a (partial) user journey is called gas, and reflects the aggregated experiences of
the respective users. In the games, a unique start state is introduced to ensure
that all users start from the same state, and positive and negative final states
are introduced to differentiate successful from unsuccessful journeys.

User journey games are generated from logs by (1) mining a transition system
from the traces in the log, (2) transforming the transition system into a game by
defining controllable and uncontrollable actions, and (3) adding user feedback by
computing weights on the transitions. An entropy-based function assigns high
positive weights to actions that primarily occur in successful journeys, high nega-
tive weights to actions that primarily occur in unsuccessful journeys and neutral
weights to actions in successful and unsuccessful journeys. The generation of
user journey games from event logs is detailed in [32].

A strategy [20] assigns a set of possible actions to every state in a game.
Formally, given a game G = (Γ,Ac, Au, E, s0, T, w), a strategy for G is a partial
function σ : Γ → 2Ac∪{λ}/{∅} from states in Γ to the power-set of controllable
actions Ac; here, λ denotes the “wait” action (i.e., no controllable action is taken
and the controller gives the next move to the environment) and the possibility
of “no action” (expressed by {∅}) is removed. We say that a player follows a
strategy σ if, in every state s ∈ Γ , the player only selects actions in σ(s). If
there is a strategy that guarantees a desired property, the controller can enforce
the desired outcome by following this strategy, preventing the adversary from
making a choice that violates the property.

We here consider memoryless strategies, i.e., strategies where the choice of
the next action only depends on the last state. Maler et al. [38] have shown that
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memoryless strategies suffice for reachability properties. Note that strategies can
be nondeterministic; i.e., there might be more than one possible action available
to enforce the desired outcome. We call a strategy deterministic if only one
possible action can be selected in any state (i.e., |σ(s)| = 1 for all s ∈ Γ ).

Uppaal Stratego [21] is a model checker for games in the Uppaal tool
suite [34], which combines Uppaal Tiga [4] with the stochastic model checker
Uppaal SMC to stochastically model check games; i.e., it verifies properties in a
game setting through random simulations and hypothesis testing until sufficient
statistical evidence is reached. Uppaal Stratego allows refining a strategy
towards an expected goal, e.g., to find the shortest path to a successful final
state [20]. Uppaal Stratego constructs strategies for adversarial users. When
refining or evaluating strategies with respect to numerical criteria, e.g. estimat-
ing the expected number of steps in a user journey under a certain strategy,
Uppaal Stratego uses stochastic simulations.

4.2 The ABS Modeling Language

The Abstract Behaviour Specification [27] language (ABS) is a language for be-
havioral modeling of distributed systems. ABS is an active object language [14],
combining executable actor-based semantics with asynchronous method calls
and first-class futures. Data is modeled via a functional, side-effect-free layer of
algebraic data types and parametric functions. The actor behavior is expressed
in a sequential, imperative way, with explicit suspension points for cooperative
scheduling in each actor. ABS has a Java-like syntax and is supported by a range
of analysis tools (see, e.g., [41,50]). The internal state of each actor can be mod-
eled in detail or completely abstracted, depending on the purpose of the model.
The following features of ABS are useful in creating behavioral models:

Asynchronous method calls and first-class futures: The essential feature
of a distributed system is that communication (sending a method call) and
execution (scheduling an incoming call) are decoupled. The caller can con-
tinue execution until the result of a call is needed, and the callee can schedule
calls from multiple callers as needed.

Process suspension and boolean guards: Inside an ABS actor, many pro-
cesses can execute in a cooperative manner, with only one process running
at any given time. Processes suspend themselves when waiting for a method
call result or waiting for a boolean condition over the actor state.

Data Structures and Functions: Algebraic datatypes are used to model ac-
tor state and data that is passed between actors via method calls. Functions
that are calculated over such datatypes are side effect-free.

Database Access. For the work presented in this paper, we use the recently added
capabilities of ABS to import structured data stored in a SQLite database file
into a running ABS model.

Structured data stored in an SQLite database can be directly read into ABS
by converting query results into ABS datatypes. Executing a query inside ABS
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data StrategyEntry =
StrategyEntry(String strategy_state, String strategy_action);

def List<StrategyEntry> strategy(String strategy_name)
= builtin(sqlite3, "../data/journeys.sqlite",

"SELECT state, action FROM strategies WHERE strategy_name = ?",
strategy_name);

Fig. 1: Querying the “journeys.sqlite” database from within ABS, passing in an
ABS value as query parameter.

SQLite
SQLite return value ABS query parameter
INTEGER Int INTEGER
INTEGER or REAL Float REAL
INTEGER or REAL Rat REAL
INTEGER (0 = False, otherwise True) Bool 0 or 1
TEXT String TEXT
Row of the above User-defined datatype n/a

Table 1: ABS to SQL datatype mapping: the first and second columns show the
SQL result to ABS datatype conversion; the second and third columns show how
ABS datatypes are converted into query parameter values.

produces a list of ABS data, which can be used like any other list after the
query has finished. If the query only returns rows of one value each, e.g. String,
the type of the query result inside ABS will be List<String>. If, on the other
hand, the query returns tuples containing more than one value, the query will
name the ABS datatype that holds each resulting row. The constructor of this
ABS datatype has to accept parameters of the same number and type as re-
turned by the query. For exampe, the result from a query like SELECT name,
age FROM persons, which returns (string, integer) tuples can be stored in
an ABS datatype defined like data Person = Person(String, Int). Table 1
shows how SQL results are mapped to ABS values, and how ABS query param-
eters are mapped to SQL values.

Figure 1 illustrates how to import data into ABS from an SQLite file. For
this example, let us assume that various strategies for a user journey game
have been stored in the file journeys.sqlite containing entries that relate
strategy_name, state, and action (See Section 4.1). It is possible to query
such a file such that the records are stored in a list of strategy entries. In this
example we define in ABS a datatype StrategyEntry that holds one entry from
one strategy, and the function strategy that reads one full strategy from the
SQLite table and stores it into a list List<StrategyEntry>.

Queries into the SQLite database can be parameterized in the standard way:
parameters inside the query string are denoted by a question mark (?); val-
ues for these parameters are supplied as additional arguments to the query.
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Fig. 2: Workflow pipeline.

Only basic datatypes (string, integer, float) can be supplied as parameters. The
strategy_name parameter to the strategy function in Figure 1 is used as such
a query parameter; its value ends up in the corresponding WHERE clause in the
SQL query sent to the database engine.

5 Workflow Pipeline

We now consider a pipeline for analyzing user journeys by means of simulations
of an active object model of user journeys. The pipeline is depicted in Figure 2
and consists of the following steps:

– Step 1: An ABS modeling framework imports user journey games and strate-
gies from a database;

– Step 2: The model is adjusted by instantiating parameterized user behavior
and modifying transitions to finNeg to be uncontrollable; and

– Step 3: Simulations are used to explore aspects of the user journey for given
strategies of the service provider.

We develop an ABS model that implements users and service providers as
active objects that communicate and run in parallel with each other. Addition-
ally, a WorkflowProvider class that wraps all knowledge about strategies and
available controllable and uncontrollable actions, serves as common knowledge
base for both users and service providers. The model is parameterizable wrt.
strategy, user behavior, and number of users. The output of a model run is the
number and type of users in each final state, together with the average journey
length and accumulated gas.

Generated games and strategies (see Section 4.1) are aggregated in an SQLite
database that can be read from within ABS (see Section 4.2). In particular,
strategies for user journey games can be generated from user journey games
using Uppaal Stratego and integrated in the ABS model to guide users in
simulations. Since the generated strategies are memoryless, they can thus be
exported as a mapping from states to actions. Refining a strategy corresponds
to refining the mapping to be deterministic, i.e. there is at most one suggested
action per state.

We now explain how to prepare data that can be imported into the ABS
model in Section 5.1, then how the ABS model is constructed in Section 5.2.
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Source State Action Target State Controllable Cost
start Registered Registered False -1.9
start AssignInstance AssignInstance True -22
Started TaskEvent TaskEvent - 0 False -2
ResultApproval ResultsAccepted ResultsAccepted False 18

Fig. 3: Tables imported into the ABS model: The transition system as a list.

5.1 Data Preparation for the Workflow Pipeline

In Step 1 of the workflow, we import user journey games and strategies into
ABS. The workflow produces a single database file that contains all necessary
information to simulate different scenarios.

The user journey game is transformed into a CSV format, that enumerates
states and available actions in each state, as a series of entries (source state,
action, target state, controllable or uncontrollable, cost) that are imported into
a database, see Figure 3. We export strategies from Uppaal Stratego 10 by
using export queries:

saveStrategy("strategy.xml", strategy).

Strategies are then also transformed into tabular CSV format, mapping states to
actions, see Figure 4, and we import the tables into the same SQLite database.
Both imports cover Step 1 in Figure 2. In the start state, the company assigns
a virtual instance to the user, AssignInstance. When it is Started, the company
has to wait for the user to work on the TaskEvent, expressed as a Wait action
in the strategy and an uncontrollable action in the process model.

Source State Action
start AssignInstance
Started Wait
ResultApproval Wait

Fig. 4: Tables imported into the ABS
model: The strategy as a state to ac-
tion mapping.

We adapt the user journey game to
run simulations where users can give up
in the middle of their journey (and hence,
reach the unsuccessful final state). In
the imported user journey game, actions
leading to the unsuccessful final state
were defined as controllable; otherwise,
model checking could never guarantee to
reach the successful final state (cf. Sec-
tion 1). This restriction is not needed for simulation; in the adapted version,
actions leading to the unsuccessful final state are modeled as uncontrollable ac-
tions. These adaptations cover Step 2.

Step 3 uses simulations to explore the model and possible service provider
strategies. We simulate scenarios that combine the parameterized model with
different users. In the ABS modeling framework, the model of the service provider
and the user models are kept separate for easier construction and utilization.
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Fig. 5: Sequence diagram of one interaction in the simulation.

5.2 Modeling the User and the Service Provider

In the ABS model, the structure of the underlying user journey game is im-
plemented via a component called WorkflowProvider, which is consulted by the
user and the service provider objects. The ABS model contains one interface
for users, one for service providers, and one for the workflow provider. Figure 5
shows the exchange of messages between the actors in the simulation.

Figure 6 shows the interfaces and data types of the simulation. As shown in
the interaction diagram, the user is the “active” participant that initiates each
round of choosing between actions. Consequently, the User interface offers no
methods to be called from outside.

Since both the user and service provider need knowledge about the user
journey game, the model encapsulates this knowledge in a common interface
WorkflowProvider. Its method available_tasks returns all available control-
lable and uncontrollable actions, given a user identifier and the user’s state. (The
user identifier may be used to implement per-user strategies.)

The user chooses whether to perform a controllable or uncontrollable ac-
tion and informs the service provider about its decision (see Figure 5). The
notifyUncontrolledAction method notifies the service provider about the cho-
sen action and new state of the user. In contrast, the performControlledAction
method leaves the decision of the action to be taken to the service provider, which
in turn consults the workflow provider about its options. The chosen action is
returned to the user, who updates its state accordingly.
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interface User { }

interface ServiceProvider {
Unit notifyUncontrolledAction(

Int user_id, String uncontrolled_action, String new_state);
Maybe<WorkflowTask> performControlledAction(

Int user_id, String current_state);
}

interface WorkflowDriver {
WorkflowTasks available_tasks(Int user_id, String state);

}

data WorkflowTasks = WorkflowTasks(
List<WorkflowTask> controllable_tasks,
List<WorkflowTask> uncontrollable_tasks);

data WorkflowTask = WorkflowTask(
String origin_state, String target_state,
String action, String controllable, Float cost);

Fig. 6: The internal structure of the workflow simulation model.

The classes implementing these interfaces can be seen in the online repos-
itory,1 which features the implementation of the workflow pipeline. The main
variability is located in the implementations of the WorkflowProvider interface,
where the modeler can set up workflow descriptions with varying strategies, or
no strategy at all. The user class is parameterized with the likelihood of perform-
ing an uncontrollable action if applicable. The service provider class relies on the
workflow provider for most of its behavior, but can be extended to implement
resource-sensitive behavior (see the discussion of future work in Section 7).

5.3 Parameterized User Behaviour

User journey games aggregate the behavior of several users into one model,
thereby assuming that all users are equally antagonistic; i.e., all users in the
same state have the same available actions, and, when the service provider and
the user both have available actions, all users have higher precedence than the
service provider. These assumptions are captured in the strategies generated by
Uppaal Stratego: antagonistic users exploit their precedence over the service
provider when selecting the next action, and two different users in the same state
can not be differentiated.

In reality, users differ based on individual properties which are abstracted
away in user journey games. In our simulation framework, we would like the

1 https://github.com/smartjourneymining/abs_journeys_aol-23/releases/tag/AOL23

https://github.com/smartjourneymining/abs_journeys_aol-23/releases/tag/AOL23
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user model to capture structural differences between users that are not expressed
through choices in the user journey game but are determined already at the
beginning of the game.

For this purpose, we let the user model have parameterized user behavior
by introducing a parameter to the user model that is unknown to the service
provider but fixed at run-time, i.e. for every instantiated user. This user pa-
rameter p ranges from [0, 1] and models the probability that the user waits for
the service provider’s guidance; with probability 1 − p the user takes an un-
controllable action. This way, the parameter models the “compliance” of the
user, changing the probability to wait for the service provider’s actions or tak-
ing an arbitrary, uncontrollable transition. A non-compliant user, always taking
uncontrollable actions, can be expressed with p = 0. A compliant user can be
expressed with p = 1, waiting for the service provider’s actions until its activity
is required. All values between 0 and 1 express different levels of “compliance”;
users that have a certain probability to wait for the service provider’s action or
to take an uncontrollable action. Additionally, to allow for a wider range of possi-
ble user behaviour, besides antagonistic users, we model users that decide their
actions randomly. Figure 7 outlines the implementation of the parameterized
user class. We discretized compliance probability p with integers ranging from
0 to 100. In the main block of our simulation, shown in Figure 8, we generate
a workflow object, WorklfowDriver driver, a company object for that work-
flow, Company company and several parameterized users, List<User> users.
The user objects, which contain a run() method, start the simulation; their
results are gathered in a map storing for each end state a triple over the total
number of users in that state, the average number of steps and the average gas;
further information about individual users is gathered in the background.

In our model, we differentiate users solely based on their compliance pa-
rameters. Remark that service providers may need to invest significant effort in
determining their users’ parameters to adjust their offers and fine-tune services.
Discovering crucial user parameters is not trivial and requires extensive testing.
Therefore, we investigate in the case study presented in Section 6 whether user
compliance is a suitable way to capture realistic user behavior. Adjusting the
compliance allows us to investigate different game settings without having to
collect additional new data.

6 Case Study

6.1 Context

GrepS2 is a company offering programming skill evaluations for Java program-
mers. GrepS is commissioned by external companies for recruiting, training, and
certification. The service that GrepS provides is based on prior research [6]. Cus-
tomers of GrepS are typically companies that hire or train developers, which are

2 See the webpage of GrepS for further details: https://www.greps.com/.

https://www.greps.com/
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class ParametricUser(
WorkflowDriver driver, Company company, Int compliance)

implements User
{

Bool finished = False;
String current_state = "start";

Unit run() {
while (!finished) {

WorkflowTasks possible_tasks =
await driver!available_tasks(current_state);

WorkflowTasks u_tasks = uncontrollable_tasks(possible_tasks);
WorkflowTasks c_tasks = controllable_tasks(possible_tasks);
if (u_tasks != Nil && c_tasks != Nil)
{

// Choose with the given probability whether to perform
// an uncontrollable or controllable action.
if (random(100) < compliance) {

this.offerControllableAction();
} else {

this.uncontrollableAction(u_tasks);
}

} else if (u_tasks != Nil) {
// Only uncontrollable actions available
this.uncontrollableAction(u_tasks);

} else if (c_tasks != Nil) {
// Only controllable actions available
this.offerControllableAction();

} else {
// No action available: User reached an end state
finished = True;

}
}

}

Unit offerControllableAction() {
Maybe<WorkflowTask> action =

await company!controlledAction(current_state);
switch (action) {

Just(the_task) => {
current_state = target_state(the_task);

}
Nothing => finished = True;

}
}

}

Fig. 7: Implementation of the parameterized user class.
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// Main block.
{

// Parameters to set for the chosen experiment
Int n_users = ...
Int obedience = ...

// Instantiate the underlying workflow model
WorkflowDriver driver = new WorkflowDriver("non_det");
// Create company object
Company company = new Company(driver);

// Create parameterized user objects
List<User> users =

await util!create_users(n_users, driver, company, obedience);

// Aggregate results (end state => (count, avg. steps, avg. gas))
Map<String, Triple<Int, Int, Float>> end_states =

await util!collectUsersInMap(users, file);
}

Fig. 8: Creation of actors.

the users of the service. Users are normally given one to two weeks to complete
their programming skill evaluation.

A typical programming skill evaluation requires the user to complete three
phases using GrepS: (1) sign-up, (2) solve a set of authentic programming tasks,
and (3) approve to share the results (via a skill report) with the customer, i.e.
the commissioning company. In a successful user journey, all three phases are
completed in order and the customer receives the report. In an unsuccessful
journey, the user permanently stops using the service at any phase, or does not
approve the sharing of the results with the customer.

The data we analyze are system logs with recorded events from the interac-
tions between users and the GrepS system. These system logs are an extended
version of the logs published as part of the work of Kobialka et al. in [32], as the
logs we use also contain the programming skill evaluations that are calculated by
the GrepS system. An extract of the extended data is shown in Figure 10. In this
previous work, we report on the systematic generation and analysis of the GrepS
user journey game. Figure 9 displays a simplified illustration of the task-solving
and approval phase, leaving out the previously analyzed sign-up phase (states
T0–T7). Controllable transitions are depicted as solid lines, uncontrollable tran-
sitions as dashed lines; transitions with positive weight are colored green, and
those with negative weight are red. Each task during phase 2 consists of a pair of
states: the first state is the solving of a task and the second is user feedback on
the task. State T8 is a set-up task that is not used to evaluate skill, and T9 its
corresponding user feedback. States T10–T17 are alternating tasks and feedback
with T10 being the first practice task, T12 the second task, T14 the third task,
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and T16 the fourth task; the respective feedback is submitted after each single
task. After each task has been submitted by the user, the system attempts to
score the solution to the task and update the user’s skill evaluation based on all
solutions that have been scored so far. If the scoring process is successful, the
log is updated (“Overall scores updated”). The increasing weights on edges along
T8–T18 result from more users completing their tasks, i.e. users struggle with
the first three tasks but from the third task on are all subsequent tasks com-
pleted [32]. In state T18, the user is informed that all tasks have been completed
and explains the next steps that are to be completed within a specific number
of workdays (as agreed with each GrepS customer in a service level agreement,
SLA). States T21–T25 form the review phase, and T25 is the user approval for
sharing the required report.

6.2 Evaluations of Users’ Programming Skills by the GrepS System

Fig. 9: GrepS user journey game
(excerpt): task solving and ap-
proval phases.

The extended system logs capture many
events with evaluated programming skills
per user. We consider the last evaluation
event as the final evaluated score (it cap-
tures the overall score of a user), and re-
fer to the previous evaluation events as
tentative scores. For each task solved by
the user, the system evaluates the tenta-
tive skill level based on all available infor-
mation (i.e., the current and any previous
tasks that can be scored automatically).
Note that the final score may involve par-
tially human-graded tasks on dimensions
such as readability, proper use of variable
names, or other aspects that cannot be
evaluated automatically. Thus, a user may
have only one final skill score but can have
many tentative skill scores during phase 2.

The unit of measurement used for the
skill score is logits (i.e., the logarithm of
the odds), which is frequently used within
education or psychology to represent differ-
ences in skills and abilities on an interval
scale using the Polytomous Rasch Model.
A 5 on the scale used by GrepS is defined
as the averagely skilled professional Java
developer reported by Bergersen et al. [6],
who also reported a standard deviation of
skill scores of 1.3 logits. Note that this type
of scale does not allow for ratio compar-
isons of skills (e.g., “someone is twice as
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Timestamp · · · Metadata
5245944 · · · Registered
5780525 · · · Registered
6104714 · · · Activated
6104714 · · · Logged in: Web page
6106191 · · · Overall scores updated: [ rasch.skill: 2.59 . . .

Fig. 10: Extract of GrepS’ system logs.

skilled”) because the number zero skill is not defined. However, the magnitude of
differences is nevertheless constant across the range of the scale so that the mag-
nitude of differences can be represented using a standardized effect size [17]. For
example, a difference of 1.5 logits (i.e., a difference between 5.0 and 6.5, or 4.0
and 5.5) in skill would be considered a “large” effect by conventional standards
(i.e., Cohen’s d = 0.8).

Fig. 11: Skill level comparison for
successful and unsuccessful journeys
from GrepS’ system logs.

Skill evaluations in the provided system
logs reveal an association between success-
ful and unsuccessful journeys. Figure 11
compares the box-plots of skill scores for
successful journeys, in orange, and unsuc-
cessful journeys, in blue. We ignore all
journeys without a skill evaluation3 and
only use the final evaluated score per user.
The current comparison contains a sur-
vival bias since we ignore the skill levels of
all users that did not receive any skill eval-
uation. For the 11 unsuccessful journeys,
the median skill level is 4.2, thus about
0.6 standard deviation for the less-than-average developer. For the 20 successful
journeys, the median recorded skill level was about the same as an average de-
veloper (5.1). Both box-plots in Figure 11 range from 2 to 7. Observe that the
data distribution of unsuccessful journeys has more variance: its lower quartile
reaches significantly lower than the lower quartile of the successful journeys. The
upper quartile of the successful journeys reaches higher and is denser than the
one of unsuccessful journeys.

Both box-plots indicate that the GrepS service is currently better suited for
at-least average proficient developers. Developers below average, with a score of
less than 3.5, have a clear disadvantage. The log also demonstrates that above-
average developers fail and below-average developers succeed. The outcome of
the journey is not determined by the skill level but also by other factors.

3 We observed that system logs contain a large amount of very short unsuccessful jour-
neys with no events containing scores. Including all these journeys would negatively
bias the comparison and therefore we remove them from the comparison.
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6.3 Simulation Analysis

We conduct several simulated scenarios in which we instantiate the parameter-
ized user journey game, evaluate different service provider strategies, and test
varying levels of user compliance, as a parametric behavior for users. We investi-
gate the impact of different game strategies and the implications for the service
provider to use the refined strategy to have a successful journey outcome and
improve the user experience.

Building the baseline of the model. The initial model is constructed by modeling
the GrepS user journey game and importing it into ABS, along with its corre-
sponding Uppaal game strategies for the service provider. We implement three
strategies that the service provider can use: (1) a random one for a random
selection between all available actions to the next transition in the game (no
strategy), (2) a nondeterministic strategy, and (3) a refined strategy, minimizing
the number of steps to reach a positive outcome, concretely, to reach the state
finPos, see Figure 9. Strategies (2) and (3) are exported from Uppaal Strat-
ego into ABS, as described in Section 5.1. The users are randomized; i.e., they
take a random, uncontrollable actions.

We first check that our ABS model reproduces the results generated in Up-
paal. The user is parameterized in its compliance, instantiated with a fixed
probability at run-time, see Section 5.3. We calibrate our ABS model with suit-
able user compliance settings and sufficient many simulated users, such that
simulation results are aligned with the results from Uppaal Stratego. By
doing so, our model reproduces the average amount of gas when reaching a fi-
nal state and the average number of steps for the nondeterministic and refined
strategy each.

Exploring alternative scenarios. We experimented with a less restrictive model
by adapting the underlying game, where we removed some of the assumptions
that were needed for the game analysis in Uppaal Stratego. In particular, in
Uppaal Stratego the analysis requires a guaranteeing strategy for the service
provider, thus, users are not allowed to give up in the middle of their journeys and
those actions (solid lines, representing transitions in the game to the final nega-
tive state finNeg, see Figure 9) are controlled by the service provider. We adapt
the model by making these interactions uncontrollable (therefore, controlled by
users). Further, the Uppaal Stratego game assumes that users always have
precedence over the service provider. We additionally adapt our simulated users
with a compliance parameter p, with probability 1 − p for each user to select a
random, uncontrollable action, thereby lifting the assumption of adversary users.
In the active object model, the generated strategies no longer guarantee a suc-
cessful user journey outcome. However, the simulations still allow us to explore
the GrepS user journey game, using one of the strategies. We observed that in
the parameterized active object model with uncontrollable transitions to finNeg,
the random strategy aligns with the nondeterministic strategy since there are no
activities that the service provider is not allowed to select. Therefore, we only
compare the random strategy with the refined strategy.
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(a) Successful journeys (b) User journey length (c) Accumulated gas

Fig. 12: Comparison of different compliance probabilities and strategies.

Figure 12 compares different aspects of the parameterized active object model
with the two strategies, where all transitions leading to unsuccessful journey out-
comes are user-controlled. The chance of taking such transitions (and therefore
determining the outcome of the journey) is given by the compliance probabili-
ties. Figure 12a displays the number of successful journeys for given compliance
probabilities (the parameter p), we run simulations with a total of 1000 users,
and with different probabilities for noncompliance or giving up (1− p), ranging
from 0% to 100% and increasing p with 20% in each simulation. When comparing
the mean user journey length, the refined strategy improves the random strategy
drastically since user journeys are significantly shorter in the refined strategy,
see Figure 12b. Figure 12c compares the accumulated gas, revealing that the
refined strategy reduces the accumulated gas for compliant users slightly. For
noncompliant users with a short journey, the refined strategy improves the av-
erage accumulated gas from an average below −80 to −40.

Moreover, we investigate the different states where users give up their journey
in the adapted ABS model, according to different compliance levels. Figure 13
shows the simulation results. With decreasing compliance levels, more users leave
the journey, due to several states that allow users to give up, the number of
users reaching the positive outcome shrinks rapidly, see Figures 13a and 13b.
For compliant users, see Figure 13c, the service provider has good chances to
guide the user to a successful outcome.

Skill level and compliance. Observations from the system logs show that the
average GrepS user is closely comparable with the simulations that consider 80%
compliance, see Figure 13c, and that 2

3 of the users are successful. Concretely,
in the provided log 18% of users gave up after the first task event, which aligns
with the 20% decrease of users in the simulations, but only 9% gave up at the
second and third tasks, which does not entirely align with the 16% and 12%
decrease of users that is shown in the simulations, as well as 12% decrease of
users at the reporting phase in the logs, with 6% decrease in the simulations.

We also investigate the relationship between the final skill score of users,
detailed in Section 6.2, and the compliance parameter. Figure 14 shows the
correspondence between the length of user journeys and the final skill level per
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(a) 20% compliance (b) 60% compliance (c) 80% compliance

Fig. 13: Comparison of states where users stop in the simulated user journeys
with different compliance probabilities; the company’s goal is to maximize the
reachability of finPos.

Fig. 14: Box-plots over user journey
lengths per skill level in the system logs.

user. Results are grouped by skill level,
where below or equal to 5 are sorted
into the group of developers that are
“below average”, otherwise they are
sorted into the group “above average”.
In comparison, Figure 15 displays the
simulated box-plots over user journey
lengths for different compliance levels
for the random strategy (Figure 15a),
and the refined strategy (Figure 15b).
While the length of user journeys vary
from the user journey lengths observed
in the logs when using the random
strategy in the simulations, the refined
strategy produces user journeys with comparable lengths to those observed in
the system logs. We further investigated the ratio of successful and unsuccessful
journeys in the two skill groups. When ignoring users without a skill evaluation,
56% of unsuccessful user journeys belong to users that are scored “below aver-
age”, and 73% of successful user journeys belong to users that are scored “above
average”. These values correspond to a compliance probability of about 85% for
“below average” users and of more than 90% for “above average” users.

While not all aspects of the user-specific behavior could be replicated, our
model is capable of differentiating different user groups as observed in the real-
world system logs. By introducing one parameter for user compliance, we de-
termine whether a user acts before the service provider and chooses an uncon-
trollable action. Whereas compliance appears to be a suitable notion to capture
observed user behavior, users are in reality influenced by a wide range of param-
eters that are not independently recorded. We parameterized the modeling of
user-specific behaviors and gained detailed insights into different kinds of users.
The model adequately captured not only user journey lengths but also the dis-
tribution of final states and the number of successful journeys.
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(a) Random strategy (b) Refined strategy

Fig. 15: Box-plots over varying compliance levels and strategies in simulations.

6.4 Prescriptions

By using the simulation tool of the ABS active object language, we are able to
adjust model details to conform to what is contained in the user logs. Previous
game analysis required us to assume that users do not leave the journey, oth-
erwise, no guaranteeing strategy could have been established. The active object
model was adjusted to consider user parameters in the simulations, capturing
various kinds of users. These adaptations allow service providers to evaluate the
impact of possible changes on their services before implementing them. Several
possible changes in either the strategy, the model, or both can be evaluated and
the most promising ones can be implemented. Further, including user parame-
ters in the model, allow us to adjust the simulation results towards the targeted
users. In our case study, we compared different strategies and confirmed the
suggestions from the model checker that the refined strategy is superior to the
nondeterministic or random strategy. The strategies were generated in overap-
proximated games and tested in a more realistic setting. We could elaborate
on differences between user groups and model them with proxy parameters, ex-
tracted from the system logs.

6.5 Evaluation

Our conclusions from the simulation analysis (Section 6.3) and new opportunities
from exploring alternative scenarios (Section 6.4) can be summarised as follows:

1. more positive outcomes are related to “above average” skilled users,
2. compliance is a relevant proxy for user behavior (although with a still unre-

solved relation to programming skill), and
3. “what-if” scenarios may be used to simulate changes to the existing system

for evaluating alternative directions for technical development in the future.

These insights have been further discussed with a long-term employee of the
company, and third author of this paper, for their review. We summarize the
feedback below.
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Regarding point 1, more positive outcomes, GrepS is a user-focused service
and is aware that different groups of users behave differently in their system.
Depending on what a skill evaluation is used for, there are also situations where
it is most sensible for a user to discontinue using the service. For example, if the
first couple of programming tasks appear too difficult in a recruitment setting,
a developer may opt out of the process and look for a different job. It is also
known that less skilled developers are more resource-demanding in terms of
needed support during the process, probably as a partial function of how well
the user reads and understands the process and its requirements. At the same
time, for a user-focused service, it is important to know which user groups are
the key users, for which most of the resources should be used to keep satisfied
with the service. Internally, the company is aware that less skilled users are less
likely to complete all the programming tasks in Phase 2, or share an unsatisfying
result during Phase 3.

Regarding point 2, compliance as a proxy of user behavior, companies need
to challenge and further refine their own understandings of their key user groups.
User parameters such as compliance—the willingness or capability to follow
instructions—provide a more nuanced view than merely using programming skill
evaluation to explain why some user journeys are unsuccessful. Compliant users
tend to be more successful in their journey and have fewer problems solving
the presented tasks, but it is at present unclear what the conceptual overlap is
between “compliance” and factors such as technical skill or motivation.

Regarding point 3, the prescriptive analysis used to investigate “what-if”
scenarios and to challenge assumptions that do not hold, GrepS is positive to
evaluate such functionality more closely. For example, if a user in the present
setup of the system stops solving a task, e.g. in states T10, T12, or T14, this
user is unsuccessful. The simulation model could then attempt to answer the
hypothetical question of what would happen if GrepS introduces a “user re-
covery” state where the sole goal is to bring the user back to the system, for
example, by asking for feedback (is the user satisfied?), reminding the user (has
the user forgot to continue?) or providing other kinds of targeted information
(do the user know that valuable feedback is possible even though the report
is not shared with GrepS’ customer?). By estimating both expected costs (de-
velopment time) and expected success (probabilities that users continue), such
a simulation may yield better predictions of how many additional users would
complete the analysis. If the simulation reveals that the additional users in the
positive final state from a hypothetical intervention exceeds the cost of imple-
menting it, such an intervention might be prioritized. Simulations of large and
complex systems where relevant factors are parameterized, seem preferable to
heavily relying on heuristics of what works (and doesn’t) that require extensive
experience to validate.
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7 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presents an active object simulation framework for user journeys. The
framework can be combined with strategy analysis for service providers, based
on model checking user journey games. We considered strategies generated in the
model checker Uppaal Stratego and showed that the results of model checking
can be reproduced in our framework. Then, we extended the framework to pa-
rameterize the users’ compliance with the intended user journey, and estimated
how resilient different service provider strategies are to non-cooperating users.
The active object framework allows prescriptive analysis, where the impact of
changes can be evaluated before implementing them in the real system.

Previous analysis based on user journey games, using Uppaal Stratego,
over-approximates the service provider behavior, to establish strategies that
guarantee a successful outcome. The active object simulation framework alle-
viates these assumptions, making the user journey model more realistic. The
simulation framework uses two measures for the modeled user journeys: the to-
tal number of actions taken in the journey and the accumulated cost. When
adapting the user journey game to the simulation framework, one has to evalu-
ate if the strategy generated from the user journey game is compatible with the
active object model. Otherwise, a random strategy might outperform a refined
strategy. Therefore, it is important to compare refined strategies to a valid base-
line, i.e. a random or nondeterministic strategy, and, if necessary, update the
refined strategy to the new assumptions.

We present an industrial case study from GrepS, a small company offering
programming skill evaluations to other companies. We investigated users with
“below average” and “above average” proficiency. Our simulations reproduced
findings from the Greps log, suggesting that GrepS is configured for “above
average” proficient users. These users have a higher chance for a successful user
journey with shorter user journeys than “below average” proficient users. In the
case study, the active object model harmonized well with the refined strategy,
user journey lengths were reduced and the final gas was kept at comparable
levels in the system logs and simulations.

The presented active object simulation framework opens many interesting
possibilities for future work. One obvious extension is to make the active object
framework resource-sensitive, exploiting the resource-model of ABS [29]. The
current model only considers gas as a resource, but every interaction between
service provider and user has a duration and also requires physical resources,
e.g. interactions with a GrepS employee. A time- and resource-sensitive model
allows scenarios to be explored that show response times under various loads and
“what-if” scenarios; e.g., whether adding personnel to answer user messages in a
certain state of the user journey would increase overall completion rates. Such
extension could consider load balancers that distribute or delegate activities in
the service to workers with limited resources, mimicking resource management
in cloud-based distributed systems, as previously modeled and analyzed using
ABS with time and resources [28,35,37,48].
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The current model is Markovian, as the next decision only depends on the
current state. However, the model does provide access to the accumulated gas
of users (i.e., the sum of the weights from previous interactions with the service
provider). This allows richer models of decision-making to be investigated, where
the current decision not only depends on the users’ compliance parameter but
also on past experiences by taking into account the accumulated gas, capturing
how much “steam” the user has left to continue the journey. Accordingly, it would
also be interesting to investigate further model parameters and their influence
on successful user journeys (e.g., to fine-tune compliance or to capture other user
behavior characteristics).

Conflict of Interest The third author has financial interests in the company
(GrepS) that owns the skill testing tool evaluated in the case study in this work.
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Abstract. Programming distributed and concurrent systems is noto-
riously hard. Active objects, which encapsulate operations, state and
control flow, have been investigated by researchers to alleviate this issue.
In a distributed system, message exchange among active objects or ac-
tors often coincides with network boundaries, and determines a major
modularization direction for the application. Yet, certain application func-
tionalities naturally crosscut such modularization direction. For those,
structuring the application architecture around network boundaries is
purely accidental and does not help reasoning about programs.
Recently, multitier programming has been proposed as a programming
paradigm that enables code that belongs to different peers to be developed
together, in the same compilation unit. The compiler then splits the code
and generates the required deployment components.
In this work we explore the relation between multitier programming and
active objects. Multitier programming can be considered a programming
paradigm based on active objects with a focus on application domains
where functionalities span multiple active objects, and allows such func-
tionalities to be encapsulated into a single object. The multitier approach
keeps the asynchronous model of active objects and actors but provides
a holistic view of distributed components and their interactions. Multi-
tier programming addresses the use cases where separating components
into different active objects or actors hinders encapsulation and mod-
ularization across functional boundaries. In such use cases, multitier
programming can increase the level of abstraction, improve software de-
sign, simplify code maintenance, aid program comprehension and enable
formal reasoning. A number of features of active objects are directly
visible to programmers also in the multitier programming, resulting in an
interesting combination of language abstractions available to developers.

1 Introduction

Modern-day ubiquitous services – including search engines, online social net-
works and streaming platforms – run on a network of interconnected computers.
Typically, the components of such distributed systems are developed as separate
modules. This separation, however, comes with a number of difficulties [23].
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Composing the modules correctly into a complete distributed system is a highly
difficult challenge that requires intensive integration work and the manual im-
plementation of communication protocols. Thus, programmers are faced with
the complex task of implementing complicated communication schemes between
hosts, which frequently involves low-level operations prone to errors. As a re-
sult, the distributed data flows that arise from the approach are in many cases
convoluted and scattered among several modules, making it difficult to fully
comprehend the behavior of the system as a whole. Despite the prevalence of
distributed software, the design and development of distributed systems remains
an extremely challenging task.

Multitier programming [95] presents a promising approach for taming the
complexities of developing distributed systems through language abstractions fo-
cusing on interacting distributed components, i.e., interacting active objects where
distributed objects are bound to different threads of control and communicate
asynchronously with other objects.

Active objects. Active objects [16] build on top of object-oriented abstractions
which encapsulate operations and state, and, in addition, encapsulate execution
flow. Active objects have been successfully adopted to program distributed
systems, which are concurrent by nature. This programming abstraction defines
clear boundaries among concurrency units, making them coincide with those
naturally defined by the object structure. Also, because of asynchronous message
passing, active objects simplify developing concurrent systems where different
parts are decoupled and progress independently. Yet, in the case of distributed
systems, active objects and their derivatives (e.g., actors) encourage programmers
to develop software that is modularized according to network boundaries – where
the remote communication occurs. While this has been necessary for technical
reasons, software functionalities can logically span over several system components
and such separation may be not ideal [84, 72, 37].

Multitier programming. In multitier programming, distributed functionalities
that cross different components are developed in a single compilation unit [95]. As
a result, programmers do not need to arrange the implementation along network
boundaries but along logical functions. Since the distributed parts of such a func-
tion naturally run concurrently in a distributed system, multitier programming
languages typically further abstract over active objects and rely on active objects
for an efficient implementation. Yet, multitier languages provide features to deal
with concurrent execution – either by exposing standard concurrency abstractions
such as futures or by abstracting concurrency away from the developer through
a compilation scheme that ensures that code that appears sequentially in the
multitier program is also executed in sequence.

Using a single (distributed) program relieves the developer from having to
break down a functionality into the parts that should be executed on different
machines. Instead of reasoning in terms of distributed components (that may mix
different functions together), developers can reason in terms of different modules
that functionally belong together (even though they are distributed themselves) –
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leaving the splitting into the components to be distributed to different machines
to the compiler [93].

Active objects and multitier programming. While multitier programming provides
linguistic abstractions to reason about distribution at the language level and
lets the compiler handle the actual partitioning of code and the insertion of
remote calls and handlers, the underlying execution model is fundamentally
distributed active objects that asynchronously invoke methods on remote objects.
Multitier programming, however, goes beyond active objects – and actor systems
in particular – and solves some of the issues that often arise in actor-based
implementations of distributed systems. In particular, control flow between actors
can get quite involved and hard to follow for developers due to the fact that actors
are highly decoupled and behavior of actors that interact to provide a logically
combined function is modeled through complex message-passing schemes. Such
functions can be expressed more directly using multitier programming. Hence,
multitier programming can be seen as both an evolution and a combination of
active objects for distributed systems.

In this work, we explore the connection between active objects and multitier
programming. We show that multitier programming addresses some of the design
issues that emerge with active objects, and we show that active objects comple-
ment multitier programming when reasoning about concurrency in a distributed
system.

2 Background

This sections provides a short overview about (1) active objects and actors as
a state-of-the-art programming model for concurrent and distributed systems
and (2) multitier programming, a programming paradigm designed to ease the
development of distributed applications where functionality spans across multiple
components.

2.1 Active Objects and Actors

The actor model, [47] is based on independent computational entities – so-called
actors – that encapsulate both behavior and state and communicate with each
other by sending and receiving messages. An actor’s internal state can only be
modified by processing incoming messages. When an actor receives a message, it
can perform computations, modify its state, create new actors or send messages to
other actors [44]. Actors process one message at a time – messages are processed
sequentially – and do not share their state or memory, which eliminates many of
the pitfalls of traditional multithreaded programming.

Active objects extend the actor paradigm with structured communication:
Instead of message-passing, they use method calls and futures. Futures represent
asynchronous return values that will be available at some point in the future.
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Listing 1: Akka Typed actor summing up a list of numbers.
1 object SumActor {
2 sealed trait Request
3 case class Shutdown() extends Request
4 case class Calculate(
5 numbers: List[Int], replyTo: ActorRef[Result]) extends Request
6

7 case class Result(result: Int)
8

9 def apply(): Behavior[Request] =
10 Behaviors.receive { (context, message) =>
11 message match {
12 case Calculate(numbers, replyTo) =>
13 replyTo ! Result(numbers.sum)
14 Behaviors.same
15 case Shutdown() =>
16 Behaviors.stopped
17 }
18 }
19 }

Usually, method calls on active objects look like “normal” method calls on (non-
active) objects. They thus remove the fraction in actor systems of fragmenting
programs into (1) sending messages to emulate method invocations and (2) sending
other messages to emulate their return values. Hence, active object became
popular as an improved way to structure concurrent code.

Yet, not being able to easily distinguish synchronous and asynchronous method
invocations can also be a disadvantage. Especially in – not only concurrent, but
also – distributed systems, remote methods often should not only be executed
asynchronously but they also have more fundamentally different invocation
semantics. In particular, a remote method may even never return in case of
partial failures (i.e., the remote system crashes) or network partitions (i.e., the
remote system is not reachable over the network anymore). Due to these differences
between local and remote methods, actors – that distinguish between local method
calls and remote message-passing – remain widely used for distributed systems.

Listing 1 shows an actor implemented in Akka Typed [59]. Lines 2 to 7 define
the messages that the actor can send and receive. Line 10 defines the actor’s
message handler that has to pattern-match on every type message the actor could
receive (Lines 11 to 17). In case the actor receives a Calculate message with a
list of numbers (Line 12), it calculates the sum of the numbers and sends out
the result using the ! send operator (Line 13). In the example, the Calculate

message includes an actor reference replyTo to which to send the result – a
common pattern to model returning values in actor systems.

Another reason for using actors for implementing distributed systems is their
support for fault tolerance using supervision hierarchies. Supervision hierarchies
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organize actors into a tree, where an actor acts as a supervisor for its children
and monitors their behavior [24]. Supervisors can then take appropriate actions
to handle errors in supervised actors, such as restarting a failed actor, stopping
it or propagating the error up the hierarchy.

Whereas actors proved effective to implement fault-tolerant distributed sys-
tems and actor systems are widely deployed, such systems may fall short of
achieving encapsulation of distributed functionalities because the scope of a
component in a distributed system is tied to an object or actor, i.e., to call a
method asynchronously, it has to be part of the public interface of an object.
Remote calls across objects or messages sent across actors often lead to code
with obscured data and control flow that is hard to read and follow.

2.2 Multitier Programming

Multitier programming is an approach for developing distributed systems, which
provides language abstractions to reason about different tiers of a distributed
system – for example, a client, server and a database tier – in the same compilation
unit. The code for the different tiers is either generated at run time or created
by the compiler. Code annotations, static analysis, types, or a combination of
these approaches are used to separate the code into components that correspond
to the various tiers.

A distributed application is composed of several tiers that can run on various
computers connected through a network. A typical three-tier architecture, for
example, consists of the presentation, application logic, and data management
tiers, each of which runs at a different network location. The benefit of this
approach is that each tier’s functionality can be updated independently.

However, because of this architectural choice, a functionality that cuts across
multiple tiers is now scattered across numerous compilation units. For instance,
functionality on the Web is frequently spread across the client and the server.
The tiers of a Web application are further typically implemented using different
programming languages, such as JavaScript for the browser interface, Java for
the server-side application logic and SQL for the database. Multitier languages
aim to reduce the separation between client and server by compiling client-side
code to JavaScript or by running JavaScript on the server.

In a multitier programming language, the different tiers can be programmed
in a single language. Depending on the target tier, different compilation backends
(such as Java for the server and JavaScript for the browser) are used. Consequently,
functionality that spans multiple tiers can be developed within a single compilation
unit. The compiler automatically adds the communication code necessary for
components to interact while the program is being executed, generating numerous
deployable units from a single multitier program (Figure 1).

The multitier approach’s ultimate goal is to improve program comprehension,
make maintenance easier and enable formal reasoning about the entire distributed
application. A number of research languages that adopt multitier concepts have
been proposed and show the advantages of the approach, such as improving
software comprehension, design, reasoning and maintenance. As a result, ideas
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Fig. 1: Multitier programming [adopted from 95].

from multitier programming have been included into a number of industrial
solutions, demonstrating the potential of this approach, such as Ocsigen [12],
Opa [83], WebSharper [14], Meteor [89] or GWT [52]. Different multitier languages
cover different areas of the design space, integrating various techniques (such as
compile time vs. run time splitting) and design choices (such as the placement
of compilation units vs. individual functions), which frequently depend on the
application domain and the software stack.

3 Modular Structuring of Asynchronous Communication

This section illustrates how developers structure asynchronous communication in
distributed systems, comparing actor systems and multitier programming. For
both approaches, we first describe them conceptually and then we demonstrate
how these concepts are applied in a real-world stream processing system.

Active objects and actors proved to be an effective abstraction for developers
to organize concurrent code [2]. They allow developers to reason in terms of
a sequential execution environment within an active object or actor and com-
municating with others through asynchronous method calls or message-passing.
Although actor framework implementations can reuse threads across actors, pro-
cessing messages sequentially in every actors hides a potentially multithreaded
execution environment.

The downside of this approach is that concurrency boundaries are closely
tied to objects boundaries. This means that the concurrent parts of a system
need to be separated into different objects. In some cases, splitting concurrent
parts into separate objects aligns naturally with the problem domain and allows
for independent reasoning about the concurrency aspects. In other application
scenarios, however, this separation may increase the complexity of the implemen-
tation. Dependencies and interactions between concurrent objects can become
intricate, making it harder to comprehend and maintain the system.
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A Peak at Distribution and Concurrency in Apache Flink. To support
the discussion about the design enabled by actor systems, we introduce a concrete
application which makes extensive use of actors. Apache Flink [4] is a widely-used
stream processing system. It features a distributed data-flow engine implemented
in Scala and Java, which can pipeline and execute data-parallel programs. To
increase performance, Flink is able to run different components on different
machines in a computer cluster to distribute the load for processing a data stream
across computers.

We look specifically into the task distribution system of Apache Flink, which
provides Flink’s core task scheduling and deployment logic. The task distribution
system is based on Akka actors [58] and consists of 23 remote procedures in six
gateways – an API that encapsulates sending actor messages into asynchronous
RPCs – amounting to ∼ 500 source lines of Scala code with complex interaction
patterns. In the Flink task distribution system, a JobManager actor is responsible
for assigning data processing tasks to TaskManager actors.

3.1 The Actor Approach

Actor languages provide dedicated features to represent different concurrently
executing components of a distributed system – so-called actors. Actors naturally
capture the concurrent nature of distributed systems and significantly simplify the
development of such systems in several ways, making them suitable for building
distributed and highly available systems.

Concurrency Abstraction. The primary feature of the actor model – both for
distributed and for local concurrent systems – is that it offers a structured
way to manage concurrency without worrying about low-level synchronization
primitives [1]. Further, the model ensures that actors operate in isolation and their
internal state is not directly accessible by other actors. This isolation simplifies
concurrent programming as actors do not need to be aware of each other’s internal
state or execution details.

Fault Tolerance and Scalability. A notable benefit of the actor model, in particular
in a distributed setting, is its fault tolerance [64]. Since actors are isolated from
each other, failures in one actor do not directly impact others. If an actor crashes
or becomes unresponsive, it can be restarted or replaced without affecting the
overall system. For the same reason, the actor model also promotes scalability.
New actors can be added or removed dynamically without affecting the overall
system, enabling flexible scaling of the application to changing demands or
requirements.

Modularity. The actor model also fosters modularity since actors are independent
entities, which both encapsulate their private state and can be tested individually.
However, an important aspect of the behavior of the entire distributed system
stems from the communication and interaction between the actors, which can
become quite complex, especially in systems with a large number of actors and
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Listing 2: Communicating Flink actors [adopted from 93].

(a) Message definition.

1 package flink.runtime
2

3 case class SubmitTask(td: TaskDeployment)

(b) Calling side.

1 package flink.runtime.job
2

3 case class SubmitTask(td: TaskDeployment)
4

5 class TaskManagerGateway {
6 def submitTask(td: TaskDeployment, mgr: ActorRef) =
7 (mgr ? SubmitTask(td)).mapTo[Acknowledge]
8 }

(c) Responding side.

1 package flink.runtime.task
2

3 class TaskManager extends Actor {
4 def receive = {
5 case SubmitTask(td) =>
6 val task = new Task(td)
7 task.start()
8 sender ! Acknowledge()
9 }

10 }

intricate dependencies. Understanding the behavior of individual actors in a
complex system can be challenging [94]. As actors operate independently and
asynchronously, tracing the flow of messages and identifying the root cause of
issues can be more difficult compared to more traditional programming models.

The Actor Version of Apache Flink. As it is commonly done in actor-based
distributed systems today, the different distributed components of Apache Flink
are implemented as different actors. As usual, communication between Flink
actors is based on message-passing. Besides Flink, a number of other open-source
projects (e.g., the Play Framework for web applications [57] or the Gatling load-
and performance-testing framework [40]) and companies (e.g., PayPal [60] or
Capital One [61]) use Akka actors.

Concurrency Abstraction. Listing 2 shows an excerpt of the – extensively sim-
plified – interaction of the TaskManagerGateway with the TaskManager, taken
from Apache Flink’s task distribution system. The snippets show an example
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of sending and receiving of only a single message. The TaskManagerGateway

is used by the JobManager actor to communicate with the TaskManager actor
to submit data processing tasks to the TaskManager. Note that, in contrast
to Listing 1, Flink uses the untyped version of Akka with a slightly different
syntax. Listing 2a defines the SubmitTask message that is exchanged between
the actors and which contains the meta data for the task to be executed by the
TaskManager. Listing 2b shows the sending of the message (Line 7) from the
JobManager using the ? send operator. As opposed to the fire-and-forget style of
the ! send operator (shown in Listing 1), the ? operator implements a request-
response pattern. With this operator, the next message from the addressed actor
is treated as a response, which is then made available as result of ? in the form
of a future containing the response message. Listing 2c shows the receiving of the
message on the TaskManager. The TaskManager defines the actor message loop
as its receive method (Line 4) that pattern-matching on the received messages
(Line 5) and carries out a computation that depends on he received message
(Lines 6 to 8), e.g., starting the task that was assigned by the JobManager.

The full receive methods of course contains a multitude of cases for the
different messages which the actor can handle. While messages can be sent to
an actor concurrently, programmers can safely assume that only one message is
processed in the message loop at a time, relieving them from the complexities of
handling intricate concurrency problems such as race conditions when accessing
the actor’s internal state from inside the message loop.

Fault Tolerance and Scalability. The actor-based design allows Flink to easily
scale up to a large number of nodes to keep up with an increasing incoming
stream of data to be processed. To achieve this, Flink can spawn actors on
additional computer node to handle processing parts of the stream. For example,
if the system requires additional computing power to process increased amounts
of data, the JobManager can submit processing task to additional TaskManagers
to carry out the processing work. Further, thanks to the actor model, if nodes
fail or become unresponsive, Flink can re-spawn the respective actor (potentially
on another node), making the system highly tolerant to faults.

Modularity. A potential issue of the actor model’s message-passing scheme –
where messages sent in some part of the code are processed by a completely
separated part – in terms of code comprehension and maintenance is that it is
not straightforward to map call sites modeled by sending messages to the sites
where the messages are handled, which convolutes the control flow between the
different actors, making it hard for developers to keep track.

The small code excerpt (Listing 2), illustrates how the task submission
functionality is scattered over different modules, making it difficult to correlate
sent messages (Listing 2b, Line 7) with the remote computations they initiate
by pattern-matching on the received message (Listing 2c, Lines 6 to 8). Further,
it is worth noting that the message loop of the TaskManager does not only
handle a single type of message sent via the TaskManagerGateway. Due to the
modularization enforced by the actor’s remote communication boundaries, the
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class TaskManagerGateway {
def disconnectFromJobManager(instanceId: InstanceID, cause: Exception,

mgr: ActorRef) = {
mgr ! Disconnect(instanceId, cause)

}

def stopCluster(applicationStatus: ApplicationStatus, message: String,
mgr: ActorRef) = {

mgr ! StopCluster(applicationStatus, message)
}

def requestStackTrace(mgr: ActorRef) = {
(mgr ? SendStackTrace).mapTo[StackTrace]

}

def submitTask(tdd: TaskDeploymentDescriptor, mgr: ActorRef) = {
(mgr ? SubmitTask(tdd)).mapTo[Acknowledge]

}

def stopTask(executionAttemptID: ExecutionAttemptID, mgr: ActorRef) = {
(mgr ? StopTask(executionAttemptID)).mapTo[Acknowledge]

}

def cancelTask(executionAttemptID: ExecutionAttemptID, mgr: ActorRef) = {
(mgr ? CancelTask(executionAttemptID).mapTo[Acknowledge]

}

def updatePartitions(executionAttemptID: ExecutionAttemptID,
partitionInfos: Iterable[PartitionInfo], mgr: ActorRef) = {

(mgr ? UpdateTaskMultiplePartitionInfos(executionAttemptID, partitionInfos))
.mapTo[Acknowledge]

}

def failPartition(executionAttemptID: ExecutionAttemptID, mgr: ActorRef) = {
mgr ! FailIntermediateResultPartitions(executionAttemptID)

}

def notifyCheckpointComplete(executionAttemptID: ExecutionAttemptID,
jobId: JobID, checkpointId: long, timestamp: long, mgr: ActorRef) = {

mgr ! NotifyCheckpointComplete(jobId, executionAttemptID, checkpointId,
timestamp)

}

def triggerCheckpoint(executionAttemptID: ExecutionAttemptID, jobId: JobID,
checkpointId: long, timestamp: long, checkpointOptions: CheckpointOptions,
mgr: ActorRef) = {

mgr ! TriggerCheckpoint(jobId, executionAttemptID, checkpointId, timestamp,
checkpointOptions)

}

def requestTaskManagerLog(logTypeRequest: LogTypeRequest, mgr: ActorRef) = {
(mgr ? RequestTaskManagerLog(logTypeRequest)).mapTo[BlobKey]

}
}

class JobManager extends Actor {
def receive = {

case ScheduleOrUpdateConsumers(jobId, partitionId) =>
currentJobs.get(jobId) match {

case Some((executionGraph, _)) =>
try {
executionGraph.scheduleOrUpdateConsumers(partitionId)
sender ! decorateMessage(Acknowledge.get())

} catch {
case e: Exception => sender ! decorateMessage(Failure(
new Exception("Could not schedule or update consumers.", e)))

}
case None =>

log.error(s"Cannot find execution graph for job ID $jobId " +
"to schedule or update consumers.")

sender ! decorateMessage(Failure(
new IllegalStateException("Cannot find execution graph " +
s"for job ID $jobId to schedule or update consumers.")))

}

case RequestPartitionProducerState(jobId, intermediateDataSetId, resultPartitionId) =>
currentJobs.get(jobId) match {

case Some((executionGraph, _)) =>
try {
val execution = executionGraph.getRegisteredExecutions
.get(resultPartitionId.getProducerId)

if (execution != null)
sender ! decorateMessage(execution.getState)

else {
val intermediateResult = executionGraph

.getAllIntermediateResults.get(intermediateDataSetId)
if (intermediateResult != null) {

val execution = intermediateResult
.getPartitionById(resultPartitionId.getPartitionId)
.getProducer.getCurrentExecutionAttempt

if (execution.getAttemptId() == resultPartitionId.getProducerId())
sender ! decorateMessage(execution.getState)

else sender ! decorateMessage(Status.Failure(
new PartitionProducerDisposedException(resultPartitionId)))

}
else sender ! decorateMessage(Status.Failure(

new IllegalArgumentException("Intermediate data set " +
s"with ID $intermediateDataSetId not found.")))

}
} catch {
case e: Exception => sender ! decorateMessage(
Status.Failure(new RuntimeException("Failed to look up " +

"execution state of producer with ID " +
s"${resultPartitionId.getProducerId}.", e)))

}
case None => sender ! decorateMessage(

Status.Failure(new IllegalArgumentException(s"Job with ID $jobId not found.")))
}

case ackMessage: AcknowledgeCheckpoint =>
val jid = ackMessage.getJob()
currentJobs.get(jid) match {

case Some((graph, _)) =>
val checkpointCoordinator = graph.getCheckpointCoordinator()
if (checkpointCoordinator != null)
future {
try if (!checkpointCoordinator.receiveAcknowledgeMessage(ackMessage))

log.info("Received message for non-existing checkpoint " +
ackMessage.getCheckpointId)

catch {
case t: Throwable => log.error("Error in CheckpointCoordinator " +
s"while processing $ackMessage", t)

}
}(context.dispatcher)

else {
log.error(
s"Received AcknowledgeCheckpoint message for job $jid with no " +

s"CheckpointCoordinator")
}

case None =>
log.error(s"Received AcknowledgeCheckpoint for unavailable job $jid")

}

case declineMessage: DeclineCheckpoint =>
val jid = declineMessage.getJob()
currentJobs.get(jid) match {

case Some((graph, _)) =>
val checkpointCoordinator = graph.getCheckpointCoordinator()
if (checkpointCoordinator != null) {
future {
try {
checkpointCoordinator.receiveDeclineMessage(declineMessage)

}
catch {

case t: Throwable =>
log.error("Error in CheckpointCoordinator " +
s"while processing $declineMessage", t)

}
}(context.dispatcher)

}
else {
log.error("Received DeclineCheckpoint message " +
s"for job $jid with no CheckpointCoordinator")

}
case None =>

log.error(s"Received DeclineCheckpoint for unavailable job $jid")
}

case msg: NotifyKvStateRegistered =>
currentJobs.get(msg.getJobId) match {

case Some((graph, _)) =>
try {
log.debug(s"Key value state registered for job ${msg.getJobId} " +
s"under name ${msg.getRegistrationName}.")

graph.getKvStateLocationRegistry.notifyKvStateRegistered(
msg.getJobVertexId, msg.getKeyGroupRange, msg.getRegistrationName,
msg.getKvStateId, msg.getKvStateServerAddress)

} catch {
case t: Throwable => log.error(
s"Failed to notify KvStateRegistry about registration $msg.")

}
case None =>

log.error(s"Received $msg for unavailable job.")
}

case msg: NotifyKvStateUnregistered =>
currentJobs.get(msg.getJobId) match {

case Some((graph, _)) =>
try graph.getKvStateLocationRegistry.notifyKvStateUnregistered(

msg.getJobVertexId, msg.getKeyGroupRange, msg.getRegistrationName)
catch {
case t: Throwable => log.error(
s"Failed to notify KvStateRegistry about registration $msg.")

}
case None =>

log.error(s"Received $msg for unavailable job.")
}

}
}

class TaskManager extends Actor {
def receive = {
case SendStackTrace => sendStackTrace() foreach { message =>

sender ! decorateMessage(message)
}

case Disconnect(instanceIdToDisconnect, cause) =>
if (instanceIdToDisconnect.equals(instanceID)) {
handleJobManagerDisconnect("JobManager requested disconnect: " +
cause.getMessage())

triggerTaskManagerRegistration()
} else {
log.debug("Received disconnect message for wrong instance id " +
instanceIdToDisconnect)

}

case StopCluster(applicationStatus, message) =>
log.info(s"Stopping TaskManager with final application status " +
s"$applicationStatus and diagnostics: $message")

shutdown()

case FatalError(message, cause) =>
killTaskManagerFatal(message, cause)

case RequestTaskManagerLog(requestType) =>
blobService match {
case Some(_) =>
handleRequestTaskManagerLog(requestType, currentJobManager.get) match {
case Left(message) => sender() ! message
case Right(message) => sender() ! message

}
case None =>
sender() ! akka.actor.Status.Failure(new IOException(
"BlobService not available. Cannot upload TaskManager logs."))

}

case UpdateTaskMultiplePartitionInfos(executionID, partitionInfos) =>
sender ! decorateMessage(updateTaskInputPartitions(executionID, partitionInfos))

case FailIntermediateResultPartitions(executionID) =>
log.info(s"Discarding the results produced by task execution $executionID")
try {
network.getResultPartitionManager.releasePartitionsProducedBy(executionID)

} catch {
case t: Throwable => killTaskManagerFatal(
"Fatal leak: Unable to release intermediate result partition data", t)

}

case UpdateTaskExecutionState(taskExecutionState: TaskExecutionState) =>
currentJobManager foreach { jobManager =>
val futureResponse = (jobManager ?
decorateMessage(UpdateTaskExecutionState(taskExecutionState)))(
askTimeout)

futureResponse.mapTo[Boolean].onComplete {
case scala.util.Success(result) =>
if (!result) {
self ! decorateMessage(

FailTask(
taskExecutionState.getID,
new Exception("Task has been cancelled on the JobManager."))

)
}

case scala.util.Failure(t) =>
self ! decorateMessage(FailTask(

taskExecutionState.getID,
new Exception("Failed to send ExecutionStateChange notification to " +
"JobManager", t))

)
}(context.dispatcher)

}

case TaskInFinalState(executionID) =>
unregisterTaskAndNotifyFinalState(executionID)

case SubmitTask(tdd) =>
sender ! decorateMessage(submitTask(tdd))

case StopTask(executionID) =>
val task = runningTasks.get(executionID)
if (task != null) {
try {
task.stopExecution()
sender ! decorateMessage(Acknowledge.get())

} catch {
case t: Throwable =>
sender ! decorateMessage(Status.Failure(t))

}
} else {
log.debug(s"Cannot find task to stop for execution $executionID)")
sender ! decorateMessage(Acknowledge.get())

}

case FailTask(executionID, cause) =>
val task = runningTasks.get(executionID)
if (task != null) {
task.failExternally(cause)

} else {
log.debug(s"Cannot find task to fail for execution $executionID)")

}

case CancelTask(executionID) =>
val task = runningTasks.get(executionID)
if (task != null) {
task.cancelExecution()
sender ! decorateMessage(Acknowledge.get())

} else {
log.debug(s"Cannot find task to cancel for execution $executionID)")
sender ! decorateMessage(Acknowledge.get())

}

case TriggerCheckpoint(jobId, taskExecutionId, checkpointId, timestamp,
checkpointOptions) =>

log.debug(s"Receiver TriggerCheckpoint $checkpointId@$timestamp " +
s"for $taskExecutionId.")

val task = runningTasks.get(taskExecutionId)
if (task != null) {
task.triggerCheckpointBarrier(checkpointId, timestamp, checkpointOptions)

} else {
log.debug(s"TaskManager received a checkpoint request " +
s"for unknown task $taskExecutionId.")

}

case NotifyCheckpointComplete(jobId, taskExecutionId, checkpointId, timestamp) =>
log.debug(s"Receiver ConfirmCheckpoint $checkpointId@$timestamp " +
s"for $taskExecutionId.")

val task = runningTasks.get(taskExecutionId)
if (task != null) {
task.notifyCheckpointComplete(checkpointId)

} else {
log.debug(s"TaskManager received a checkpoint confirmation " +
s"for unknown task $taskExecutionId.")

}
}

}

class TaskManagerActionsGateway {
def notifyFinalState(executionAttemptID: ExecutionAttemptID, mgr: ActorRef) = {
mgr ! TaskInFinalState(executionAttemptID)

}

def notifyFatalError(message: String, cause: Throwable, mgr: ActorRef) = {
mgr ! FatalError(message, cause)

}

def failTask(executionAttemptID: ExecutionAttemptID, cause: Throwable,
mgr: ActorRef) = {

mgr ! FailTask(executionAttemptID, cause)
}

def updateTaskExecutionState(taskExecutionState: TaskExecutionState,
mgr: ActorRef) = {

mgr ! UpdateTaskExecutionState(taskExecutionState)
}

}

class PartitionProducerStateCheckerGateway {
def requestPartitionProducerState(jobId: JobID,

intermediateDataSetId: IntermediateDataSetID,
resultPartitionId: ResultPartitionID, mgr: ActorRef) = {

(mgr ? RequestPartitionProducerState(jobId, intermediateDataSetId,
resultPartitionId)).mapTo[ExecutionState]

}
}

class ResultPartitionConsumableNotifierGateway {
def notifyPartitionConsumable(jobId: JobID, partitionId: ResultPartitionID,

taskActions: TaskActions, mgr: ActorRef) = {
(mgr ? ScheduleOrUpdateConsumers(jobId, partitionId)).failed foreach { failure =>

LOG.error("Could not schedule or update consumers at the JobManager.", failure)
taskActions.failExternally(new RuntimeException(

"Could not notify JobManager to schedule or update consumers",
failure))

}
}

}

class CheckpointResponderGateway {
def acknowledgeCheckpoint(jobID: JobID, executionAttemptID: ExecutionAttemptID,

checkpointId: long, checkpointMetrics: CheckpointMetrics,
checkpointStateHandles: SubtaskState, mgr: ActorRef) = {

msg ! AcknowledgeCheckpoint(jobID, executionAttemptID, checkpointId,
checkpointMetrics, checkpointStateHandles)

}

def declineCheckpoint(jobID: JobID, executionAttemptID: ExecutionAttemptID,
checkpointId: long, reason: Throwable, mgr: ActorRef) = {

msg ! DeclineCheckpoint(jobID, executionAttemptID, checkpointId, reason)
}

}

class KvStateRegistryListenerGateway {
def notifyKvStateRegistered(jobId: JobID, jobVertexId: JobVertexID,

keyGroupRange: KeyGroupRange, registrationName: String,
kvStateId: KvStateID, mgr: ActorRef) = {

msg ! NotifyKvStateRegistered(jobId, jobVertexId, keyGroupRange, registrationName,
kvStateId, kvStateServerAddress)

}

def notifyKvStateUnregistered(
jobId: JobID,
jobVertexId: JobVertexID,
keyGroupRange: KeyGroupRange,
registrationName: String,
mgr: ActorRef) = {

msg ! NotifyKvStateUnregistered(jobId, jobVertexId, keyGroupRange, registrationName)
}

}

Fig. 2: Communication of two actors in Apache Flink [adopted from 94].

message loop also needs to handle messages belonging to unrelated functions
that should be executed on the TaskManager.

To provide a broader overview of the scattered control flow in Apache Flink,
Figure 2 depicts a larger portion of the communication between the two actors.
The figure shows a part of the JobManager implementation (dark gray boxes,
left), the TaskManager implementation (light gray boxes, right) and their commu-
nication (arrows). Every box is an actor which is confined by network boundaries.
Thus, cross-host data flow belonging to the same (distributed) functionality is
scattered over multiple objects.

Notably, Flink implements its own abstraction over message-passing that
encapsulates the sending of messages into asynchronous remote procedure calls.
As such, Flink is essentially using active objects, built on top of actors. Most of
these calls are processed in a different compilation unit within another package,
making it difficult to correlate the messages sent with the remote computations
they trigger.

A closer look at the code reveals that the reason these remote procedures are
implemented as public object methods is not because they represent a reusable
function – in fact they often only have a single call site. Instead, the reason
is that this structure to organize distribution is imposed by the actor model,
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which tempts to combine unrelated functionalities into a single actor because
they incidentally run on the same component rather than properly separating
them.

3.2 The Multitier Approach

Multitier programming follows the active objects or actor systems approach of
providing developers with language abstractions for explicitly defining concurrent
entities and the code they execute. The focus of multitier programming is to pro-
vide and enhance the language features for handling the communication between
these entities [85]. Such entities, like active object or actors, are represented by
different tiers in multitier programming [30]. Tiers decouple the concurrency
(and distribution) abstractions from the objects/actors. Hence, the concurrency
boundaries do not need to be at the level of objects. Different methods of the
same object can run concurrently at different locations.

Multitier programming thus addresses the modularization issues of active
objects and actors [93] that especially arise in application scenarios where remote
functions are not loosely coupled but work closely together to achieve a common
goal and provide a joint functionality.

Basic multitier language features. Multitier languages typically give the developer
full control over where values are placed and computations are executed using a
variety of different techniques such as annotations, types or multi-stage program-
ming. For illustration, we will use a language where placement is expressed in the
types. For example, a value of type Int on Server represents an integer value
that lives on the server, and a method of type String on Client represents a
method that will execute on the client and return a string. A main method, which
runs on the client when it starts, has the signature main(): Unit on Client –
i.e., the method receives no arguments, has a void return value (i.e., it returns
the singleton unit value) and lives on the client. Calling methods that live on
other tiers looks similar to traditional (local) method calls. In particular, remote
calls are fully type-checked across distributed components and remote methods
are looked up according to the usual scoping rules (e.g., defined in the same
lexical scope, imported, inherited, etc.). In the following presentation, remote
calls are explicit through the remote call marker. Note that there also exist
multitier languages in which remote calls are transparent.

Listing 3 places the main method on the client (Line 1), where it keeps reading
line-by-line from standard input (Line 2). For every line, it calls the fire method
on the server remotely (Line 3), which in turn calls the show method on the
client remotely (Line 6) to print the line to standard output (Line 9). The remote
call to fire (Line 3) requires the remote call marker since the fire method is
placed on the server (Line 5) but is invoked within the main method placed on
the client (Line 1). Hence, it is statically known where remote calls appear and
which method is invoked to handle them.

As the example illustrates, multitier programming brings programming dis-
tributed applications closer to the development of “traditional” non-distributed
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Listing 3: Method with specified placement.
1 def main(): Unit on Client =
2 for (line <- io.Source.stdin.getLines)
3 remote call fire(line)
4

5 def fire(message: String): Unit on Server =
6 remote call show(line)
7

8 def show(message: String): Unit on Client =
9 println(line)

Listing 4: Nested code blocks with specified placement.
1 def main(): Unit on Client =
2 for (line <- io.Source.stdin.getLines)
3 on[Server].run.capture(line) {
4 on[Client].run.capture(line) {
5 println(line)
6 }
7 }

applications. Both method definitions and calls look similar to the usual way of
defining and calling methods – with the only new language features being the
ones required for distribution, namely the specification of the placement and
marking remote accesses.

Multitier languages typically take the possibility to compose code on different
tiers one step further and do not only allow methods to be placed on tiers but also
expressions inside methods. For example, Listing 4 implements the same logic
as the snippet above but nests the expressions to be run on the client (Lines 1
and 4) and on the server (Line 3) inside each other.

In our example language, an expression of the form on[T].run is used to
divert the control flow to another tier. In this language design, we also require
developers to explicitly list the values that should be transferred to another tier
using the capture clause. This design choice aims to avoid accidental captures
which are distinctively more costly in a distributed setting – compared to captures
in local closures, for example – as they require additional data to be transmitted
over the network. The compiler issues an error if variables are used in a nested
placed block without being explicitly captured, as this situation may indicate a
potentially expensive programming mistake.

Distributed architectures. Multitier languages use different underlying system ar-
chitectures or application topologies. Historically, multitier programming focused
on client–server Web applications. Hence, most approaches have a server and a
client – and sometimes a database – as the only supported tiers baked into the
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Listing 5: Distributed architecture specification.
1 @multitier object Chat {
2 @peer type Server <: { type Tie <: Multiple[Client] }
3 @peer type Client <: { type Tie <: Single[Server] }
4

5 def main(): Unit on Client = /* ... */
6 def fire(message: String): Unit on Server = /* ... */
7 def show(message: String): Unit on Client = /* ... */
8 }

language model. They differ in whether they treat the server side as the single
instance of the server code that serves a connected client or as one server instance
serving all connected clients. The former case leads to a one-to-one connection
between server and client sides. In such case, the example presented in Listing 3
will lead to the server echoing the message from the client back to the same client
that sent the message. The latter case leads to a one-to-many connection between
server and clients. In the example (Listing 3), the server would then forward
the message from one client to all connected clients, essentially implementing a
simple command line chat.

While the underling topology may be implicit and built into the language, we
will use a multitier language that makes the involved peers and their architectural
connection explicit – extending the scope beyond the Web and the client–server
model. In Listing 5, we assume that the main, fire and show methods are
implemented as before (Listing 3) and part of the Chat object. Lines 2 and 3
define the peers and their relation: A server that can handle multiple clients and
a client that is connected to a single server.

Modularization, encapsulation, composition. Separating the distribution aspect
from the object structure in multitier programming allows developers to return to
using OOP abstractions for structuring, modularizing and composing their code
based on distinguishing functionalities rather than locations. A single module –
e.g., an object, class, trait, mixin, depending on the abstractions offered by the
language – can contain functionalities that are themselves distributed. Hence, a
module can abstract also over distributed functionalities: Distribution will not
leak if it should not be exposed as part of the public interface. To integrate
functionality defined in different modules, developers can use the usual techniques
such as inheritance, delegation, composition or mixins.

For example, we can define different variants for the chat examples, e.g., one
using a command line interface (like before, Listings 3 and 5) and another one
using a graphical user interface. First, as shown in Listing 6, we can factor out
the architecture (Lines 2 and 3) and the common methods (Lines 5, 7 and 10),
leaving the implementation of the methods abstract (Lines 5 and 10) that are to
be implemented by a specific variant.
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Listing 6: Abstract multitier module.
1 @multitier trait Chat {
2 @peer type Server <: { type Tie <: Multiple[Client] }
3 @peer type Client <: { type Tie <: Single[Server] }
4

5 def main(): Unit on Client
6

7 protected def fire(message: String): Unit on Server =
8 remote call show(line)
9

10 protected def show(message: String): Unit on Client
11 }

Listing 7: Concrete implementation of abstract multitier module.
1 @multitier object CommandLineChat extends Chat {
2 def main(): Unit on Client =
3 for (line <- io.Source.stdin.getLines)
4 remote call fire(line)
5

6 protected def show(message: String): Unit on Client =
7 println(line)
8 }

The command line chat variant (Listing 7) then only needs to implement the
abstract methods (Lines 2 and 6), inheriting the architecture and the distributed
functionalities form the Chat trait defined in Listing 6. In the example, the
methods that are only relevant to the module or its sub-modules are access-
protected using the usual protected visibility modifier.

Multitier programming goes beyond active objects and the actor model by
enabling the separation of distribution concerns and OOP mechanisms used
for modularization and composition. The ability to declare placement as an
orthogonal dimension in the language relieves the developer from having to
manually model placement and being forced to align the structure of the program
with the boundaries of active objects or actors. Multitier objects can be composed
like standard objects but different parts of their code can be run across different
distributed components.

A Multitier Version of Apache Flink. In the case of Apache Flink, many
remote procedures could be expressed more directly using nested remote expres-
sions. Listing 8 shows a multitier variant of the interaction between JobManager
and the TaskManager of Listing 2. The multitier version uses an intra-module
cross-peer remote call (Line 7) to execute the data processing task on the
TaskManager (Lines 8 to 10). Thus, related functionalities are kept inside the
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Listing 8: Communicating Flink peers [adopted from 93].
1 @multitier object TaskManagerGateway {
2 @peer type JobManager <: { type Tie <: Multiple[TaskManager] }
3 @peer type TaskManager <: { type Tie <: Single[JobManager] }
4

5 def submitTask(td: TaskDeployment, tm: Remote[TaskManager]) =
6 on[JobManager] {
7 on(tm).run.capture(td) {
8 val task = new Task(td)
9 task.start()

10 Acknowledge()
11 }
12 }
13 }

same TaskManagerGateway module and the multitier module contains the func-
tionality that is executed on both the JobManager and the TaskManager peer.

Figure 3 shows a reimplementation of Figure 2 using the multitier approach.
The cross-peer data flow in the system is much more regular – thanks to the
reorganization of the same code in a single unit – and thus much easier to track.

In the Flink example, the different distributed sub-functionalities of the task
distribution system can be encapsulated into their own module. Besides the
module already shown in Figures 2 and 3, the task distribution system consists of
five further individual functionalities. Figure 4 shows the task distribution system
module (background), composed by mixing together the modules for the different
sub-functionalities (foreground). Cross-peer data flow (arrows) is encapsulated
within modules and is not split over different modules. As before, the data flow in
each module module spans across the JobManager (dark gray) and TaskManager
(light gray) peers.

4 Discussion

This section discusses the similarities and differences among active objects, actors
and multitier programming. Finally, we highlight the areas where multitier
programming strives for improvement compared to alternative approaches.

4.1 Active Objects vs. Actors vs. Tiers

Multitier programming adopts the same approach of actors and active objects
to decouple method invocation and method execution. Invoking a method on
an active object – or sending a message to an actor – returns immediately.
The method itself is executed – or the message is dispatched – asynchronously.
Hence, the multitier approach retains the basic asynchronous execution model
of active objects and actors. In fact, every tier can be thought of as an active
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@multitier trait TaskDistributionSystem {
@peer type JobManager <: { type Tie <: Multiple[TaskManager] with Single[TaskManager] }
@peer type TaskManager <: { type Tie <: Single[JobManager] }

def disconnectFromJobManager(instanceId: InstanceID, cause: Exception,
mgr: Remote[TaskManager]) = on[JobManager] {

on(mgr).run.capture(instanceId, cause) {
if (instanceId.equals(instanceID)) {
handleJobManagerDisconnect(s"JobManager requested disconnect: " +
cause.getMessage())

triggerTaskManagerRegistration()
} else {
log.debug(s"Received disconnect message for wrong instance id " +
instanceId)

}
}

}

def stopCluster(applicationStatus: ApplicationStatus, message: String,
mgr: Remote[TaskManager]) = on[JobManager] {

on(mgr).run.capture(applicationStatus, message) {
log.info(s"Stopping TaskManager with final application status " +
s"$applicationStatus and diagnostics: $message")

shutdown()
}

}

def requestStackTrace(mgr: Remote[TaskManager]) = on[JobManager] {
on(mgr).run.capture(tdd) {

sendStackTrace()
}.asLocal.map(_.left.get)

}

def submitTask(tdd: TaskDeploymentDescriptor,
mgr: Remote[TaskManager]) = on[JobManager] {

on(mgr).run.capture(tdd) {
submitTask(tdd)

}.asLocal.map(_.left.get)
}

def stopTask(executionAttemptID: ExecutionAttemptID,
mgr: Remote[TaskManager]) = on[JobManager] {

on(mgr).run.capture(executionAttemptID) {
val task = runningTasks.get(executionAttemptID)
if (task != null) {
try {
task.stopExecution()
Left(Acknowledge.get())

} catch {
case t: Throwable =>
Right(Status.Failure(t))

}
} else {
log.debug(s"Cannot find task to stop for execution $executionAttemptID)")
Left(Acknowledge.get())

}
}.asLocal.map(_.left.get)

}

def cancelTask(executionAttemptID: ExecutionAttemptID,
mgr: Remote[TaskManager]) = on[JobManager] {

on(mgr).run.capture(executionAttemptID) {
val task = runningTasks.get(executionAttemptID)
if (task != null) {
task.cancelExecution()
Acknowledge.get()

} else {
log.debug(s"Cannot find task to cancel for execution $executionAttemptID")
Acknowledge.get()

}
}.asLocal

}

def updatePartitions(
executionAttemptID: ExecutionAttemptID,
partitionInfos: java.lang.Iterable[PartitionInfo],
mgr: Remote[TaskManager]) = on[JobManager] {

on(mgr).run.capture(executionAttemptID, partitionInfos) {
updateTaskInputPartitions(executionAttemptID, partitionInfos)

}.asLocal.map(_.left.get)
}

def failPartition(executionAttemptID: ExecutionAttemptID,
mgr: Remote[TaskManager]) = on[JobManager] {

on(mgr).run.capture(executionAttemptID) {
log.info(s"Discarding the results produced by task execution $executionID")
try {
network.getResultPartitionManager.releasePartitionsProducedBy(executionID)

} catch {
case t: Throwable => killTaskManagerFatal(
"Fatal leak: Unable to release intermediate result partition data", t)

}
}

}

def notifyCheckpointComplete(executionAttemptID: ExecutionAttemptID,
jobId: JobID, checkpointId: Long, timestamp: Long,
mgr: Remote[TaskManager]) = on[JobManager] {

on(mgr).run.capture(executionAttemptID, jobId, checkpointId, timestamp) {
log.debug(s"Receiver ConfirmCheckpoint $checkpointId@$timestamp " +
s"for $executionAttemptID.")

val task = runningTasks.get(executionAttemptID)
if (task != null) {
task.notifyCheckpointComplete(checkpointId)

} else {
log.debug(s"TaskManager received a checkpoint confirmation " +
s"for unknown task $taskExecutionId.")

}
}

}

def triggerCheckpoint(executionAttemptID: ExecutionAttemptID, jobId: JobID,
checkpointId: Long, timestamp: Long, checkpointOptions: CheckpointOptions,
mgr: Remote[TaskManager]) = on[JobManager] {

on(mgr).run.capture(executionAttemptID, jobId, checkpointId, timestamp,
checkpointOptions) {

log.debug(s"Receiver TriggerCheckpoint $checkpointId@$timestamp " +
s"for $executionAttemptID.")

val task = runningTasks.get(executionAttemptID)
if (task != null) {
task.triggerCheckpointBarrier(checkpointId, timestamp, checkpointOptions)

} else {
log.debug(s"TaskManager received a checkpoint request " +
s"for unknown task $executionAttemptID.")

}
}

}

def requestTaskManagerLog(logTypeRequest: LogTypeRequest,
mgr: Remote[TaskManager]) = on[JobManager] {

on(mgr).run.capture(logTypeRequest) {
blobService match {
case Some(_) =>
handleRequestTaskManagerLog(logTypeRequest, currentJobManager.get)

case None =>
Right(akka.actor.Status.Failure(new IOException(
"BlobService not available. Cannot upload TaskManager logs.")))

}
}.asLocal.map(_.left.get)

}

def notifyFinalState(executionAttemptID: ExecutionAttemptID) =
on[TaskManager] {

on[TaskManager].run.capture(executionAttemptID) {
unregisterTaskAndNotifyFinalState(executionAttemptID)

}
}

def notifyFatalError(message: String, cause: Throwable) = on[TaskManager]
on[TaskManager].run.capture(message, cause) {

killTaskManagerFatal(message, cause)
}

}

def failTask(executionAttemptID: ExecutionAttemptID,
cause: Throwable) = on[TaskManager] {

on[TaskManager].run.capture(executionAttemptID, cause) {
val task = runningTasks.get(executionAttemptID)
if (task != null) {
task.failExternally(cause)

} else {
log.debug(s"Cannot find task to fail for execution $executionAttemptID)")

}
}

}

def updateTaskExecutionState(
taskExecutionState: TaskExecutionState) = on[TaskManager] {

on[TaskManager].run.capture(taskExecutionState) {
currentJobManager foreach { jobManager =>
val futureResponse = (jobManager ?
decorateMessage(UpdateTaskExecutionState(taskExecutionState)))(
askTimeout)

futureResponse.mapTo[Boolean].onComplete {
case scala.util.Success(result) =>

if (!result) {
self ! decorateMessage(
FailTask(
taskExecutionState.getID,
new Exception("Task has been cancelled on the JobManager."))

)
}

case scala.util.Failure(t) =>
self ! decorateMessage(FailTask(
taskExecutionState.getID,
new Exception("Failed to send ExecutionStateChange notification " +
"to JobManager", t))

)
}(context.dispatcher)

}
}

}

def notifyKvStateRegistered(jobId: JobID, jobVertexId: JobVertexID,
keyGroupRange: KeyGroupRange, registrationName: String,
kvStateId: KvStateID) = on[TaskManager] {

on[JobManager].run.capture(
jobId, jobVertexId, keyGroupRange, registrationName,
kvStateId, kvStateServerAddress) {

currentJobs.get(jobId) match {
case Some((graph, _)) =>
try {
log.debug(s"Key value state registered for job $jobId " +

s"under name $registrationName.")
graph.getKvStateLocationRegistry.notifyKvStateRegistered(

jobVertexId, keyGroupRange, registrationName,
kvStateId, kvStateServerAddress)

} catch {
case t: Throwable => log.error(

"Failed to notify KvStateRegistry about registration.")
}

case None =>
log.error("Received state registration for unavailable job.")

}
}

}

def notifyKvStateUnregistered(jobId: JobID, jobVertexId: JobVertexID,
keyGroupRange: KeyGroupRange,
registrationName: String) = on[TaskManager] {

on[JobManager].run.capture(
jobId, jobVertexId, keyGroupRange, registrationName) {

currentJobs.get(jobId) match {
case Some((graph, _)) =>
try graph.getKvStateLocationRegistry.notifyKvStateUnregistered(

jobVertexId, keyGroupRange, registrationName)
catch {
case t: Throwable => log.error(

s"Failed to notify KvStateRegistry about registration.")
}

case None =>
log.error("Received state unregistration for unavailable job.")

}
}

}

def notifyPartitionConsumable(jobId: JobID, partitionId: ResultPartitionID,
taskActions: TaskActions) = on[TaskManager] {

on[JobManager].run.capture(jobId, partitionId) {
currentJobs.get(jobId) match {
case Some((executionGraph, _)) =>
try {
executionGraph.scheduleOrUpdateConsumers(partitionId)
Acknowledge.get()

} catch {
case e: Exception => Failure(

new Exception("Could not schedule or update consumers.", e)))
}

case None =>
log.error(s"Cannot find execution graph for job ID $jobId " +
"to schedule or update consumers.")

Failure(new IllegalStateException("Cannot find execution graph " +
s"for job ID $jobId to schedule or update consumers."))

}
}.asLocal.failed foreach { failure =>

LOG.error("Could not schedule or update consumers at the JobManager.", failure)
taskActions.failExternally(new RuntimeException(

"Could not notify JobManager to schedule or update consumers",
failure))

}
}

def acknowledgeCheckpoint(jobID: JobID, executionAttemptID: ExecutionAttemptID,
checkpointId: Long, checkpointMetrics: CheckpointMetrics,
checkpointStateHandles: SubtaskState) = on[TaskManager] {

on[JobManager].run.capture(
jobID, executionAttemptID, checkpointId,
checkpointMetrics, checkpointStateHandles) {

currentJobs.get(jobID) match {
case Some((graph, _)) =>
val checkpointCoordinator = graph.getCheckpointCoordinator()
if (checkpointCoordinator != null)
future {

try if (!checkpointCoordinator.receiveAcknowledgeMessage(
AcknowledgeCheckpoint(jobID, executionAttemptID,

checkpointId,checkpointMetrics, checkpointStateHandles)))
log.info("Received message for non-existing checkpoint " +

checkpointId)
catch {
case t: Throwable => log.error("Error in CheckpointCoordinator " +
"while processing acknowledge message", t)

}
}(context.dispatcher)

else log.error(
s"Received AcknowledgeCheckpoint message for job $jobID with no " +
"CheckpointCoordinator")

case None =>
log.error(s"Received AcknowledgeCheckpoint for unavailable job $jobID")

}
}

}

def declineCheckpoint(jobID: JobID, executionAttemptID: ExecutionAttemptID,
checkpointId: Long, reason: Throwable) = on[TaskManager] {

on[JobManager].run.capture(
jobID, executionAttemptID, checkpointId, reason) {

currentJobs.get(jobID) match {
case Some((graph, _)) =>
val checkpointCoordinator = graph.getCheckpointCoordinator()
if (checkpointCoordinator != null) {
future {

try checkpointCoordinator.receiveDeclineMessage(DeclineCheckpoint(
jobID, executionAttemptID, checkpointId, reason))

catch {
case t: Throwable => log.error("Error in CheckpointCoordinator " +
"while processing decline message", t)

}
}(context.dispatcher)

}
else log.error("Received DeclineCheckpoint message " +
s"for job $jobID with no CheckpointCoordinator")

case None =>
log.error(s"Received DeclineCheckpoint for unavailable job $jobID")

}
}

}

def requestPartitionProducerState(jobId: JobID,
intermediateDataSetId: IntermediateDataSetID,
resultPartitionId: ResultPartitionID) = on[TaskManager] { new FlinkFuture(

on[JobManager].run.capture(
jobId, intermediateDataSetId, resultPartitionId) {

currentJobs.get(jobId) match {
case Some((executionGraph, _)) =>
try {
val execution = executionGraph.getRegisteredExecutions

.get(resultPartitionId.getProducerId)
if (execution != null)

Left(execution.getState)
else {

val intermediateResult = executionGraph
.getAllIntermediateResults.get(intermediateDataSetId)

if (intermediateResult != null) {
val execution = intermediateResult
.getPartitionById(resultPartitionId.getPartitionId)
.getProducer.getCurrentExecutionAttempt

if (execution.getAttemptId() == resultPartitionId.getProducerId())
Left(execution.getState)

else
Right(Status.Failure(new PartitionProducerDisposedException(

resultPartitionId)))
else
Right(Status.Failure(new IllegalArgumentException(
s"Intermediate data set with ID $intermediateDataSetId not found.")))

}
} catch {
case e: Exception => Right(

Status.Failure(new RuntimeException("Failed to look up " +
"execution state of producer with ID " +
s"${resultPartitionId.getProducerId}.", e)))

}
case None => Right(Status.Failure(new IllegalArgumentException(
s"Job with ID $jobId not found.")))

}
}.asLocal.mapTo[ExecutionState])

}

}

Fig. 3: Flink: Mul-
titier approach
[from 94].

object on which the methods that are placed on the tier
can be executed. The execution of a remote method is
necessarily asynchronous since the threads of execution
of the different tiers are – even physically – separated.
Some languages hide the asynchronicity from the devel-
oper by compiling the multitier code to continuation-
passing style and invoking the continuation only when
the remote result becomes locally available [30]. Other
languages make the asynchronicity of the result explicit
by having remote methods return futures [94] – sim-
ilar to how asynchronicity is often handled in active
objects – or by employing coroutine-based approaches
for cooperative multitasking [29].

Multitier languages, however, provide a holistic view
on the distributed components and their interaction.
They tackle situations where the interaction between ac-
tive objects or actors hinders encapsulation and proper
modularization along meaningful functional boundaries,
when different places are treated as different objects or
actors. To achieve this goal, the multitier paradigm is
characterized by linguistic features for expressing dif-
ferent tiers and their interaction. Therefore, multitier
programming especially focuses on application scenar-
ios where systems that are designed “as a whole” and a
holistic view simplifies the reasoning about the system
for the developer. In these scenarios, multitier program-
ming can serve to bridge the communication across
distributed active entities.

4.2 Development Benefits

In summary, the development benefits of the multi-
tier programming paradigm revolve mainly around the
following aspects.

Higher abstraction level. Multitier programming sim-
plifies software development for distributed systems
by abstracting away low-level details such as network
communication, serialization, and data format conver-
sions [82], allowing developers to work at a higher level
of abstraction [94]. With multitier programming, there is no need for manual
design of inter-tier APIs, as the underlying technologies used for inter-tier com-
munication are transparent to the developer [85].

Improved software design. In distributed applications, the boundaries between
hosts and functionalities may not always align, with functionalities spanning
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@multitier trait TaskDistributionSystem extends CheckpointResponder with KvStateRegistryListener with PartitionProducerStateChecker with ResultPartitionConsumableNotifier with TaskManagerGateway with TaskManagerActions

@multitier trait TaskManagerActions {
@peer type TaskManager <: { type Tie <: Single[TaskManager] }

def notifyFinalState(executionAttemptID: ExecutionAttemptID) =
on[TaskManager] {

on[TaskManager].run.capture(executionAttemptID) {
unregisterTaskAndNotifyFinalState(executionAttemptID)

}
}

def notifyFatalError(message: String, cause: Throwable) = on[TaskManager] {
on[TaskManager].run.capture(message, cause) {

killTaskManagerFatal(message, cause)
}

}

def failTask(executionAttemptID: ExecutionAttemptID,
cause: Throwable) = on[TaskManager] {

on[TaskManager].run.capture(executionAttemptID, cause) {
val task = runningTasks.get(executionAttemptID)
if (task != null) {

task.failExternally(cause)
} else {
log.debug(s"Cannot find task to fail for execution $executionAttemptID)")

}
}

}

def updateTaskExecutionState(
taskExecutionState: TaskExecutionState) = on[TaskManager] {

on[TaskManager].run.capture(taskExecutionState) {
currentJobManager foreach { jobManager =>
val futureResponse = (jobManager ?
decorateMessage(UpdateTaskExecutionState(taskExecutionState)))(
askTimeout)

futureResponse.mapTo[Boolean].onComplete {
case scala.util.Success(result) =>
if (!result) {
self ! decorateMessage(

FailTask(
taskExecutionState.getID,
new Exception("Task has been cancelled on the JobManager."))

)
}

case scala.util.Failure(t) =>
self ! decorateMessage(FailTask(

taskExecutionState.getID,
new Exception("Failed to send ExecutionStateChange notification " +
"to JobManager", t))

)
}(context.dispatcher)

}
}

}
}

@multitier trait CheckpointResponder {
@peer type JobManager <: { type Tie <: Multiple[TaskManager] }
@peer type TaskManager <: { type Tie <: Single[JobManager] }

def acknowledgeCheckpoint(jobID: JobID, executionAttemptID: ExecutionAttemptID,
checkpointId: Long, checkpointMetrics: CheckpointMetrics,
checkpointStateHandles: SubtaskState) = on[TaskManager] {

on[JobManager].run.capture(
jobID, executionAttemptID, checkpointId,
checkpointMetrics, checkpointStateHandles) {

currentJobs.get(jobID) match {
case Some((graph, _)) =>
val checkpointCoordinator = graph.getCheckpointCoordinator()
if (checkpointCoordinator != null)
future {

try if (!checkpointCoordinator.receiveAcknowledgeMessage(
AcknowledgeCheckpoint(jobID, executionAttemptID,
checkpointId,checkpointMetrics, checkpointStateHandles)))

log.info("Received message for non-existing checkpoint " +
checkpointId)

catch {
case t: Throwable => log.error("Error in CheckpointCoordinator " +
"while processing acknowledge message", t)

}
}(context.dispatcher)

else log.error(
s"Received AcknowledgeCheckpoint message for job $jobID with no " +
"CheckpointCoordinator")

case None =>
log.error(s"Received AcknowledgeCheckpoint for unavailable job $jobID")

}
}

}

def declineCheckpoint(jobID: JobID, executionAttemptID: ExecutionAttemptID,
checkpointId: Long, reason: Throwable) = on[TaskManager] {

on[JobManager].run.capture(
jobID, executionAttemptID, checkpointId, reason) {

currentJobs.get(jobID) match {
case Some((graph, _)) =>
val checkpointCoordinator = graph.getCheckpointCoordinator()
if (checkpointCoordinator != null)
future {

try checkpointCoordinator.receiveDeclineMessage(DeclineCheckpoint(
jobID, executionAttemptID, checkpointId, reason))

catch {
case t: Throwable => log.error("Error in CheckpointCoordinator " +
"while processing decline message", t)

}
}(context.dispatcher)

else log.error("Received DeclineCheckpoint message " +
s"for job $jobID with no CheckpointCoordinator")

case None =>
log.error(s"Received DeclineCheckpoint for unavailable job $jobID")

}
}

}
}

@multitier trait TaskManagerGateway {
@peer type JobManager <: { type Tie <: Multiple[TaskManager] }
@peer type TaskManager <: { type Tie <: Single[JobManager] }

def disconnectFromJobManager(instanceId: InstanceID, cause: Exception,
mgr: Remote[TaskManager]) = on[JobManager] {

on(mgr).run.capture(instanceId, cause) {
if (instanceId.equals(instanceID)) {
handleJobManagerDisconnect(s"JobManager requested disconnect: " +
cause.getMessage())

triggerTaskManagerRegistration()
} else {
log.debug(s"Received disconnect message for wrong instance id " +
instanceId)

}
}

}

def stopCluster(applicationStatus: ApplicationStatus, message: String,
mgr: Remote[TaskManager]) = on[JobManager] {

on(mgr).run.capture(applicationStatus, message) {
log.info(s"Stopping TaskManager with final application status " +
s"$applicationStatus and diagnostics: $message")

shutdown()
}

}

def requestStackTrace(mgr: Remote[TaskManager]) = on[JobManager] {
on(mgr).run.capture(tdd) {
sendStackTrace()

}.asLocal.map(_.left.get)
}

def submitTask(tdd: TaskDeploymentDescriptor,
mgr: Remote[TaskManager]) = on[JobManager] {

on(mgr).run.capture(tdd) {
submitTask(tdd)

}.asLocal.map(_.left.get)
}

def stopTask(executionAttemptID: ExecutionAttemptID,
mgr: Remote[TaskManager]) = on[JobManager] {

on(mgr).run.capture(executionAttemptID) {
val task = runningTasks.get(executionAttemptID)
if (task != null) {
try {
task.stopExecution()
Left(Acknowledge.get())

} catch {
case t: Throwable =>

Right(Status.Failure(t))
}

} else {
log.debug(s"Cannot find task to stop for execution $executionAttemptID)")
Left(Acknowledge.get())

}
}.asLocal.map(_.left.get)

}

def cancelTask(executionAttemptID: ExecutionAttemptID,
mgr: Remote[TaskManager]) = on[JobManager] {

on(mgr).run.capture(executionAttemptID) {
val task = runningTasks.get(executionAttemptID)
if (task != null) {
task.cancelExecution()
Acknowledge.get()

} else {
log.debug(s"Cannot find task to cancel for execution $executionAttemptID")
Acknowledge.get()

}
}.asLocal

}

def updatePartitions(
executionAttemptID: ExecutionAttemptID,
partitionInfos: java.lang.Iterable[PartitionInfo],
mgr: Remote[TaskManager]) = on[JobManager] {

on(mgr).run.capture(executionAttemptID, partitionInfos) {
updateTaskInputPartitions(executionAttemptID, partitionInfos)

}.asLocal.map(_.left.get)
}

def failPartition(executionAttemptID: ExecutionAttemptID,
mgr: Remote[TaskManager]) = on[JobManager] {

on(mgr).run.capture(executionAttemptID) {
log.info(s"Discarding the results produced by task execution $executionID")
try {
network.getResultPartitionManager.releasePartitionsProducedBy(executionID)

} catch {
case t: Throwable => killTaskManagerFatal(
"Fatal leak: Unable to release intermediate result partition data", t)

}
}

}

def notifyCheckpointComplete(executionAttemptID: ExecutionAttemptID,
jobId: JobID, checkpointId: Long, timestamp: Long,
mgr: Remote[TaskManager]) = on[JobManager] {

on(mgr).run.capture(executionAttemptID, jobId, checkpointId, timestamp) {
log.debug(s"Receiver ConfirmCheckpoint $checkpointId@$timestamp " +
s"for $executionAttemptID.")

val task = runningTasks.get(executionAttemptID)
if (task != null) {
task.notifyCheckpointComplete(checkpointId)

} else {
log.debug(s"TaskManager received a checkpoint confirmation " +
s"for unknown task $taskExecutionId.")

}
}

}

def triggerCheckpoint(executionAttemptID: ExecutionAttemptID, jobId: JobID,
checkpointId: Long, timestamp: Long, checkpointOptions: CheckpointOptions,
mgr: Remote[TaskManager]) = on[JobManager] {

on(mgr).run.capture(executionAttemptID, jobId, checkpointId, timestamp,
checkpointOptions) {

log.debug(s"Receiver TriggerCheckpoint $checkpointId@$timestamp " +
s"for $executionAttemptID.")

val task = runningTasks.get(executionAttemptID)
if (task != null) {
task.triggerCheckpointBarrier(checkpointId, timestamp, checkpointOptions)

} else {
log.debug(s"TaskManager received a checkpoint request " +
s"for unknown task $executionAttemptID.")

}
}

}

def requestTaskManagerLog(logTypeRequest: LogTypeRequest,
mgr: Remote[TaskManager]) = on[JobManager] {

on(mgr).run.capture(logTypeRequest) {
blobService match {

case Some(_) =>
handleRequestTaskManagerLog(logTypeRequest, currentJobManager.get)

case None =>
Right(akka.actor.Status.Failure(new IOException(

"BlobService not available. Cannot upload TaskManager logs.")))
}

}.asLocal.map(_.left.get)
}

}

@multitier trait KvStateRegistryListener {
@peer type JobManager <: { type Tie <: Multiple[TaskManager] }
@peer type TaskManager <: { type Tie <: Single[JobManager] }

def notifyKvStateRegistered(jobId: JobID, jobVertexId: JobVertexID,
keyGroupRange: KeyGroupRange, registrationName: String,
kvStateId: KvStateID) = on[TaskManager] {

on[JobManager].run.capture(
jobId, jobVertexId, keyGroupRange, registrationName,
kvStateId, kvStateServerAddress) {

currentJobs.get(jobId) match {
case Some((graph, _)) =>

try {
log.debug(s"Key value state registered for job $jobId " +
s"under name $registrationName.")

graph.getKvStateLocationRegistry.notifyKvStateRegistered(
jobVertexId, keyGroupRange, registrationName,
kvStateId, kvStateServerAddress)

} catch {
case t: Throwable => log.error(
"Failed to notify KvStateRegistry about registration.")

}
case None =>

log.error("Received state registration for unavailable job.")
}

}
}

def notifyKvStateUnregistered(jobId: JobID, jobVertexId: JobVertexID,
keyGroupRange: KeyGroupRange,
registrationName: String) = on[TaskManager] {

on[JobManager].run.capture(
jobId, jobVertexId, keyGroupRange, registrationName) {

currentJobs.get(jobId) match {
case Some((graph, _)) =>

try graph.getKvStateLocationRegistry.notifyKvStateUnregistered(
jobVertexId, keyGroupRange, registrationName)

catch {
case t: Throwable => log.error(
s"Failed to notify KvStateRegistry about registration.")

}
case None =>

log.error("Received state unregistration for unavailable job.")
}

}
}

}

@multitier trait PartitionProducerStateChecker {
@peer type JobManager <: { type Tie <: Multiple[TaskManager] }
@peer type TaskManager <: { type Tie <: Single[JobManager] }

def requestPartitionProducerState(jobId: JobID,
intermediateDataSetId: IntermediateDataSetID,
resultPartitionId: ResultPartitionID) = on[TaskManager] { new FlinkFuture(

on[JobManager].run.capture(
jobId, intermediateDataSetId, resultPartitionId) {

currentJobs.get(jobId) match {
case Some((executionGraph, _)) =>

try {
val execution = executionGraph.getRegisteredExecutions
.get(resultPartitionId.getProducerId)

if (execution != null)
Left(execution.getState)

else {
val intermediateResult = executionGraph

.getAllIntermediateResults.get(intermediateDataSetId)
if (intermediateResult != null) {

val execution = intermediateResult
.getPartitionById(resultPartitionId.getPartitionId)
.getProducer.getCurrentExecutionAttempt

if (execution.getAttemptId() == resultPartitionId.getProducerId())
Left(execution.getState)

else Right(Status.Failure(new PartitionProducerDisposedException(
resultPartitionId)))

}
else Status.Failure(new IllegalArgumentException(

s"Intermediate data set with ID $intermediateDataSetId not found."))
}

} catch {
case e: Exception => Right(
Status.Failure(new RuntimeException("Failed to look up " +

"execution state of producer with ID " +
s"${resultPartitionId.getProducerId}.", e)))

}
case None => Right(Status.Failure(new IllegalArgumentException(

s"Job with ID $jobId not found.")))
}

}.asLocal.mapTo[ExecutionState])
}

}

@multitier trait ResultPartitionConsumableNotifier {
@peer type JobManager <: { type Tie <: Multiple[TaskManager] }
@peer type TaskManager <: { type Tie <: Single[JobManager] }

def notifyPartitionConsumable(jobId: JobID, partitionId: ResultPartitionID,
taskActions: TaskActions) = on[TaskManager] {

on[JobManager].run.capture(jobId, partitionId) {
currentJobs.get(jobId) match {
case Some((executionGraph, _)) =>

try {
executionGraph.scheduleOrUpdateConsumers(partitionId)
Acknowledge.get()

} catch {
case e: Exception => Failure(
new Exception("Could not schedule or update consumers.", e))

}
case None =>

log.error(s"Cannot find execution graph for job ID $jobId " +
"to schedule or update consumers.")

Failure(new IllegalStateException("Cannot find execution graph " +
s"for job ID $jobId to schedule or update consumers."))

}
}.asLocal.failed foreach { failure =>
LOG.error("Could not schedule or update consumers at the JobManager.", failure)
taskActions.failExternally(new RuntimeException(
"Could not notify JobManager to schedule or update consumers",
failure))

}
}

}

Fig. 4: Communication of two actors in Apache Flink: Multitier modularization
[adopted from 93].

multiple locations and a single location hosting multiple functionalities. Program-
ming each location separately introduces two issues: compromised modularity
and code repetition. Multitier programming addresses these problems by enabling
the development of a functionality once and placing it where needed [36].

Formal reasoning. Multitier design improves formal reasoning by explicitly
modeling distributed applications and capturing important aspects such as
placement, system components, and tier boundaries. This approach enables
thorough analysis of software properties across the entire system, instead of
treating components in isolation. It supports reasoning about concurrency [76],
security [13], performance optimization [26], as well as domain-specific properties
like reachability in software-defined networks [75].

Code maintenance. Multitier programming simplifies the process of modifying
software systems in two notable ways. First, it allows for migrating functionality
between different tiers without the need for a rewrite in a different language [43]
(i.e., validating user input on both the client and server sides without code
duplication). Second, it provides easier migration of applications across different
platforms [46] (e.g., simply changing the compilation target to JavaScript for a
Web client).

Program comprehension. Multitier programming simplifies program comprehen-
sion – i.e., the complexity that programmers face to develop a correct mental
model of a program [88] – by enabling seamless data flow across multiple hosts,
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eliminating communication code details and interruptions from forcing mod-
ularization along peer boundaries. Thereby, multitier programming simplifies
development and debugging [66]. Yet, so far, we lack empirical studies or con-
trolled experiments measuring the specific advantage of multitier programming
in terms of program comprehension.

5 A Research Roadmap

This section outlines open challenges and opportunities for future research on
multitier programming.

Dynamic placement. Existing multitier languages assign the application func-
tionalities to the nodes in the system based on various mechanisms, such as user
annotations, types, and static analysis. Serrano et al. [85] and Cooper et al. [30]
introduced multitier languages that incorporate two places as annotations on
functions: client and server. Murphy et al. [74] developed a type system based on
modal logic to represent different places as possible worlds. Type-based approaches
have also been used to describe the interaction of places. Notably, multiparty
session types [49] provide static specifications for communication protocols. Chore-
ographic programming [41] ensures safe communication protocols across different
locations encoded by different type parameters. Information flow type systems
have been employed to define the placement of data and computation, preventing
the leakage of private data to untrusted parties [99].

All these mechanisms are based on compile time assignment of functionalities
to nodes. Yet, in distributed systems, often, functionalities need to be assigned
to nodes during the program execution, usually to improve performance.

Dynamic placement decisions play a crucial role in various computing domains.
First, both computation and the resulting data placement can be dynamically
decided. For instance, in a master–worker system, the master leverages information
about the execution environment and the job’s parameters to determine the most
suitable worker [97]. In this scenario, the computed result is dynamically placed
at the location where it was generated. Second, computation can depend on
data that is being transferred between different places. For instance, data that
is frequently accessed in a remote database is often stored in a cache for access
speed [7, 101]. An application that operates on data should be able to handle
both the database-stored data and the data residing in the cache. Conversely,
data that does not exist in either the database or the cache may require distinct
handling, e.g., when dealing with data received from a client, it is necessary to
sanitize the data prior to storage.

Developers need to tackle the lack of programming abstractions for dynamic
placement themselves by manually encoding placement information into the
program. The first option is to extract a common interface, treating the system
as homogeneous, consisting of a single type of place. This approach, however,
leads to a loss of precision necessary to distinguish between various types of
places. Consequently, this approach can potentially cause run time errors as
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the distinctions among nodes are abstracted away. The second option involves
not explicitly extracting any interface but relying solely on the programmer’s
awareness of equivalent functionalities across different places. This approach,
however, does not support dynamic placement efficiently as the same functionality
needs to be implemented multiple times for the different places, resulting in code
repetitions.

Active objects provide a high degree of flexibility to decide their placement
dynamically. Actor systems in particular typically provide location transparency,
i.e., they abstract away the actors’ placement. However, these models lack the
static reasoning about placement and the automatic compiler checks found in
multitier languages. So far, we lack programming models that combine the
strength of both approaches. Finding a practical language abstractions to trade-
off static safety guarantees and the ability to decide placement dynamically is
still an open problem.

Error handling. In software execution, error occurs in various circumstances, for
example when dealing with the external environment (e.g., I/O). Another class
of errors occurs in the case of software bugs (e.g., in the case of null values). In
distributed systems, software applications are executed on several nodes. Hence
the overall probability that (at least) one of the nodes fails increases with the
number of nodes. In addition, network connections can also fail, leading to
packet loss and system partitioning. These potential errors need to be modeled
in the application to give developers the opportunity to execute a reaction.
This mechanism can be implemented in various ways. Actor systems provide
supervision hierarchies where certain actors that “supervise”, i.e., monitor, other
actors – the supervisor can react to failing supervised actors. Different actor
systems can offer different means to setup supervisors.

In Akka, supervision trees are defined by configuring parent actors with
supervisor strategies, which dictate the parent’s response to child failures. Akka
provides several built-in strategies, such as the OneForOneStrategy, which
restarts only the failing child, or the AllForOneStrategy, which restarts all
children upon a single child’s failure. Erlang OTP [8] utilizes a similar approach
with its supervisor behavior, where a supervisor process is responsible for starting,
stopping, and monitoring its child processes. In this case, supervision trees are
built by composing supervisors and worker processes, with supervisors specifying
restart strategies and intensity, allowing for fine-grained control over failure
handling.

Supervision trees offer several advantages for fault-tolerant systems. First, the
hierarchical organization of actors provides a clear structure for error handling,
with each level of the tree responsible for a specific subset of actors. Second, the
isolation between actors prevents errors from cascading uncontrollably through
the system. Also, supervision trees enable self-healing capabilities in a system
by restarting failed actors, often allowing the system to recover from failures
without manual intervention. This promotes system resilience, as the impact of
isolated errors can be minimized and the system can continue functioning despite
component failures.
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As most multitier languages make the underlying actors visible, e.g., as types
or annotations, it is conceivable that a multitier language can provide similar
features to define supervision relations. So far, however, multitier languages
have not developed such specific fault tolerance mechanisms yet. This is partly
due to their origins as languages for web development, where neither the server
has the ability to stop or restart clients nor the other way around. Yet, with
multitier languages expanding their scope beyond web applications, dedicated
features for fault tolerance will become more important. For example, a multitier
programming framework could allow developers to specify whether only the failed
or all supervised peers should be automatically restarted in case of failures, while
also deciding whether to wipe or retain their state – akin to supervision strategies
in actor systems.

Consistency. Message ordering guarantees vary in different actor systems. One
basic requirement is that messages sent by the same source actor are processed in
the same receiving actor in the exact order they were sent. This ordering property
transitively holds true even when messages are relayed through multiple actors.
For example, if actor A sends messages to actor B, and B forwards them to actor
C, actor C receives the messages in the same order they were generated by actor
A. However, actor systems like Erlang, do not provide ordering guarantees when
actor A sends two messages to actors B and C, and both B and C forward these
messages to the same actor D. In such cases, there is no guarantee on the order
in which messages are received by D.

Generally, this kind of non-deterministic message ordering can introduce
inconsistencies if the processing order of messages affects the outcome. Yet, in
distributed systems based on message-passing, guaranteeing a specific sequence
of messages may incur overhead, both in terms of maintenance complexities for
the developers and in terms of potential run time performance implications.

Further, in distributed actor systems, issues like network problems or node
failures can cause delays in message transmission or even result in message loss.
If a particular actor relies on a specific message to carry out its operations,
the loss of that message can introduce inconsistencies and disrupt the desired
behavior. Actor systems are typically stateful with each actor maintaining its own
private state. An actor’s state can only be modified by the actor itself, usually in
response to received messages. Hence, when different actors receive messages in a
different order or miss certain messages, their internal states can diverge. These
data inconsistencies across actors can lead to unexpected behavior and undesired
outcomes. Thus, handling message loss is crucial to maintaining consistency.

Traditionally, synchronization techniques such as locks are used to prevent
such inconsistencies. To ensure that state changes are carried out consistently
across multiple operations, operations are grouped into transactions, which are
executed atomically, guaranteeing that either all operations take effect or none
of them do. Such concurrency control mechanisms, however, are challenging in
distributed actor systems. The distributed nature of actor systems, where actors
work independently and communicate through message passing, adds complexity
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to the coordination process. Coordinating multiple actors to achieve consistent
outcomes throughout the system requires careful design and synchronization.

These issues often render strong consistency impractical in distributed systems.
Instead, these systems often resort to a weaker consistency model, such as eventual
consistency. In an eventual consistency model, a certain level of consistency is
guaranteed over time but is not enforced immediately.

Reasoning about consistency in distributed system is still an active area of
research. To aid developers in understanding the behavior and the consistency
of distributed systems, multitier programming offers a valuable approach by
providing a holistic view of the system and the interactions among the different
actors, multitier programming facilitates reasoning about consistency in dis-
tributed systems. One promising direction yet to be explored is the automatic
generation of consistency schemes based on a hypothetical sequential execution
of multitier code. This approach could offer insights into effectively achieving
consistency in distributed systems by automatically deriving suitable consistency
mechanisms from the code structure. Additionally, consistency types [48, 53]
are a promising technique for statically reasoning about consistency properties.
They allow developers to analyze and reason about the expected consistency of
distributed systems at compile-time, catching potential inconsistencies early on.

6 Related Work

Programming languages and calculi for distributed systems. Multitier program-
ming emerged from a rich lineage of programming language design for distributed
systems, influenced by notable distributed languages such as Argus [62], Emer-
ald [15], Distributed Oz [45, 90], Dist-Orc [5] and Jolie [73]. Additionally, various
frameworks for big data processing have emerged in recent years, including
Flink [20], Spark [98], Dryad [51], PigLatin [77] and FlumeJava [25]. These frame-
works refine and generalize the original MapReduce [35] model, transparently
handling fault tolerance, replication, and task distribution. Further, significant
contributions have been made towards designing programming languages that
cater to specific aspects of distributed systems. For example, conflict-free repli-
cated data types (CRDT) [86, 87] or cloud types [18] ensure eventual consistency,
Ericsson’s Calvin [79] provides a programming frameworks for mixed IoT/Cloud
development and Spores [68] provide language support for distribution of compu-
tations and fault tolerance [69].

Formal calculi have been developed to model distributed systems. They provide
varying levels of abstraction for placement and communication across peers.
Process calculi such as the π-calculus [70, 71] are especially common to model
the behavior of distributed systems. In the π-calculus and its variants, different
processes represent the execution threads of the different peers. In particular,
the join-calculus [38] defines processes communicating through asynchronous
message-passing over channels. The Ambient calculus [21] describes concurrent
systems involving mobile devices and computation. It allows the definition of
named places where computations take place, with the ability to move ambients
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between nested places, representing administrative domains and access control.
The Cloud Programming Language (CPL) [17] serves as a core calculus for
composing services in cloud computing environments. CPL employs an event-
based approach and provides combinators that enable secure composition of
cloud applications.

Choreographies. Choreographic programming defines a concurrent system as a
unified compilation unit, which provides a global description of the interactions
and computations among connected components within a distributed system,
known as a choreography [56, 73, 92]. Similar to multitier programming, the com-
piler automatically generates implementations for each component [19]. However,
choreographic programming differs in that it makes the communication protocol
between peers explicit. The compiler ensures that the generated code strictly
adheres to this defined flow. The foundations of choreographic programming lie
in process calculi [11], which has been used to explore novel techniques in infor-
mation flow control [63], deadlock-free distributed algorithms [32], and protocols
for dynamic run time code updates for components [81]. Giallorenzo et al. [42]
make a first attempt to systematically compare choreographic programming and
multitier programming.

Aggregate programming. The concept behind aggregate programming is to allow
the specification of global behaviors for distributed systems by defining local
computations. The Field calculus [9] is designed to specify and execute distributed
computations over devices embedded in a spatial environment. This environment
might include diverse entities like sensor networks, mobile robots, or other
distributed systems where there is a notion of spatial distribution. In Field calculus,
computations are expressed in terms of fields, which are functions from space-
time to data values. Devices can read and modify the local values of these fields
and use the information from neighboring devices to compute new field values.
The paradigm promotes the idea that by providing the right local interactions
and computations, more complex global behaviors can emerge without the need
for central coordination. Field-based computing [91, 54, 65] is a programming
model where the overall distributed system behavior is understood as producing
a computational field, i.e., a map from network nodes to values. Among the most
important advantages, by abstracting over the role of individual devices, it is
possible to define a programming paradigm where concurrency, asynchronicity,
network communication, message loss and failures do not need to be handled
explicitly [10]. Both aggregate and multitier programming aim to improve the
development of complex distributed systems. In multitier programming, the
system architecture is explicitly defined, composed of heterogeneous tiers, each
representing a specific function or component. Aggregate computing, on the
other hand, builds on a network of homogeneous devices that execute localized
computations, which collectively contribute to the overall behavior of the system.

PGAS languages. Partitioned global address space languages (PGAS) [34] offer
a programming model designed for high-performance parallel execution. The X10
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language [27], for example, parallelizes task execution using a work-stealing sched-
uler, enabling developers to write highly scalable code. The X10 programming
model features explicit fork/join operations to make the communication cost
visible. The language’s advanced dependent type system [26] captures the specific
place to which a reference points. While both PGAS and multitier languages aim
to reduce host boundaries between places for simplified development, their scopes
differ significantly. PGAS languages primarily target high-performance comput-
ing in dedicated clusters, whereas multitier programming focuses on networked
distributed systems on the Internet. Hence, places in multitier programming
represent the different peers of a distributed system, whereas places in PGAS
refer to partitions in a shared global heap address space.

Software architectures. Software architectures [39, 78] organize software sys-
tems into components with defined connections and interaction constraints.
Architecture description languages (ADLs) [67] specify components, connectors,
architectural invariants, and a mapping of architectural models to implementa-
tion infrastructure. ArchJava [3] aims to combine architecture specification in
the style of ADLs with the actual system implementation in a single language.
Hilda [96] is a language at the intersection of multitier and modeling languages
and enables automatic partitioning of data-driven multitier software using a
declarative language similar to UML. Component models [31], influenced by
ADLs and object-oriented design, separate concerns in the entire software system,
defining component interfaces and composition mechanisms, and enforcing strong
interfaces with other modules. In the distributed setting, component-based devel-
opment typically models the distributed system components as separate units,
forcing developers to modularize along network boundaries.

Big data processing systems. A significant factor contributing to the success of
modern big data systems is the availability of a programming interface that –
similar to multitier programming – enables developers to program components
running on different hosts within the same compilation unit, with the big data
processing framework handling communication and scheduling. This kind of
systems includes batch processing frameworks like Hadoop [35] and Spark [98]
and stream processing systems such as Flink [4] and Storm [6]. Yet, the domain of
big data processing systems is limited enough that they can completely abstract
distribution concerns away. Further, the language semantics of these systems
visibly differs, e.g., mutable shared variables are transformed into non-shared
separated copies.

Operator placement. In contrast to explicit placement methods – such as using
annotations as typically found in multitier programming – the operator placement
problem focuses on determining the best host for deploying each operator in a
distributed system. In this domain, the best placement is the one that maximizes a
specific metric like throughput [33, 55] or load [28]. Various approaches have been
proposed to address the operator placement problem, including the use of overlay
networks where operators are assigned to hosts through random selection [50],
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network modeling [80] and linear optimization techniques for finding the optimal
solution to a constraint problem [22]. While these systems typically consider
operators as the deployment unit, Zhou et al. [100] suggest a coarser granularity
approach where query fragments, i.e., groups of operators, are deployed to reduce
the load on the placement algorithm.

7 Conclusion

Active objects have been studied for long as a language abstraction that encap-
sulates not only state and operations, like objects, but also a process. This work
delved into the multitier programming language paradigm, which is rooted in
active objects and improves on some aspects of active objects when a distributed
system is conceived as a cohesive unit. In multitier programming, code that
belongs to different peers within a distributed system can coexist within the
same compilation unit. It is the responsibility of the compiler to split the code
into deployment components and add the necessary networking code. We showed
that multitier programming achieves positive results in modularizing distributed
and concurrent applications, abstracting over network communication and host
boundaries, and outlined areas that present open challenges. As active objects
are the ideal compilation target for multitier languages and their execution model
of such languages is based on interacting active entities, active objects remain
visible for developers when they implement data exchange across peers using
multitier programming.
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Abstract Encore is a programming language that was developed between
2014 and 2019. Encore was designed following the principle of inversion of
defaults: computations are concurrent (rather than sequential) by default;
data is isolated (rather than freely sharable) by default. The language
worked as a seedbed for a large number of research ideas aimed at making
programming with active objects safe, expressive and efficient.
Encore allows active objects to share data but statically ensures the
absence of data races and allows fully concurrent garbage collection. Active
objects can synchronize using first-class futures, which are also used
to delegate and coalesce computations across active objects. The type
system also supports orchestration of intra-object parallelism, expressed
using composable units of computation. Active objects which see a lot
of traffic can turn themselves into passive objects protected by lock-free
synchronization mechanisms to avoid performance bottle-necks, while still
facilitating safe sharing and concurrent garbage collection.
This paper gives an overview of these features of Encore, reflecting on
lessons learned from trying to fit all of these research ideas into a single
language.

1 Introduction

The Encore programming language was developed in the context of the UPSCALE
project from 2014 to 2019. The UPSCALE project was funded by the EU Future
and Emerging Technologies X-Track and focused on delivering object-oriented
programming on multicore architectures.

This paper serves as an introduction to the Encore language and sets out
to survey the many ideas that make up the Encore programming language. We
delimit ourselves to work that has been integrated with the Encore language in
one form or other, or direct descendents of such work that has yet to be integrated.

In terms of research output, the project was a success with more than 40
papers published on various aspects of the language (many of which are cited here),
15 undergraduate theses [36, 38, 49, 50, 53, 58, 59, 62, 64, 65, 67, 71, 72, 77, 78],
as well as the production of several successful PhD candidates (which will be
described on the next page). The PhD student who worked extensively on efficient
array-like data layout now works at DeepMind on machine learning, where such
aspects are key for performance; the PhD student working on mining existing
software for insights now works in the code query team at GitHub; the PhD
student working on the low-level details of the language runtime and garbage



collection now works in the Java GC team at Oracle; the PhD student working on
parallel combinators now works in the Erlang team at Ericsson; finally the PhD
student leading the development work on the compiler secured a postdoctoral
position at KTH working on the compiler for the Miking [15] language, and now
works as assistant professor at Uppsala University, and is an author of this paper.

Yet, in terms of producing a long-term research artefact, the project was a
failure: Encore simply grew too fast, and with too little control.

In retrospect, the Encore language development was very chaotic and lacked
a clear steward, let alone a rigid development process, or complete formal se-
mantics.1 This made it very difficult for all the consortium members to contribute.
Furthermore, the availability of additional, well-aligned funding to one member
in particular—Uppsala University—contributed to Uppsala’s unintentional, de-
facto domination of the development of the language (it was difficult to keep
up). Uppsala’s choice of implementation languages (Haskell and C) further con-
tributed to difficulties for students from other members to contribute. Thus, few
contributions from other members made it into the Encore language.

Encore: Cast From the Uppsala side, the Encore programming language was
developed by Dave Clarke and Tobias Wrigstad as senior co-principal investigat-
ors. The project enjoyed effective co-funding from the Swedish Research Council
through its Linnæus Excellence Centre UPMARC (Uppsala Programming for Mul-
ticore Archictectures Research Centre) as well as a project grant SCADA: Scalable
Data for Pervasive Parallelism held by Dave Clarke, and Structured Aliasing held
by Wrigstad, plus a mobility grant from the the Swedish Foundation for Strategic
Research through which Wrigstad spent part of his time embedded at Spotify.
Together, these grants funded the following PhD students: Elias Castegren [16],
Stephan Brandauer [11], Albert Mingkun Yang, Francisco Fernandez-Reyez [68],
and Huu Phuc Vo, in the order they were added to the project. From the Imperial
side, the principal investigator was Sophia Drossopoulou. Sophia employed Juliana
Franco [45] as a PhD student. At the time, she also had Sylvan Clebsch [30]—the
creator of the Pony programming language—working as a PhD student, which is
how Encore came to share lots of its underlying runtime with Pony (a language
with which Encore had considerable mind-share).

The main concepts of the Encore programming language were quite clear
early in the project and were published [12] in conjunction with a 2015 project
workshop held in Bertinoro. Many of these ideas were influenced by insights
from earlier work on the programming languages Joelle [27, 63], ABS [55] and
Thorn [9, 80]. Two main strands of directions were already clear: the use of
ownership types to enforce encapsulation and guarantee data-race freedom [27]
and the use of futures to get from actors to active objects where message sends
were made to resemble method calls by returning first-class futures [33].

Outline In the following sections, we will start by giving an overview of Encore
and the motivations and intentions behind its design (section 2). We then move on

1 The title of this paper hides a pun within a pun: koda in Swedish is the colloquial for
hacking, in its MIT 1960’s code-cutting sense.
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to describe the type system of Encore and how it prevents data-races (section 3),
followed by a description of how Encore uses futures for synchronisation and
delegation (section 4). We then discuss other ways to express concurrency and
parallelism in Encore (section 5), how Encore was evaluated (section 6) and how
the information provided by the type system can be used to achieve efficient
data-layout (section 7). We reflect on the surprisingly large role that garbage
collection had on the development of Encore (section 8), give an overview of the
implementation work of the Encore compiler and runtime (section 9) and finally
conclude with some of the lessons we learned from the Encore project (section 10).

2 Encore and the “Principle of Inversion”

At an early stage, the Encore language was guided by the so-called “principle
of inversion”, which can be described loosely as an intention of breaking with
tradition. In the Encore project, the “ideal” was to not carry any past design
decisions forward without a strong reason for doing so.

Looking at imperative, object-oriented programming languages, we found that
they were predominantly sequential with parallelism or concurrency added as
an afterthought; to make matters worse (at least if one’s goal is safe parallel-
ism), data was by default mutable, aliasable, fields nullable, etc. In a break with
this design, Encore was supposed to be parallel or concurrent by default, use
immutable data by default, mutable data non-aliasable, and variables and fields
non-nullable. These ideas were roughly summarised in a paper, Inversion in Pro-
gramming Language Design: The Encore Way [28], presented at NOOL—New
Object-Oriented Languages, in conjunction with OOPSLA 2015.

In many ways, these ideas reflected many ideals from purely functional pro-
gramming languages, but retaining an imperative mindset. The importance of
the latter was a key selling point in the Encore project proposal: could we avoid
paying the cost of rewriting two decades of object-oriented software in functional
programming languages?

While the principle of inversion served its purpose well as a license to think
fresh, it failed to materialise as an organised design principle for the Encore
language. The main reason for this is not easy to pin-point, but likely, the strongest
reason was that the team in Uppsala was so eager to get started, that it did not
pause to work out a grand design for the language we were so eager to build. In
other words, the team solved the problem of getting started at the expense of not
having an even remotely clear roadmap for the language. Thus, the entire Encore
project never reached a state of convergence. This was well-known even during
the project as exemplified by the subtitle of Wrigstad’s 2018 AGERE keynote
“Encore: Let 1024 Flowers Bloom”.

2.1 Concurrency and Parallelism

Encore implements the active object model as its concurrency model. Due to
their mind-share, active objects and actors are often confused, so let us begin by
quickly discussing both models.
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The Actor Model is a theoretical framework for concurrent computation,
proposed by Hewitt et al. in 1973 [52]. The actor model views computation as a
collection of autonomous actors that communicate with each other by sending
messages. An actor is a computational entity that encapsulates its own state
and behavior and can execute its tasks sequentially but concurrently with other
actors in the system. Actors can create new actors, send messages to other actors,
and change their internal state upon receiving messages. Importantly, actors are
independent and do not share mutable data, ensuring a high degree of concurrency
and minimizing the need for explicit synchronization. A survey of actor-based
languages can be found in [57].

The Active Object Model, also known as the Active Method or Active Object
Design Pattern, is a design pattern for concurrent and asynchronous programming
proposed by Schmidt and Stal in the mid-1990s [70]. In the active object model,
objects encapsulate their own state and behavior, but their methods are executed
asynchronously in separate threads or processes. Akin to actors, active objects
maintain a message queue (aka mailbox), which contains requests for method
invocations. These requests are processed sequentially by the object, ensuring that
the object’s state is updated consistently. Some active object languages (including
Encore) support for suspending processing of a request to be resumed later. This
is powerful, but forces programmers to reason about the possible changes to the
state of the active object between suspending and resuming (cf. what is the right
ref for this?).

A survey of active object-based languages, including several members of the
UPSCALE project, can be found in [34]. This survey was a initial activity in the
UPSCALE project and should probably have fed into Encore more than it did.

In summary, both models provide abstractions for concurrent and distributed
computation. The actor model focuses on autonomous actors communicating via
message passing, while the active object model emphasizes encapsulation and
asynchronous method invocations. A key difference, discussed further in Section 4,
is how the result of a method call is propagated back to its caller.

Thus, the key source of concurrency in Encore stemmed from asynchronous
method calls between active objects. An alternative source of concurrency came
later in the form of bestowed references (cf. Section 5.1) which are similar to
the far references in e.g., AmbientTalk [35] and E [61]. Initially, parallelism in
Encore stemmed from architecting your programs so that there were enough active
objects scheduled in the system at all times to (ideally) saturate the machine.
Thus, like task-based systems and unlike threads, parallelism was not mandatory
and thus composable. To further unlock parallelism, Encore added a sublanguage
of parallel combinators (cf. Section 5.2) as well as a notion of active objects which
supported internal parallelism (cf. Section 5.3).

2.2 A Brief Introduction to Encore

Encore is an imperative, class-based, object-oriented programming language built
on active objects [70], which is a specialisation of the actor model [1]. A class
can be marked as active, meaning any instance of it will logically have its own
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thread of control and can only be communicated with asynchronously via message
passing. The type system (cf. Section 3.1) ensures that any data shared between
two active objects is safe from data-races: only active and immutable objects can
be shared between active objects.

Figure 1 shows a slightly elaborated version of “Hello, World!”. Execution
starts in the main method of the Main class, where an active PrintServer object
is created and passed an immutable Document object (its class is marked as
read). The expression ps ! print(d) denotes passing the message print with
the argument d to ps. Message sends are asynchronous and immediately returns
a future, which acts as a placeholder for the result of the computation. The get()
operation blocks until the future is fulfilled by the callee. Futures are expanded
on in Section 4.

In the PrintServer class, the print method receives a Document, formats the
carried string (note that synchronous method calls are written with a period
rather than a bang) and prints the string. Since the Main thread is waiting for
the print message to finish, the program will always print “Hello, World!” before
“Success”.

Subtyping and code reuse in Encore is achieved via traits [69]—there is no
class inheritance. A trait is similar to a Java 8-style interface with default methods,
with the addition that it can also require the presence of fields in the including
class. A class must provide all the required fields and methods of its included
traits, either by declaring them or by including them from other traits.

Figure 2 shows the PrintServer class from Figure 1, but with the printing
functionality extracted to a trait Printer. The Printer trait requires the presence
of a field p of type Printer and a method print taking a String and returning
a String. When included in a class that provides these members, as in the class
PrintServer, the trait provides the method print.

The semantics is the same as if we had copy-pasted the print method from
the trait to the class2. Importantly, we are now able to reuse the Printer function-
ality in a different class, for example one that provides another format method.
Additionally, it may be used for classes have not been marked as active (meaning
the interaction is synchronous).

In Section 3.1, we go into details on how Encore facilitates code reuse across
different sharing and concurrency scenarios.

3 Types for Safe Concurrency and Parallelism

Encore’s type system statically prevents data races. This means that whenever
two active objects have access to the same passive object, neither of them can
mutate that object. One of the design goals of Encore was to achieve this without
giving up on staple features of object-oriented languages, such as subtyping and
code reuse. We based Encore’s type system on the Kappa type system [16, 20, 21].

2 This is known as the flattening property [69]
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1 active class Main
2 def main() : unit
3 val ps = new PrintServer
4 val d = new Document("Hello, World!")
5 val fut = ps ! print(d)
6 get(fut)
7 println("Success")
8 end
9 end
10

11 active class PrintServer
12 val p : Printer
13 // The 'init' method is the constructor

14 def init(p : Printer) : unit
15 this.p = p
16 end
17 def format(s : String) : String
18 ...
19 end
20 def print(doc : Document) : unit
21 val s = this.format(doc.str)
22 this.p.print(s)
23 end
24 end
25

26 read class Document
27 val str : String
28 def init(str : String) : unit
29 this.str = str
30 end
31 end

Figure 1. A slightly elaborated Hello World example in Encore.

3.1 Subtyping and Code Reuse across Concurrency Scenarios

In Encore, each class or trait type has a capability3 which denotes what makes an
object of that type safe to access. The following capabilities are available for use:

– local: the object is local to the current active object and can never be shared
– read: the object will not be mutated, and so can be freely shared
– linear4: the object has at most one reference to it, so it is never shared
– subord: the object is strongly encapsulated inside the current class
– active: the object is an active object and can only be passed messages

Note that while read and active objects are the only ones that can be shared,
linear objects can be passed between active objects and retain their mutability.

3 The origin Kappa work referred these properties “mode”, but “capability” is more in
line with recent terminology.

4 A better name would be unique, as a linear capability does not imply that a reference
is used exactly once, as with linear types.
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1 trait Printer
2 require val p : Printer
3 require def format(s : String) : String
4 def print(s : String) : String
5 val s = this.format(doc.str)
6 this.p.print(s)
7 end
8 end
9

10 active class PrintServer : Printer
11 val p : Printer
12 def init(p : Printer) : unit
13 this.p = p
14 end
15 def format(s : String) : String
16 ...
17 end
18 end

Figure 2. The example from Figure 1 with the printer functionality broken out as a trait.

This is because the active object sending a linear object necessarily gives up its
only reference to that object in doing so. Using the subord capability it is possible
for a linear object to encapsulate other objects [26], making it possible to send
entire object aggregates as long as the entry point is linear. local objects are
the closest thing to “regular” objects, with the only restriction that they cannot
be passed between active objects.

In Figure 1 the capabilities are given where classes are declared. This means
that the type of this is known, allowing for example a Document object to pass
itself to an active object. Classes can include any number of traits and must give
each trait a capability. Classes with a declared capability implicitly give that
capability to all its included traits (as is the case with the active PrintServer
class in Figure 2). Classes without a declared capability can only define a con-
structor method and otherwise has to rely on methods from included traits (which
necessarily have been given capabilities explaining why their provided methods
are safe to use).

When a capability is not given to a trait, as is the case with the Printer
trait in Figure 2, the body of the trait is type checked as if the capability was
subord. This prevents this from escaping, either via an external method call or
message send, by returning it in a method, or by capturing it in an object or
closure which later escapes. Importantly, this enables us to give any capability to
the trait when it is used, allowing traits to be reused for both active objects (e.g.,
the active PrintServer class in Figure 2) and passive objects. The exception
to this rule is the read capability, which requires all fields to be immutable (val
rather than var) and have types which do not allow direct mutation (read or
active). Because of this, the read capability can only be given at trait (or class)
declaration site5.

5 It is possible to check this also at use site, but it makes type checking less modular.
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1 subord class PrivateList : ...
2 ...
3 end
4

5 trait Loggable
6 require val backend : PrivateList
7 def append(entry : String)
8 this.backend.append(entry)
9 end
10 end
11

12 subord class PrivateLog : Loggable
13 val backend : PrivateList
14 def init() : unit
15 this.backend = new PrivateList
16 end
17 end
18

19 trait HasLog
20 require val log : PrivateLog
21 def log(entry : String) : unit
22 this.log.append(entry)
23 end
24 end

25 linear class Token : HasLog
26 val log : PrivateLog
27 val id : String
28 def init(id : String) : unit
29 this.log = new PrivateLog
30 this.id = id
31 end
32 end
33

34 local class Ledger : HasLog
35 val log : PrivateLog
36 def init() : unit
37 this.log = new PrivateLog
38 end
39 end
40

41 active class Worker
42 val id : String
43 val ledger : Ledger
44 val next : Worker
45 def handleToken(token : Token) : unit
46 token.log(this.id)
47 this.ledger.log(token.id)
48 this.next ! handleToken(consume token)
49 end
50 end

Figure 3. The HasLog trait is re-used for both the linear Token class and the
local Ledger class.

Figure 3 shows a scenario where a trait HasLog, which provides a log method
is reused both for a linear Token class and for a local Ledger class. On Line 45
an active Worker object receives a Token in a message. It logs its own ID in the
log of the Token, and then logs the ID of the token in its Ledger, before passing
the Token on to another Worker (the consume keyword tells the type checker
that we will not use the token variable again). Note how the class PrivateLog is
marked as subord, meaning it cannot escape the scope in which it is used. This
makes it safe to pass the Token class around, even though it has access to mutable
state in the list backend of the PrivateLog class—the only way to access the
internal state is by going via the Token itself.

It would be possible to also type check classes without capabilities as if they
were subordinate, as for traits. However, making classes without capabilities rely
entirely on their traits enables the pattern shown in Figure 4. Here a Cell class
is built from a read trait for reading a value and a linear trait for setting the
value. The + on line 15 is used for including multiple traits, and the since one
of the included traits is linear the whole class is treated as linear. As long as
the Cell is linear, it can be mutated and even passed around between active
objects. On Line 29 the linear part is forgotten via an upcast, and with it the
ability to mutate the object. The remaining value can be shared safely since it
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now only allows reading, and we just forgot the only way to cause mutation to the
object. The original Kappa paper shows how to recover mutability after turning a
reference read-only [21], while in Encore, forgetting a linear trait is permanent.

1 read trait Gettable
2 require val value : int
3 def getValue() : int
4 return this.value
5 end
6 end
7

8 linear trait Settable
9 require var value : int
10 def setValue(value : int) : unit
11 this.value = value
12 end
13 end
14

15 class Cell : Gettable + Settable
16 var value : int
17 def init(value : int) : unit
18 this.value = value
19 end
20 end

21 class Main
22 def main() : unit
23 val cell = new Cell(0)
24 // Mutate the cell while it is linear

25 cell.setValue(42)
26 ...
27

28 // Forget mutability and linearity...
29 val g : Gettable = cell
30 // ...allowing the cell to be shared

31 val w1 = new Worker
32 val w2 = new Worker
33 w1 ! doWork(g)
34 w2 ! doWork(g)
35 end
36 end

Figure 4. A Cell object built from a read part and a (mutable) linear part can be
initialised and changed until the linear part is forgotten, after which it can be freely
shared.

Encore’s type system also supports method overriding and parametric poly-
morphism, neither of which are trivial when capabilities are involved. For example,
an overridden method of a read trait must not be allowed to cause mutation,
and a polymorphic method that sends its argument to an active object must not
be called with a local reference. See Castegren’s PhD thesis (Chapter 6) for a
treatise on these two topics [16].

3.2 Attached and Detached Closures

Since Encore supports higher-order functions in the form of closures, an important
question is how to handle transfer of closures which capture references to local
state. Intuitively, a closure that is created by some active object A and which
closes over A’s local state can not be safely sent to another active object B, as
running the closure would mean that B gets access the local state of A, causing
potential data-races. We say that a closure that can only (safely) be run by some
active object attached to that object. In contrast, a detached closure is one that
can (in principle) be run by any active object.

Because the type system already tracks which objects can be safely shared and
not, Encore similarly tracks which closures are attached (and therefore cannot be
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shared) and which closures are detached. Rather than just a single capability, the
type of a closure has several capabilities denoting what kind of references have
been captured. A closure that captures a local reference is local (and cannot
be shared), a closure that captures a linear reference is linear (and can only
be called once) and a closure that captures both a local and a linear reference
is both local and linear.

The concept of attached and detached closures in the context of Encore was
further explored in a paper which also discusses the possibility of running attached
closures asynchronously by delegating back to the active object that created it [17].

The bestowed references discussed in Section 5.1 relax the type system and uses
attached closures to ensure that operations on an active object’s representation
is always performed by the active object’s thread of control by lifting operations
into closures attached to the owning active object.

3.3 Capabilities for Safe Array Programming

The Kappa type system was later extended to support programming with arrays [2,
3]. In addition to treating arrays as objects and applying the same capabilities
as listed in section 3.1 (with a read array meaning an array that can not be
assigned to), it is also possible to make use of the regular structure of arrays to
split one array reference into several non-overlapping views (or slices) of the same
array. Each view appears as a zero-indexed array, but during runtime indices
are translated to access the corresponding part the original array. These disjoint
views can then be operated on concurrently without data-races. Let c be the
array [A, B, C, D, E] and apply a split operation splitting at the 3rd element:

a, b = split(c, 2, strided=false) −− a = [A, B, C], b = [D, E]

As long as elements in a and b cannot alias (a crude but simple typed-driven
check due to capabilities), a and b can be operated on safely in parallel.

The most important operations for manipulating array views — split and
merge — are surprisingly expressive. For example, the following line of code
performs matrix rotation (more examples in [3]):

−− a is a 2d matrix of type T[rows][cols]

merge(split(a, cols, strided=true), concatenate=true)

The inner split operation splits a into individual columns, which are then logically
concatenated using the merge operation. A third operation align (not shown) was
introduced to reorganise an array’s physical layout to conform with the logical
layout stemming from split and merrge operations. This removes translations that
are otherwise needed for individual element access, and can be key to unlocking
improved cache utilisation.

Both actors and active objects are typically associated by a single thread
of control operating inside each actor or active object. In such a model, being
able to turn an array into a set of disjoint views does not immediately solve the
problem of how to express a parallel operation on them. The simplest solution
in Encore is to capture the views in separate detached closures. This however
creates two new problems. First, the ownership of the views move from the actor
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to the closures and must be explicitly moved back again. Second, how to balance
scheduling of tasks for parallelism vs. tasks for concurrency is unclear. In an effort
to address both these problems, parallel abstractions were introduced in Encore
(cf. Section 5.2).

An implementation of splittable array capabilities was prototyped, but never
implemented for Encore, partly because the underlying concurrent garbage col-
lector (cf. Section 8) did not easily support partial tracing of objects, e.g., when
disjoint parts of a single array are held by different active objects.

3.4 Letting Go of Static Types

The data-race safety offered by type systems such as Encore’s comes with the
overhead of having to annotate your program with capabilities. As with any static
type system, there will always be safe programs that are rejected by the capability
system due to lack of precision or flexibility in the available annotations. An
attempt at addressing this problem comes in the shape of Dala [44], a language
which sprung out of the work on Encore and James Noble’s work on the teaching
language Grace [6]. In Dala, capability annotations are optional, but an object
which is created with a capability remembers it for the rest of its lifetime. This
allows writing code without capability annotations which interacts with annotated
code. Whenever an annotated part of a program expects an object with unknown
origins to have a certain capability it can be checked dynamically—similar to
how static and dynamic code interacts in gradually typed languages.

As an explicit goal, the Dala capability system is simpler than Encore’s,
supporting only three capabilities: local, imm(utable), similar to Encore’s read,
and iso(lated), similar to Encore’s linear. Immutable objects can only refer to
immutable objects; isolated objects to isolated and immutable objects; and local
objects to all of the above. References that violate these constraints give rise to
run-time exceptions.

Objects without capabilities are considered unsafe, and unsafe objects can
refer to any object. The main safety property provided by Dala is that data-races
can only happen through operations on unsafe objects. A gradual type system
allows a programmer to annotate parts of a Dala programs with type annotations
that can guarantee that well-typed programs do not violate the aforementioned
reference constraints. This is in contrast to Encore, where the whole program
needs to be annotated with capabilities in order to get any safety guarantees.
Dala was implemented as an extension to the gradually typed language Grace [6]
by Michael Homer.

4 The Futures of Encore

The Encore design ideal was an object-oriented look and feel. Thus, a message
send is a bidirectional operation: the caller passes a message and a payload to
the callee, and the callee eventually returns a result back to the caller. Contrast
this with the actor model where a message is from the caller to the callee; returns
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are handled by message passing in the opposite direction. This is considerably
more difficult to understand and maintain, i.e., programmers having to manually
sort out what incoming message is a response to what outgoing message (if any).
Some languages (e.g., Erlang) simplify this by a selective receive operation that
only permits some messages to be received at a particular program point, but
processing messages out-of-order is also challenging and loses causality.

In Figure 1 a future is created as an effect of the message send at Line 5.
Unlike synchronous method calls, control immediately returns to the call site and
the active object that sent the message can continue working. In this example
however, already at Line 6 the active Main object blocks until the value of the
future is available using the get operation. Here, the contents of the future is
an uninteresting unit value (i.e., the future is only used for synchronization of
active objects), but in general calling get on a future of type Future[t] results
in a value of type t.

4.1 Forward Delegation

Encore forced explicit manipulation of future values. A method which ended in
return 42 would have return type int when called synchronously and Future[int]
when called asynchronously. Making futures explicit was a design choice motivated
by a desire to reason about performance. In languages like E [61], AmbientTalk [35]
and Newspeak [10], it is not generally possible to see if an operation is performed
synchronously or asynchronously, which can have detrimental effects on a system,
i.e., because asynchronous indirections can have a several orders of magnitude
slowdown.

As more and more Encore code was being written, a pattern emerged with
a considerable code smell: actors which were orchestrating computations found
themselves on the critical path on computation simply because future values
needed unpacking to satisfy return types. Figure 5 illustrates this. Because
the return type on Line 1 is int, d must also have type int on Line 4, which
necessitates Line 3’s forced wait for the future value to materialise.

1 def example(a: int, b: int, x: Calc) : int
2 var c = x ! add(a, b)
3 var d = get(c) // unwrap future value

4 return d // return value
5 end

Figure 5. Delegation example

There are several problems with this pattern, all related to performance:

1. It adds unnecessary work and garbage to the system: more futures must be
created and destroyed;
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2. It adds latency on method returns: when Calc is finished adding a and b, the
result does not directly flow to its final destination—instead it must wait for
all intermediate steps to become scheduled to unwrap and then re-wrap the
result in and out of futures; and

3. It blocks actors from doing useful work: a call to example will block the caller
on Line 3 until Calc is scheduled and able to perform the addition. During
this time, the caller is unable to respond to any other messages for fear of
interference with its ongoing operations in example.

To mitigate this problem, Encore introduces a concept called forwarding [40].
Forwarding allows the entire body of example in Figure 5 to be written like
so: forward x ! add(a, b). The forward keyword behaves like a return, i.e., it
aborts the current method and returns a result. Thus, it preserved the existing
Encore guarantee that a future would be fulfilled exactly once.

In the Encore implementation, a future is created by the caller to be fulfilled by
the callee. A call wrapped in a forward would reuse the existing future ensuring
that a long pipeline of actors delegating work would only create one future, at
the start of the message pipeline.

4.2 Futures: Explicit or Implicit, and Control Flow or Data Flow?

The work on forward delegation continued with a joint effort with Ludovic Henrio
(who had been exploring similar ideas [51]) and Einar Broch Johnsen, leading to
a publication at ECOOP [41] and an accompanying artefact [42]. In this work,
we defined two dimensions of futures: control-flow vs. data-flow futures, how
each of them can be used to encode the other, and explicit vs. implicit futures.
Futures in Joelle and ABS were explicit: visible to the programmer and unpacked
with a get() operation. Futures in e.g., AmbientTalk are implicit: a future value
(e.g., a to-be-computed integer) is indistinguishable from its materialised value
(e.g., 42). Accessing a data-flow future will block until a non-future value has
materialised, regardless of any nesting of futures. Control-flow futures allow the
incremental unravelling of future indirections, meaning nested futures must be
multiply unpacked, which enables writing code that explicitly wants to handle
future values, e.g., scheduling code, multiplexers and load-balancers. Through
the forward mechanism, control-flow futures can be used to encode data-flow
futures in most cases. This is why, in the end, Encore settled for explicit control-
flow futures using forward to avoid nested futures where those were not needed.
Chappe et al. later extended Encore with data-flow futures [24], implementing
control-flow futures as a library and thus realising the second encoding first
presented in [41].

4.3 Future Chaining

To build computational pipelines, Encore supported the concept of future chaining,
i.e., adding a callback to a future to be executed upon its fulfilment. Figure 6
illustrates this: instead of forcing the future result from the calculation server
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to be fulfilled before printing the result, we chain a continuation on the future
result in the form of a closure. The result of the entire expression in Figure 6 is a
future unit (Future[Unit]). Thus, we could chain another continuation on the
future to report that the printing was completed, etc.

calcServer ! add(a, b) -> fun v => print("{a}+{b}={v}")

Figure 6. Future chaining. The printing closure will be executed when the future result
from the calculation server is fulfilled.

Future chaining is strongly connected to the concept of attached and detached
closures discussed in Section 3.2. In Figure 6, the closure that is chained on the
future result from the calculation server captures a and b; thus the closure must
be attached if at least one of a and b is a mutable value.

There were many discussions about the semantics of future chaining, especially
who performs the chained closure? Chaining something on an already fulfilled
closure naturally could be executed immediately at the call-site (the active object
producing the future value may no longer exist), but what happens to a closure
chained on an unfulfilled future? One possibility is to have the active object that
fulfils the future execute the closure. This would shorten the latency between
fulfilling the future and executing the continuation, but also allows anyone to
inject code into any active object. An example that illustrates the point is shown
in Figure 7, where the continuation, a never ending loop, will cause the calculation
service to never finish processing the add() message, effectively causing a form
of denial-of-service attack.

calcServer ! add(a, b) -> fun _
while true
end

end

Figure 7. Denial of service attack using a detached closure.

Furthermore, if the calculation server was able to fulfil the future before the
chaining operation was executed, the caller would loop forever. While this code
is clearly contrived, it is easy to conceive of isomorphic accidents in real code,
looping forever or slowing a critical active object down.

In the end, Encore adopted the following semantics for future chaining: chain-
ing a closure on a future always leads to an asynchronous operation, regardless
of whether the future is fulfilled at the time of chaining. The closure is sent to an
active object in the system together with the value of the fulfilled future to be
executed. The Encore compiler infers whether a closure is attached or detached
at compile-time. If it is attached, the active object it will be sent to for execution
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is its creator. If it is detached, it will be sent to a system service that processes
detached closures. In the case of Figure 6, the closure is detached (because a and
b are integers which can be captured safely). Thus, the current actor will be able
to define a continuation of the add() operation in terms of printing the result,
take itself out of the control-flow path to this printing, and not be scheduled
again while still having the value printed.

5 More Concurrency and Parallelism

Encore’s concurrency abstractions are to a large extent about enabling a program
structure that permits responding to events or requests whose distribution is not
known ahead-of-time. Encore’s parallel abstractions instead deal with problem
decomposition and orchestration of multiple (typically identical) operations oper-
ating on different data, or how to support contention on data crucial to multiple
operations.

5.1 New Concurrency Abstractions: Bestowed References

Active objects in Encore present an interface of available messages. When pro-
cessing a message, an active object operates on its own local state (consisting of
passive objects). This local state must be encapsulated to avoid data-races. Thus,
the only means by which to interact with state of another active object is through
the interface of that active object. This is akin to how strong encapsulation in
e.g., ownership types [29] prevent useful patterns such as iterators of linked lists:
there is no way for an external entity to even learn of the existence of the internal
objects (links) of the list. This impacts the structure of programs, and favours
e.g., transfer of code via closures instead of direct knowledge of objects inside
another active object enclosure. Staying with our iterator analogy, there is no
straightforward way to store the state of the iterator, unless the iterator itself is
encapsulated inside the list, and therefore not accessible externally.

To simplify programs where external access to objects residing in another
active object leads to simpler design with less indirect manipulation, Encore
supports a principled relaxation of encapsulation of local objects by bestowing
them with activity and having them appear as active objects [19, 22]6. If x is a
reference of type local T, the operation bestow x returns a reference of type
bestowed T. This reference has the same interface as T, but can only be interacted
with via message sends. These messages are delegated to the actor that bestowed
the object with activity, and which can safely operate on the object. This is
similar to far references in AmbientTalk [35] and E [61], but with delegation being
visible in the type of the reference rather than being implicit.

As an example of bestowed references, consider the code in Figure 8 where
Server objects store local Database objects. Through the shareDatabase method,
a Client can ask for asynchronous access to a Database—the local Database

6 This feature was implemented, but was never merged into mainline Encore.
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object is bestowed on Line 9. Note how the owner of the Database accesses
it synchronously (Line 8) while a Client can only send it messages (Line 19).
These messages will be delegated to be processed by the Server that shared the
Database.

1 local class Database
2 ...
3 end
4

5 active class Server
6 var db : local Database
7 def shareDatabase(client : Client) : bestowed Database
8 this.db.addClient(client)
9 return bestow this.db
10 end
11 end
12

13 active class Client
14 var server : Server
15 def run(socket : Socket) : unit
16 val db = this.server.shareDatabase(this)
17 while (socket.hasMore()) do
18 val entry = socket.getEntry()
19 db!addEntry(entry)
20 end
21 end
22 end

Figure 8. The Server class bestows its local Database object with activity. Messages
sent to the Database will be delegated to the Server object that owns it.

The motivation behind bestowed references is to allow relaxing the strong
encapsulation required by the active object model. From a software engineering
standpoint, this is useful to avoid duplicating the interface of a passive class when
an asynchronous interface is required. For example, in Figure 8 the Server class
does not need to repeat the (possibly very large) interface of its internal Database
object.

5.2 New Parallel Abstractions: Building Parallel Pipelines with Par[T]-Types

The programming model described so far has focused on concurrent programs,
where a message being processed by an active object serves as the unit of compu-
tation, where active objects run independently from each other, and one active
object can be involved in multiple “computations”. Sometimes however, it is
desirable to express parallel computations, where a single result is calculated
by several units of computation for performance reasons. While it is possible to
express parallel computations with the active object model, because the active
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object model is fundamentally unstructured, inability to express dependencies
between “tasks” makes it difficult to efficiently partition work and joining the
results of multiple computations without introducing artificial latency due to
suboptimal scheduling.

For example, recursive problem decomposition in a fork-join model naturally
constructs a dependency tree of computations towards a common goal, where
work-stealing higher up in the tree is able to efficiently move considerable amounts
of work across cores. This is in contrast to the scheduling of active objects, where a
message from one active object to another typically pulls the second onto the same
core as the first for efficient communication and cache utilisation (unless the second
was already scheduled elsewhere). Put differently: when using a single abstraction,
it becomes difficult for a language runtime to distinguish between a “normal call
chain”, where computation is essentially sequential but may be interleaved with
other computations at points that arise naturally due to asynchronous indirections
brought on by decomposition of state, and “a fork-join call chain”, where (some
of) the asynchronous indirections morally give rise to new “sub-computations”
that should be distributed across multiple cores for efficient processing.

To express situations like the latter, Encore supports building pipelines of
parallel computations using a domain-specific expression language [39, 43]. A
parallel computation of type Par[T] (pronounced “party”, with an Australian
accent) results in zero or more values of type T. Parallel computations are ex-
pressed using the following basic combinators (other derived combinators are also
available):

– liftv : T → Par[T] – lift a value to a (trivial) parallel computation
– || : Par[T] → Par[T] → Par[T] – merge two parallel computations into one
– >> : Par[T] → (T → T') → Par[T'] – apply a function (in parallel) to each

value of a parallel computation
– join : Par[Par[T]] → Par[T] – “flatten” a nested parallel computation
– extract : Par[T] → [T] – gather all values of a parallel computation into an

array (this blocks the active object until the computation is complete)

Spawning a new parallel computation is different from an asynchronous message
send, in that it expresses an operation that is intended to be parallelised, modulo
resource availability.

Figure 9 shows a simple example of a parallel pipeline calculating the square
of each prime smaller than 100. The helper function liftUpTo builds a Par[int]
holding the first n values (note the function empty on line 2 which returns an
empty parallel computation). On line 10 we spawn a parallel computation starting
with the numbers 0–100. On line 12, we pass each of these numbers (in parallel)
to a function that only keeps the numbers which are prime. We then pass the
remaining values to a function that squares them. While this parallel computation
is running, the active object is free to do other work, including passing messages
to other active objects (we could even store the parallel computation in a field
and get back to it in another method). Finally, on line 20 we block until the result
is available in the array result. Note that the order of the elements in the array
will be determined by the order in which the computations finished.
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1 fun liftUpTo(n : int) : Par[int]
2 var p = empty[int]() // An empty computation of zero values

3 for i <- [1..n] do
4 p = p || liftv(i)
5 end
6 end
7

8 active class Main
9 def main() : unit
10 val par =
11 // Get the first 100 integers

12 liftUpTo(100) >>
13 // Keep only primes

14 (fun v => if isPrime(v) then v else empty[int]()) >>
15 // Square the numbers

16 (fun p => p * p)
17 // Do some independent work (potentially) in parallel with the above
18 ... // don't access the result in par

19 // (Potentially) Block on the availability of the result in par

20 val result = extract(par)
21 end
22 end

Figure 9. A parallel pipeline calculating the square of primes with Par[T] types

The parallel combinators are based on the orchestration language Orc [56].
The main difference between the implementations in Encore and Orc is that
parallel computations in Encore are statically typed (Orc is dynamically typed,
with an optional static type checker) and run asynchronously with the rest of the
program, allowing e.g., spawning a parallel computation and performing some
other work before waiting for the result. Encores parallel computations are also
integrated with futures; any future can be lifted into a parallel computation using
the function liftf : Future[T] → Par[T]. This allows involving other active
objects in a parallel computation but with the same type system restrictions that
ensure the absence of data-races.

Using Encore’s type system it is possible to identify immutable (read) objects,
which means that it is simple to build functional pipelines that do not modify
shared state. However, there is no support for temporarily turning mutable objects
immutable, meaning that it is not possible to create parallel pipelines that operate
on mutable (e.g., local) objects, even if they would be functional (and therefore
free from data-races). This is further complicated by the fact that an active object
can perform operations concurrently with a parallel computation. While solutions
for turning linear objects temporarily immutable exist (cf. the discussion around
fig. 4), they were never implemented in Encore, and so the implementation of
Par[T] types were somewhat stymied.
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5.3 Dealing with Hot Objects

Programs whose concurrency is built on threads and locks eventually must decide
on lock granularity. Too fine-grained locks can hurt performance due to excessive
locking and unlocking, and may make it harder to establish the necessary atomicity
guarantees. Too coarse-grained locking instead hurts parallel performance by
forcing unnecessary waiting, and may lead to deadlocks.

The enforced isolation of active objects in Encore gives a natural lock granu-
larity: a single active object. This is a good choice if the messages in the system
are sufficiently uniformly distributed, and require roughly the same processing
time. Otherwise, objects that are critical to many operations become bottlenecks
that may serialise computation.

For example, if the server active object in Figure 8 ends up getting dispropor-
tionally many messages in a system, it will affect the parallelism of the system
negatively, and may cause the server’s mailbox to grow unboundedly.

Broadly speaking, there are two solutions for dealing with such “hot” objects.
The first solution is to distribute different parts of the database over multiple
different active objects, and use e.g., some hashing strategy to send messages
directly to the right database shard. This works well, but complicates database
queries that require access to multiple active objects. This might force bespoke
implementations of two-phase commits or other synchronisation protocols on-top
of the active objects.

The second solution is to permit simultaneous accesses to the contended
data without compromising safety: for example using a multiple readers–single
writer lock to permit simultaneous read access, or transactions to optimistically
synchronise concurrent writes to (hopefully) different parts of the database.

The Kappa type system included a hot capability which provided an asyn-
chronous interface like a regular active object, but could be implemented using a
synchronous access model in the backend [79]. The only implementation of hot
objects used Kappa’s type system for lock-free algorithms [23] and was suppor-
ted by a special garbage collector that could handle the simultaneous access by
multiple threads of control [83]. By permitting the run-time to turn accesses to
hot objects into synchronous accesses, the hot objects would scale with their con-
tention. There were plans to support hot objects using transactional memory in
addition to lock-free algorithms, but this was never implemented. Asynchronous
message sends from inside transactions require special treatment. An interesting
paper combining actors and transactions can be found in the works of Swalens et
al. [73].

6 Benchmarking and Evaluation

To understand Encore’s performance, we relied on the de-facto standard bench-
mark suite for actor languages: Savina [54]. We implemented all the Savina
benchmarks including e.g., ThreadRing, Fib, Chameneos, Big, concdict, Dining-
Philosophers, NQueens, and ParallelQuickSort. In this work, Uppsala had the help
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of several other consortium members, most notably Einar Broch Johnsen, Sophia
Drossopoulou and Juliana Franco. In addition to the Savina benchmarks, we
also implemented a SAT solver, a Support Vector Machine, a CRDT framework,
several prime sieves, preferential attachment, and ported ProRail, an agent-based
control system for train scheduling, which had been used for evaluation in a prior
project. The latter was not able to stress the system meaningfully, but provided
insights about the “programming experience” of Encore.

The ThreadRing benchmark led to an interesting discovery in the Pony run-
time: the benchmark turned out to be a pathological case for the cycle detector
which is instrumental in automatically collecting actors in Pony and active objects
in Encore. Analysing several of the benchmarks made clear shortcomings of the
Savina suite, as many supposedly actor programs directly accessed other actors’
state using atomic operations. This made an apples-to-apples comparison with
existing Savina benchmarks difficult. This work continued in a collaboration with
Sebastian Blessing [8], and subsequently with Sebastian Blessing, Stefan Marr,
Rudolf Schlatte, and the implementers of CAF on a new malleable benchmark
called “ChatApp” with implementations in ABS, CAF, Erlang, Newspeak and
Pony.7

Our overall conclusion from benchmarking was that Encore performed on-
par with Akka; slightly better on a saturated machine, and slightly worse on
an undersaturated machine. When the final benchmarking was performed, the
Akka baseline was run using the G1 garbage collector which is mostly concurrent.
Today, it would make more sense to use the new ZGC garbage collector where GC
work is never on the critical path of performance (assuming sensible deployment).

As one goal of Encore was to provide a path of migration for existing object-
oriented software, we undertook a substantial mining effort using trace-based
analysis in a tool named Spencer, constructed for this purpose by Stephan Brand-
auer from Uppsala University [14]. We analysed the entire DaCapo benchmark
suite [7] in Spencer, to see the extent to which programmers were writing programs
which were compatible with the constraints enforced by the Encore compiler, even
though the Java language would not be able to leverage this at compile-time or
run-time.

The results of this undertaking are summarised in [13] as well as in Brandauer’s
PhD thesis [11]. We found that while Java allows aliasing and mutation by default,
objects are often unique, unique modulo references from the stack, immutable, or
stack-bound (i.e., not pointed to from fields in the heap): 97.7% of objects enjoy
at least one of these properties. Furthermore, uniqueness and immutability, or
their absence, are per-class properties, not per-object properties, meaning that
it is very rare for classes to produce both immutable and mutable instances.
This latter result confirmed the design of Kappa, which argued the simplicity
of class-level annotations (i.e., at declaration-site) over object-level annotations
(i.e., at use-site), although both kinds were supported.

7 Available at https://github.com/sblessing/chat-app
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7 Type-Driven Optimisations for Data Layout

Efficient data utilisation plays a crucial role in optimising program performance in
modern computer systems. One significant factor that greatly impacts performance
is how data is organised in memory. Understanding and carefully designing the
data layout can have a substantial influence on cache performance, which directly
affects the speed of data access and processing due to the performance gap
between memory systems and processors.

Managed programming languages, which abstract away the low-level details
of memory management, pose challenges when it comes to optimising data layout.
Such languages (exemplified by e.g., C#, Java, and Python) provide memory
management features like garbage collection which relieve developers from manual
memory allocation and deallocation tasks. This avoids whole classes of bugs, and
simplifies the management of object ownership from the perspective of who is
responsible for deallocating a datum. This is especially crucial in concurrent
programming. (For more on garbage collection Encore cf. Section 8.)

A downside of such abstractions is that programmers have limited control
over how data is laid out in memory. In particular, the aforementioned optim-
isation of data layout becomes difficult when runtime system manages memory
allocation and placement. Ultimately, this leads to an inability to fully exploit
cache performance and optimise memory access patterns.

A classic example in this context is the choice between using an array of
structures (AoS) or a structure of arrays (SoA), a decision which can have a
profound impact on cache utilisation. In an AoS layout, each element of the array
contains a complete structure, while in an SoA layout, the components of the
structure are stored in separate arrays. Going from the former to the latter in
e.g., Java means “exploding” an object and scattering its data across multiple
places in memory. This creates new opportunities for errors as programmers may
mistakenly combine data belonging to different objects giving rise to spurious
values in the system. Furthermore, distributing data across multiple locations
can greatly complicate synchronisation in a concurrent program.

Several members of the Encore team had worked previously on ownership
types [29]. Ownership types places objects in ownership contexts, which previously
had not been reified. By reifying the ownership contexts (now called “pools”),
the contexts could be associated with layout information that could be used to
control placement of objects as well as object layout. Consider the following type
of a stack object in pool a with T -typed elements in pool b:

s : Stack[a, T[b]]

The stack object s lives itself in pool a and thus the object layout and placement
is controlled by a. The elements in the stack live in the pool b which may impose
different layout. For example, we might decide that objects in b are allocated
using a bump allocator to get locality of consecutive pushes, or if T is a pair of
fst and snd, we might allocate all pairs so that all fst’s are consequtive and snd’s
separately consequtive, or both in combination. Our prototype implementation
implemented pools using a 4 Gb alignment so that each pool had room to grow.
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(This also permitted intra-pool references to be stored as 32-bit addresses, fitting
more discrete objects into cache.)

The example above shows how one can decouple the layout of a class from
its definition – the properties of a and b are determined by where in the code
the stack type is declared, not where the stack is defined. Thus, it is possible to
instantiate multiple versions of the stack class in different places of the code, laid
out according to the needs for those particular use cases. Our starting point was
the memory of individual active objects, which would simplify the problem by
restricting access to one single thread. The SHAPES programming model [47, 48]
document these efforts further. It aims to present a programmer with a familiar
pointer-based abstraction but control how data was distributed by placement
of objects in pools. These ideas were later continued by Alexandros Tasos who
explored fusing these ideas with vectorisation [74, 75, 76].

An runtime extention was constructed as part of a master thesis project [49],
but sadly this runtime was never properly integrated with the rest of Encore.

8 Garbage Collection

A substantial effort of the Encore project was devoted to garbage collection,
despite the early consortium agreement to not do so. This can be chalked up to not
fully understanding the impact of concurrent garbage collection for performance
and the consortium’s lack of understanding of how little actor isolation had
been explored in the mainstream for performance gains in garbage collection.
The choice of Pony as a runtime for Encore was made to piggyback on its
memory management [31, 32], but the growing collaboration with the Pony team
pushed efforts in the direction of proving the correctness of its collector for
passive objects [46] to the point of this becoming the subject of Juliana Franco’s
dissertation [45].

Pony’s collector for passive objects relied on a combination of tracing and
reference counting. Inside the heap of an actor (or active object), liveness was
determined by tracing. Upon sending a message, the sending actor would trace
through the payload of the message and record all the references. For each reference
shared with the world, the actor would increment a reference count to keep track
of “external stake” in the object. When a reference to an object in another
actor was dropped, it would eventually be discovered and communicated in terms
of a decrement message to the owning actor. In this way, actors could further
share a reference to another actor’s innards, and the system would keep in sync
through passing increment and decrement messages on the same channels used
for normal message sends. Thus, each actor had a conservative approximation of
external stake in its objects, that it could use together with trace-based liveness
information to maintain its heap. Importantly, this design allows an actor to do
garbage collection whenever it chooses, without the need to synchronise with any
other agent in the system.

The Pony philosophy was to keep actors’ individual heaps down so that tracing
an actor’s heap did not cause unreasonable delays for its messages. The lack of
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large standard benchmarks in Pony made these results very difficult to publish,
given the maturity of mainstream GC research, which typically takes place in the
context of well-established languages with commercial applications available for
evaluation.

In a system with large number of actors, Pony’s GC design has excellent tail-
latency properties as demonstrated by fig. 10, which shows a comparison between
Pony, Erlang and Java (using C4 a fully-concurrent collector, and G1 which is
mostly concurrent) (taken from [32] which discusses this experiment further).
The decreasing GC concurrency of Erlang, C4 and G1 clearly materialises as
worse outliers. Given its mostly-concurrent nature, G1 is surprisingly good in
comparison with Erlang and C4.

72:20 S. Clebsch, J. Franco, S. Drossopoulou, A. M. Yang, T. Wrigstad, J. Vitek

Fig. 17. Responsiveness. X-axis: request ID, Y-axis: Ji!er/di"erence between finishing time (seconds) of
subsequent requests. Java measurements are from a warmed-up VM and does not include JIT’ing.

– mutator time: time executing application code. This includes time when actors are idle. This
is the total execution time (from start to end of application) minus the sum of three variables
described above.
We were unable to measure mutator overhead in the di!erent JVM collectors, using solely the

available JVM "ags. We leave this for future work. Thus application time presented for the JVM
collectors include mutator overhead time.

Although we use a small set of micro-benchmarks to test scalability, it is interesting to observe
that Pony, when running Orca, scales better than C4 and Erlang. Both trees and trees´ benchmarks
allocate large amounts of data; all four benchmarks send thousands of application messages; and
all benchmarks, except trees, spawn many actors. We do not observe long mutation times in Pony
even though these include object allocation, of which there are many in these tests. Similarly, we
we do not observe long GC times, even though many of the objects created in trees and trees´ are
short-lived and thus trigger many GC cycles.

We believe we see better mutator times in Pony because, and not only: 1) Pony does not require
the programmer to send extra messages for actor termination, contrarily to Erlang and Akka; and
mainly 2) Pony uses the type system to avoid read and write barriers, whereas Akka uses JVM write
barriers. While these benchmarks send many messages, they do not send large data structures.
Thus they do not stress scanning upon message send and receive. We will discuss the overhead
of message scanning later, however note Pony’s message exchanging appears to be faster than
Erlang, for programs that exchange many primitive values (no scanning required), such as rings
and mailbox — the time spent on sending and receiving in Pony is not visible while we can observe
it in Erlang. We believe this is due to the absence of selective receive in Pony, and because message
sending uses a single atomic operation, and none on receiving.

Orca does not require any stop-the-world steps, and actors can collect their own heaps inde-
pendently, without any synchronisation mechanisms. Moreover, it is enough for these particular
benchmarks to schedule garbage collection only between behaviors, allowing us to avoid stack
scanning. Finally, the mark-and-don’t-sweep nature of the collector allows for better cache locality
— as discussed previously, dead objects will not pollute the memory caches. All these properties
together allow for collection signi#cantly faster than in Akka. Note than in Erlang, where heaps
are also collected individually, garbage collection time is also rather small.

6.4 Responsiveness
Figure 17 shows the results from our serverSim benchmark. Each server processes, in isolation,
requests of the same size, and the number of servers equals the number of hardware threads on the
machine (64). Each request causes the server to create and operate on a binary tree of depth 14.
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Figure 10. Comparing jitter/latency variance in a synthetic benchmark across Pony,
Erlang and Java (C4 and G1).

In a system with few larger actors, the inability to GC in an actor while
the actor is running will change the above figure considerably, highlighting the
bad fit of a collector designed for highly concurrent actor-based programs and
applications with very limited concurrency.

Pony’s GC was minimalistic and served Pony’s needs perfectly. It would
only allow an actor to perform GC between processing messages to save itself
the trouble of scanning the stack. This pragmatic choice was motivated by its
implementation as a C library and a desire to have exact information about
references on the stack. In theory, this caused problems for Encore programs
due to its extended synchronisation mechanisms: an active object blocking on
a future could not perform GC as it had an attached stack; the same was true
for an active object which has cooperatively suspended itself to perform another
message.

Finally, Pony’s GC was designed for a sequential actor model where only a
single thread of control manipulates an actor’s innards. The hot object parallel
abstraction provided by Encore broke away from this design. Since sending a
message to a hot object was guaranteed to not block, garbage collection in hot
objects was forced to be fully concurrent at a lower granularity than Pony’s GC.
This materialised itself as an entirely new collector, Isolde [83], that was used
internally inside hot objects. Its implementor, Albert Mingkun Yang, continued
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in fully concurrent memory management [81, 82, 84] in the context of the ZGC
garbage collector, and today works in the GC team at Oracle.

Experiences with Pony’s garbage collector in production have been incor-
porated in the Verona programming language by decoupling management of
object lifetimes from particular “threads”, and also managed immutable objects
differently from mutable objects [4].

9 Implementation

In this section we give an overview of the implementation work, focusing in turn
on the Encore compiler, and the Encore runtime.

9.1 Compiler

The Encore compiler [37] was written in Haskell (∼14,000 lines), using the mega-
parsec [60] library for parsing. The design of the type checker of Encore is described
in an experience paper [18].

The Encore compiler compiles Encore to C, which can then be compiled with a
C compiler of choice and linked with the Pony runtime [66], which handles creation
and destruction of actors, message sends, scheduling, and memory management of
passive objects. In addition to the Pony runtime, the Encore runtime consists of
∼3600 lines of C code for primitive constructs, such as arrays, closures, algebraic
data types, futures, etc.

Because the compilation target is C, a lot of early prototyping in Encore could
be done by using embed blocks with literal C code. Embedded C code can in
turn embed Encore code, for example in order to refer to variables in the Encore
program:

1 def print(s : string): void
2 embed unit
3 puts(#{s}); // #{s} Refers to the Encore variable s

4 end
5 end

For similar reasons, debugging the compiler was as simple as inspecting the
outputted C code. We made an effort to generate readable C which saved copious
amounts of time.

The entire repository with compiler and runtime extension was hosted on
GitHub [37] and saw 1923 commits from a total of 18 contributors. The top
three contributors were all PhD students in the project. These PhD students
(among others) were also heavily involved in reviewing pull requests from other
members of the project, and the >20 undergraduate students that worked on
various aspects of the language at different times. The pull request reviewing
model was great for keeping a >1 “bus factor”, and for ensuring code consistency.
However, contributors at times attempted to “brute force” their commits into
the compiler, or submitted patches of very low quality. This led to frustration
among the top-committer PhD students who saw too much of their time spent on
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software engineering as opposed to research. This also at times caused friction in
the team, especially among PhD students, when pull requests were not merged.
In hindsight, the senior researchers could have done a better job of protecting
these students by inserting themselves in the process or creating a more formal
process for the reviewing PhD students to point to. Guidelines for contributing
should also have been posted sooner including encouragement to engage with the
developers before e.g., issuing a patch removing trailing whitespace across the
entire project.

9.2 Runtime

By building on the Pony runtime, Encore got a runtime that came with built-in
support for many of the things the language enforced statically through its type
system and design: garbage collection took advantage of actor isolation, message
passing took advantage of uniqueness information, etc. However, the tight fit of
Pony’s runtime to a language that was not Encore ended up complicating essen-
tially every Encore feature. In hindsight, it would have been considerably better
to compile Encore to say the JVM—at least initially—and ignore performance
until the key design elements were firmly in place (read: not while the project
lasted).

For example, Pony’s runtime did not have futures, only promises, and further-
more, its promises were implemented as actors under the hood, meaning that
it added additional latency when returning a value. This design was probably
right for Pony, which relied on unidirectional message sends as its main model of
communication. As a result, a scheduler thread in Pony was never blocking, and
the scheduler defaulted to using exactly as many threads as there were cores on
the machine. This was an oversight that was not clearly understood at the time
when the decision was made to use the Pony runtime as a basis for Encore.

This forced the first extention of the Pony runtime in the Encore compiler,
which continued to be problematic whenever we sought to pull recent updates
from Pony into the main Encore repository. Conceptually the change is simple:
perform a userland context switch when blocking on a future and maintain a pool
of suspended actors that can be scheduled once the futures they are blocking
on are fulfilled. However, there were a number of technical challenges related
to futures, as well as cooperative scheduling primitives in Encore that had no
Pony equivalent. One example was an invariant on Pony’s multi-producer single-
consumer queue that implemented the actor mailbox, which meant that pushing
a message directly at the front of an actor’s message queue—to get it to resume
a suspended operation—was not directly supported.

One PhD student spent a significant amount of time maintaining the Encore
version of the Pony runtime and interacting with the Pony developers. From a
research career perspective, this time could have been more well spent.
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10 Lessons Learned

In this section, we discuss important lessons learned from the Encore project
regarding how to run (and not run) a programming language project.

First, the open sourcing of Encore happened much too late. There is essentially
no reason to not develop projects like Encore in the open, and it would possibly
have connected the project wider, for example to curious students, and hobbyists.
The literature on software engineering teaches us that writing code to be read
by external people improves code quality, even if it might have slowed down the
language development a little. A key to building a long-term research artefact
is to not try to cut as much code as possible in as short a time as possible.
By devoting effort to a more stable core language, we could have continued to
support just as many offshoots as we did, but without compromising the integrity
of the core language. Over time, battle-tested offshoots could be integrated in
the core language, and enjoy a better understanding of their impact on the total
complexity budget, in relation to the importance of their delivered features. For
Encore, the desire to have as many features as possible make it into the mainline
caused growth pains which eventually killed progress on the language. (On the
other hand, one should not under-estimate the motivation that comes from desire
to have a patch merged into the mainline.)

On a similar note, assigning a language steward would have been very helpful.
Ideally, this person would have been located outside of Uppsala, thereby forcing
communication in the project and more committment from non-Uppsala members.
The stewardship might even be a rotating function, injecting some democracy into
the process, and incentives to “play fair” at all times. That said, it seems plausible
that not all decisions about a research language can be driven by democratic
processes, at least not in a time-limited project. For example, there may be
compelling technical reasons for choosing, say Haskell or C, as technologies to
build on, e.g., because of availability of key libraries. Having an external steward
and a process for extending the code language would natually have created
incentives for better documentation of both code and language features. To this
day, the Encore documentation is distributed over a large number of papers,
and more often than one would like, the implementation has come to diverge to
some extent with what is the described in the paper. A language project will do
well by spending substantial effort early on laying down some ground rules for
documentation as well as setting up infrastructure for gathering and curating
documentation. Preferably a tool that allows the documentation to be stored in
the same repository as the language to facilitate linking different versions of the
documentation to different versions (or branches) of the language.

The choice of implementation language was in many ways poor. We certainly
do not wish to throw any shade on Haskell, but it has a steep learning curve, espe-
cially for those who are new to purely functional programming or lazy evaluation.
The choice to go with Haskell seems to have denied senior project members—i.e.,
those with fewer available cycles—entry into the programming, which is not a
great strategy for a project that is intended to survive the graduation of the
current batch of PhD students. Also, consortium-wide decisions really should not
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be made at the whim of individual consortium members, regardless whether the
decision is right or wrong.

The UPLANG group at the department of information technology at Uppsala
university thrived during the Encore years, and the weekly meeting revolving
around Encore created a feeling of the group coming together. It set a gold stand-
ard that we have since strived to re-create. PhD students with widely different
projects collaborated on each others’ patches, either directly by contributing
logic, or indirectly through code reviews. A handful of undergraduate students
were actively involved at any moment in time giving the PhD students hands-on
experience with supervision, and in total 15 undergraduate theses were published
that worked directly on the language implementation or provided input for design
decisions [36, 38, 49, 50, 53, 58, 59, 62, 64, 65, 67, 71, 72, 77, 78]. Given that the
length of a Swedish PhD is four years of research interleaved with one year of
teaching over a five year period, it was typically not difficult for the PhD students
to balance research time vs. student supervision time. The PhD students also
got hands-on experience with maintaining a “large” body of code, and first-hand
experience with the joys of unchecked technical debt. The main negative time
sink for PhD students was time spent reviewing a small number of pull requests
time and time again. This happened when the issuer of the pull request seemed
unwilling (or unable) to respond to criticism. The main problem here was that
the custodian of quality was (also, typically) a PhD student who did not want to
block the progress of a peer. Thus, instead of simply refusing to re-review code
which had not morally changed, they worked hard on giving more feedback to
the student on the other side. On a few occasions, this led to friction between
PhD students, and senior people had to step in to make sure that conflicts did
not escalate. Introducing tools like Slack that offered a fast backchannel for these
kinds of discussions was great, and also ensured that the distance between all team
members was equal. This helped distributing sensitive or complicated questions
unsuitable for email more uniformly across the team.

In hindsight, picking the Pony runtime as the language backend was a stupid
move due to its high level of complexity stemming from optimisation. This
made changes that broke with the Pony design unnecessarily hard and made
us spend time on irrelevant details. A better idea would have been to target a
less opinionated backend, or at least compile to a less heavily optimised backend
that was easier to change. While compiling to a higher-level language would
complicate optimisation, it would facilitate experimentation. Having two backends
for compiling both to a high-level language and a low-level language would be
ideal, although adding more complexity and increasing the maintenance costs.

“Transpiling” and linking with an externally developed runtime worked really well
for prototyping implementations, where we would often write Encore code to
generate code that could then manually be edited and experimented with to
create a goal for the compiler extensions.

In the end, there are many things that we would do again given the opportunity,
but also many things that we would try to do differently. Clearly some things
were done right, as is apparent from the research output of the project, but we
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also think that if we had done things differently, Encore would not be effectively
dead as a language today.

11 Concluding Remarks, or Encore: Fine

The Encore project failed to deliver a long-term research artefact, but succeeded
in producing a wide range of research outputs in a multitude of directions. Insights
into the weaknesses of the actor and active object models, and the challenges
of combining parallelism and concurrency in a single language are carefully
curated by the authors of this paper and are informing the development of the
Verona language, whose concurrency abstractions [25] and type-driven isolation [5]
mechanisms draw heavily on experiences with Encore.
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Abstract. Self-organisation and collective adaptation are highly de-
sired features for several kinds of large-scale distributed systems in-
cluding robotic swarms, computational ecosystems, wearable collectives,
and Internet-of-Things systems. These kinds of distributed processes, ad-
dressing functional and non-functional aspects of complex socio-technical
systems, can emerge in an engineered/controlled way from (re)active de-
centralised activity and interaction across all physical and logical system
devices. In this work, we study how the Actors programming model can
be adopted to support collective self-organising behaviours. Speci�cally,
we analyse the features of the Actors model, such as reactivity, asyn-
chrony, and locality, that are instrumental for implementing the adaptive
coordination of large-scale systems, and discuss potential actor-based de-
signs, from simple ad-hoc implementation of algorithms to a full-�edged
general toolkit. In particular, the approach is incarnated in the aggre-
gate computing paradigm, which stands as a comprehensive engineering
approach for self-organisation. This is based on Akka, and can be fully
programmed in the Scala programming language thanks to the ScaFi
aggregate computing toolkit.

Keywords: Actors · Collective intelligence · Collective adaptive systems
· Self-organisation · Programming models · Aggregate computing

1 Introduction

In the last decades, two key trends have been taking place in computer sci-
ence and technology. First, more and more heterogeneous computing-enabled
devices are being deployed into our environments, with larger scales and den-
sities expected in the future, eventually creating enormous socio-technical en-
sembles. Secondly, there is an increasing need towards automation, demanding
software systems to be more autonomous [30] (or autonomic [36]), and to exhibit
so-called self-* properties [47] (e.g., self-managing, self-adaptive, self-repairing,
etc.). These two trends together give rise to new potential applications and cor-
responding challenges, addressed through various approaches. In particular, a
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prominent nature-inspired [16] technique for the decentralised self-management
of large ensembles of computing devices is self-organisation, the process whereby
a system autonomously (i.e., without external control) seeks and sustains its
order or structures [29], which is studied and implemented across di�erent sub-
�elds of computer science [44,32,49,28]. Self-organisation can be an important
component (or outcome) of collective intelligence [21]. A main classi�cation of
self-organisation engineering [17] is based on the distinction between automatic
(i.e., based on learning and evolution) and manual approaches (where program-
mers use languages to express self-organisation programs�cf. macroprogram-
ming [22]).

In this chapter, we focus on the latter approach and, in particular, we are
interested in how programming abstractions and paradigms may support self-
organisation programming. Speci�cally, we investigate how the Actor model can
contribute to address the emergence of collective and self-organising behaviour.
Indeed, self-organisation is generally related to particular aspects of actor sys-
tems, including reactivity, asynchrony, and locality. To do so, we develop actor-
based solutions of well-known self-organising behaviours (gradients [7,41] and
derived ones), and relate them with corresponding programs expressed in the
aggregate computing paradigm [54] which is, currently and to the best of our
knowledge, the most powerful and researched approach to self-organisation pro-
gramming. What we �nd is that the plain Actor model has a relevant abstraction
gap (distance between the problem and the solution), making it more suitable
as a paradigm for the development of a middleware of a more high-level and
declarative approach like aggregate computing, than as a solution for end-to-
end design of self-organising behaviour. Still, research should be carried out to
investigate what kinds of Actor extensions may help in the design and imple-
mentation of self-organisation, or what features of actors may improve aspects
of aggregate computations (e.g., �ne-grained scheduling of sub-computations).

The presentation is organised as follows. Section 2 provides background on
self-organisation programming, reference examples of self-organising behaviour,
and the Actor model (also through the Akka implementation [46]). Section 3
discusses actor-based designs of the self-healing gradient. Section 4 presents the
actor-based design of the ScaFi aggregate computing middleware [26]. Finally,
Section 5 provides a discussion and delineates directions for further research.

2 Background

In this section, we recall background information about self-organisation engi-
neering and describe in detail two example self-adaptive algorithms (Section 2.1);
then, we brie�y recall the Actors model and its Akka implementation (Sec-
tion 2.2). While other actor languages, such as Erlang [5], could have worked as
well as Akka, we consider Akka since it is based on Scala, which is also the host
language of the ScaFi aggregate programming domain-speci�c language (DSL)
considered in this work (cf. Section 2.1).
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2.1 Self-organisation and Collective Adaptive Systems

Self organization is often meant as a bottom-up decentralised process where
macro-level structures and behaviours emerge from micro-level activities and
interactions.

In modern cyber-physical systems such as the Internet of Things [6] and
swarm robotics [17], self-organisation directly concerns the collective behaviour
of large sets of computing and interacting devices. Engineering such systems
is therefore a challenge of great practical importance, that can be addressed
drawing from research areas such as collective adaptive systems [28], macropro-
gramming [22], multi-agent systems [57], and aggregate computing [54].

A main distinction in self-organisation engineering can be made between au-
tomatic approaches, whereby self-organising behaviour is learned (cf. multi-agent
reinforcement learning [19,58]), evolved (cf. evolutionary robotics [51]), or syn-
thesised [48]; and manual approaches [39], which are based on the de�nition of
programs by programmers, e.g., in terms of control rules or designs involving
patterns of information �ow [56]. The manual approaches tend to di�er based
on the levels of heterogeneity and scale: small-scale heterogeneous systems can
be programmed using multi-agent programming [15] or choreographic [40] ap-
proaches, whereas large-scale homogeneous systems are generally programmed
using macroprogramming [22] approaches, such as ensemble computing [42], or
aggregate computing [54] approaches. Note that hybrid automatic/manual ap-
proaches also exist�cf. approaches where program sketches are �lled with auto-
matically generated/searched behaviours [2].

In this chapter, we focus on manual approaches for programming large ho-
mogeneous systems. In particular, this activity can be supported by suitable
programming abstractions supporting declarative speci�cations of collective be-
haviours. Examples of abstractions include �rst-class ensembles [42] or collective
data structures like computational �elds [38,54], In the following, we will focus
on the computational �eld abstraction, o�ered by Aggregate Computing (AC).

Aggregate Computing (AC) AC systems consist of a (possibly large) num-
ber of computational devices, connected in a network, and all operating at asyn-
chronous rounds of execution, each round consisting of sense�compute�act steps,
where the compute step involves the evaluation of an aggregate program against
the currently sensed contextual information. An output or state of a whole or
part of a distributed system can then be represented as a �eld of values com-
puted by all the device constituting its domain. For instance, the movement of
a swarm may be described by a �eld of velocity vectors; or, the temperature
in a room may be denoted by the �eld of temperature readings of all the sen-
sors there. The computational �eld is the fundamental abstraction for AC, and
programming AC systems roughly means describing how such �elds are manip-
ulated in space-time. The essence of the programming model is captured by a
minimal core language called the �eld calculus (FC) [8], which provides a set of
functional constructs for handling the stateful evolution of �elds and neighbour-
based communications. A device can only directly communicate (in broadcast)
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with its neighbours, as de�ned by an application-speci�c logical or physical (ad-
hoc) proximity relation. In each device, a round of computations consists mainly
of three steps: (i) creation/update of the execution context, consisting of previ-
ous device state, the most recent messages received from neighbours, and values
sampled from local sensors; (ii) local execution of the aggregate program, which
produces a logically single result (output); (iii) broadcast of part of the output
to all the neighbours (this part is called the export), and possible activation of
the actuators on the basis of the provided output.

Reference Example #1: Self-Healing Gradient As a �rst, simple example
of a self-organising computation, we consider the gradient [7,41], namely the
self-healing �eld of minimum path distances from any node to a source node. A
simple implementation is based on the distributed Bellman-Ford algorithm, to
be executed by all the devices repeatedly in rounds (where the rounds serve to
integrate and propagate up-to-date information):

g(δ, src) :=

{
0 if src(δ)

min{g(δ′, src) + d(δ, δ′) : δ′ ∈ N (δ)} otherwise.
(1)

The algorithm estimates the minimum distance of a device from a source
device (i.e., a device where predicate src() is true). We assume that function
d() returns the current distance between two devices, and N () returns the set of
current neighbours of a device. At each round, a device δ which is not a source,
estimates g() by considering the set of distances g(δ′, src)+d(δ, δ′) that separate
it from the source through each one of its neighbours δ′, and taking the minimum
of those.

Two observations are in order: �rst of all, it is easy to see that, if the network is
stable (i.e., devices do not crash, do not move, and do not join/leave the network),
the algorithm actually converges to the correct value in each device δ. Secondly,
after any of the above changes happen, if the network stabilises again for enough
time, the values in each device δ are updated with the new correct values. In other
words, the algorithm is self-stabilising [53]. Even if simple, the algorithm is both
collective, i.e., fully distributed among the participating devices, and adaptive,
i.e., resilient to the relevant changes in the system and the environment.

The following code is the implementation of the algorithm in the ScaFi lan-
guage [26], a Scala-based implementation of Field Calculus.

1 def gradient(source: Boolean): Double =
2 rep(Double.PositiveInfinity) { dist =>
3 mux(source){ 0.0 } { minHood(nbr{dist} + nbrRange()) }
4 }

The rep construct propagates the computed gradient value between rounds
(in this case, the value computed by mux3). The nbr construct, returns the neigh-
bouring �eld with the last values of dist received from the neighbours (whose

3 The mux(c){t}{e} ScaFi built-in operator evaluates all the arguments and returns
the value of t if c is true or the value of e otherwise.
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set, implicitly managed by the execution platform, corresponds to the N oper-
ator in Equation (1)). Finally, nbrRange() returns a neighbouring �eld with the
distance estimates to the neighbours, and minHood() returns the minimum value
of a �eld. Also, note that the gradient function directly takes a Boolean value
indicating whether the current device δ is a source, and that the δ parameter is
not passed explicitly to gradient (since the program is evaluated locally to each
device, there is always an implicit current device).

Reference Example #2: Self-Healing Channel Amore complex example of
self-organising computation is the self-healing channel, namely the construction
of a path of devices across the network connecting a source device to a destination
device, where the fact of belonging or not to the channel can be denoted by a
local Boolean output (i.e., the channel consists of all the devices of the network
the output true). Since this can be implemented on top of (a generalisation
of) gradients, it is instrumental to convey the idea of compositionality of self-
organising behaviours.

Taking inspiration from [53], let us generalize theD function to a higher-order
operator G as follows:

G(δ, src, ini, acc,met)

where src is the source of the �eld to be constructed, ini is the input value
of the �eld to be considered, acc is the function expressing how to accumulate
values starting from the source outwards (i.e., how to integrate local values ini
to the accumulated value taken from the neighbour minimising the gradient in
the neighbourhood), and met the metric of the distance between two devices.
The G operator returns a pair (x, y), where x is the distance of δ from the source,
estimated with met, and y is the value accumulated with acc along the gradient.

The self-healing gradient above can then be expressed as:

D(δ, src) := 2nd(G(δ, src, 0, λx.(x+ d), d))

where we have used the lambda calculus notation for de�ning the acc function,
and 2nd returns the second element of a pair. We exploit the G operator to
de�ne another function, broadcast (B):

B(δ, src, val) := 2nd(G(δ, src, val, λx.x, d))

Assuming a single source device δSRC for which src(δSRC) is true, this function
broadcasts a value val de�ned in δSRC unaltered (thanks to using the identity
function for acc) to all the other nodes, at increasing distances.

Let us consider the problem of establishing a robust communication channel
between a source device δSRC and a destination/target device δTRG in a network
with proximity-based communication. Starting from the B and D functions de-
�ned above, we can �rst of all de�ne a function which broadcasts everywhere the
distance between a source and a target, where src and trg are predicates that
are true, respectively in the source and target of the communication channel:

BTW (δ, src, trg) := B(δ, src,D(δ, trg))
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Then, we can de�ne a function that, for every device δ, is true i� δ belongs to
the communication channel between the source and target devices:

CH(δ, src, trg, w) := D(δ, src) +D(δ, trg) ≤ BTW (δ, src, trg) + w

Note that a device belongs to the channel i� it falls within an ellipse whose foci
are the source and target devices. The w parameter determines the �stretch�
of the ellipse, which reduces to a linear path in case w = 0. In particular, to
determine which devices are part of the channel between δSRC and δTRG, we
execute in every node:

CH(δ, λx.(x == δSRC), λx.(x == δDST ), w)

The following code is the implementation of the algorithm in the ScaFi lan-
guage.

1 def broadcast[V:OB](source: Boolean, init: V): V =
2 G[V](source, init, x=>x, nbrRange())
3

4 def distanceTo(source: Boolean): Double =
5 G[Double](source, 0, _ + nbrRange(), nbrRange())
6

7 def distBetween(source: Boolean, target: Boolean): Double =
8 broadcast(source, distanceTo(target))
9

10 def isSource = sense[Boolean]("source")
11 def isTarget = sense[Boolean]("target")
12

13 def channel(src: Boolean, dest: Boolean, width: Double) =
14 distanceTo(src) + distanceTo(dest) <=
15 distBetween(src, dest) + width
16

17 channel(isSource, isTarget)

2.2 The Actors Programming Model

The Actor model [33,1,37] puts actors at the core of the design and implemen-
tation of distributed systems. Actors are reactive agents that communicate with
each other through asynchronous message passing (i.e., no shared memory is
allowed).

It is worth noting that each message is directed to a speci�c actor through
a target address, and that a mailbox system bu�ers messages until they are
processed by their target actors. The actors in the distributed system execute in
parallel. In particular, each actor iteratively and asynchronously processes the
messages in its mailbox received from the other actors.

The fundamental part of the behaviour of an actor is speci�ed in terms of
how it handles incoming messages. In response to a message, an actor can:

� perform local computations;
� send messages to other actors;
� create new actors;
� choose the behaviour for handling the next message.
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Handling of multiple messages is not interleaved or, analogously, handling of a
single message is atomic.

Then, the Actor model can be formalised and implemented in di�erent ways,
possibly bringing in particular extensions. An example of implementation is pro-
vided by the Akka toolkit [46], whose user interface is brie�y described in the
following.

2.3 The Akka Toolkit: a Short Primer

We brie�y illustrate the user Application Program Interface (API) of Akka [46],
focussing on the Akka Typed version, which will be useful to understand the code
provided in Section 3.

Actor behaviour Actor behaviour is dynamically represented through values
of type Behavior[M], which encapsulate the logic for handling messages of type
M. So, an actor behaviour can be de�ned by extending AbstractBehavior[M] and
overriding method onMessage (OOP-style), or by functions yielding a Behavior[M]

(functional style). The Akka API provides a factory object Behaviors for spec-
ifying behaviours as functions mapping messages to the next behaviour, e.g.,
using pattern matching. Actors can be addressed through a reference of type
ActorRef[T]: e.g., given a reference r, instruction r ! m denotes the sending of a
message m of type T to the actor denoted by reference r.

Actor systems An actor system is created by instantiating an ActorSystem[T]

with the Behavior[T] of the top-level actor; such a top-level actor would be re-
sponsible for spawning new actors by calling ActorContext[T].spawn(behavior).
Indeed, actor systems consist of a hierarchy of actors (enabling supervision),
where each actor has a position in this hierarchy that can be denoted by a path
of actor names, starting from the top-level actor /user (for user � i.e., non-
system-level � actors): e.g., /user/a/b is the path of actor b which is a child of a
(which is in turn a child of the top-level actor).

3 Actor-based Designs for Aggregate Computations

In this section, we discuss possible actor-based designs for building the paradig-
matic self-organising behaviours covered in Section 2.1. The produced source
code has been made available at a permanent public repository [23]4 with a
permissive licence, equipped with the build infrastructure for simple execution.

3.1 A Naive Actor-based Implementation of the Self-Healing
Gradient Example

Figure 1 shows a possible implementation of the self-healing gradient within
the Akka framework. This version is deliberately naive, and serves mainly as a
baseline that will be re�ned in the next sections.
4 https://github.com/metaphori/experiment-actor-design-selforg

https://github.com/metaphori/experiment-actor-design-selforg
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1 object Device {
2 def apply(src: Boolean,
3 g: Double,
4 nbrs: Map[ActorRef[Msg],Long],
5 distances: Map[ActorRef[Msg],Double],
6 nbrGs: Map[ActorRef[Msg],Double],
7 pos: Point3D = Point3D(0,0,0)): Behavior[Msg] = Behaviors.setup { ctx =>
8 val getPositionAdapter: ActorRef[NbrPos] =
9 ctx.messageAdapter(m => SetDistance(m.pos.distance(pos), m.nbr))

10 val getGradientAdapter: ActorRef[NbrGradient] =
11 ctx.messageAdapter(m => SetNeighbourGradient(m.g, m.nbr))
12

13 Behaviors.withTimers { timers => Behaviors.receive { case (ctx,msg) => msg match {
14 case SetSource(s) =>
15 Device(s, 0, nbrs, distances, nbrGs, pos)
16 case AddNeighbour(nbr) =>
17 Device(src, g, nbrs + (nbr -> currTime()), distances, nbrGs, pos)
18 case RemoveNeighbour(nbr) =>
19 Device(src, g, nbrs - nbr, distances, nbrGs, pos)
20 case SetPosition(p) =>
21 Device(src, g, nbrs, distances, nbrGs, p)
22 case GetPosition(replyTo) =>
23 replyTo ! NbrPos(pos, ctx.self)
24 Behaviors.same
25 case SetDistance(d, from) =>
26 Device(src, g, nbrs + (from -> currTime()), distances + (from -> d), nbrGs, pos)
27 case ComputeGradient =>
28 val newNbrGradients = nbrGs + (ctx.self -> g)
29 val disalignedNbrs = nbrs.filter(nbr => currTime() -
30 nbrs.getOrElse(nbr._1, Long.MinValue) > RETENTION_TIME).keySet
31 val alignedNbrGradients = newNbrG -- disalignedNbrs
32 val alignedDistances = distances -- disalignedNbrs
33 timers.startSingleTimer(Round, 1.second)
34 if(src){
35 Device(src, 0, nbrs, distances, newNbrG, pos)
36 } else {
37 val updatedG = (alignedNbrGradients - ctx.self).map(n => n -> (n._2 +
38 alignedDistances.get(n._1).getOrElse(Double.PositiveInfinity))
39 ).values.minOption.getOrElse(Double.PositiveInfinity)
40 Device(src, updatedG, nbrs, distances, nbrGs + (ctx.self -> updatedG), pos)
41 }
42 case QueryGradient(replyTo) =>
43 replyTo ! NbrGradient(g, ctx.self)
44 Behaviors.same
45 case SetNeighbourGradient(d, from) =>
46 Device(src, g, nbrs + (from -> currTime()), distances, nbrGs + (from -> d), pos)
47 case Round =>
48 nbrs.keySet.foreach(nbr => {
49 nbr ! GetPosition(getPositionAdapter) // query nbr for nbrsensors
50 nbr ! QueryGradient(getGradientAdapter) // query nbr for app data
51 })
52 timers.startSingleTimer(ComputeGradient, 1.seconds)
53 Behaviors.same
54 case Stop => Behaviors.stopped
55 } } } }
56 }

Fig. 1. A naive Akka implementation where a single actor encapsulates all the concerns.
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The application contains a single type of actor named Device. The ac-
tor de�nes a behaviour that matches several types of messages (note the use
of Behaviors.withTimers, needed to schedule self messages that simulate the
scheduling of computation rounds). The code executed to handle a Round serves
as the initiation of a round of computation (cf. the aggregate computing execu-
tion model�see Section 2.1). More speci�cally:

� for each neighbour nbr, it requests the current value of the position
(GetPosition) and of the gradient (QueryGradient)

� a timer is set to expire in one second and send a ComputeGradient message
to the actor itself.

The neighbour actors would reply to the GetPosition and QueryGradient re-
quests, and the current actor stores the retrieved information in its state (specif-
ically, in the distances and nbrGs maps). When the QueryGradient is received,
further operations are performed to complete the round of computation:

� neighbours whose latest messages are expired (i.e., older than the constant
RETENTION_TIME) are discarded (e.g., in order to become aware of device fail-
ing or quitting the system);

� a timer is set to expire in one second and send a Round message to the actor
itself (i.e., to initiate the next round and possibly detect new information
from the environment);

� if the actor is a src of the gradient computation, it just propagates its be-
haviour with the gradient set to constant g = 0;

� otherwise, the gradient is updated to the new value updatedG computed from
the information retrieved from the neighbours, according to the logic of the
gradient implementation illustrated in Section 2.1.

3.2 An Improved Design

The naive design of the previous section has several issues. The main issue is
that the Device actor is not reusable but rather speci�c to the computation at
hand: this is witnessed by application-speci�c messages (e.g., ComputeGradient
and SetNeighbourGradient). Another issue is that the Device encapsulates all the
concerns, including e.g. the scheduling concern (cf. the use of timers to schedule
rounds and computations).

In Figure 2, an improved design is presented. It is also coded with a di�erent
style: the OOP style, instead of the functional style as in Figure 1, which is mainly
a matter of taste, and in this case is more suitable to avoid encoding state into
a large parameter list. In particular, the DeviceActor is an abstract class: to be
implemented, the abstract compute method has to be de�ned (cf. the Template
Method design pattern [31]). Additionally, the responsibility of scheduling has
been moved outside of the actor: it will compute reactively upon reception of a
Compute message; it is straightforward to de�ne a scheduler actor that keeps the
references of the device(s) to be scheduled, and implements a basic scheduling
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1 abstract class DeviceActor[T](c: ActorContext[DeviceProtocol]) extends AbstractBehavior(c) {
2 var sensors = Map[String, Any]()
3

4 def senseOrElse[T](name: String, default: => T): T =
5 sensors.getOrElse(name, default).asInstanceOf[T]
6 def nbrValue[T](name: String): Map[Nbr, T] =
7 senseOrElse[Map[Nbr, T]](name, Map.empty).filter(tp => neighbors.contains(tp._1))
8 def neighbors: Set[ActorRef[DeviceProtocol]] =
9 senseOrElse[Map[Nbr, Long]](Sensors.neighbors, Map(context.self -> currentTime()))

10 .filter(tp => currentTime() - tp._2 < RETENTION_TIME).keySet
11 def updateNbrTimestamp(nbr: Nbr, t: Long = currentTime()): Unit =
12 sensors += Sensors.neighbors -> (nbrValue[Long](Sensors.neighbors) + (nbr -> t))
13

14 def compute(what: String, d: DeviceActor[T]): T // cf. template method's abstract method
15

16 override def onMessage(msg: DeviceProtocol): Behavior[DeviceProtocol] = msg match {
17 case SetSensor(sensorName, value) =>
18 sensors += (sensorName -> value)
19 this
20 case SetNbrSensor(name, nbr, value)Behaviors.withTimers { timers =>
21 =>
22 val sval = sensors.getOrElse(name, Map.empty).asInstanceOf[Map[Nbr, Any]]
23 sensors += name -> (sval + (nbr -> value))
24 updateNbrTimestamp(nbr)
25 this
26 case Compute(what) =>
27 val result = compute(what, this)
28 neighbors.foreach(_ ! SetNbrSensor(what, context.self, result))
29 this
30 case AddNeighbour(nbr) =>
31 context.self ! SetNbrSensor(Sensors.neighbors, nbr, currentTime())
32 context.self ! SetNbrSensor(Sensors.nbrRange, nbr, 1.0)
33 this
34 case RemoveNeighbour(nbr) =>
35 context.self ! SetNbrSensor(Sensors.neighbors, nbr, 0)
36 this
37 case Stop =>
38 Behaviors.stopped
39 }
40 }
41 }
42

43 // then, a DeviceActor computing a gradient can be launched as follows
44 val a = ctx.spawn(DeviceActor[Double]((ctx,w,d) => {
45 val nbrg = d.nbrValue[Double]("gradient")
46 .map(n => n._2 + d.nbrSense[Double](Sensors.nbrRange)(n._1)
47 .getOrElse(Double.PositiveInfinity))
48 .minOption.getOrElse(Double.PositiveInfinity)
49 if(d.senseOrElse("source", false)) 0.0 else nbrg
50 }), "device-1")
51 a ! SetSensor("source", true)
52 a ! AddNeighbour(...)
53 a ! Compute("gradient")

Fig. 2. An improved Akka implementation of a reusable device.

logic (e.g., to let each schedulable compute once per second). Another element
of generality is given by keeping all contextual data into a single data structure
sensors, where the basic idea is that any access to context is mediated by a
sensor.
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More in detail, the behaviour of DeviceActor is de�ned in terms of reactions
to a few message types. The acquisition of contextual information is handled
through a push-style interface based on two main incoming messages: SetSensor
for local sensors (e.g., position sensors or temperature sensors), and SetNbrSensor

for neighbouring sensors (i.e., those associating data to neighbours). Neighbour-
ing sensors are used to access the current set of neighbours, information rel-
ative to neighbours (e.g., the distance to neighbours), and information shared
by neighbours (e.g., their gradient value). Upon these, behaviours associated to
speci�c control messages like AddNeighbour and RemoveNeighbour can be easily
implemented. Then, the Compute(what) message, carrying an indication of what
has to be computed (to enable multiple computations), is handled by calling the
compute abstract method, and then communicating the corresponding result to
the neighbours by sending a SetNbrSensor message. Finally, at the bottom of
Figure 2 it is shown how the gradient computation can be speci�ed, and how an
actor computing the gradient can be con�gured.

4 The ScaFi Akka-based Distributed Middleware

In this section, we present an implementation of a general self-organisation pro-
gramming system, based on the aggregate computing paradigm [54] and inte-
grated into the ScaFi toolkit [26], whose runtime (also called a middleware) is
based on actors, along the lines of the improved design presented in Section 3.2.
The ScaFi toolkit can be exploited to simulate and build self-organizing systems
distributed on heterogenous computational resources. Interestingly, the design
is organised in order to support distributed execution of aggregate systems, also
according to multiple architectural styles (cf. [25,24])�which is important to
fully exploit modern infrastructures like the heterogeneous multi-scale comput-
ing continua of which the edge-cloud continuum is a prominent example [13].

4.1 System Design

A simpli�ed view of the elements participating in an actor-based aggregate com-
puting application is provided by Figure 3.

Essentially, the key types of elements are:

� AggregateApplication � It represents, in any subsystem, a particular ag-
gregate application, as speci�ed by some Settings. Also, it works as a su-
pervisor for all the other application-speci�c actors. This notion is required
to properly handle the management of multiple aggregate computations on
the same infrastructure.

� Scheduler � Optionally, a scheduler may be used to centralise system exe-
cution at a system- or subsystem-level.

� ComputationDevice � It is a device which is able to carry out some local
computation. It communicates with other devices and interacts with Sensors
and Actuators (which may be actors as well or not).
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Fig. 3. Structure diagram of the main entities of an aggregate computing system.

Also, note how all these entities are speci�c to a particular platform incar-
nation, i.e., a concrete set of implementations for the de�ned types (see also the
notion of �incarnation� as an instantiated �family of types� in ScaFi [26]).

Devices Figure 4 shows how devices are modelled. A �rst key distinction is
between actors and actor behaviours. In fact, one design goal is to split a big,
articulated behaviour into many small, reusable, composable behaviours. The
convention in the diagram is to express message-based interfaces by means of
incoming and outcoming messages which are represented as arrows with a �lled
arrowhead.

By a conceptual point of view, a device must, at minimum, manage its sensors
and actuators. Then, in the context of aggregate computing, a device must also
interact with its neighbours (BaseNbrManagementBehavior); such interaction
has not been detailed yet, as it may be somehow di�erent in the peer-to-peer
and server-based cases. Also, a computation device executes some program with
a certain frequency (here represented by a tick message called GoOn, externally
or self-sent).

4.2 Server-based Actor Platform

The server-based platform, following the client/server architectural style, is de-
picted in Figure 5. The devices are clients of a central server that owns the
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Fig. 4. Structure and interface of device actors.

information about the topology of the aggregate system and is responsible for
the propagation of the exports of the devices.

Figure 5 statically describes the message interfaces of device and server:

� Each device registers itself with the server at startup (Registration).
� After a computation, a device communicates its newly computed state to
the server (Export).

� Each device asks the server (GetNeighbourhoodExports) for the most recent
states of its neighbours (NeighbourhoodExports), with some frequency.

4.3 Peer-to-peer Actor Platform

The peer-to-peer platform, following an ad-hoc architectural style, is shown in
Figure 6. Each device, at the end of each computation, propagates its newly
computed state (MsgExport) directly to all its neighbour actors. Here, the critical
point concerns how a device gets acquainted with its neighbours, i.e., by receiving
information about a neighbour (NbrInfo).

The choice of the particular architectural style (peer-to-peer vs. server-based
vs. hybrid deployments) essentially depends on the infrastructure and require-
ments for the speci�c application at hand. Generally speaking, di�erent architec-
tures may involve di�erent patterns of information exchange and system man-
agement that may a�ect the costs and e�ciency of running applications. For
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Fig. 5. Key elements and relationships in a server-based actor platform.

Fig. 6. Key elements and relationships in a peer-to-peer actor platform.
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instance, the server-based solution may simplify the enaction of neighbouring
policies. Recent work has been carried out to estimate (e.g., via simulation) and
compare di�erent deployments for the same aggregate computing system [25,24].

4.4 Actors and Reactive Behaviour

The ScaFi actor platform was implemented using Akka Classic frame-
work [46]. In Akka Classic, actors are de�ned by extending the
akka.actor.Actor trait and implementing the receive method, of type
Receive=PartialFunction[Any,Unit], that associates reactions to incoming
messages.

An interesting implication of having (reactive) behaviours expressed by
PartialFunctions is that they compose. This composability feature has been
extensively used to promote separation of concerns. For example, the device be-
haviour related to the management of sensors can be kept separated from the
behaviour aimed at handling actuators:

1 def SensorManagementBehavior: Receive = {
2 case MsgAddPushSensor(ref) => { ref ! MsgAddObserver(self); ref ! GoOn }
3 case MsgAddSensor(name, provider) => setLocalSensor(name, provider)
4 }
5

6 def ActuatorManagementBehavior: Receive = {
7 case MsgAddActuator(name, consumer) => setActuator(name, consumer)
8 }
9

10 def CompositeBehavior: Receive =
11 SensorManagementBehavior
12 .orElse(ActuatorManagementBehavior)

Moreover, it is also possible to leverage on trait stacking to automatically
extend some behaviour by mixing in behaviour traits. In the following example,
the behavior of DeviceActor is obtained by mixing-in SensorManagementBehavior

and ActuatorManagementBehavior:

1 trait BasicActorBehavior { selfActor: Actor =>
2

3 def receive: Receive =
4 workingBehavior
5 .orElse(inputManagementBehavior)
6 .orElse(queryManagementBehavior)
7 .orElse(commandManagementBehavior)
8

9 def inputManagementBehavior: Receive = Map.empty
10 def queryManagementBehavior: Receive = Map.empty
11 def commandManagementBehavior: Receive = Map.empty
12 def workingBehavior: Receive = Map.empty
13 }
14

15 trait SensorManagementBehavior extends BasicActorBehavior { selfActor: Actor =>
16 def SensorManagementBehavior: Receive = { ... }
17

18 override def inputManagementBehavior: Receive =
19 super.inputManagementBehavior.orElse(SensorManagementBehavior)
20

21 // ...
22 }
23

24 trait ActuatorManagementBehavior extends BasicActorBehavior { selfActor: Actor =>
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25 def ActuatorManagementBehavior: Receive = { ... }
26

27 override def inputManagementBehavior: Receive =
28 super.inputManagementBehavior.orElse(ActuatorManagementBehavior)
29

30 // ...
31 }
32

33 class DeviceActor extends Actor
34 with SensorManagementBehavior
35 with ActuatorManagementBehavior { ... }

Finally, ScaFi provides an object-oriented façade API for setting up, launch-
ing, and managing a running system upon the described actor-based middleware.
Please refer to the ScaFi repository5 and website6 for further details.

5 Discussion and Future Work

The development of actor-based designs and implementations of self-organising
behaviours like the gradient, as well as the experience in research and devel-
opment of aggregate computing systems, provided some general insights about
self-organisation programming. These suggest some general principles (as also
indicated by modern software engineering practice) or desiderata for implemen-
tations. In particular, we emphasise the following.

Declarativity. The program logic expressing how self-organisation is carried out
should be as declarative as possible. This means that the program should ab-
stract from a number of details, e.g. including the following: (i) scheduling of
context retrieval and update, (ii) scheduling of computation, (iii) neighbourhood
management, (iv) details of message passing (cf. the naive actor design vs. the
improved design vs. the ScaFi program), and (iv) application partitioning and
deployment (cf. [25]). Aggregate programming in general and ScaFi in partic-
ular do support a programming model where such details are abstracted away:
this provides great operational �exibility [24].

Composability of behaviour. Another bene�t of aggregate programming is com-
positionality, namely the ability of connecting basic self-organising behaviours
(e.g., gradients�cf. Section 2.1) in order to build more complex self-organising
behaviours (e.g., channels�cf. Section 2.1). The problem with the actor-based
design proposed in Section 3 is that explicitly managing the relationships be-
tween computations in terms of message-passing is cumbersome and error-
prone7.

5 https://github.com/scafi/scafi
6 https://scafi.github.io/
7 A sketch of an actor-based implementation of the channel is given in the provided
repository

https://github.com/scafi/scafi
https://scafi.github.io/
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Separation of Concerns. Separating di�erent concerns is a well-known design
principle in software engineering, fostering modular design. It is also related to
the Single Responsibility Principle (SRP), which suggests that a module (e.g.,
a class or an actor) should handle a single piece of functionality. As we have
seen, it is good to separate certain concerns: e.g., the scheduling concern may be
encapsulated into a scheduler (actor)�cf. Section 3.2. However, there is the risk
of too much separation, possibly leading to over-complication and ine�ciency.
In the provided repository, for instance, a �fully destructured� device actor is
provided, encapsulating the di�erent concerns (sensor management, neighbour-
hood management, scheduling management, context management, communica-
tion management, and computation) into separate child actors; however, this
design turns out to be very complex, due to the need of properly managing the
interaction among those inter-related sub-actors.

Propensity to openness and recon�guration. The kinds of systems we are consid-
ering in this chapter, i.e., large homogeneous systems (e.g., swarms, IoT systems,
etc.), are generally open systems, where devices may easily enter or exit the
system (also due to failure, user decisions, and environmental dynamics). Ad-
ditionally, the execution of such systems may need to be recon�gured [27] into
di�erent architectural styles (cf. Section 4) in order to optimise for or opportunis-
tically exploit available infrastructure by re-deployment [4,24]. Recon�guration
is typically based on component models [43,12,25], but also actors have shown
their suitability for dynamically recon�gurable open systems [52]. In [55], the
prelude of the pulverisation model of aggregate computing systems [25], it was
proposed to split the behaviour of a device into sub-actors (handling sensors,
actuators, communication, and computation), to be potentially deployable (and
relocatable) across di�erent architectures. Di�erent approaches may leverage
other kinds of components, e.g., based on microservices or containers [27], hence
possibly leveraging actors at the level of their implementation.

Fine-grained execution model. Aggregate computing systems typically work in
a round-based fashion, where devices repeatedly execute asynchronous rounds
atomically performing sense�compute�act steps. Actors, instead, promote the
construction of asynchronous reactive data�ow graphs, that may in principle
support a �ner-grained de�nition of the execution model where, e.g., the only
computations that are re-evaluated are those whose inputs have changed. A
�rst reactive extension to aggregate computing, based on reactive policies and
explicit program graphs, has been proposed in [45]. A di�erent approach may
exploit the functional reactive programming paradigm [11]. A comparison be-
tween these approaches and potential actor-based design may be an interesting
future work, to determine more e�cient and �nely controllable execution strate-
gies, and to possibly also provide general insights about the relationship between
self-organisation and reactivity.

Abstraction gap. Even though the Actors model and technologies like the Akka
actor-based toolkit provide some support for the implementation of a middleware
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for aggregate systems, it is important to consider if and how more advanced
Actors and Active Objects models [14], could further reduce the abstraction gap
for such systems. Some well-known Active Objects Languages (AOLs) include
Rebeca [50], ABS [34], ASP [20], and Encore [18].

For instance, [14] considers the o�ered degree of synchronisation and cor-
responding synchronisation mechanisms as one of the dimensions along which
to compare AOLs. These mechanism may be useful for structuring control �ow
and the collaboration among middleware components, possibly in a more �ne-
grained and veri�able way. Indeed, AOLs like Rebeca and ABS are designed
for veri�ability, and can support the analysis of the correctness of a middle-
ware implementation�e.g., to ensure that the middleware enacts the desired
execution model for the system. The support in ABS for time, resource, and
deployment modelling can also be instrumental for assessing the cost of an ag-
gregate computing system deployment. Indeed, there exist works [3,35] that have
exploited the ABS language to study the performance of a given system for di�er-
ent deployment architectures; the same approach could be applied to aggregate
computing deployments (cf. pulverisation [25,24]).

Future work. In the present paper, we have considered actor-based solutions for
the design and implementation of self-organising behaviours. Some interesting
work has been conducted about implementing self-organising systems with ac-
tor languages through coordinated actor models [9,10], which would be worth
comparing to our approach in future work.

As previously mentioned, one interesting future work also amounts to in-
vestigating whether specialised Actors and Active Objects models/language can
better support the development of component or layers within an aggregate
computing system.
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Abstract. As users of digitalized services are more and more required
to share their personal data, it becomes increasingly important for appli-
cations to comply with users’ consent for the handling of their personal
data. Ensuring compliance with such consent requires reasoning glob-
ally about both the flow of information and the interaction of different
parties handling personal data. In this direction, privacy by design prin-
ciples cultivate a philosophy that endorses the development of systems
with built-in abilities to demonstrate compliance with data privacy to
guarantee the protection of personal data. However, there is an appar-
ent mismatch in adopting such imprecise principles into explicit design
methods that support systematic solutions that integrates data privacy
in system design. In this paper, we propose an integration of privacy
concepts into a core active object language, to explore how the chosen
privacy-aware language semantics can ensure handling of personal data
according to users’ privacy consent.

1 Introduction

Due to the rigorous modeling of the digital economy, companies nowadays are
tempted to treat users’ personal data as enterprise-wide assets to gain insights
that benefit their businesses. The exchange of data through several online and
offline data sources and the proliferation of unlawful processing has resulted
in the enaction of personal data regulations to protect users against unlawful
business practices and retain their privacy rights. The General Data Protection
Regulations (GDPR) [7] is one such prime example that mandates transparent
data processing and enforces users’ rights for their personal data to be han-
dled according to their consent. The GDPR is an extensive text document, not
written by software designers or information engineers but by lawyers and policy-
makers. As a written text, the GDPR contains unclear terminology that can be
interpreted in different ways, contributing to the existing gap in what can be en-
forced in practice for data privacy against what it required to be enforced by the
law. This problem is widely discussed and recognized by academia and industry
researchers. However, well-understood concepts, models, and tools to support
GDPR enforcement are still controversial [20,22]. The GDPR hints towards pri-
vacy by design and default under Article 25, which envisions the support for



software development with built-in abilities to comply with data protection reg-
ulations [5, 30].

Integrating privacy principles into the software development process is not
a new challenge [8, 25]. In particular, there have been several attempts to de-
velop privacy by construction approaches [22]. However, many aspects of data
privacy remain unexplored [13, 29]. Since conventional languages do not have
well-established support for privacy-specific properties, there is a need for new
programming language primitives, preferably with methodology for proof of cor-
rectness to synthesize the program with privacy constructs.

In this paper, we discuss aspects of data privacy that have been little explored
and have the potential to be addressed via language design principles [14], such
as simplicity, expressiveness, transparency, and consistency. Using language de-
sign principles will help us enhance a core language for distributed systems with
data privacy principles so that data privacy compliance can be easily expressed
and checked. We consider a core active object language as our target, which
provides a powerful mechanism to model distributed systems [6]. Active ob-
ject languages combine the basic Actor model [1] with object-oriented concepts.
Communication between active objects is realized asynchronously, allowing in-
terleaved execution inside each object with its own processing thread. We first
discuss the main abstractions that need to be considered in a language to ad-
dress privacy awareness and later explore how language semantics can be used to
enforce compliance for users’ privacy consent. Concretely, we integrate privacy
principles into a core active object language where 1) users can add or with-
draw consent using special language constructs, 2) objects capture instances of
entities, which are user-approved, and 3) the language semantics ensures that
personal data is handled in accordance with the given users’ privacy consent.

Paper outline. We first identify the relevant GDPR requirements and technical
challenges in Secs. 2 and 3. Then we focus on the language syntax in Sec. 4, mo-
tivating examples in Sec. 5 and semantics in Sec. 6. Reflections on the language
are given in Sec. 7 and the correctness of the language is shown in Sec. 8, related
work and discussion in Sec. 9 and conclusion and future work in Sec. 10.

2 The GDPR Requirements

The GDPR establishes a unified framework for data protection across the Eu-
ropean Union. The GDPR is currently stretched over 11 chapters and consists
of 99 articles. Across the chapters, it mentions several restrictions for personal
data handling. In this section, we detail a few core principles of the GDPR that
have the potential to be addressed via language design principles.

Purpose Limitation: Art. 5 Sec. 1(b) of the GDPR states purpose limitation
as “Personal data shall be collected for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes
and not further processed in a manner that is incompatible with those purposes;
. . . not be considered to be incompatible with the initial purposes”. This require-
ment mainly imposes restrictions on systems for collecting a vast amount of
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data for ambiguous and broadly classified purposes. According to purpose lim-
itation, data controllers are compelled to use personal data only for specific,
well-defined purposes and cannot process further for alternative purposes. Ad-
ditionally, Sec. 1(e) of Art. 5 mentions that personal data shall only be stored if
necessary and imposes storage limitations based on purposes.

Conditions for Consent: Art. 6.1 (a) specifies that data subject’s consent
for handling their personal data for one or more purposes is essential for lawful
processing. Under Art. 7 [7], the GDPR specifies various conditions for consent
from data subjects. Consent needs to be informed and freely obtained before
processing personal data. The terms and conditions presented to receive consent
from data subjects should be clear, intelligible, and understandable. The GDPR
also formulates that data subjects should be able to modify their consent at
any time, and data controllers should facilitate this choice. If we rephrase this
into a technical solution, any processing or collection of personal data should be
attached to the individual consent from the users. Upon withdrawal, the personal
data should no longer be used for any processing.

Data Subject Rights: Art. 12 – 21, specifies a set of rights that service
providers must facilitate for data subjects while handling their personal data.
Art. 15 remarks that a “data subject shall have the right to access the purpose of
processing categories of personal data, the recipients to whom personal data is
disclosed or transferred, and the period for which the data will be stored.”. This
is to say that users are an operative part of personal data processing. Exercis-
ing data subjects’ rights allows users to access their personal data and have full
decision rights on how it is handled.

3 The GDPR Technical Challenges

In this section, we discuss the main challenges related to GDPR requirements
discussed in Sec. 2. In particular, we focus on the challenges with the potential
to be addressed via language design principles. In contrast to well-explored prob-
lems for incorporating GDPR rules within a distributed system, the challenges
discussed in this section are less explored by the research community [13].

Challenge 1: Contextual awareness of personal data. The GDPR states
that "personal data" is any information that is related to an identifiable person
(data subject). In a technical context, this can be understood as data containing
explicit identifiers such as name, identification number, physical identifier, online
identifier, etc. In Sec. 2, we noticed that purpose plays a vital role in handling
personal data. However, relating data handlers (entities) and purposes to iden-
tifiable personal data yields new challenges for information systems since data
handling suddenly becomes highly contextual. For example, consider personal
data D identified by entities E1 and E2. However, both entities can only handle
D differently since they have access to D for different purposes.
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Challenge 2: Data processed as personal data. This can happen when
non-personal data can be associated with an identifier or when such data is
combined with other pieces of data to be associated with an individual. For
example, entity E1 can handle non-personal data D, which in the process of
data handling is transformed into identifiable personal data D0. However, E1

does not have authorization from the data owner to process such personal data
(data leak), creating a violation of the users’ consent preference.

Challenge 3: Personal data with multiple owners. Although the GDPR
never explicitly mentions how to process data owned by multiple data subjects,
it is crucial to consider data handling when data concerns more than one data
subject. As an example, let us consider a loan application that considers com-
bined personal data D of two data subjects, Alice and Bob. If Alice allows the
handling of her personal data for a set of purposes P1 and Bob allows the han-
dling of his personal data for a set of purposes P2, it is unclear how to proceed
with the handling of D.

Challenge 4: Unclear terminology for personal data handing. As shown
in Sec. 2, the GDPR uses terminology that can have multiple interpretations,
particularly for data handling. Vocabulary, such as collect, store, use, delete and
transfer, is unspecified, and it is unclear how requirements directly related to
such terminology should be enforced by services.

4 A Privacy-Aware Active Object Language

Active object languages [6] are considered suitable for distributed and service-
oriented systems. We consider a core privacy-aware active object language (that
we call P-AOL), that is extended with support for GDPR concepts, privacy
policies, and notion of consent.

4.1 Privacy-Aware Aspects of P-AOL

In this section, we motivate the main privacy-related aspects that we will incor-
porate in P-AOL.

Data controllers (DC) and data processors (DP) can be understood as en-
tities, which are identifiable organizations, organizational units, or roles in an
organization that has or can handle data. P-AOL will include the declaration
of a set of entities. In particular, an object can be associated with one declared
entity to reflect the entity it represents (if any). An object associated with an
entity may act as a DC or DP, and we formalize the transfer of rights from DC
to DP. With this information, it is possible to enforce that only objects acting as
authorized entities can access personal data. After that, we can check the access
against the consent settings provided by the users.

Data subjects (DS) can be understood as users whose personal data is being
handled by entities. As noted in Sec. 2, users should be able to express consent
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on their personal data handling. P-AOL will include unique objects that rep-
resent users so that we can check how a service behaves when interacting with
the users’ consent. In P-AOL, personal data will be associated with specific ids,
transforming them into private values. P-AOL will be designed so that the lan-
guage can handle non-private values freely and restrict the handling of private
values. In particular, the language will handle private values with more than one
owner (where each owner has different set-ups for their consent), e.g., personal
data associated with bank loans for various legally accountable users.

Purposes can be understood as the reasons why personal data is being han-
dled. P-AOL will include the declaration of a set of purposes. In particular,
personal data will be associated with specific purposes. With this information,
it is possible to enforce purpose-based processing. After that, we can check that
personal data is handled according to the purposes stated in the users’ consent.

Consent can be understood as an informed agreement that users give to
allow the handling of their personal data. P-AOL will include the addition and
removal of consent via privacy policies explicitly stating which entities can handle
personal data, for what purposes, and what actions they can perform. Actions
will be stated using the vocabulary in the GDPR (e.g., collect, transfer, use,
store, etc.). The language used to capture consent is a simplified version of the
language presented in [2].1 Since consent is a runtime element, it cannot be
assumed to be given all the time since users may modify it during the lifetime of
a service. To capture such flexibility, P-AOL will include operations that users
can perform to add and remove consent at any time, mimicking the enforcement
of Article [7] in the GDPR. See Sec. 2.

Lawfulness of processing of personal data is a fundamental principle of the
GDPR, as noted in Sec. 2. All the elements described above will help P-AOL
to capture how personal data should be handled according to the consent given
by users. As motivated in the introduction section, there exists a gap between
ambiguous laws and concrete technical solutions. In particular, the GDPR uses
the vocabulary of processing of personal data that includes, e.g., collect, transfer,
use, store, etc., that can have different interpretations. In P-AOL we concretize
an interpretation of such actions and explore how language semantics can enforce
them. In this paper, we limit ourselves to only exploring the interpretation of use,
collect, transfer, and store, which will be captured by the operational semantics
of the language in Sec. 6. Concretely, we interpret: (1) collection of personal
data as the action of creating new private values and possibly storing them in
short-lived variables (e.g., local variables), (2) transfer of personal data as the
action of sending private values to other entities, (3) use of personal data as
the action of accessing private values without modifying them and (4) storing of
personal data as the action of saving private values in long-lived variables (e.g.,
fields of objects). Similarly, other actions included in the GDPR, e.g., personal
data deletion can be given an interpretation.

1 The full policy language includes additional GDPR aspects such as location and
retention time. For simplicity, we here only consider entities, purposes, and actions.
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Synt. categories.
A in Type
U in UserType
T in BasicType

T in privType

⌘ in Entity

p in Purpose

a in Action
⇢ in Policy

C, I,m, fn in Name
s in Stmt
x in Var
e in Expr
v in Val
t in Tag

Definitions.
A ::= B | I | U

B ::= T | T

PR ::= E P bF cIF cCL sc
F ::= def B fn(B x) = e;

E ::= entities b⌘;
P ::= purposes bp;
a ::= use | collect | store | transfer
IF ::= interface I {cSg}
CL ::= class C([A x]) implements I {[ A x ; ] M}
M ::= Sg sc
Sg ::= A m([A x])

sc ::= {[A x; ] s}
s ::= skip | x := rhs | if e { s } | s; s | await g |

return e | x.addCon(⇢) | x.remCon(⇢) |

x.addInst(x) | x.remInst(x)

rhs ::= ↵ | new C(↵) [of ⌘] | e!m(↵) | e.get | new user
g ::= x?

e ::= v | x | fn(e) | e op e | this
↵ ::= e | e tag t

⇢ ::= (b⌘,ba, bp)
t ::= hbx, bpi

Fig. 1. Syntax of P-AOL. Constructs highlighted with grey background deal
with privacy aspects. Terms like e denote (possibly empty) lists over the corre-
sponding syntactic categories, terms like bu denote (possibly empty) sets over the
corresponding syntactic categories. Square brackets [ ] denote optional elements.

4.2 Formal Syntax of P-AOL

The formal syntax of the language is given in Figure 1. A type A is either a data
type B, an interface I, or type U for users. Type B consists of basic types T ,
such as Bool, Int, product types (records), etc., as well as private types T that
extend the basic types with privacy-aware information (explained below). A
program PR includes entities E, purposes P , a set of functions bF , interfaces cIF ,
classes dCL, and a main block sc. Function declarations F have a return type B,
a function name fn, a list of variable declarations x of types B, and a function
body given by an expression e. The type system allows functions to be defined
over types B. Observe that functions can handle private values, however, freshly
tagged values ↵ are syntactically restricted. An interface IF has a name I and a
set of method signatures cSg. A class CL has a name C, formal parameters and
state variables (fields) x of types A and methods M .

Observe that the fields of the class are defined as both its parameters and
state variables. A method definition M consists of a signature Sg and a main
block sc. A method signature Sg has a name m, and zero or more parameters
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A x and a return type A. The main block consists of variable declarations A x
and a method body with statements s.

The language includes standard statements s for sequential composition s1; s2,
assignment, if statements, skip statement, return statement and a number of pri-
vacy specific statements. The statement await g enables co-operative scheduling;
it conditionally suspends execution; the guard g controls processor release and
consists of Boolean tests e? (explained below). Just like expressions e, the evalu-
ation of guards g is side-effect-free. However, if g evaluates to false, the processor
is released and the process is suspended. When the execution thread is idle, an
enabled process may be selected from the pool of suspended processes by means
of a default scheduling policy.

Right-hand-side expressions rhs include (possibly tagged) expressions ↵, a
statement new to create an object, asynchronous method calls, future derefer-
encing get (explained below) and a statement to create new users. The expres-
sions e of the language include variables x, values v, function expression fn(e),
and operations op on e (e.g., arithmetic and logical operations). The language
includes non-assignable reserved variables, concretely and the self-reference this.
Omitted from Figure 1 are standard values of the basic types such as Bool and
Int. The type Unit has one value, unit. Communication in P-AOL is based on
asynchronous method calls, denoted by assignments f = e!m(↵) to future vari-
ables f . Here, o is an object expression, m a method name, and ↵ are (possibly
tagged) expressions providing actual parameter values for the method invoca-
tion. (Local calls are written this!m(↵)). After calling f = e!m(↵), the future
variable f refers to the return value of the call, and the caller may proceed with
its execution without blocking. Two operations on future variables control syn-
chronization in P-AOL. First, the guard await f? suspends the active process
unless a return to the call associated with f has arrived, allowing other processes
in the object to execute. Second, the return value is retrieved by the expression
f.get, which blocks all execution in the object until the return value is available.

Privacy policies. The language includes the declaration of entities b⌘ and pur-
poses bp. Privacy policies ⇢ are defined as the tuple (b⌘ 0,ba 0, bp 0), where entities b⌘ 0

are a subset of the declared entities b⌘ in the system, purposes bp 0 are a subset of
the declared purposes bp and actions ba 0 are a subset of the actions defined in the
syntax of the language: use, collect, store, and transfer.

Users and instances of entities. New objects are created via the statement new.
Each object is an instance of a class C with parameters ↵, and might be associ-
ated with an entity ⌘. Such an association will allow us to guarantee that only
authorized objects will be able to handle personal data. The language includes a
statement new user to create special objects that represent users. Objects that
are users can perform special operations in the language; such operations include
add/remove consent via privacy policies and add/remove concrete instances of
entities that can handle their own personal data. Consent can be added and
removed with the statements x.addCon(⇢), respectively x.remCon(⇢). Here the
consent is captured in the policy ⇢ and x evaluates to a user u that gives the
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consent. Instances can be added and removed with the statements x.addInst(o),
respectively x.remInst(o). Here o evaluates to an object id that is authorized to
handle the personal data of the user u (where x evaluates to u).

Personal data and purpose-based processing. We introduce tagged expressions ↵,
with a constructor e tag t to associate personal data with identifiers and pur-
poses. Here tags t of the form hbx, bpi (where bx evaluates to bu) are attached
to expressions e, so that they become private. Note that the tag hbx, {p, q}i
on some data entails that the data can be used for purpose p or q. The tag
hbx, ;i entails that the data cannot be used for any purpose. We syntactically
abuse this tag construct so that it can be applied on sets, lists and tuples, e.g.,
("John Smith", 25, "Oslo") tag h{john}, {Registration}i. This explicit tagging
could be replaced by automatic and implicit tagging, given a strategy, e.g., for
detecting users and purposes. However, such an extension is beyond the scope
of this paper.

5 Motivating Examples

In this section, we consider two examples, a hospital information system and a
bank loan system, to showcase the main data privacy-related aspects of P-AOL.

A Hospital Information System. Let us consider a hospital information
system (HIS), drafted in P-AOL, and shown in Fig. 2. Doctors register new
patients in the HIS. The HIS will communicate with a database DB, which
stores the patients’ personal data. Observe that in the code of the example, we
have highlighted in blue how personal data flows along the system.

When a doctor registers a new patient via the method registerPatient, the
doctor asks for the patient’s data and connects it to an id and purposes via the
tag construct, and from there on, non-personal data becomes personal data in
the system. Then, the asynchronous call is assigned to future variable f1 and
await f1? suspends the current task until the given guard becomes active or the
future is resolved. To continue with the registration, the method registerPatient

is further called in HIS and assigned to future f1 and awaits until f1 is resolved,
which will further call the method setPersonalData in DB. When a doctor wants
to access data from a patient, he calls the method requestPatientInfo, which
in turn will call the method requestPatientInfo in HIS, which will further call
the method requestPersonalData in DB. Once the future f2 is resolved and the
personal data is available in the future, it is then retrieved via the get statement.

Let us assume the scenario described in the main block of our example, where
we deploy an HIS called his, connected to the database db. We create a general
practitioner (GP) gp, an emergency doctor (ED) ed, and two patients alice and
bob. Observe that both patients alice and bob needed to consent to handle their
personal data. In particular, alice has set up that the system and her GP can only
handle her personal data. At the same time, bob has also given consent for his
personal data to be handled in case of emergency. The semantics of P-AOL will
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entities {Hosp, GP, ED, Lab}; purposes {Healthcare, Emergency};

interface IDB {Unit setPersonalData( D d); D requestPersonalData(U u); ... }
class DB() implements IDB {...}

interface IHIS {Unit registerPatient(U u, PD d); D requestPatientInfo(U u); ...}
class HIS(DB db) implements IHIS {

Unit registerPatient(U u, PD d {
Fut <Unit> f1 := db!setPersonalData(d tag h{u}, {Healthcare, Emergency}i);
await f1; return unit; }

D requestPatientInfo(U u){ Fut < D > f2 := db!requestPersonalData(u);
await f2?; d := f2.get ; return d; } ...}

interface IDoctor { Unit registerPatient(U u, PD d); Unit requestPatientInfo(U u); ... }
class Doctor(IHIS his) implements IDoctor {

Unit registerPatient(U u, PD d){ Fut <Unit> f1 := his!registerPatient(u,d);
await f1?; return unit; }

D requestPatientInfo(U u){ Fut < D > f2:= his!requestPatientInfo(u);
await f2?; D data := f2.get; return data; } ... }

{ // MAIN BLOCK
IDB db := new DB() of Hosp; IHIS his := new HIS(db) of Hosp;
IDoctor gp := new Doctor(his) of GP; IDoctor ed := new Doctor(his, nil) of ED;
U alice := new user; U bob := new user;

alice.addCon(({Hosp}, {store, transfer}, {Healthcare}));
alice.addCon(({GP}, {collect, use, transfer}, {Healthcare}));
alice.addInst(gp); alice.addInst(his); alice.addInst(db);

bob.addCon(({Hosp}, {store, transfer}, {Healthcare}));
bob.addCon(({Hosp}, {transfer}, {Emergency}));
bob.addCon(({ED,GP}, {collect, use, transfer}, {Healthcare, Emergency}));
bob.addInst(gp); bob.addInst(his); bob.addInst(db); bob.addInst(ed);

// ... register users in the HIS ...
Fut<Unit> f1 = gp!registerPatient(alice, da); ...
Fut< D > f2 = ed!requestPatientInfo(bob); await f2?; D d2 = f2.get ... }

Fig. 2. A hospital information system (HIS) example, drafted in P-AOL. Here
non-private data (of type PD) becomes private (of type D ) when associated
with a particular user (patient), using an explicit tag construct.

internally check that private data handling is according to the declared consent
of each user. We can, in principle, continue developing the scenario where both
alice and bob change their consent, and doctors try to access their personal data,
gaining a better understanding of how personal data is used in the HIS example.
Such a modeling exercise can help understand and reason about what consent
is needed from users, e.g., the information system might require the consent of
all patients to handle their personal data in case of emergency.

B Bank Loan System. Let us consider a banking system with some procedures
to apply for a bank loan. In particular, we look closer to a scenario where a
couple applies together for a loan. Figure 3 shows the drafted version of the
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entities {Bank, Officer}; purposes {Banking, Loan, Investment};

interface IDB {...} class DB() {...} // database

interface IBS { � loanCapacity(( � d1, � d2) }
class BS(IDB db) implements IBS { � loanCapacity ( � d1, � d2){...} ...}

interface IW { � processLoanCouple( � d1, � d2) ...}
class W( IBS bank ) implements IW {

� processLoanCouple( � d1, � d2){ Fut < � > f1= bank!loanCapacity(d1, d2);
await f1?; � d = f1.get; return d } ...}

{ // MAIN BLOCK
IDB db := new DB() of Bank; IBS b := new BS(db) of Bank; IW w := new W(b) of Officer;
U alice := new user; U bob := new user;

//...register consent for users...
alice.addCon(({Bank}, {use, collect, store}, {Banking}));
// Alice has given the officer full consent for Loan and Investment purposes.
alice.addCon({Officer}, {use, collect, transfer}, {Loan, Investment});
alice.addInst(bank); alice.addInst(db); alice.addInst(w);

bob.addCon(({Bank,Officer}, {use, collect, store, transfer}, {Banking,Loan}));
bob.addInst(bank); bob.addInst(db); bob.addInst(w);

Fut < � > f = w!processLoanCouple(�a tag h{alice}, {Loan, Investment}i ,
�b tag h{bob}, {Loan}i);

await f?; Bool loanGranted:= f.get; if loanGranted { // give loan } ...}

Fig. 3. A bank loan system example, drafted in P-AOL. Here � abstracts away
the type of records with personal data for the inputs and output of the function
loanCapacity. Additionally, �a and �b abstract away the personal record values
for alice and bob, respectively.

example in P-AOL, where the main block describes the scenario. We deploy
a bank and its database, and we create a worker w and two users alice and
bob. After registration in the system, alice and bob apply for a loan. As part of
this procedure, the system must calculate their combined loan capacity via the
function loanCapacity. Observe in the example that the function returns a value
d (e.g., the maximum amount of money both alice and bob can request to the
bank, given their current financial situation). This newly created value d belongs
to both alice and bob and only for the purpose of Loan (to guarantee that this
value can not be used for Investment since bob has not allowed his data to be
used for such purpose). With this example, we want to showcase insights into
how we envision tags for personal data should be combined to avoid data leaks.
We will further detail how P-AOL deals with such cases in Sec. 6.

6 An Operational Semantics for P-AOL

In this section, we detail the operational semantics of P-AOL. We first detail the
runtime syntax, and then we focus on the evaluation of expressions and auxiliary
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CN ::= {cn} cn ::= " | obj | msg | fut | ⌃ | cn cn

� ::= x 7! tv | � � � obj ::= o(�, �, q, ⌘)

� ::= {�|s}⌘ | idle msg ::= m(o, o0, tv, f, ⌘)

fut ::= f | f(v) q ::= " | � | q � q

� ::= ? | a 7! \h⌘, pi | � � � ⌃ ::= u 7! h�, boi | ⌃ � ⌃

v ::= o | f | u | . . . e ::= tv | . . .

t ::= ; | hbu, bpi | . . . ⌘ ::= ? | . . .

Fig. 4. Runtime syntax of P-AOL. Note that the empty tag values ;v are equiv-
alent to values v i.,e ;v ⇠= v and syntax of expressions e, values v, and entities ⌘
extends the ones in Fig. 1 as indicated by “. . .”

functions to later focus on the SOS style rules. We will also discuss alternatives
for error handling, which will be triggered when objects try to handle personal
data without the right consent.

Runtime syntax. Figure 4 shows the runtime syntax of P-AOL. A global con-
figuration CN is a bracketed multiset of runtime elements: objects, invocation
messages, futures, and user-specific consent. The associative and commutative
multiset union operator on configurations is denoted by white space and the
empty configuration by ". For simplicity, classes are not represented explicitly
in the semantics, but may be seen as static look-up tables of object layout and
method definitions. An object obj is a term o(�, �, q, ⌘), where o is the object’s
identifier, � is the state of the object and consists of the the binding of the
object’s fields, � is the process currently being executed, q a pool of processes
waiting to be scheduled for execution, and ⌘ is the entity associated with the
object. Note that entities ⌘ are extended with a special literal ?, representing
that no entity is associated to that object. An invocation message is a term
m(o, o0, tv, f, ⌘), consisting method name m, o the object callee, o0 the object
caller, tv the call’s actual parameter values, f the future to which the call’s
result is returned and ⌘ the entity associated with the object that called the
method. A future fut has an identifier f and a reply value v. Consent ⌃ con-
sists of u 7! h�, boi, where u is a user, � is a policy map represented as a set of
bindings a 7! [h⌘, pi that records for every action a, a set of pairs of entity and
purpose, meaning that the entity is allowed to perform action a for the user u
for purpose p. Here, empty policy map ? states that no entities or purposes are
allowed for any action. The set bo are the instances that can handle the personal
data of u, the semantics will check that only instances matching the declared
consent will be able to handle the personal data of u (further details will be
explained shortly). Here � is the concatenation operator for states �, process
pools q, policy map � and consent ⌃ .

A process {�|s}⌘ consists of a local state � of local variable bindings, a list s
of statements, and the entity ⌘ that made the call, or it is idle. (We identify any
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[[e tag hbx, bpi ]]� = tv, if [[e]]� = t1v ^ bu = [[bx]]� ^ t = t1 � hbu, bpi
[[v]]� = v

[[hbu,bpiv]]� = hbu,bpiv

[[x]]� = �(x)

[[this]]� = �(this)

[[e1 op e2]]� =

(
tv, if e1 = t1v1 ^ e2 = t2v2 ^ t = t1 � t2 ^ v = v1 op v2
[[[[e1]]� op [[e2]]� ]]� , otherwise

[[fn(e)]]� =

(
tfn vfn if tfn vfn = [[efn ]][x 7!tv] ^ e = tv

[[fn([[e]]�)]]� , otherwise

Fig. 5. The evaluation of functional expressions. Here, op refers to the semantic
operation corresponding to the syntax op.

process with an empty statement list with the idle process). We let the fields of
an object include this, denoting the identifier of the object.

The values from our program syntax are extended with runtime tags. In
particular, tv represents (possibly empty) tagged values, where the tag t can
be either ; or hbu, bpi. If bu is empty, the value is not considered private i.e.,
h;,bpiv = ;v and ;v = v; while values with non-empty tags are private. We also
allow a runtime � operation on tags, letting the combination of an empty and
a non-empty tag be the non-empty tag, and letting two non-empty tags be
combined by unifying the users and intersecting the purposes to avoid tagging
newly created values with purposes more than intended:

t1 � t2 =

8
>>><

>>>:

hbu, bpi, if t1 = ; ^ t2 = hbu, bpi

hbu, bpi, if t1 = hbu, bpi ^ t2 = ;

hbu [ bu 0, bp \ bp0i, if t1 = hbu, bpi ^ t2 = hbu 0, bp0i

; otherwise

The initial configuration of a program reflects its main block {A x; s}, which
at runtime has the form main(a, {l|s}?, ",?), where main is an object. In the
main object, let a be the substitution "[this 7! main] and l be the substitution
"[x 7! default(T )]. where default(T ) denotes the default value of type T . (We
assume that for a well-typed program, the main block does not refer to the
expression this).

Evaluation of Expressions. Let � be a state which binds variables to values.
The evaluation function for possible tagged expressions ↵ for a given state � is
defined inductively over the syntax of the expressions in the language (see Fig. 5)
and is mostly standard, i.e., [[↵]]� represents a confluent and terminating system,
which reduces possible tagged expressions ↵ to data values. The reduction of an
expression always happens in the context of a given process, object state, and
configuration. The program syntax provides an explicit tag construct to create
private values when an argument e is tagged with t. The tag of the resulting
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value is formed by the � operation on the tag of the evaluated e combined
with t. For binary operations op, we let op capture the actual arithmetic and logic
operators that can directly be applied over values. If the operands are values,
then we apply op and return the result; otherwise we syntactically distribute op
until we reach values. The tags of the resulting value are combined in accordance
to our tags combining operator �, which is further showcased in the banking
example in Sec. 5. For a (user-defined) function definition def B fn(B x) =
efn , the evaluation of a function call [[fn(e)]]� reduces to the evaluation of the
corresponding expression [[efn ]][x 7!tv] when the arguments e have been reduced
to ground terms tv. Note that the above evaluation is untyped: We assume that
programs are well-typed such that evaluation produces type-correct values.

Evaluation of guards. Given a substitution � and a configuration cn, we can lift
the evaluation of expressions to guards [[g]]cn� . Here we need the configuration cn
to access future variables. Let [[x?]]cn� = true if [[x]]cn� = f and f(v) 2 cn for some
value v (e.g., f is already resolved), otherwise if f 2 cn then [[x?]]cn� = false.

Auxiliary functions. The function scheduler(q) schedules an enabled process (if
possible) from the process queue q of an object o(�, idle, q, ⌘) in a configuration
cn. The function atts(C, tv, o) returns the initial state � for the fields of a new
instance o of class C, in which the formal parameters are bound to tv and the
field this is bound to the object identity o. The function init(C) returns an
activation (process) of the init method of C, if defined. Otherwise, it returns the
idle process. The function bind(m, o, o0, tv, f, ⌘) returns a process resulting from
the activation of the method m on object o with actual parameters tv and caller
o0, letting the caller o0 be bound to a local system variable caller and the future
reference f be bound to a local system variable destiny . If the binding succeeds,
the method’s formal parameters are bound to tv. The predicate fresh(n) asserts
that a name n is globally unique (where n may be an identifier for an object or
a user). The definition of these functions is straightforward but requires that the
class table is explicit in the semantics, which we have omitted for simplicity.

We now detail the functions that are used on the handling of data privacy.
Following GDPR regulations, we allow the transfer of processing rights from DC
to DP, provided that such transfer is not violating the user’s privacy policies. We
define a function E to select the entity and object responsible for the processing
in each transition step that handles data, where ? indicates that the caller object
does not represent a legal entity

E(hocaller, ⌘calleri, hocur, ⌘curi) =
(

hocaller, ⌘calleri, if ⌘caller 6= ?

hocur, ⌘curi, otherwise

Function T�(↵) extracts the (possibly empty) tags t from the expression ↵.

T�(tv) = t T�(e tag hbx, bpi) = T�(e)� h d�(x), bpi
T�(x) = T�(�(x)) T�(e1 op e2) = T�(e1)� T�(e2)
T�(fn(e)) = �T�(e) T�(e) = ; otherwise
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Functions U(t) and P(t) extract the users and purposes from tag t.

U(t) = {u | t = hbu, bpi ^ u 2 bu ^ bu 6= ; } P(t) = {p | t = hbu, bpi ^ p 2 bp ^ bp 6= ; ^ bu 6= ;}

Let function Inst(bu,⌃ ) extract the common instances that can handle the data
of the users bu. Function I checks if the object is an authorized instance or not
based on the user’s consent. If the users bu are empty, meaning that the data in
question is non-private, then the instance function will return true.

I(bu,⌃ , o) =

8
><

>:

true, if bu 6= ; ^ Inst(bu,⌃) = bo ^ o 2 bo

true, if bu = ;

false, otherwise

Let function Act(⌃ , ⌘, u, bp) return a set of allowed actions according to the con-
sent ⌃ and entity ⌘, particular user identifier u and purposes bp.

Act(⌃ , ⌘, u, bp) = {a | ⌃ (u) = h�, boi ^ 9p 2 bp (⌘, p) 2 �(a)}

We define function A(⌃ , ⌘, t) that for any given tags and entity extracts
the allowed actions granted by the users in the consent ⌃ . If the tags t are
empty implies that the data in question is non-private and all actions i.e.,
use, collect, transfer, store, are granted.

A(⌃ , ⌘, t) =

8
>><

>>:

nT
i=1

Act(⌃ , ⌘, ui, bp), if t = hbu, bpi ^ bu = u1 . . . un ^ bp 6= ;

{use, collect, transfer, store}, if t = ;

;, otherwise

Monotonicity of privacy tags. We show that for non-empty tags t and t0:
t v t0 ) A(⌃ , ⌘, t) ✓ A(⌃ , ⌘, t0)

where t v t0 expresses that t is more restrictive than t0, defined by U(t0) ✓ U(t)^
P(t) ✓ P(t0). Monotonicity implies that the more restrictive the tags are, the
less actions are allowed, which in turn means that the privacy conditions of
the operational semantics are violated more often (for given consent ⌃). This
supports the intuition that each user appearing in a tag comes with requirements
to be fulfilled, so the less users the less requirements, and secondly the purposes
provides processing rights, implying that the more purposes, the better (making
more processing possible).

Monotonicity of consent. A similar result holds for consent:

⌃ v ⌃0 ) A(⌃ , ⌘, t) ✓ A(⌃ 0, ⌘, t)

where ⌃ v ⌃0 expresses that ⌃ is more restrictive than ⌃0, in the sense that for
each user u such that ⌃(u) = h�, boi then ⌃0(u) is defined and for ⌃0(u) = h�0, bo0i
we have bo ✓ bo0 and (⌘, p) 2 � ) (⌘, p) 2 �0. The proof of these monotonicity
results follows from our definitions in a straightforward manner.
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(Skip)

o(a, {l | skip; s}⌘0 , q, ⌘) ! o(a, {l | s}⌘0 , q, ⌘)

(Activate)

p = scheduler(q)

o(a, idle, q, ⌘) ! o(a, p, (q \ p), ⌘)

(Assign1)

ho0, ⌘0i = E(hl(caller), ⌘0i, ho, ⌘i)

I(U(Ta�l(↵)),⌃ , o0)

{use, collect} ✓ A(⌃ , ⌘0, Ta�l(↵))

x 2 dom(l) [[↵]]a�l = tv

o(a, {l | x = ↵; s}⌘0 , q, ⌘) ⌃
! o(a, {l[x 7! tv | s}⌘0 , q, ⌘) ⌃

(Assign2)

ho0, ⌘0i = E(hl(caller), ⌘0i, ho, ⌘i)

I(U(Ta�l(↵)),⌃ , o0)

use 2 A(⌃ , ⌘0, Ta�l(↵))

I(U(Ta�l(↵)),⌃ , o)

{collect, store} ✓ A(⌃ , ⌘, Ta�l(↵))

x 62 dom(l) [[↵]]a�l = tv

o(a, {l | x = ↵; s}⌘0 , q, ⌘) ⌃
! o(a[x 7! tv, {l | s}⌘0 , q, ⌘) ⌃

(Cond1)

ho0, ⌘0i = E(hl(caller), ⌘0i, ho, ⌘i)

I(U(Ta�l(e)),⌃ , o0)

use 2 A(⌃ , ⌘0, Ta�l(e))

[[e]]a�l = true

o(a, {l | if e {s1}; s}⌘0 , q, ⌘) ⌃
! o(a, {l | s1; s}⌘0 , q, ⌘) ⌃

(Cond2)

ho0, ⌘0i = E(hl(caller), ⌘0i, ho, ⌘i)

I(U(Ta�l(e)),⌃ , o0)

use 2 A(⌃ , ⌘0, Ta�l(e))

[[e]]a�l = false

o(a, {l | if e {s1}; s}⌘0 , q, ⌘) ⌃
! o(a, {l | s}⌘0 , q, ⌘) ⌃

(Await1)

[[g]]cna�l

{o(a, {l | await g; s}⌘0 , q, ⌘) cn }
! {o(a, {l | s}⌘0 , q, ⌘) cn}

(Await2)

¬[[g]]cna�l

{o(a, {l | await g; s}⌘0 , q, ⌘) cn }
! {o(a, idle, q � {l | await g; s}⌘0 , ⌘) cn }

Fig. 6. Execution rules for standard statements in P-AOL.

Transition system. Let ! capture transitions between configurations. A run is
a possibly terminating sequence of configurations cn0, cn1, . . . such that cni !
cni+1. When auxiliary functions are used in the semantics, these are evaluated
in between the application of transition rules in a run. Rules apply to subsets
of configurations (the standard context rules are not listed). For simplicity, we
assume that configurations can be reordered to match the left-hand side of the
rules, i.e., matching is modulo associativity and commutativity as in rewriting
logic [16]. Transition rules transform configurations into new configurations and
are given in Figs. 6–8. We first present the transition rules for standard statement
execution (Figs. 6 and 7) and later the rules for user interactions (Fig. 8).

For statement execution, we focus on the handling of personal data, following
the current users’ consent, where allowed actions are within the language con-
structs {use, collect, store, transfer} and the statement is executed under the
right credentials. In particular, the semantics uses the function E to decide be-
tween checking the credentials of the caller object (and its entity) in the active
process (emulating data handling delegation), or the credentials of the actual
object (and its entity) processing the statement, in the sequel the chosen ob-
ject will be called the accountable object. In the standard execution rules, all
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(New-Object)

ho0, ⌘0i = E(hl(caller), ⌘0i, ho, ⌘i) I(U(Ta�l(↵)),⌃ , o0) I(U(Ta�l(↵)),⌃ , o0)

{use, transfer} ✓ A(⌃ , ⌘0, Ta�l(↵)) {collect, store} ✓ A(⌃ , ⌘00, Ta�l(↵))

fresh(o0) {l0 | s0} = init(C) a0 = atts(C, [[↵]]a�l, o0)

o(a, {l | x = new C(↵) of ⌘00; s}⌘0 , q, ⌘) ⌃
! o(a, {l | x = o0; s}⌘0 , q, ⌘) o0(a0, {l0 | s0}?, ;, ⌘00) ⌃

(Async-Call)

ho0, ⌘0i = E(hl(caller), ⌘0i, ho, ⌘i) I(U(Ta�l(↵)),⌃ , o0)

{use, transfer} ✓ A(⌃ , ⌘0, Ta�l(↵)) [[e]]a�l = o0 fresh(f) [[↵]]a�l = tv

o(a, {l | x = e!m(↵); s}⌘0 , q, ⌘) ⌃ ! o(a,{l |x=f ; s}⌘0 ,q, ⌘) m(o0, o, tv,f, ⌘0) f ⌃

(Bind-Mtd)

ho0, ⌘0i = E(ho0, ⌘0i, ho, ⌘i) I(U(Ta�l(tv)),⌃ , o0) I(U(Ta�l(tv),⌃ , o0))

{use, transfer} ✓ A(⌃ , ⌘0, Ta�l(tv)) collect 2 A(⌃ , ⌘0, Ta�l(tv))

o(a, �, q, ⌘) m(o, o0, tv, f, ⌘
0) ⌃ ! o(a, �, q � bind(m, o, o0, tv, ⌘

0), ⌘) ⌃

(Return)

ho0, ⌘0i = E(hl(caller), ⌘0i, ho, ⌘i) I(U(Ta�l(e)),⌃ , o0)

{use, transfer} ✓ A(⌃ , ⌘0, Ta�l(e)) f = l(destiny)

o(a, {l | return(e); s}⌘0 , q, ⌘) f ⌃ ! o(a, idle, q, ⌘) f([[e]]a�l) ⌃

(Read-Fut)

f = [[e]]a�l

o(a, {l | x = e.get; s}⌘0 , q, ⌘) f(tv) ! o(a, {l | x = tv; s}⌘0 , q, ⌘) f(tv)

Fig. 7. Execution rules for standard statements in P-AOL.

checks related to data privacy are highlighted in grey. Observe that such checks
for non-private values will return true since the tags associated with the values
would be empty. If any of the premises in the rules do not hold, the execution in
the object will be blocked. We conventionally write a to denote the object state,
which maps fields to values in an object and l to denote local state, which maps
local variables to values in a process. In the sequel, the variable s will match any
(possibly empty) statement list.

Rule Skip consumes a skip in the active process. Rule Activate schedules
a process from the waiting process queue, when there is no current process
executing. Rule Assign1 assigns (private) values to local variables; it validates
the accountable object by checking against user-allowed instances. Since the
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statement is using the values in expression ↵ and creating a new private value tv
that is temporarily collected in a local variable, the rule checks the allowance for
actions use and collect for ↵ by its valid tags. Rule Assign2 assigns the (private)
value of expression ↵ to a field in an object o, it validates the accountable object
by checking against user allowed instances, and the allowance for action use for
↵ since the statement is using the values in expression ↵. Then it validates for
the current object o the allowance for actions {store, collect} for collecting and
long-term storing the newly created private value tv in the field of object o.

Rules Cond1 and Cond2 cover the two cases of conditional statements, val-
idating the accountable object by checking against user-allowed instances and
the allowance for action use for e. Rule Await1 consumes the await g statement
if g evaluates to true in the current state of the object. Rule Await2 suspends
the active process into the process pool, leaving the active process idle if the
guard g evaluates to false. Note that no privacy checks are done in these rules
since guards are associated with futures. Rule New-Object creates a new object
with a unique identifier o0 and entity ⌘00. The object’s fields a0 are given default
values and are extended with the actual values [[↵]]a�l for the class parameters
(evaluated in the context of the creating process), and o0 for this. The process
init(C) will be active (this function returns idle if the init method is unspecified
in the class C, and it asynchronously calls run if the latter is specified). The
rule validates the accountable object by checking against user-allowed instances
and the allowance for actions {use, transfer} for ↵ since the statement is us-
ing and transferring the (private) values in expression ↵, to the newly created
object. Similarly, it checks the credentials for the newly created object and the
allowance for actions {collect, store} for ↵ since these new (private) values are
collected and stored long-term in the fields of the created object.

Rule Async-Call sends an invocation message with the method name m
and the actual parameters tv, to [[e]]a�l, which return value is associated to a
freshly created future f . It validates the accountable object by checking against
user-allowed instances and the allowance for actions {use, transfer} for ↵ since
the statement is using the values in expression ↵, and transferring the values
tv to [[e]]a�l. In Rule Bind-Mtd, the invocation message is consumed, and the
function bind(m, o, o0, tv, f, ⌘0) binds a method call in the class of the callee o.
This results in a new process {l | s}0⌘ which is placed in the queue of o, where
the formal parameters of m are bound in l to tv, the reserved variable caller is
bound to o0, and a reserved variable destiny is bound to f . The rule validates the
caller object by checking against user allowed instances and allowance of action
{use, transfer} to check if the respective consent exists for the caller object in
the configuration since the call. It then validates the accountable object and the
allowance for action collect for tv since the statement is temporarily collecting
them in the local variables of the new process.

Rule Return places the return value into the associated future of the process
that was stored in the reserved variable destiny. It validates the accountable
object and the allowance for actions {use, transfer} for e since the statement is
using and transferring e to the associated future. Rule Read-Fut deferences a
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(New-User)

fresh(u)

o(a, {l | x = new user ; s}⌘0 , q, ⌘) ⌃ ! o(a, {l | x = u; s}⌘0 , q, ⌘) ⌃ � u 7! h?, {o}i

(Add-Consent)

[[x]]a�l = u �0 = InsrtPol(�, ⇢)

o(a, {l | x.addCon(⇢); s}⌘0 , q, ⌘) ⌃ � u 7! h�, boi ! o(a, {l | s}⌘0 , q, ⌘) ⌃ � u 7! h�0, boi

(Withdraw-Consent)

[[x]]a�l = u �0 = RmvPol(�, ⇢)

o(a, {l | x.remCon(⇢); s}⌘0 , q, ⌘) ⌃ � u 7! h�, boi ! o(a, {l | s}⌘0 , q, ⌘) ⌃ � u 7! h�0, boi

(Add-Instance)

[[x]]a�l = u [[e]]a�l = o0

o(a, {l | x.addInst(e); s}⌘0 , q, ⌘)
o0(a0, �0, q0, ⌘00) ⌃ � u 7! h�, boi ! o(a, {l | s}⌘0 , q, ⌘)

o0(a0, �0, q0, ⌘00) ⌃ � u 7! h�, bo [ {o0}i

(Remove-Instance)

[[x]]a�l = u [[e]]a�l = o0

o(a, {l | x.remInst(e); s}⌘0 , q, ⌘)
o0(a0, �0, q0, ⌘00) ⌃ � u 7! h�, boi

! o(a, {l | s}⌘0 , q, ⌘)
o0(a0, �0, q0, ⌘00) ⌃ � u 7! h�, bo \ {o0}i

Fig. 8. User interactions semantics for AOL

future on the form f(v). Note that if the future lacks a value, it is of the form
f and the reduction in this object is blocked. Note that no privacy checks are
done in this rule, since they will be done by the corresponding assignment rule.

In Fig. 8, rule New-User creates a new user with a unique identifier u and
assigns it to variable x. The user u is then added to the global consent ⌃ . Rule
Add-Consent allows user u to add policy ⇢ = (b⌘,ba, bp) to his/her consent, here
the function InsrtPol(�, ⇢) adds to the binding � the new elements in ⇢. Let
cp be the Cartesian product of the sets b⌘ and bp, this creates a set of pairs
[h⌘, pi 2 cp. Each action in ba is then mapped to cp, creating a binding �00,
which updates �, such that InsrtPol(�, ⇢) returns an updated binding �0. Rule
Withdraw-Consent allows user u to respectively remove the element in the
policy ⇢ in the binding �, by using the function RmvPol(�, ⇢), updating the
global consent ⌃ . Similarly, rules Add-Instance and Remove-Instance allow
user u to add, respectively remove, instance o0 to the consent in ⌃ .

7 Reflection on P-AOL Semantics

We now reflect on the formal syntax and semantics of P-AOL and frame the
discussion toward the challenges presented in Sec. 3. Challenge 1 is related to
contextual awareness for handling personal data. To meet this challenge, we
introduce new program constructs, i.e., entities, and purposes. We use data tags
to associate data with user identities and purposes (to capture purpose-based
processing). Challenge 2 is related to data becoming personal data. Our language
captures such scenarios by a special tag construct that associates expressions to
user ids and purposes. During the evaluation of such expression, the system
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reduces the expression to a private value, such that the privacy-related checks in
the standard execution rules will apply. Challenge 3 is related to personal data
with multiple owners. This scenario is clearly explained by the bank loan system
example in Sec. 5, which is further discussed in the evaluation of expressions (see
Fig. 5): When private values are associated with two or more users, we consider
the union of users and intersection of purposes, such association is further used
to check consent in the standard execution rules to guarantee that the handling
of private values associated with multiple users considers the consent of each of
them. Challenge 4 is related to unclear terminology for personal data handling
in the GDPR. Our formal language considers a concrete interpretation of the
terminology and enforces them in the transition rules for standard execution so
that corresponding checks are done according to the consent of each user, as
shown in the scenarios of the motivating examples in Sec. 5.

7.1 Thoughts on Error Handling in P-AOL when Lacking Consent

The semantics of P-AOL does not include runtime error handling. If a runtime
error occurs in one of the objects, the execution in the active process will stop
and the object will be blocked, yet the object stays alive. One particular case
in which errors might occur in P-AOL is caused by the lack of consent for
handling personal data. One alternative to overcome such errors is the use of a
dynamic consent interaction dialogue with the user, where a dialogue mechanism
is introduced asking for the required consent from the user. Regarding GDPR,
this could be reflected by opt-in/opt-out requests, allowing users to opt in or opt
out dynamically at runtime. We can further refine the options to:

Allow-once: for temporary consent, with a new dialogue next time needed,
Allow-always: for changing the consent so that it is kept for further processing.

However, this requires users to be available whenever the data is processed,
which is not always reasonable. Hence, there is a need for other complementary
mechanisms such as:
– Suspension points, allowing the current process to be suspended until a

Boolean condition is satisfied or a return value is available. (e.g., extend
guards in the await statement to handle Boolean expressions). Then if the
condition or return value are not available at that point (e.g., the user has
not yet given the required consent), we can introduce a release point and
suspend execution in the active process until the needed results are avail-
able, meanwhile, letting other (enabled) processes from the waiting queue
be scheduled, unblocking the execution in the object.

– Exception handling, where exceptions are raised at the process level and
handled for e.g. using try and catch block locally in the process.

– Process finalizers, which will terminate the process gracefully, possibly un-
doing some actions and sending messages to the involved parties. This is
similar to roll-backs and fall-back functions in Solidity [24] and finalizers in
other language settings [3].
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8 Correctness

P-AOL’s operational semantics results in a possible non-terminating state tran-
sition system. We prove that any execution of a program in our language will
satisfy compliance at every step. Compliance in our setting expresses that any
personal data handling should follow the user’s privacy consent. Intuitively, han-
dling personal data is allowed via actions use, collect, store, and transfer. Hence,
we formalize actions to check if valid consent exists for every action and user
in any state and then check against program premises required to execute any
statement. We use first-order logic to reason about the correctness of our pro-
gram since we need predicates, function symbols, and quantifiers. Our formulas
are typically defined for each state of an object o in a given configuration cn.

Below, we define action formulas where we check if the appropriate action
exists in the consent ⌃ for the data in question.

Definition 1 (Use). Given a state cn, consent ⌃ , private tags t, object ids o,
o0 and entity ⌘0, we define the following formula (use), expressing consented
usage of private data:

use(cn, o, t,⌃ , o0, ⌘0) = 9�, l, ⌘, ⌘0, q, s, s0 . o(�, {l | s; s0}⌘0 , q, ⌘) 2 cn ^
8u 2 U(t) 9bo,� . u 7! h�, boi 2 ⌃ ^ 9p 2 P(t) . h⌘0, pi 2 �(use) ^ o0 2 bo

Definition 2 (Collect). Given a state cn, consent ⌃ , private tags t, object ids
o, o0 and entity ⌘0, we define the following formula ( col), expressing consented
collection of private data:

col(cn, o, t,⌃ , ⌘0, o0) = 9�, l, ⌘, ⌘0, q, s, s0 . o(�, {l | s; s0}⌘0 , q, ⌘) 2 cn ^
8u 2 U(t) 9bo,� . u 7! h�, boi 2 ⌃ ^ 9p 2 P(t) . h⌘0, pi 2 �(collect) ^ o0 2 bo

Definition 3 (Store). Given a state cn, consent ⌃ , private tags t, object ids
o, o0 and entity ⌘0, we define the following formula ( store), expressing consented
storing of private data:

store(cn, o, t,⌃ , o0, ⌘0) = 9�, l, ⌘, ⌘0, q, s, s0 . o(�, {l | s; s0}⌘0 , q, ⌘) 2 cn ^
8u 2 U(t) 9bo,� . u 7! h�, boi 2 ⌃ ^ 9p 2 P(t) . h⌘0, pi 2 �(store) ^ o0 2 bo

Definition 4 (Transfer). Given a state cn, consent ⌃ , private tags t, object ids
o, o0 and entity ⌘0, we define the following formula ( trans), expressing consented
transfer of private data:

trans(cn, o, t,⌃ , o0, ⌘0) = 9,�, l, ⌘, ⌘0, q, s, s0 . o(�, {l | s; s0}⌘0 , q, ⌘) 2 cn ^
8u 2 U(t) 9bo,� . u 7! h�, boi 2 ⌃ ^ 9p 2 P(t) . h⌘0, pi 2 �(transfer) ^ o0 2 bo

In all the above formulas, P(t) extracts the purposes and U(t) extracts the users
from tags t. We check the compliance against rules that can access private data
at any state. This is to say that, in our operational semantics, the rules accessing
personal data through actions are New-object, Assign1, Assign2, Cond1, Cond2,
Async-Call, Bind-Mtd, and Return. Other rules from the semantics do not con-
stitute any compliance check and are therefore omitted in the proof. We check
if the program permission to execute any statements is in accordance with the
appropriate consent by the user in that state.
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Definition 5 (Compliance). To check compliance with respect to user consent
for executing any program statement, we define the following formula, comp:

comp(cn, o,⌃ ) = 9�, x, e,↵,↵, l,m, q, ⌘, ⌘0, s, s0, o0, ⌘0 .
o(�, {l | s ; s0}⌘0 , q, ⌘) 2 cn ^ ho0, ⌘0i = E(hl(caller), ⌘0i, ho, ⌘i)
^ (s = (x := ↵) ^ x 2 dom(l) )

use(cn, o, Ta�l(↵),⌃ , o0, ⌘0) ^ col(cn, o, Ta�l(↵),⌃ , ⌘0, o0))
^ (s = (x := ↵) ^ x 62 dom(l) )

use(cn, o, Ta�l(↵),⌃ , o0, ⌘0) ^ col(cn, o, Ta�l(↵),⌃ , o0, ⌘0) ^
store(cn, o, Ta�l(↵),⌃ , o0, ⌘))

^ (s = (x := new C(↵) of ⌘00) )
use(cn, o, Ta�l(↵),⌃ , o0, ⌘0) ^ col(cn, o, Ta�l(↵),⌃ , ⌘00, o0) ^
store(cn, o, Ta�l(↵),⌃ , o0, ⌘

00) ^ trans(cn, o, Ta�l(↵),⌃ , o0, ⌘0))
^ (s = (x := if e {s1}) ) use(cn, o, Ta�l(e),⌃ , o0, ⌘0))
^ (s = (x := e!m(↵)) )

use(cn, o, Ta�l(↵),⌃ , o0, ⌘0) ^ trans(cn, o, Ta�l(↵),⌃ , o0, ⌘0)) ^
(bind(m, o, o0, tv, ⌘0) 2 q ) col(cn, o, Ta�l(↵),⌃ , o0, ⌘

00))
^ (s = (x := return(e) ) ) use(cn, o, Ta�l(e),⌃ , o0, ⌘0))^

trans(cn, o, Ta�l(e),⌃ , o0, ⌘0))

Definition 6 (Compliance property). We define an execution as a sequence
of execution steps, possibly non-terminating, where each step is made according
to the operational semantics. An execution is said to be privacy compliant if
each step in the execution satisfies comp(cn, o,⌃ ) where cn is the configuration
at the start of the step, o is the object performing the step, and ⌃ 2 cn is the
consent.

Theorem 1 (Compliance). All executions following our operational seman-
tics are privacy compliant.

Proof. We prove the compliance property by case analysis on the rules. We prove
that each execution step, between the configurations cni 7! cni+1, satisfies the
compliance property, which again implies that all executions in our transition
system satisfies compliance.

To prove this, let’s assume that the current state is cn in our execution.

– Case Assign1. We may assume that the current program statement is x := ↵ and
x 2 dom(l) in object o(�, {l | x := ↵; s0}⌘0 , q, ⌘). Rule Assign1 is used, and we have
ho0, ⌘0i = E(hl(caller), ⌘0i, ho, ⌘i). The premises imply use(cn, o, Ta�l(↵),⌃ , o0, ⌘0),
col(cn, o, Ta�l(↵),⌃ , ⌘0, o0)).
Hence the compliance formula comp(cn, o,⌃) holds for the current execution step.

– Case New-object. We may assume that the current program statement is x :=
new C(↵) of ⌘00 in object o(�, {l | x = new C(↵) of ⌘00; s}⌘0 , q, ⌘)}.
The rule used is New-object, and we have ho0, ⌘0i = E(hl(caller), ⌘0i, ho, ⌘i). The
premises together imply col(cn, o, Ta�l(↵),⌃ , o0, ⌘

00), store(cn, o, Ta�l(↵),⌃ , o0, ⌘
00),

use(cn, o, Ta�l(↵),⌃ , o0, ⌘0), and trans(cn, o, Ta�l(↵),⌃ , o0, ⌘0).
Hence the compliance formula comp(cn, o,⌃) holds for the current execution step.
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– Case Async-call. We may assume the current program statement is x = e!m(↵)
in object o(�, {l | x := e!m(↵) ; s0}⌘0 , q, ⌘). The rule used is Async-call, and we have
ho0, ⌘0i = E(hl(caller), ⌘0i, ho, ⌘i). The premises imply use(cn, o, Ta�l(↵),⌃ , o0, ⌘0)
and trans(cn, o, Ta�l(↵),⌃ , o0, ⌘0)).
Hence the compliance formula comp(cn, o,⌃) holds for the current execution step.

Analogous proofs can be done for all the other statements. However, the require-
ment of comp(cn, o,⌃ ) concerning method binding is stronger than the last two
premises of rule bind-mtd, since there could be changes to the consent while
methods are in the process queue. If we assume that the consent is not strength-
ened for a user u while there are pending invocations with private data about u,
we can also conclude that method binding is compliant. This is a reasonable
assumption, assuming such updates on ⌃ may be temporarily delayed. Thus in
all execution steps, we conclude that the compliance property holds, thereby
proving that all executions in our transition system are privacy compliant.

9 Related Work and Discussion

Notions such as privacy by design (PbD) [5], data protection by design and
default [18], and legal compliance appear quite often in the literature; despite
much ongoing work in this direction, the research community agrees about the
need of practical guidance on such notions [13,29]. Schneider indicates that pri-
vacy principles, such as PbD, go through various levels of abstraction from their
conceptual models during design time until software implementation and do not
entirely guarantee privacy [22]. Hence, there is a need of privacy-aware languages
that help capture software design models with data privacy constructs that facil-
itate the check of privacy principles. Purpose is vital to privacy, and role-based
access control (RBAC) models enriched with purpose-awareness [4,15,32] for en-
terprise data handling have been previously well-explored; these authorization
models fail to capture the current regulatory requirements and consider only
organizational interests and not user preferences. Researchers have previously
explored information flow analysis to comply programs against privacy policies,
many of these approaches use static techniques [17,23,27]. It is essential to high-
light that in all of these prior works, static analysis alone will not be enough
to fully automate GDPR compliance since elements, such as consent, change at
runtime. Complementary to our line of work, Hjerppe et al. [10] presents a static
source code analysis to detect personal data; their focus is on the developers
perspective rather than on the users’ perspective. Hayati and Abadi [9] describe
an approach to model and verify aspects of privacy policies with a focus on en-
tities and purpose, ignoring other aspects of GDPR. Closer to our work, Tokas
et al. [26] and Karami et al. [12] explore language-based GDPR compliance.
The former [26] considers a core active object language with runtime updates of
user consent, presents an operational semantics, and shows that the semantics
guarantees compliance. User policies consider entity, purpose, and access rights;
however, different from our approach, access rights are less GDPR-oriented and
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understood in terms of read, append, and write accesses. The latter [12] consid-
ers a sequential Java-like language and uses opt-in/opt-out requests to relevant
users. Consent management operations are built into the language. In contrast
to our work, we capture data privacy consents, in particular, a predefined user
interface for the adjustment of the consent settings.

In the direction of a general study of GDPR and legal compliance, Ranise and
Siswantoro [21] propose an approach for privacy-aware automated legal compli-
ance checking by using tools for policy analysis on efficient SMT solvers. Unfortu-
nately, this was proposed before GDPR and did not consider crucial elements like
consent, actions, entities, and other GDPR requirements. Piras et al. [19] pro-
pose the design of an architecture abiding by GDPR requirements. However, this
approach lacks implementation details on compliance and does not address data
interoperability at lower system operations, unlike our approach, where enforce-
ment of data subjects’ preferences and monitoring inconsistency with consent is
handled on a data level, guaranteeing a concrete notion of compliance. Further
away from the techniques shown in this paper, there is a line of research that
explores compliance checking through blockchain technology; Vargas [31] pro-
poses a blockchain-based automated tool for compliance that considers consent
operations and the purpose of processing. Similarly, Truong et al. [28] propose a
Blockchain-based personal data management compliance with the GDPR plat-
form, guaranteeing GDPR requirements like transparency and accountability.
However, blockchain’s immutability, i.e, ledgers can never be erased, clashes with
GDPR’s "right to be forgotten", and even if personal data is stored off-chain,
any record on the chain will result in violation of GDPR in the platform.

10 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper proposes integrating privacy concepts into a core active object lan-
guage to explore how language syntax and semantics can be used to ensure
personal data handling by design and default. We first motivate the privacy con-
structs that must be included in the language to address privacy awareness and
enforcement of compliance with personal data handling according to users’ con-
sent. Then, we propose a semantics that integrates such abstractions. Finally,
we prove the correctness of the semantics with respect to users’ consent.

Our current proposed semantics is fixed to a concrete interpretation of GDPR
terminology. It would be interesting to explore how to parametrize the transition
rules with respect to desired personal data handling checks according to different
data privacy legislations and domain expertise. The proposed data privacy checks
introduce heavy runtime overheads for every transition rule that is handling data.
An interesting next step will be to look into how to reduce the checkpoints so
that we still guarantee compliance by using, e.g., behavioural types [11] that
can statically approximate the required checks so that they occur less often. We
have addressed some fine-grained personal data handling concepts for GDPR in
the proposed transition rules. However, we omitted concepts like data deletion
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(for the right to be forgotten) and data retention time (for storage limitation),
which have a temporal flavor in the analysis. It would be interesting to further
extend the semantics to include such concepts in the compliance checks.

We formalized the transfer of rights between data controllers (DC) and data
processors (DP) by the notion of accountable entity. We want to extend the
compliance checks such that DCs also restrict the processing rights for processors
and sub-processors. GDPR mentions contractual agreements between DC and
DP and the processor’s liability towards the DC. Hence, we may need to add
privacy rules for DCs to restrict the information exchange between controllers
and (sub)processors, e.g., by keeping track of the approved processors for each
controller. Finally, we want to build a proof of concept tool to make the semantics
of P-AOL executable and evaluate it via case studies and use cases.
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